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Foreword 

Robotics is undergoing a major transformation in scope and dimension. From a 

largely dominant industrial focus, robotics is rapidly expanding into human environ-

ments and vigorously engaged in its new challenges. Interacting with, assisting, serv-

ing, and exploring with humans, the emerging robots will increasingly touch people 

and their lives. 

The Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics (STAR) is devoted to bringing to the 

research community the latest advances in the robotics field on the basis of their sig-

nificance and quality. Through a wide and timely dissemination of critical research 

developments in robotics, our objective with this series is to promote more exchanges 

and collaborations among the researchers in the community and contribute to further 

advancements in this rapidly growing field. 

As one of robotics pioneering symposia, the International Symposium on Robotics 

Research (ISRR) has established over the past two decades some of the field's most 

fundamental and lasting contributions.  Since the launching of STAR, ISRR and sev-

eral other thematic symposia in robotics find an important platform for closer links 

and extended reach within the robotics community.  

This thirteenth edition of “Robotics Research,” edited by Makoto Kaneko and  

Yoshihiko Nakamura, brings a collection of a broad range of topics in robotics. The 

content of these contributions provides a wide coverage of the current state of robotics 

research: the advances and challenges in its theoretical foundation and technology ba-

sis, and the developments in its traditional and novel areas of applications. 

In addition to the collection of papers presented in the diverse technical areas, this 

volume reports on the specially organized, Diamond Session, which highlights some 

of the new research directions being pursued across the world in robotics research. 

The diversity, novelty, and span of the work unfolding reveal the field's increased 

maturity and its expanded scope. This thirteenth edition of ISRR culminates with this 

important reference on the current developments and new directions in the field of 

robotics - a true tribute to its contributors and organizers! 

Stanford, January 2010 Oussama Khatib



Preface

The 13th International Symposium of Robotics Research sponsored by the Interna-

tional Foundation of Robotics Research (IFRR) was held during November 26-29, 

2007 in Hiroshima, Japan. In the 13th ISRR, the screening procedure for determining 

speakers was separated into two; invitation and call-for-paper. As for invitation, we 

adopted a two-step procedure where we first nominated 36 candidates over the world 

and 24 invitees were eventually determined through the voting by all the IFRR offi-

cers. As for call-for-paper, we have 17 from 46 submitted papers in the PC meeting in 

Tokyo on Jully 21, 2007. Totally, we have accepted 41 papers, while 3 of them were 

eventually withdrawn due to the time conflict of speakers.  As a new flavor of the 

13th ISRR, we organized the "DIAMOND" session of 4 papers that were selected as 

clear and sharp shining stones for the future robotics. All sessions are structured 

somewhat different from regular conference sessions. First, chairs have an opportu-

nity to introduce the session and raise questions of relevant research area. Second, we 

can spend more time for discussion through it is never enough.  

Finally, we wish to thank all authors bringing their new idea in this symposium, 

and also many colleagues who have committed and taken responsibilities to make the 

symposium successful. 

Makoto Kaneko, Osaka University 

Yoshihiko Nakamura, University of Tokyo 
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Robot Grasping for Prosthetic Applications

Aggeliki Tsoli1 and Odest Chadwicke Jenkins2

1 Department of Computer Science, Brown University, Providence, RI, 02912-1910, USA

aggeliki@cs.brown.edu
2 Department of Computer Science, Brown University, Providence, RI, 02912-1910, USA

cjenkins@cs.brown.edu

Summary. Neurally controlled prosthetic devices capable of environmental manipulation have

much potential towards restoring the physical functionality of disabled people. However, the

number of user input variables provided by current neural decoding systems is much less than the

number of control degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) of a prosthetic hand and/or arm. To address this

sparse control problem, we propose the use of low-dimensional subspaces embedded within the

pose space of a robotic limb. These subspaces are extracted using dimension reduction techniques

to compress captured human hand motion into a (often two-dimensional) subspace that can be

spanned by the output of neural decoding systems. To evaluate our approach, we explore a set

of current state-of-the-art dimension reduction techniques and show results for effective control

of a 13 DOF robot hand performing basic grasping tasks taking place in both static and dynamic

environments.

1 Introduction

During the last few decades, there has been a lot of attention on the use of prosthetic

limbs for rehabilitation purposes. The goal of these devices has been to enhance a

disabled person’s capability for independent living and vocational productivity by

restoring his (or her) physical functionality. For instance, a disabled person can use

a prosthetic hand to perform daily tasks, such as preparing and consuming a meal

Fig. 1. Snapshot of our sparse control system driving a DLR/HIT robot hand to assist a human eat

a meal. The user selects points on the 2D control space displayed on the screen using the mouse.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 1–12.
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2 A. Tsoli and O.C. Jenkins

without the aid of other humans, only by using the hand to grasp and manipulate objects

in his environment. The benefits from prosthetic devices become more obvious in the

case of tetraplegics where the interaction of the human with his environment depends

solely on the prosthetic devices ultimately controlled by the human’s brain.

However, controlling a prosthetic limb, especially one with manipulating capabili-

ties, through a humans brain signal has an inherent difficulty forming a problem that

we call sparse control problem. The notion of the sparse control problem is that the

amount of information a human can reasonably specify within a sufficiently small up-

date interval is often far less than a robot’s degrees-of-freedom (DOFs). Feasible sens-

ing technologies, such as electroencephalogram (EEG) [4], electromyography (EMG)

[20, 2, 1], and cortical neural implants [5, 16], provide a very limited channel for user

input due to the sparsity and noise of the sensed signals. Specifically for neural de-

coding, efforts to decode user neural activity into control signals have demonstrated

success limited to 2-3 variables with bandwidth around 15 bits/sec. On the other hand,

robot hands with complex structure that will allow for performance similar to the hu-

man one can have up to 25 DOF. We can easily see that controlling the hand by mapping

directly from the space of the decoded brain signal to the space of the robot hand con-

figurations can lose a lot of useful information depending on the dimensionality of the

latter space.

Considering the abovementioned limitation, previous attempts to control robot sys-

tems from low-dimensional user input have focused on low-DOF systems. Example

control applications are 2D cursor control [15], planar mobile robots [4], and discrete

control of 4 DOF robot arms [8, 3]. Bitzer and van der Smagt [1] have performed high-

DOF robot hand control by reducing the DOFs to a discrete set of poses that can be

indexed through kernel-based classification. Additionally, Michelman and Allen [13]

approached this problem through combining user input with robot autonomy. The con-

trol approach in [9], where our work is based on, attempts a better mapping between the

low-dimensional user input space and the high-dimensional space of robot hand con-

figurations giving the opportunity of controlling robots with a larger number of DOFs.

This mapping is performed through the use of dimension reduction techniques. Repre-

senting the functionality of the robot hand by a set of motion capture data, dimension

reduction techniques try to map these data in a space with lower dimensionality pre-

serving as much variance of the data as possible. However, viable robot hand control

coming from the approach in [9] could not be shown mainly due to the noisy datasets

used for training.

In this paper, we extend the work in [9] and we show that this approach can lead

to successful robot grasping tasks. While the mismatch in robot pose and control di-

mensionality is problematic, it is likely that plausible hand configurations exist in a

significantly lower dimensional subspace arising from biomechanical redundancy and

statistical studies in human movement [11, 18, 12]. In this work, we examine an en-

hanced set of linear and nonlinear dimension reduction techniques and we highlight

the ones that produce low-dimensional subspaces that facilitate the sparse control of a

robot hand. In addition, we define a set of quantitative metrics to assess the quality of

the resulting low-dimensional control subspaces. These metrics are based on the amount

of consistency (two dissimilar hand poses are not proximal/close in the subspace) and
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continuity (hand poses near in sequence should remain proximal in the subspace) over

time in a low-dimensional subspace. The proposed approach is applied on the control

of the DLR/HIT robot hand with 13 DOFs.

In the next section, we will give an overview of the sparse control problem as well

as of the dimension reduction techniques that we are going to use. In Section 3, we will

present our results and Section 4 will discuss assumptions and extensions of our work.

2 Methodology

2.1 The Sparse Control Problem

The essence of the sparse control problem is to estimate a control mapping s : Z → X
that maps the low-dimensional user input z ∈ ℜd into the high-dimensional space of

hand poses x ∈ ℜD. d and D are the number of DOFs expressing human user input and

robot hand pose, respectively. Shown in Figure 2, sparse control mapping sits within

a feedback control loop of a human-robot team, serving as a control intermediary be-

tween a human decision maker and a robot platform. In this scenario, we assume an

environment described at time t with state xt whose physical integration is described

by a (not necessarily known) function f . The robot is also assumed to have a motion

control routine that produces appropriate motor commands given a desired state xg
t (or

goal robot pose) from a decision making routine. The human in the loop is responsible

for making decisions to produce xg
t , based on an internal policy π that relies on the

human intensions G and the perception x̂t of the state at time t coming from the partial

observations yt. The user interface is the medium through which the human user speci-

fies the desired pose xg
t to the robot platform. The problem addressed in sparse control

pertains to when the human cannot or is overly burdened in specifying the desired pose

xg
t for the robot. Specifically, we assume that D >> d∗. Also, xg

t ∈ ℜD and z∗t ∈ ℜd∗

where z∗t is the optimal amount of information a given human can communicate to a

robot. Obviously, z∗t is a moving limit that varies for each individual human user.

Fig. 2. A diagram of the feedback control consisting of a human decision maker percieving robot

state and generating control commands. Highlighted in blue, sparse control addresses the situa-

tion when the human has limited (sparse) communications with the robot, significantly less than

robot’s DOFs.
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The estimation of the mapping s is founded upon the assumption that the space of

plausible hand poses is intrinsically parameterized by a low-dimensional manifold sub-

space. We assume each hand pose achieved by a human is an example generated within

this manifold subspace. It is given that the true manifold subspace of hand poses is

likely to have dimensionality greater than two. With an appropriate dimension reduc-

tion technique, however, we can preserve as much of the intrinsic variance as possible.

As improvements in decoding occur, the dimensionality of the input signal will increase

but we will still leverage the same control mapping.

In the remaining of this section, we overview various techniques that approximately

cover the current state-of-the-art in dimension reduction.

2.2 Dimension Reduction Overview

In addressing the sparse control problem, we explore the use of six dimension reduction

methods for constructing control mappings: Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [7],

geodesic Multidimensional Scaling (Isomap) [17], fast Maximum Variance Unfolding

(FastMVU) [19], Hessian LLE (HLLE) [6], temporally-windowed Isomap (Windowed

Isomap), and Spatio-Temporal Isomap (ST-Isomap) [10]. The first method, PCA, con-

structs a linear transform A of rank 2 about the mean of the data µ:

z = s−1(x) = A(x − µ) (1)

PCA is equivalent to performing multidimensional scaling (MDS) [7] with pairwise

Euclidean distance. MDS is a procedure that takes a full matrix M , where each element

Mx,x′ specifies the distance between a datapair, and produces an embedding that at-

tempts to preserve distances between all pairs. MDS is an optimization that minimizes

the “stress” E of the pairwise distances:

E =

√

∑

x

∑

x′

(
√

(f(x) − f(x′))2) − Mx,x′)2 (2)

The second method, Isomap, is MDS where shortest-path distances are contained in

M as an approximation of the geodesic distances between any pair of points:

Mx,x′ = minp

∑

i

M ′(pi, pi+1) (3)

where M ′ is a sparse graph of local distances between nearest neighbors and p is a

sequence of points through M ′ indicating the shortest path. Isomap performs nonlinear

dimension reduction by transforming the data such that the geodesic distances along

the underlying manifold become Euclidean distances in the embedding. A canonical

example of this transformation is the “Swiss roll” dataset, where input data generated

by a 2D manifold is contorted into a roll in 3D. Given sufficient density of samples,

Isomap is able to flatten this Swiss roll data into its original 2D structure, within an

affine transformation.

FastMVU attempts to find a set of low-dimensional coordinates z of the input points

x by approximating the Euclidean distances between points z with the global geodesic
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distances between points x. This is done by constructing a convex optimization over

both z and the dimension m of the embedding space. In the case where m is not the

desired dimension (e.g. 2), the solution of the convex optimization is first projected to

the desired low-dimensional space. Then, the resulting solution is used as a starting

point for gradient descent on a function very similar to the ”stress” function of MDS.

PCA and Isomap assume that the input data are unordered (independent identically

distributed) samples from the underlying manifold, ignoring the temporal dependencies

between successive data points. However, human hand motion has a sequential order

due to the temporal nature of acting in the real world. Windowed Isomap accounts for

these temporal dependencies in a straightforward manner by windowing the input data

x̃i = xi . . . xi+w over a horizon of length w.

ST-Isomap further augments the local distances between the nearest neighbors of

windowed Isomap. In particular, it reduces the distance between the local neighbors

that are spatio-temporal correspondences, i.e. representative of the k best matching tra-

jectories, to each data point. Distances between a point and its spatio-temporal corre-

spondences are reduced by some factor and propagated into global correspondences

by the shortest-path computation. The resulting embedding attempts to register these

correspondences into proximity. In this respect, ST-Isomap is related to time-series reg-

istration using Dynamic Time Warping [14]. The distinctions are that ST-Isomap does

not require segmented or labeled time-series and uses a shortest-path algorithm for dy-

namic programming.

All of these methods assume the structure of the manifold subspace is convex. Hes-

sian LLE [6] avoids this convexity limitation by preserving local shape. Local shape

about every data point is defined by an estimate of the Hessian Hx,x′ tangent to every

point. Hx,x′ specifies the similarity of x to its neighboring points x′; non-neighboring

points have no explicit relationship to x.

3 Results

3.1 Experimental Setup

The application of sparse control for interactive control of the DLR/HIT hand is illus-

trated in Figure 3. Instead of using actual recordings from the brain of a human, decod-

ing them and controlling the robot hand, we assumed that we already have a decoded

version of his brain signal represented as a 2D signal and displayed on a 2D screen.

Our assumption is enhanced by the fact that efforts in neural decoding [8, 16, 15] have

shown that disabled individuals physically incapable of moving 2D mouse can drive

a 2D cursor from neural activity. This 2D signal is the result of the dimension reduc-

tion techniques on high-dimensional human hand motion capture data (x). In order to

control the robot hand, the user clicks on points on a 2D screen (z) that correspond to

instances of the decoded brain signal and their corresponding robot hand configuration

is sent as a motor command to the robot hand. After the user observes the result of his

action, he selects another point on the screen in order to achieve a predefined task.

Our sparse control and subspace embedding systems were implemented in Matlab.

Mex executables formed the bridge between our Matlab implementation and the C++

interface provided by DLR for the control of the robot hand. The robot hand used in the
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Fig. 3. Diagram for hand control by the user using human hand motion capture data for training

experiments was the DLR/HIT anthropomorphic robot hand, constructed with 4 fingers,

13 DOFs and a form factor of roughly 1.5 times the size of a human hand.

The human hand motion sequences that were used for training were captured by a

Vicon optical motion capture system. The high-dimensional pose space is created by

considering each frame of the mocap data as a point in this space. More specifically,

each high-dimensional point is defined as the 3D endpoints of the fingers in the hand’s

local coordinate system, resulting in a 12-dimensional vector. Because the DLR hand

has only 3 fingers and a thumb, data for the fifth human finger (pinky) is omitted. Joint

angles used for motion control of the hand were computed using an inverse kinematics

procedure that minimized the distance between each finger’s endpoint position with

respect to the knuckle of the finger.

The datasets we used to evaluate our approach were the Basic Motions (BM) and the

Special Motions (SM) datasets. The BM dataset (Figure 4a) consists of finger tapping

motions, powergrasps and precision grasps using all the fingers. The SM dataset (Figure

5a) consists of a subset of the BM dataset and specialized motions like pointing with

the index finger, finger abduction, fingers forming the OK sign.

3.2 Dimension Reduction Analysis

The first step towards evaluating our approach is to assess the quality of the embeddings

derived using each of the six methods mentioned before. Figures 4c-h, 5c-h show the

embeddings of the several dimension reduction techniques applied on the BM and SM

dataset respectively.

The quality of the embeddings for the BM, SM datasets is shown in Tables 1 and

2. More specifically, the quality criteria are based on the amount of consistency and

continuity over time:
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(a) Training motion

(b) HLLE (c) ST-Isomap (d) PCA

(e) Windowed Isomap (f) FastMVU (g) Isomap

Fig. 4. Basic Motions (BM) Dataset: (a) training motion sequence and embeddings from (b)

HLLE, (c) ST-Isomap, (d) FastMVU, (e) PCA, (f) Windowed Isomap, (g) Isomap

• Consistency suggests that two poses that are dissimilar in the high-dimensional

space should not be proximal in the low-dimensional space and our error metric

for consistency evaluation is the following:

E =
∑

i

∑

j:yj /∈N(yi)

g(i, j), where g(i, j) =

{

1 , if j ∈ N(xi)

0 , else

where N(yi) is the set of the k nearest neighbors of point i in the high-dimensional

space and N(xi) is the set of the k nearest neighbors of point in the low-dimensional

space.

• Continuity over time suggests that poses that are near in time in the training motion

sequence should remain proximal in the low-dimensional space. The error metric

for continuity evaluation is

E =
∑

i

∑

j=i+1

g(i, j), where g(i, j) =

{

1 , if j /∈ N(xj)

0 , else

As we can see from the tables, the methods that performed best were Isomap and

FastMVU. Windowed Isomap seems to be a very good approximation to Isomap. The

performance of the rest of the methods, although not easily revealed from the met-

rics, indicates a lack of consistent local continuous and spatio-temporal structure. Given
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(a) Training motion

(b) HLLE (c) ST-Isomap (d) PCA

(e) Windowed Isomap (f) FastMVU (g) Isomap

Fig. 5. Special Motions (SM) Dataset: (a) training motion sequence and embeddings from (b)

HLLE, (c) ST-Isomap, (d) FastMVU, (e) PCA, (f) Windowed Isomap, (g) Isomap

Table 1. Consistency and Continuity Errors for the hand poses embeddings of the Basic Motions

(BM) datasets

Method
Consistency Continuity

Error Error

HLLE 0.5168 0.2505

ST-Isomap 0.7556 0.6712

PCA 0.2839 0.1037

Windowed Isomap 0.3149 0.0763

FastMVU 0.2388 0.0900

Isomap 0.2195 0.0861

more repetitions of the hand mocap training trials, we would expect better embeddings

for ST-Isomap and Hessian LLE.

3.3 Performance Trials

In order to show that our approach is viable for robot hand control we performed several

grasping tasks in both static and dynamic environments. The embedding we used was

the Isomap embedding of the BM dataset and the results are shown in Figures 6, 7, 8.
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Table 2. Consistency and Continuity Errors for the hand poses embeddings of the Special Mo-

tions (SM) datasets

Method
Consistency Continuity

Error Error

HLLE 0.6990 0.4695

ST-Isomap 0.5897 0.3944

PCA 0.2804 0.1281

Windowed Isomap 0.2719 0.0761

FastMVU 0.2473 0.1171

Isomap 0.2634 0.1251

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 6. Performances of interactive sparse control for power grasping on a water bottle (top, a-d)

and precision grasping of a small eraser (bottom, e-h).

In Figure 6 we performed two interactive tasks using our sparse control system: power

grasp of a water bottle and precision grasp of an eraser between the thumb and index

fingers. Figures 6(a-d) show the different phases of the power grasp before, during and

after performing the actual grasp. The phases of the precision grasp are illustrated in

figures 3(e-h). In Figure 7 we performed grasping of a box in a dynamic environment.

While the box was oscillating near the place of the hand, finger tapping motions were

used to position the box inside the palm. Power grasps and precision grasps were used

for its actual grasping. Finally, in Figure 8, highlighting the ultimate goal of our work

for prosthetic applications, we attempted to simulate the grasping actions taking place

in a dining scenario: grasping a spoon in order to eat, pulling the lid of a bottle, pouring

soda into a cup, drinking from the cup. As the Figures 6, 7, 8 and the accompanying

video show, control of the robot hand is performed in a very reasonable manner. The

objects are successfully grasped and postures of the robot hand resemble the postures

of a human hand during grasping.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 7. Performance of interactive sparse control for grasping an oscillating box. Finger tapping

motions are used to position the box inside the palm; power grasps and precision grasps are used

for its actual grasping.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 8. Performance of interactive sparse control for a real life scenario: the robot hand assists a

human eat her meal. (a) The 2D control space and the current pose of the hand are displayed on

the screen, (b) the robot hand grasps the spoon and (c) it feeds the human. (d) The robot hand

pulls the lid out of the bottle, (e) grasps the bottle, (f) pours soda into the cup, (g) grasps the cup

and (h) approaches the cup to the human.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have attempted to address the problem of sparse control of a high-DOF

robot hand with an emphasis towards leveraging current neural decoding capabilities.

We have taken a data-driven approach to this problem by using dimension reduction

to embed motion performed by humans into 2D spaces. One of the next steps of our

work is to test our system in the case where a robot arm is attached to the robot hand as
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well as use our system in combination with currently existing systems that perform 2D

cursor control through decoding neural activity. We believe that these experiments will

give us useful insight on the advantages and limitations of our method and will be the

best way to test how robust to neural signal noise our system is.
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Abstract. We present fast methods for separating the direct and global illumination
components of a scene measured by a camera and illuminated by a light source. In
theory, the separation can be done with just two images taken with a high frequency
binary illumination pattern and its complement. In practice, a larger number of images
are used to overcome the optical and resolution limitations of the camera and the
source. The approach does not require the material properties of objects and media
in the scene to be known. However, we require that the illumination frequency is high
enough to adequately sample the global components received by scene points. We
present separation results for scenes that include complex interreflections, subsurface
scattering and volumetric scattering. The computed direct and global images provide
interesting insights into how real-world objects interact with light as well as optically
interact with each other (hence the term ”visual chatter”). All the measurement results
reported here, as well as several others, can be viewed as high resolution images at
http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/projects/separation/separation.php.

1 Introduction

When a scene is lit by a source of light, the radiance of each point in the scene
can be viewed as having two components, namely, direct and global. The direct
componentisdueto thedirectilluminationofthepointbythesource.Theglobal
component is due to the illumination of the point by other points in the scene.
Consider the scene pointP shown in Fig. 2. The light rayA represents its direct
illumination by the source and hence is the sole cause for the direct component
of the radiance measured by the camera. The rays B, C, D and E are received
by P from other points in the scene, and together they contribute to the global
component of its radiance measured by the camera. These global illumination
light rays are caused by different physical phenomena that are common in the
real world. Ray B represents the interreflection of light between scene points;
rayC results fromsubsurfacescattering within the mediumbeneath the surface;
ray D is due to volumetric scattering by a participating medium in the scene;
and ray E is due to diffusion of light by a translucent surface.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 13–24.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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(a) Scene (b) Direct Component (c) Global Component

Fig. 1. (a) A scene lit by a single source of light. The scene includes a wide variety
of physical phenomena that produce complex global illumination effects. We present
several methods for separating the (b) direct and (c) global illumination components
of the scene using high frequency illumination.

source

camera

participating 
medium

surface

translucent
surface

A

B

C

D

E

P

source

camera

participating 
medium

surface

translucent
surface

A

B

C

D

E

P

Fig. 2. The radiance of scene point is due to direct illumination of the point by
the source (A) and global illumination due to other points in the scene. The global
illumination can arise from interreflections (B), subsurface scattering (C), volumetric
scattering (D) and translucency (E). Separation of the direct and global components
of measured radiance is useful as these components convey different properties of the
scene.

It is highly desirable to have a method for measuring the direct and global
components of a scene, as each component conveys important information about
the scene that cannot be inferred from their sum. For instance, the direct com-
ponent gives us the purest measurement of how the material properties of a
scene point interact with the source and camera. Therefore, a method that
can measure just the direct component can be immediately used to enhance
a wide range of scene capture techniques that are used in computer vision and
computer graphics. The global component conveys the complex optical inter-
actions between different objects and media in the scene. We know that it is
the global component that makes photorealistic rendering a hard and computa-
tionally intensive problem. A measurement of this component could provide new
insights into these interactions that in turn could aid the development of more ef-
ficient rendering algorithms. Furthermore, measurement of the direct and global
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components can enable new types of image manipulations that are more faithful
to the physical laws that govern scattering.

The goal of this paper is to develop efficient methods for separating the direct
and global components of a scene lit by a single light source and viewed by a
camera. One way to measure the global component is to illuminate each point of
the scene independently and capture an image to determine the contribution of
the point to all other points, as recently proposed in [20]. While this approach is
valid from a theoretical standpoint, it becomes prohibitively expensive for large
and complex scenes. We show that the direct and global components at all scene
points can be efficiently measured by using high frequency illumination patterns.
This approach does not require the scattering properties of the scene points to
be known. We only assume that the global contribution received by each scene
point is a smooth function with respect to the frequency of the lighting. This
assumption makes it possible, in theory, to do the separation by capturing just
two images taken with a dense binary illumination pattern and its complement.
In practice, due to the resolution limits imposed by the source and the camera,
a larger set of images (25 in our setting) is used. We show separation results for
several scenes that include diffuse and specular interreflections, subsurface scat-
tering due to translucent surfaces and volumetric scattering due to dense media.
We have also measured the two components for a 3D texture as a function of
lighting direction. We conclude the paper with a discussion on several extensions
of our approach that are planned for the future.

2 Related Work

There has been limited work on separating the direct and global illumination
components of a scene from images. Classical shape-from-brightness algorithms,
such as photometric stereo [24], do not account for global illumination due to
interreflections and hence produce incorrect shape and reflectance estimates for
scenes with concavities. For Lambertian surfaces, Nayar et al.[17] analyzed the
properties of the incorrect shape and reflectance produced by photometric stereo
and showed that the actual shape and reflectance can be recovered from the
incorrect ones. This recovery process implicitly separates the direct and global
components of the scene. However, this approach is hard to extend to non-
Lambertian scenes with complex geometries of the type we are interested in.

In the case of pure interreflections produced by any opaque surface, the direct
and global components can be interpreted in a simple manner. The direct com-
ponent is due to a single reflection at the surface, while the global component
is due to multiple reflections. An interesting theoretical decomposition based on
this interpretation was recently proposed by Seitz et al. [20]. They also presented
a method for estimating the interreflection contribution due to any given num-
ber of reflections. While the decomposition itself is applicable to surfaces with
arbitrary BRDF, the method for estimating the decomposition is based on the
Lambertian assumption. Moreover, this method requires a very large number of
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images to be acquired as it needs to know the photometric coupling between all
pairs of scene points.

In order to separate the illumination components of arbitrary scenes, one needs
to go beyond the realm of interreflections and be able to handle more complex
phenomena such as subsurface scattering in translucent objects and volumet-
ric scattering by participating media. A general approach to this problem is to
estimate the dependence of the light field [6, 14] of a scene on an arbitrary illu-
mination field. This dependence is expressed as a linear transformation called a
transport matrix. Due to its enormous dimensionality, estimation of the trans-
port matrix requires a very large number of images and illuminations. Several
techniques have been proposed to reduce the number of images by using coded
illumination fields [2, 15, 19, 21, 25, 26]. Even so, typically, several tens or even
hundreds of images are needed to obtain acceptable estimates of the transport
matrix. In our work, we do not aim to recover the entire transport matrix. Our
goal is less ambitious – it is to separate the appearance of a scene lit by a single
source into its direct and global components. In this setting, we show that the
separation can be done with a very small number of images.

3 Theory of Fast Separation

3.1 Definitions for Direct and Global Illumination

Consider a surface viewed by a camera and illuminated by a point source, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). Let us assume that the source generates a set of illumination
rays, each ray corresponding to a single source element, as in the case of a digital
projector. We assume that each point of the surface could cause a significant
scattering event in the direction of the camera if lit by the source. The radiance
of a surface point measured by the camera due to such a scattering event is
referred to as the direct component, Ld. The exact value of the direct component
is determined by the BRDF of the surface point, which can be arbitrary1. For
our separation method to work, we assume that each camera pixel can observe
at most one significant scattering event, i.e. two different source elements cannot
produce a direct component along a camera pixel’s line of sight2.

The remaining radiance measured by the camera pixel is referred to as the
global component, Lg. In computer graphics, this term is typically used to de-
note interreflections – light received by a surface point after reflection by other
scene points. Here, we are using a more general definition. In addition to inter-
reflections, the global illumination received by the surface point may be due to

1 Since, in practice, cameras and sources have finite resolutions, the direct component
is the aggregate of all the scattering that occurs within the volume of intersection
between the fields of view of the camera pixel that observes the surface point and
the source element that illuminates it.

2 A scenario that violates this assumption is the case of a transparent (and yet reflec-
tive) surface in front of another surface, where a camera pixel’s line of sight could
produce two significant scatterings due to different source elements (pixels in the
case of a projector).
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Fig. 3. (a) A simple scenario where the radiance of each patch i includes a direct
component due to scattering of light incident directly from the source and a global
component due to light incident from other points in the scene. (b) When the source
radiates a high frequency binary illumination pattern, the lit patches include both
direct and global components while the unlit patches have only a global component.
In theory, two images of the scene taken with such an illumination pattern and its
complement are sufficient to estimate the direct and global components for all patches
in the scene.

volumetric scattering, subsurface scattering or even light diffusion by translu-
cent surfaces (see Fig. 2). The case of diffusion by a translucent surface works
similarly to interreflections. In the case of volumetric scattering, the global com-
ponent arises from the illumination of the surface point by light scattered from
particles suspended in a participating medium. In the case of subsurface scatter-
ing, the surface point receives light from other points within the surface medium.
Finally, the global component also includes volumetric and subsurface effects
that may occur within the camera pixel’s field of view but outside the volume of
intersection between the fields of view of the pixel and the source element that
produces a significant scattering event at the pixel. These are considered to be
global effects as they are not significant scattering events caused by individual
source elements3 .

In all cases, the total radiance measured at a camera pixel is the sum of the
direct and global components:

L = Ld + Lg . (1)

3.2 The Nature of the Light Source

In our work, we restrict ourselves to the use of a single camera and a single
source. While we will use a point source to describe our separation method,

3 This claim does not hold true when the source and the camera are co-located. In
this special case, the field of view of each camera pixel is illuminated by a single
source element and hence the volumetric and subsurface scattering effects within
the pixel’s field of view will indeed be significant scattering events and hence appear
in the direct component.
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this is not a strict requirement. We only require that each point in the scene
be directly illuminated by at most one source element. In other words, the light
rays corresponding to the source elements should not intersect within the work-
ing volume of the setup used to perform the separation. Any source (point or
extended) that satisfies this condition may be used.

3.3 Separation Using High Frequency Illumination

Let us assume that the scene in Fig. 3(a) includes a single opaque surface of
arbitrary BRDF immersed in a non-scattering medium so that the global com-
ponent arises solely from interreflections. However, our analysis of this case is
also applicable to other phenomena such as subsurface and volumetric scattering.

Let us divide the surface into a total of N patches, M of which are directly
visible to the source. Each of these M visible patches corresponds to a single pixel
of the source. We denote the radiance of the patch i measured by the camera
c as L[c, i], and its two components as Ld[c, i] and Lg[c, i], so that L[c, i] =
Ld[c, i]+Lg[c, i]. The global component of i due to interreflections from all other
surface patches can be written as:

Lg[c, i] =
∑

j∈P

A[i, j] L[i, j] , (2)

where, P = {j |1 ≤ j ≤ N, j �= i}. L[i, j] is the radiance of patch j in the
direction of patch i and A[i, j] incorporates the BRDF of i as well as the relative
geometric configuration of the two patches4 . We can further decompose Lg[c, i]
into two components as Lg[c, i] = Lgd[c, i] + Lgg[c, i], where Lgd[c, i] is due to
the direct component of radiance from all scene patches and Lgg[c, i] is due to
the global component of radiance from all scene patches:

Lgd[c, i] =
∑

j∈P

A[i, j]Ld[i, j] , Lgg[c, i] =
∑

j∈P

A[i, j] Lg[i, j] . (3)

Now let us assume that only a fraction α of the source pixels are activated and
that these activated pixels are well-distributed over the entire scene to produce a
high frequency illumination pattern, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The set of illuminated
patches can be denoted as Q = {k|k ∈ N and lit(k) = 1}, where the function
lit indicates whether a patch is illuminated or not. Then, the above components
become:

Lgd
+[c, i] =

∑

j∈Q

A[i, j] Ld[i, j], Lgg
+[c, i] =

∑

j∈P

A[i, j] Lg
+[i, j]. (4)

Note that Lgd
+[c, i] differs from Lgd[c, i] only in that the lit αM patches rather

than all the M patches have a direct component and hence make a contribution.

4 Details on the form of A[i, j] can be found in [1, 13, 12, 9, 3, 17, 20]. In our work,
the exact form of A[i, j] is not relevant as it not used explicitly during separation.
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Therefore, if the geometry and reflectance term A[i, j] and the direct component
Ld[i, j] are smooth with respect to the frequency of the illumination pattern, we
have:

Lgd
+[c, i] = αLgd[c, i] . (5)

A brief frequency domain analysis of the illumination frequency that makes the
above relation valid is provided in [18].

Now, let us consider the second term, Lgg
+[c, i]. Since Lg

+[i, j] in Equation (4)
is the result of higher orders of interreflection than Lgd

+[c, i], it is even smoother
and hence less affected by the non-uniformity of the illumination. However, it is
directly proportional to the average power of the illumination, which is reduced
by α in the case of the high frequency pattern. Therefore, Lg

+[i, j] = αLg[i, j]
and we get:

Lgg
+[c, i] = αLgg[c, i] . (6)

Consider two captured images of the scene, where, in the first image L+ the
scene is lit with high frequency illumination that has fraction α activated source
pixels and in the second image L− it is lit with the complementary illumination
that has fraction 1 − α activated source pixels. If the patch i is lit directly by
the source in the first image then it is not lit by the source in the second image,
and we get:

L+[c, i] = Ld[c, i] + αLg[c, i] , L−[c, i] = (1 − α)Lg[c, i] . (7)

Therefore, if we know α, we can compute the direct and global components
at each camera pixel from just two images. Thus far, we have assumed that
when a source pixel is not activated it does not generate any light. In the case
of a projector, for example, this is seldom completely true. If we assume the
brightness of a deactivated source element is a fraction b, where 0 ≤ b ≤ 1, of an
activated element, then the above expressions can be modified as:

L+[c, i] = Ld[c, i] + αLg[c, i] + b(1 − α)Lg[c, i] ,

L−[c, i] = b Ld[c, i] + (1 − α)Lg[c, i] + αbLg[c, i] . (8)

Again, if α and b are known, the separation can be done using just two images.
Note that if α is either close to 1 or 0, the scene will be lit (sampled) very sparsely
in one of the two images. Since we wish to maximize the sampling frequency of
the illumination in both images, a good choice is α = 1

2 . In this case, we get:

L+[c, i] = Ld[c, i] + (1 + b)
Lg[c, i]

2
,

L−[c, i] = bLd[c, i] + (1 + b)
Lg[c, i]

2
. (9)

Based on the above results, a variety of separation methods have been developed
and are described in [18]. In each case, we will record a set of brightness values at
each camera pixel and use Lmax and Lmin to denote the maximum and minimum
of these values. In the above case of two images taken with α = 1

2 , L+ ≥ L−

and hence Lmax = L+ and Lmin = L−.
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Fig. 4. The steps involved in the computation of direct and global images using a set
of shifted checkerboard illumination patterns.

A separation method which follows directly from the theory presented above,
uses a high frequency checkerboard pattern and its complementary pattern for
illumination. Unfortunately, it is difficult to obtain such ideal patterns using an
off-the-shelf projector. To overcome this we take a larger number of images than
the theory requires using shifted checkerboard patterns. The separation steps
are illustrated in Fig. 4. At each pixel, the maximum and minimum measured
brightnesses (Lmax, Lmin) are used to compute the direct and global estimates
(Ld, Lg) using Equation 9.

Several variants of this method seek to minimize the number of images needed
for separation. Using a sinusoid-based illumination pattern, the separation can
be done using just three images taken by changing the phase of the pattern.
When the resolution of the camera and the source are greater than the desired
resolution of the direct and global images, the separation can be done with a
single image by assuming neighboring scene points to have similar direct and
global components. In the case of just a simple point light source, such as the
sun, the source cannot be controlled to generate the required high frequency
illumination patterns. In such cases, the shadow of a line or mesh occluder can
be swept over the scene while it is captured by a video camera. The captured
video can then be used to compute the direct and global components. A more
detailed description of these variants is provided in [18].

4 Visual Chatter in the Real World

We now present separation results for a variety of real-world materials and ob-
jects (see Fig. 5 to Fig. 10). Note that each example highlights a specific physical
phenomenon like interreflection, volumetric scattering or subsurface scattering.
In each figure, the effects captured in the direct and global images are discussed
in the caption. The examples shown here illustrate how real-world objects in-
teract with light as well as optically interact with each other. Some of these
interactions confirm our intuitions on how global illumination works. Others re-
veal surprising effects and provide new insights into the scattering properties of
commonplace materials. All of the results presented here were obtained using
the shifted checkerboard illumination pattern using a 1280x720 DLP projector
and a 1024x728 color camera.
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Scene Direct GlobalScene Direct Global

Fig. 5. Kitchen Sink: This scene includes objects in a sink filled with water. Since
the water is clear it serves as a fully transparent medium and does not influence the
scattering effects. It is worth noting that the computed direct image looks like a syn-
thetic image rendered using a single-bounce rendering package such as OpenGL. All
the interreflections between the sink and the objects are observed in the global image.
Notice the strong interreflections at the edges and corners of the sink and the occluding
boundaries of the curved objects.

Scene Direct GlobalScene Direct Global

Fig. 6. Translucent Colored Balls: The balls in this scene exhibit very strong
subsurface scattering which causes them to ”glow” under virtually any illumination
[5, 11]. We see that all the subsurface scattering is captured in the global image.
Perhaps, due to strong multiple scattering, the global images of the balls have very
little shading, causing the balls to appear like flat discs (particularly, the green ball).
On the other hand, the direct component reveals the spherical shapes of the balls and
the roughness of their surfaces.

Scene Direct GlobalScene Direct Global

Fig. 7. Pink Carnation: In the case of this flower, we see that in the direct image the
shadows cast by the petals on each other are strong and the petals themselves appear
grayish and somewhat listless. As a result, the direct image looks more like that of a
synthetic flower than a natural one. It is interesting to note that most of the color of
the flower arises from global effects. These include the interreflection of light between
the petals as well as the diffusion of light through the petals. Both these effects cause
a ”sharpening” of the spectral distribution of the light [4]. As a result, in this example,
the color of the light gets more reddish after each bounce or diffusion.
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Scene Direct GlobalScene Direct Global

Fig. 8. Hybrid Tea Rose Leaf: Although the leaf is thin, it exhibits a noticeable
global component over its entire area. This is because the entire leaf has a spongy mes-
ophyll layer, beneath the upper epidermis and palisade mesophyll layers, that exhibits
subsurface scattering. In particular, the global component is strong for the veins of the
leaf. This is probably because the veins are translucent as they are made of vascular
tissues that carry water, minerals and sap.

Scene Direct GlobalScene Direct Global

Fig. 9. Plastic Cup with Milky Water and Coin: In this example, the global image
includes the volumetric scattering [1, 10] of light by the milky water (referred to as
”airlight” in atmospheric optics [16]) in the cup as well as the secondary illumination
of the copper coin by the milky water. The direct component includes the specular
highlights on the copper coin due to direct illumination of the coin by the source. This
component is attenuated (referred to as ”direct transmission” in atmospheric optics
[16]) by the milky water as it makes its way to the camera. The wax candle on the
right has a strong subsurface scattering component. As a result, all of its color is
captured in the global image and the direct image only includes the surface reflection
(highlights) from the candle.

Scene Direct GlobalScene Direct Global

Fig. 10. Hand: Here, we show separation results for the hand of an Asian Indian male.
Notice how the direct component mainly includes the surface reflection due to oils and
lipids on the skin. It also reveals the details of the micro-geometry of the skin surface
[23]. Most of the color of the skin comes from subsurface scattering, as seen in the
global image [2, 7, 11, 22]. In contrast to the direct component, the global component
does not reveal the roughness of the skin’s surface and only includes albedo variations.
The details of the geometry and optics of skin can be found in [8].
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5 Discussion

We have developed efficient methods for separating the direct and global com-
ponents of a scene lit by a single light source. Our separation approach is ap-
plicable to complex scenes with a wide variety of global illumination effects. To
our knowledge, this is the first time the direct and global images of arbitrarily
complex real-world scenes have been measured. These images reveal a variety
of non-intuitive effects and provide new insights into the optical interactions
between objects in a scene.

Our separation technique only produces the total global component at each
scene point and not the photometric coupling between all pairs of scene points.
We are looking into ways of using high frequency illuminations to estimate the
complete transport matrix associated with a scene. This would lead to deeper
insights into the photometric properties of real scenes and perhaps even more
powerful methods for creating novel images. We have also assumed that the
direct component arises from a single dominant source and that all other sources
contribute to the global component. It would be useful to extend our results to
the case of multiple sources without having to activate the sources in a sequential
fashion.
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Abstract. We aim to develop the Hybrid Assistive Lims (HAL) in order to enhance and 

upgrade the human capabilities based on the frontier science Cybernics. Cybernics is a new 

domain of interdisciplinary research centered on cybernetics, mechatronics, and informatics, 

and integrates neuroscience, robotics, systems engineering, information technology, “kansei” 

engineering, ergonomics, physiology, social science, law, ethics, management, economics etc.  

Robot Suit HAL is a cyborg type robot that can expand, augment and support physical 

capability. The robot suit HAL has two types of control systems such as “Cybernic Voluntary 

Control System” and “Cybernic Autonomous Control System”.  The application fields of HAL 

are medical welfare, heavy work support and entertainment etc. In this paper, the outline of 

HAL and some of the important algorithms and recent challenges are described.  

Keywords: Robot suit, HAL, Hybrid Assistive Limb, Cybernics, Cybernoid, Cybernic Control, 

bioelectrical signal. 

1   Introduction 

Humans and robots have limited capabilities. Cybernics would enhance and upgrade 

human capabilities. Cybernics is a new domain of interdisciplinary research centered 

on cybernetics, mechatronics, and informatics, and integrates neuroscience, robotics, 

systems engineering, information technology, “kansei” engineering, ergonomics, 

physiology, social science, law, ethics, management, economics etc. The research 

area will also cover the following fields which interact with the above domains of 

science. 

- Cyborg studies 

- Implantable devices (micro and nano- technology) 

- Tissue engineering/Function replacement 

- Neuroscience/Brain interface 

- Kansei engineering/Ergonomics 

- Medical welfare engineering 

- Life support technology for elderly people (remote, in-home,  

  hospital, institution,  community medical welfare, vital-sensing) 

- Robotics (life support, assistive technology, human support, middleware, 

fundamental technology) 

- Human machine interface 
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- Ubiquitous computing/Sensing 

- Secure database information technology 

- Vital database construction technology 

- Frontier medicine welfare network technology 

- Creation of new industry (MOT, management, intellectual property  

  management, law, economics) 

HAL systems are classified in Cybernoid. Cybernoids are the enhanced human-

machine hybrid systems based on Cybernics technologies. Robot suit HAL-5 (Fig.1) 

is one of the HAL systems, which consists of controller/computer, battery, 

bioelectrical sensors, angular sensors, acceleration sensors, floor reaction force 

sensors (COP/COG sensors), etc.  

 

Fig. 1. HAL-5 (Type-B)  Speficications: Height 1,600mm, Weight Full Body Type approx. 

23kg(Lower body approx. 15kg), Battery Drive Charged battery( AC100V), Continuous 

operating time Approximately 2 hours 40 minutes, Motions Daily Activities( standing up from 

a chair, walking, climbing up and down stairs), Hold and lift heavy objescts up to 70kg, Hybrid 

Control System (Cybernic Control: Cybernic Voluntary Control, Cybernic Autonomous 

Control), Indoor and outdoor 

In our study, a wearable-type robot ‘Robot Suit HAL’ (Hybrid Assistive Limb) has 

been developed in order to physically support a wearer’s daily activities and heavy 

work, since 1992. In the beginning of the project, fundamental research and one-leg 

version HAL studies were performed.  Lower half version HAL-1, utilizing DC 

motors and ball screws as shown in Fig. 2a, was developed as the first lower half 

version prototype of HAL [1] and it enhanced the wearer’s walking ability by 

amplifying the wearer’s own joint torque. After developing some prototypes, HAL-3  
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            HAL-1 Type-B(1996-1999)       HAL-3(1999-2003)        HAL-5 Type-B(2005- ) 

Fig. 2. Historical challenges[4,5]: HAL series HAL-1, HAL-3, HAL5 after Prototype systems 

of Hybrid Assistive Limbs 

(Fig. 2b) was developed toward a more suitable system to be used in actual daily  

life [2, 3]. These photos were photographed in those days as our memories. HAL 

would have so many application fields, such as medical and welfare, heavy work 

support, etc. 

2   Cybernic Control System 

To provide effective physical support according to each wearer’s condition, it is 

necessary to strongly focus on the control algorithm as well as mechanisms of 

supporting devices. HAL has a cybernic control system that is a hybrid control system 

consisting of a ‘Cybernic Voluntary Control (Bio-Cybernic Control)’ and ‘Cybernic 

Autonomous Control (Cybernic Robot Control)’. The cybernic control system can 

provide suitable physical support to wearers in various conditions such as a healthy 

person, a physically challenged person, etc., by using the two types of algorithms as 

complementary controls. The features of each control algorithm are described below. 

The Cybernic Voluntary Control provides physical supports/actions according to the 

operator’s voluntary intention caused by the bioelectrical signals including muscle 

activity. The power units of HAL generate power assist torque by amplifying the 

wearer’s own joint torque estimated from his/her bioelectrical signals, and the support 

motions are consequently controlled. This control was used for power assist of a 

healthy person’s activities, e.g., walking and standing up from a sitting posture, and 

we confirmed the Cybernic Voluntary Control successfully supported a wearer’s 

motion. Bioelectrical signals, including myoelectricity, are useful and reliable 

information to estimate a human’s motion intentions because the signals are measured 

just before corresponding visible muscle activities. Thus, the wearer receives physical  
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Fig. 3. Cybernic Control System: Cybernic Control system consists of Cybernic Voluntary 

Control system and Cybernic Autonomous Control System. 

support directly by an unconscious interface using the bioelectrical signals, which 

much more easily realize operation than manual controllers such as a joystick.  

HAL can also physically support patients with some handicaps on their limbs as 

well as healthy people because HAL supports functional motions with multiple joints 

simultaneously, covering the whole of the lower limbs. However, as a whole, a patient 

with a gait disorder is not able to receive walking support by the Cybernic Voluntary 

Control because the signals that induce a broken walking pattern are not used for the 

power assist, and signals from the brain are not transmitted from the injured spinal 

cord to the more distant parts of the body and no signal is observed on the paralyzed 

muscles in the severest case. In that case, the Cybernic Autonomous Control can 

provide an effective physical support.  

The Cybernic Autonomous Control autonomously provides a desired functional 

motion generated according to the wearer’s body constitution, conditions and 

purposes of motion support. While bioelectrical signals are mainly used in the 

Cybernic Voluntary Control, various kinds of information apart from bioelectrical 

signals, such as reaction force and joint angle, can be used to provide comfortable 

physical support. It can be applied to rehabilitation and walking support for patients 

as well as power assist for healthy people, and it enables HAL to be used as alternate 

body functions for their handicaps or weakness of muscular power. In that case, HAL 

needs to observe a wearer’s conditions and motion intentions from any motion 

information instead of his/her bioelectrical signals in order to provide a suitable 

support with a suitable moment. HAL-3 with the Cybernic Autonomous Control 

successfully enhances a healthy person’s walking, stair-climbing, standing up from a 

sitting posture and cycling, synchronizing with his/her body condition [9]. In that 
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work, floor reaction forces (FRFs) and joint angles are used as motion information to 

detect a wearer’s conditions. Posture control, as well as sensing and recognition for an 

environment including a wearer are essential technologies for an entire autonomous 

physical support, but they remain to be solved.  

3   Example for Walking Support by Cybernic Autonomous 

Control 

In this chaper, the Cybernic Autonomous Control among the cybernic control systems 

is applied to HAL in order to support a paraplegia patient’s walking[6]. Generally, the 

human intentions in his/her mind are essentially independent from the physical 

interactions between a body and an environment. As far as we know, no current 

technologies can directly measure and extract the human intentions. However, we can 

sometimes guess human intentions in their mind from their appearance or motion. In 

addition, we can estimate his/her intentions if we observe a motion or an appearance, 

which is closely connected with his/her intentions. A center of gravity (COG) shift to 

one leg is a prior motion to a walk. Some of the motions are indispensable to 

swinging a leg and can be observed earlier than a signal such as myoelectricity. The 

COG shift can be used for an early and smart trigger to start walking support, because 

the shift is involved in preliminary motions for a walk and a human does not have to 

operate any manual switch to start the walking support. On the other hand, gait 

stopping is similar to the time-reverse motion Walking support by Robot Suit HAL of 

the gait initiation and the COG stops at around the center of both supporting legs. 

Therefore, this paper proposes an intention estimator that can estimate his/her walking 

intentions from the COG shift that is closely connected with his/her intention.  

In this paper, we define that intention-based support (including walking support) is 

to provide physical support for the wearer’s next desired motion that can be predicted 

based on the current state or motion induced by his/her intention. In the case of 

walking, a human shifts the COG to a supporting leg side before he/she starts 

swinging a leg. If HAL can sense the COG shift induced by his/her intention, it can 

predict his/her walking start and then start walking support. Our project aims to 

realize comfortable walking support for paraplegia patients that reflect the patient’s 

intentions on the start and stop of walking, cycle and stride of walking motion, 

walking direction, etc. We call the walking support conforming to these various 

intentions of walking ‘intention-based walking support’. It is hoped that intention-

based walking support improves the usability, safety and reliability of HAL. As the 

first step, we focuses on three kinds of intentions: the start and stop of walking and 

the beginning to swing a leg, and proposes a control algorithm that uses the patient’s 

residual physical functions effectively. We need to observe not only the COG shift in 

the lateral plane, but also the forward COG shift and bending of the upper body in 

order to distinguish the gait initiation from other similar motions such as just stepping 

or changing a supporting leg for leg relaxation. However, HAL can estimate the 

patient’s intention if we instruct the wearer to shift the COG to either of his/her legs 

in order to receive physical support for swinging a leg. Therefore, the FRF can be one 

type of reliable information that reflects his/her intentions without any manual 
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interface if a patient can control his/her weight balance in the lateral plane by holding 

a walking frame with their own hands.  

The purpose of this Cybernic Autonomous Control study for walking support is 

that HAL helps a patient with paraplegia walk in a standing posture. First, HAL 

should generate suitable bipedal walking according to the patient’s body constitution. 

Reference trajectories for each joint support should be designed in a different way 

because bioelectrical signals are not observed from a patient with paraplegia. The 

reference motions consist of swinging the wearer’s leg, supporting his/her weight and 

shifting his/her weight from one leg to the other. Second, HAL should provide 

walking support according to the patient’s intentions that are estimated from the 

wearer’s COG shift.  

     

Fig. 4.  HAL-5 Type-C for walking support of a paraplegia patient 

In this experiment, HAL-5 clinical type (HAL-5 Type-C) made for participant A 

was used. Figure 4 shows an overview of HAL-5 Type-C. As in the case of the 

conventional type of HAL (HAL-3), HAL-5 Type-C consists of power units, 

exoskeletal frames, sensors and a controller. Power units are attached on each hip and 

knee joint, and actuate each joint by their torques. Springs are attached on the ankle 

joints so that the wearer’s ankle joints could come back to a normal angle even if no 

external forces affect the joints. The spring action contributes to avoiding collisions 

between the toe of the swing leg and the floor. The exoskeletal frames are fixed to the 

wearer’s legs with molded plastic bands and transmit the torques of the power units to 

his/her legs. There are angular sensors and FRF sensors to measure motion 

information of HAL-5 Type-C and a wearer to enable intention estimation for the 

wearer. Potentiometers as angular sensors are attached to each joint to measure the 

joint angles. FRF sensors utilizing a semiconductor-type pressure sensor are 

implemented in shoes.  

3.1   Phase Sequence Method in Cybernic Autonomous Control 

Walking motion in this application work should be considered to consist of three 

functions including swinging a leg, landing and supporting a body as shown in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 5. Three functions in walking motion: swing phase, landing phase and support phase. 

Twait is a temporal threshold to switch the walking support to the standing posture support. If a 

wearer wants to stop walking in their tracks, they just have to stop weight shifting for Twait 

seconds. 

 

Fig. 6. Block diagram for tracking control and phase synchronization: The HIE has the FRF as 

input for the estimation algorithms described in the previous section. Three blocks under the 

intention estimator are a library of the reference patterns in three walking phases, and the 

reference values in the landing and support phase. The intention estimator allocates these 

references to the two legs during walking. The ordinary PD control blocks are shown on the 

right side of the intention estimator and the library. 

In this paper, we call each span of three functions the swing phase, landing phase and 

support phase. In the swing phase, the patterns extracted from a healthy person’s walk 

are applied as the reference patterns of the proportional and derivative (PD) control 

for the corresponding joints of a wearer. The reference patterns are used for the  
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Fig. 7. Actual experiment (57-year-old male, SCI) Right leg joint angles with reference angles 

and power unit torques in each phase. His hip and knee joints follow the reference angles based 

on a healthy person’s walk most of one cycle of the supported walk. 

corresponding leg’s control synchronizing with the wearer’s intention estimated by 

our proposed algorithm. In the landing phase, we realize the leg function for a foot 

landing by not tracking reference patterns, but by applying constant-value control.  

We found that the knee joint of a wearer at landing is apt to be flexed by his/her 

own weight and much torque beyond the torque tolerance is needed to compensate for 

the knee bend. Therefore, the knee joint has to be extended earlier than the reference 

pattern by constant-value control. In the support phase as well as the landing phase, 

the leg is supported by constant value control in order to support the weight by one 

leg. Bipedal locomotion using a patient’s legs is achieved by tracking control and by 

phase synchronization of motion support with the patient’s intention. This control 

consists of the PD control using reference walking patterns based on a healthy 

person’s walk. Figure 6 shows a block diagram for this tracking control and phase 
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synchronization in Phase Sequence. The human intention estimator (HIE) in Fig. 6 

has the FRF as input for the estimation algorithms. Three blocks under the HIE are a 

library of the reference patterns in the swing phase, and the reference values in  

the landing and support phase. The HIE allocates these references to the two legs 

during walking. There are six ordinary PD control blocks on the right side of the HIE 

and the library. 

The participant A is a 57-year-old male SCI (spinal cord injury) patient who has 

incomplete sensory and motor paralysis on the left leg, especially on the left lower 

thigh. He is diagnosed with an incomplete SCI; the sixth and seventh thoracic  

vertebra (T6 and T7) are damaged. His deep sensibility, including angle sensitivity, 

remains partially intact in his lower thigh; however, tactile, pain and temperature 

sensitivities are lost. Normally, he can walk quite slowly with limping by using two 

canes with both his hands. One of the experimental results is shown in Fig.7.  His hip 

and knee joints follow the reference angles based on a healthy person’s walk most of 

one cycle of the supported walk.  

4   Conclusions 

HAL systems and outline based on cybernics technologies are described in this paper. 

Especially, one of clinical applications for an actual paraplegic patient using cybernic 

autonomous control and the effectiveness of HAL are presented. HAL projects and 

cybernics projects have so many fused research aspects. Their project is already in its 

application stage, aiming their products to be used by society. In the Cybernics 

program, the interactive research between medicine and engineering allow an organic 

integration of Cybernics technology and regenerative medicine. We are confident that 

this research structure will accelerate both research and education in the unique field 

of physical function recovery and expansion, and that the Program will lead the 

development of this scientific frontier. The Program places the advancement of 

Cybernics as its central purpose. It has a promising potential in serving international 

as well as our future society. Breakthrough technology in the field of Cybernics will 

not be brought on by the fusion of man, machine and information technology alone. 

The inter-relations between medicine, engineering and humanity play an important 

role, and hence the Program incorporates consultations with ethics, legislation, 

security and human society from the early stage. We believe that such an integration 

of technology with humanities is an essential factor for the future development of 

Cybernics as well as for ensuring the utility of Cybernics for the society. 
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Abstract. This paper overviews a multidisciplinary research effort on the understanding of hu-

man locomotion. It addresses the computational principles of locomotion neuroscience via the

geometric control of nonholonomic systems. We argue that a human locomotion model can be

derived from a top-down approach, by exclusively looking at the shape of locomotor trajectories

and by ignoring all the body biomechanical motor controls generating the motions.

1 Introduction

Ask somebody to enter a large empty room by a door and to leave it by another one.

The resulting motion is an intentional motion motivated by a well defined goal. A lot of

trajectories solve possibly the task. The subject will choose one of them. Why that one

instead of all the other possible ones (see Figure (1).a)? Would anybody else choose the

same trajectory? If we change a little bit the position and the direction of the goal, how

is the initial trajectory reshaped? How is this reshaping smooth? For instance, let us

consider the real study cases illustrated in Figures (1).b and (1).c. In both figures both

goals are at the same position. Their respective directions differ by a small margin. In

the case of Figure (1).b a subject has chosen two very close trajectories. In the case of

Figure (1).c the same subject has chosen two completely different strategies. How to

explain this strategy change? In this paper we address all these questions via the study

of a single optimal control problem:

1. We show that the human locomotion trajectories are well approximated by the tra-

jectories of a nonholonomic system optimizing the derivative of the curvature. Such

trajectories are piecewise made of elementary clothoid arcs.

2. We provide an optimal control synthesis (i.e. a complete description of all the finite

possible sequences of elementary arcs). Such sequences may be phrased as, for

instance, “Start turning left while increasing the curvature during τ1 second, then

decrease the curvature during time τ2 and finally increase the curvature during time

τ3”. These combinations generate “words” that account for the locomotion strategy.

The results of the first item have been already published in [1, 2, 12]. Those of the

second item are new. The objective of the paper is to present a global view of the

methodology followed by the authors.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 35–47.

springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. (a) amongst four “possible” trajectories reaching the same goal, the subject has chosen the

bold one. Why? (b) and (c) show some examples of real trajectories with the same final position.

The final directions are almost the same. (b) a subject performed two very close trajectories. (c)

the same subject performed two completely different trajectories. How to explain this strategy

change?

1.1 Related Work: Optimal Control in Neuroscience

A redundant system can be viewed as a mapping from a control space with dimension

q onto a task space with dimension n, with n < q. Such a mapping is not one-to-one.

As a consequence performing a given task can be done by an infinite number of trajec-

tories. In Robotics, it is a well known practice to benefit from the system redundancy to

optimize some criteria (see for instance [24, 14, 30] and for an overview see [18]).

The human body is a highly redundant system. For most tasks (e.g., walking, grasp-

ing) we get n << q. Since pioneering works like those of Bernstein [6] we know that

the central nervous system do not explore the entire q-dimensional manifold each time a

task has to be performed. Humans learn by discovering motion patterns that reduce the

dimension of the motor space. They tend to build a control space with lower dimensions

than their motor space. This is the challenge of modern computational neuroscience to

propose control space models that can be generic enough to account for large classes

of tasks [29]. Among the developed approaches, differentail geometry (e.g., [11]) and

optimal control (e.g., [28, 13]) play today a central role in such researches.

1.2 A Simple Statement: The Nonholonomic Nature of the Human Locomotion

Let us start with a simple statement. The placement of a body on a 2-dimensional space

requires two position parameters and one for its direction. The trace left by a man

walking is made of the history of the various positions he traversed (see Figure (2)).

The information about the direction of the body seems a priori missing. However it can

be logically deduced by considering that the direction of the body at a given instant of
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Fig. 2. Step trace. Photograph by Marey (1830 - 1940). Copyright: Cinémathèque française

the trajectory is the direction tangent to the trace at the corresponding position. This is a

consequence of the fact the man is walking forward. Such a coupling between position

(x, y) and direction θ is a differential coupling:

ẏ cos θ − ẋ sin θ = 0 (1)

This means that the tangent vectors at any point of an admissible trajectory necessary

belong to a 2-dimensional vector space. In that vector space, sideway steps are not

allowed. The “motor space” of the human walking is 2-dimensional. However it is a

well-known fact that the man can walk everywhere he wants! Its reachable space is 3-

dimensional. The differential equation (1) is not integrable. The corresponding system

is not holonomic: a nonholonomic system is a system whose reachable space dimension

is strictly greater than its “motor space” dimension. The study of nonholonomic systems

generates works in the community of pure mathematics (e.g., [5]), control theory (e.g.,

[17]) and robotics (e.g., [15]).

1.3 Related Work: Optimal Control and Nonholonomic Robots

Equation (1) is the classical differential equation governing the motions of mobile

robots with wheels. How to steer a mobile robot from a given 3-dimensional start-

ing configuration to a given 3-dimensional goal while the robot control space is only

2-dimensional? The question gave rise to an active research topic during the past twenty

years. Among the numerous steering methods (e.g., [15, 9, 16]) optimal control based

methods are certainly the most efficient ones. Unfortunately planning nonholonomic

optimal motions is a difficult problem. It has been solved only for some classes of sim-

ple systems including the Dubins’ car [8] and the Reeds and Shepp’s car [22, 27] (see

also [3, 7, 25]).

Let us emphasize shortly on Dubins’ car since it is the closest system related to

our problem. Dubins’ car is a car moving only forward at a constant linear velocity. It

corresponds to the following control system:

⎛

⎝

ẋ
ẏ

θ̇

⎞

⎠ =

⎛

⎝

cos θ
sin θ

0

⎞

⎠ +

⎛

⎝

0
0
1

⎞

⎠u (2)

where u is the steering wheel control. u is a map onto [−1, 1]. Dubins [8] (and then

Sussmann et al [27] using modern optimal control theory [21]) shows that the short-

est length paths of the system are made of finite sequences of straight line segments S
(u = 0) and arcs of a circle with constant minimal radius (u = ±1). By considering that
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Fig. 3. The space is sampled with 40 posi-

tions. At each position the porch direction

is sampled with 12 angles.

Fig. 4. The porch and the room used in the

experiments.

an arc of a circle can turn either right (R) or left (L), Dubins shown that a sufficient fam-

ily of shortest paths is the following one: RSR, RSL, LSR, LSL, LRL, RLR. These

sequences are the “words” of the Dubins’ car. Six words are then enough to describe

all the possible optimal paths. Now another question arises: what is the partition of the

(3-dimensional) space according to the various words? This problem has been solved

in [20] for Dubins’ car and in [26, 4] for other systems. The Pontryagin principle gives

only necessary conditions for optimality. More than that, the application of the Pon-

tryagin principle generally does not provide enough information to describe optimal

trajectories with finite words. This is why, most of the time, the optimal trajectory com-

putation is done via numerical analysis algorithms (e.g., [19]).

The objective of our current research is to provide the synthesis of the human loco-

motion. What optimal cost could explain the shape of the locomotor trajectories? What

words describe them? What spatial partition is induced by such words?

2 Methodology

2.1 Objective: An Inverse Optimal Control Problem

Our approach aims at explaining the shape of the locomotor trajectories by optimal

control. By nature the validation of the control model we are looking for should be done

by comparing the trajectories simulated from the proposed model with a set of observed

trajectories. We first have to find a control system that “reasonably” accounts for the

human locomotion. Then we have to find an optimal cost that “reasonably” accounts

for the shape of the trajectories. “Reasonably” means that we want a human locomotion

model that applies as closely as possible to a set of observed data: the “proofs” will

come from statistical analysis. Our approach underlies several questions:

1. Does everybody obey the same locomotor strategy? To answer the question, we

should build a data basis of trajectories performed by several subjects having to

reach a same goal. Then we should prove the existence of stereotyped behaviors.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5. Some examples of real trajectories with the same final direction. (a), (b), (c) and (d)

show all real trajectories where the final direction is 330 deg., 120 deg., 90 deg. and 270 deg.

respectively.

2. A data basis of trajectories being given, we should find a control model with an

associated optimal cost. The inputs of a standard optimal control problem are a

model and an associated cost function. The outputs are the optimal trajectories.

Here we assume that the observed trajectories are optimal and we should find the

corresponding system (model and cost). This problem is then viewed as an inverse

optimal control problem.

2.2 Trajectory Data Basis: Protocol and Apparatus

The underlying hypothesis of our work is that the simple differential equation (1) con-

tains enough information to build a model. Then the idea is to sample the 3-dimensional

reachable space into a set of goals to be reached. We restrict the study to the natural for-

ward locomotion with nominal speed. The model we study should be valid for all possi-

ble intentional goals reachable by a forward walk. We exclude from the study the goals

located behind the starting position and the goals requiring side walk steps. Because the

objective was to cover at best the 3-dimensional reachable region, we sampled the do-

main with 480 points defined by 40 positions on a 2-dimensional grid (within a 5m by

9m rectangle) and 12 directions each (see Figure (3)). The starting position was always

the same. One subject performed all the 480 trajectories while other six performed only

a subset of them chosen at random. Subjects walked from the same initial configuration

to a randomly selected final configuration. The target consisted in a porch which could

be rotated around a fixed point to indicate the desired final direction (see Figure (4)).

The subjects were instructed to freely cross over this porch without any spatial con-

straints relative to the path they might take. They were allowed to choose their natural

walking speed to perform the task. The distances travelled by subjects ranged between

4.50 ± 0.25 meters (across subjects and trials) for the nearest target and 9.38 ± 2.54

meters for the farthest target. We used motion capture technology to record more than

1400 real trajectories. Subjects were equipped with 34 light reflective markers located

on their bodies. This is the data basis used for statistical analysis and validation of the
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proposed models. Figure (5) displays some of the recorded trajectories. In that picture,

the trajectories are those of the torso (see below the comment on the choice of the body

frame).

2.3 Statistical Analysis: Stereotyped Behaviors and Choice of the Body Frame

Thanks to a statistical study reported with details in [12] it has been possible to show

that general principles governed the motion strategy of all the six observed subjects.

While no specific constraint was provided to subjects, we observed that all subjects

generated very similar trajectories both in terms of path geometry and in terms of ve-

locity profiles. The subjects also exhibit very similar turning behaviors as quantified

by their body rotation in space. In contrast, a much greater variability was observed

at the level of the successive positions of the feet in space. These results show that

the locomotor trajectories are planned according to goals which are expressed in terms

of the body spatial displacement in space, and are generated using motor coordination

patterns. These observations confirm the validity of the adopted top-down approach

announced at the very beginning of the paper.

In this study the choice of the body frame we should consider has been a critical

issue. We are looking at a frame that best accounts for the equation (1). Three of them

have considered (see Figure (6)): the head, the torso and the pelvis. The position and the

direction of the frames are deduced from the motion capture markers located respec-

tively above the ears, on the shoulders and on both sides of the hip. Figure (6) shows a

single trajectory represented in the three frames. The curves compare the direction of

the frame and the tangent to the position of the frame. The nonholonomic hypothesis is

verified if both curves coincide. The study in [1] shows that the torso frame accounts

for that hypothesis, much better than the head or the pelvis. The shoulders behave as the

front wheels of a car by anticipating up a couple tenths of second the direction change

of the body.

3 Optimizing the Derivative of the Curvature

Considering equation (1) we made several hypothesis to find a cost function (time,

length, jerk) that would explain the geometric shape of the walking trajectories. None

of them can be validated by statistical analysis on the data basis. The idea presented

in [2] has been to consider the following dynamic system:

⎛
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ẋ
ẏ
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⎟
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where u1 is the linear velocity and u2 is the control of the time-derivative of the curva-

ture. Assuming u1 ∈ [a, b] with a > 0 (forward motion) and u2 ∈ [−c, c], we consider

the cost function:

J =
1

2

∫ T

0

<(u(τ), u(τ))>dτ (4)
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Fig. 6. Left: Markers and body frames. Right: For same walking task, pictures on the top show

the trajectories followed by the head, torso and pelvis positions in the room frame. The small

segments indicate the respective directions of the body segments (head, torso, pelvis). The bottom

pictures show two curves each: one curve is the tangent direction to the trajectories above; the

second one is the corresponding body segment direction. For the torso both directions are very

similar: this means that the torso frame follows “rather well” equation (1).

Applying the maximum principle we found that the optimal trajectories verify lo-

cally u2
1 +u2

2 should be constant. The result is not surprising (see [23])1. It has been

not possible to deduce more information from the maximum principle. Now we have

considered a statistical analysis performed on the trajectory data basis. It appeared that

the u1 control remains “reasonably” constant along the trajectories (the subjects were

asked to enter the room by the starting configurations while not stopping at the goals).

Then we deduced that u2 is a piecewise constant function. A curve followed at constant

velocity while linearly increasing or decreasing the derivative of the curvature is known

as being a clothoid. Finally we concluded on the conjecture that locomotor trajectories

are made of clothoid arcs.

The proof of that conjecture required the effective computation of the optimal tra-

jectories for System (3) with the cost (4). Analytical solutions are out of the scope of

the current state of the art. Then we fell back on numerical optimization algorithms.

Because the system (3) is non linear, we made use of the numerical algorithm proposed

in [10]. Figure (7) from [2] shows a representative example of statistics computed over

the entire movement for the same initial and final configurations. Each subject has done

3 trials. Figure (7).a shows the real (thin) trajectories performed by five subjects with

respect to predicted (bold) optimal trajectory computed by the numerical algorithm. All

these trajectories correspond to the same initial and final configurations. Figure (7).b

shows an averaged trajectory from 15 real ones performed by the subjects (thin) and

the predicted optimal trajectory linking the same initial and final configurations (bold).

Such a statistical analysis were performed for all the study cases: the optimal control

1 Note: However the result only holds if u2 �≡ 0. In the numerical analysis we performed u2 is

never zero over a non empty time interval for the considered reachable space. The case u2 ≡ 0
(arcs of a circle and straight line segments) may appear for long range paths.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Representative example of statis-

tics computed over the entire movement for

the same initial and final configurations.

(a) shows the real (thin) trajectories per-

formed by five subjects with respect to pre-

dicted (bold) optimal trajectory. (b) shows

the mean trajectory (thin) and the predicted

optimal trajectory (bold).

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Representative examples of com-

parisons between real (thin) and predicted

(bold) locomotor trajectories. (a) (resp.(b))

shows the behavior of the real and predicted

trajectories by translating the final position

in the vertical (resp. horizontal) axis with a

fixed final direction.

model we propose approximates 90 percent of the real trajectories with a precision error

of less than 10 cm in position, along all the considered trajectories. The geometric shape

of the locomotor trajectories is then similar to the one of the optimal control model (see

Figure 8).

In the following section, we present the (numerical) synthesis of the proposed opti-

mal control problem. As per the Dubins’ model sketched above, the related questions

are: How many clothoid arcs the trajectories contain? How are the sequences of arcs

organized? What is the number of the different sequences?

4 Synthesis: The Words of the Human Locomotion

4.1 Synthesis

In this section, we numerically characterize the optimal paths by the number of con-

catenated clothoid arcs. We can define a clothoid as the curve satisfying the following

equation:

κ(τ) = ±cτ, τ ∈ (−∞,∞) (5)

where the sign ± defines the orientation of each piece of clothoid: u2(τ) ≡ c, κ(τ) →
∞ or u2(τ) ≡ −c, κ(τ) → −∞.

The concatenation point between two clothoid arcs is called a switching point. At

each switching point the curvature function contains a local extremum and the deriva-

tive of the curvature has a discontinuity. From the preceding reasoning, our numerical

approach consists to determine the number of switches and the order of switching points

of each optimal path. The method is based on the local analysis of the curvature. To be
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more precise, at each local extremum of the curvature there exists a switching point.

The aim of the synthesis problem is to compute the partition of the 3-dimensional space

according to the sequences of the switching points. To compute the synthesis for our

optimization problem, we first sampled the reachable space considered in the experi-

mental protocol (x, y, θ) ∈ R
2 × S

1. We defined the point (0, 0, π/2) as the origin of

the configuration space (κ = 0 at the starting and goal configurations). We computed

the approximation of the space by a grid decomposition technique. The grid resolution

was (0.2m×0.2m×10deg) and the grid range from [−2, 2] × [3, 9] in position. Then,

the analysis has been carried out by the following steps:

1. R
2 × S

1 is partitioned with 36 slices according to the direction θ.

2. For each θ-slice, we computed numerically all the optimal trajectories from the

origin to each vertex in the grid.

3. At each θ-slice, we determined the regions mapping the types of optimal paths.

Each region corresponds to a set of optimal trajectories containing the same ordered

combination of clothoid arcs in terms of their orientations.

By considering that the curvature κ of an arc of a clothoid can either increase (Iτ

when u2 = c) or decrease (Dτ when u2 = −c) for a given time τ , we then found ex-

perimentally that only 6 combinations appear: Iτ1Dτ2Iτ3 , Dτ1Iτ2Dτ3 , Iτ1Dτ2Iτ3Dτ4 ,

Dτ1Iτ2Dτ3Iτ4 , Iτ1Dτ2Iτ3Dτ4Iτ5 , Dτ1Iτ2Dτ3Iτ4Dτ5 . We call these sequences the

words of human locomotion.

4.2 Geometric Analysis and Motor Control Interpretation

The words above induce a partition of the configuration space R
2 × S

1 into cells (see

Figure (9)). Let us consider a word, e.g. Iτ1Dτ2Iτ3 . The mappings from R
3 onto R

2×S
1

associating the triplet (τ1, τ2, τ3) to a configuration in the cell of the corresponding word

is a local diffeomorphism. This means that the motor controls used to reach two differ-

ent configurations in a same cell follow the same pattern. They just differ by the position

of the switching points on both trajectories. When a configuration varies continuously

within a given cell, the switching times vary continuously. What happens between two

adjacent cells? Two cases may arise:

• Case 1: Traversing the border can be done by a continuous change of the motor

control. For instance the cells Iτ1Dτ2Iτ3 and Dτ4Iτ5Dτ6 have common borders of

respective equation τ1 = 0 and τ6 = 0. This means that there is a continuous

reshaping of the geometric shape of the trajectories (as in Figure (8)).

• Case 2: Traversing the border induces a discontinuity on the motor control. This

would be the case of the same cells Iτ1Dτ2Iτ3 and Dτ4Iτ5Dτ6 if their common

border is obtained respectively for τ3 = 0 and τ6 = 0. In that case there is a

discontinuity of the geometric shape of the trajectories when traversing the border.

For most of the cells, the cell adjacency is governed by Case 1. The interesting case

is Case 2. It is a subtle case: at a configuration on the common border of both cells,

there exist exactly two optimal trajectories with the same cost and a completely dif-

ferent shape. Such borders arise for symmetric nonholonomic systems (e.g. a car that
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Fig. 9. Left: The partition of the slices θ = 5π
6

, θ = 17π
9

and θ = 14π
9

induced by words

of human locomotion. Right: Some examples of representative optimal trajectories for different

regions. Bottom: An example of two configurations belonging to two adjacent cells governed by

Case 2. The real (thin black) trajectories performed by the same subject with respect to predicted

(bold) optimal trajectory. Cut-locus explains the strategy change.
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moves forward and backward [26]). In that cases they are known as the cut-locus in

sub-Riemannian geometry (see [5]).

What is worth noticing is that the cut-locus of the synthesis above accounts for the

locomotion strategy. Figure (9) shows an example of two configurations belonging to

two adjacent cells governed by Case 2. The trajectories obtained by simulating our

control model fit with the observed trajectories. This means that the two apparently

completely different strategies used by the subject to reach two close configurations

obeys de facto a same strategy tending to optimize the derivative of the curvature. The

model we propose answers the question asked at the beginning of the paper (see Figure

(1).c).

5 Perspectives

The study presented in this paper deserves comments and opens questions:

• The optimal control synthesis has been done by numerical computation. A pre-

sentation of the numerical algorithms as well as an analysis of their robustness in

capturing singularities as the cut-locus would deserve a much more detailed presen-

tation which has been skipped here due to the lake of place. Details can be found

in [2].

• The reachable space of System (3) covers the entire R
2 × S

1 configuration space

of the position and the direction of the human body. However our model accounts

only for a part of a human locomotion strategies. Indeed when the configuration to

be reached is just behind you, you will certainly perform a backward step motion.

If the configuration is just on your left, then you will perform a sideway step. Both

backward and sideway motions are not accounted by our model. We just focus

on forward natural locomotion when the goal is defined in front of the starting

configuration. The scope of our model remains to be defined in terms of the shape

of the reachable space it accounts for.

• The current study opens intriguing mathematical questions. Usually, in optimal

control, the considered costs induce metrics in the state space. Here the cost of

a trajectory does not induce any metric: for instance, as for Dubins’ model, the

considered cost is not symmetric at all. We can say that the locomotion space is

not a metric space. What special geometry accounts for the locomotion space? We

have seen that the presence of special structures as the observed cut-locus is re-

lated to sub-Riemannian geometry. However the space is not equipped with a sub-

Riemannian metric. The problem to understand the topology of such a space is a

challenging mathematical problem as such.

• Finally, from a pure neuroscience point of view, our study validates the top-down

methodology approach. It appears that decisional problems, such as the problem to

decide before moving what strategy the subject selects (Figure (1).c), is accounted

by the same model explaining how the trajectories are reshaped locally with respect

to the goal to be reached (Figure (1).b). As a consequence the brain plans its actions.

It has a global point of view of the task to be performed. A reasonable conjecture

to explain the shape of the locomotor trajectories could have be a simple local

sensory feedback control assumption: the gaze seems to be the only sensor used by
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the subjects in our experiments; we have checked that the gaze is always directed

towards the goal; then it would have been possible to conclude that the body follows

the gaze (as the rear wheels of a car follow the front wheels). This conjecture is

not true: as depicted in the study case of Figure (6) (see [1] for details) it may

appear that the body is turning right while the head is turning left. As a consequence

locomotion does not obey such a simple visual sensory feedback control model

tending to reduce locally some sensory distance to the goal. Our study shows that

planning (i.e. open-loop control) gives an explanation that pure feedback control

(i.e. close-loop control) cannot give. The open question now is: how planning and

feedback control are related? This is a currently disputed question (e.g., [28]).
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Summary. A body of effort has been devoted to developing efficient algorithms for kinematics

and dynamics computation of robotic mechanisms, and has been successfully applied to control

and simulation of complex mechanisms including industrial manipulators and humanoid robots.

Thanks to such effort, as well as the recent progress in the computation power, it is becoming

more realistic to apply these algorithms to human body dynamics modeling and simulation. On

the other hand, the human body has a number of different properties from robotic systems in

its complexity, actuators, and controllers. This paper describes our attempt towards building a

precise human body dynamics model for its motion analysis and simulation. In particular, we

present how the algorithms developed in robotics are combined with physiological models and

data to address the difficulties of handling real human body.

1 Introduction

Computing the dynamics of the human body as precisely as possible has a number of

important applications in robotics such as human-machine interface, welfare and reha-

bilitation robotics, and prosthetics. Also related are such fields as computer graphics,

biomechanics, medicine, and sport science.

A musculoskeletal model commonly used in literature is composed of rigid bodies

connected by mechanical joints representing the skeleton, and a set of linear actuators

representing the muscles. It would therefore be natural to apply the algorithms devel-

oped in the robotics field for kinematics and dynamics computation of kinematic chains.

In the robotics field, a body of effort has been devoted to developing efficient algo-

rithms for kinematics and dynamics modeling and computation of robotic mechanisms.

Examples of the pioneering work include compact representation of the joint kinematic

parameters [1], realtime forward kinematics and inverse dynamics for control [2], and

linear-time forward dynamics algorithms [3]. These models and algorithms have been

successfully applied to control and simulation of complex mechanisms including indus-

trial manipulators and humanoid robots.

However, applying existing algorithms is not straightforward due to the differences

between the human body and robotic mechanisms. The main difference is that the ob-

jective of the computations for human body dynamics is to know what is happening in
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the human body, while that for robotic systems is to drive the system as desired. The re-

sults of analysis and simulation of the human body should therefore be both physically

and physiologically consistent, although it is virtually impossible to collect all the data

required to validate the results especially for human subjects.

The problem of human motion analysis and simulation using musculoskeletal models

has been intensively investigated in the biomechanics and prosthetics fields for years,

and even several commercial and non-commercial software packages are available [4–

6]. There are two main streams of computation that correspond to inverse and forward

dynamics in the robotics terminology.

Inverse dynamics of musculoskeletal models is used to estimate the joint torques and

muscle tensions from motion, ground contact force, and/or electromyograph (EMG)

measurements [7–13]1. The inverse dynamics analysis has two inherent problems: in-

consistency between the measured data (e.g. motion vs. ground contact force) due to

modeling error [14], and indeterminate muscle tensions due to actuation redundancy. A

common solution to the latter problem is to apply optimization techniques to obtain a

unique solution [9–11].

Forward dynamics computation, on the other hand, is performed to simulate the mo-

tion assuming a muscle activation pattern obtained by some control or optimization

techniques. Thelen et al. [15] developed a controller analogous to computed torque

control and resolved acceleration control [16]. Pandy and colleagues [17–19] applied

optimization techniques to optimize the motion for various tasks. These computations

are particularly useful for cases where exact reference motions are not known, e.g. syn-

thesizing new motions for different subjects. However, control and optimization would

be difficult for complex models due to the instability and computational cost.

In graphics, several musculoskeletal models have been developed for rendering re-

alistic characters [20–24]. Most of the work in this area is focused on synthesizing

visually plausible geometry and motion of virtual characters. Realtime computation, or

interactivity, is often more important than physical or physiological consistency.

In this paper, we describe our attempt towards building a precise human body dy-

namics model for its motion analysis and simulation. In particular, we present how the

algorithms developed in robotics are combined with physiological models and data to

address the difficulties of handling real human body.

2 Robot and Human Dynamics

The musculoskeletal human model consists of a musculo-tendon network and a skeleton.

The skeleton is a set of rigid links connected by mechanical joints, while the musculo-

tendon network is composed of wires representing the elements to drive and/or constrain

the bones including muscles, tendons, ligaments, and cartilages. Each wire has a pair

of start and end points, and any number of via points where the wire can slide back and

forth without friction. Each set of agonist muscles, as defined in biomechanics, forms

a muscle group, which will be used in the inverse dynamics computation later.

1 In biomechanics, computing the muscle tensions or joint torques directly from EMG measure-

ments is sometimes referred to as forward simulation.
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Table 1. Complexity of the musculoskeletal model.

musculo-tendon network

muscles 997

tendons 50

ligaments 117

cartilages 34

total wires 1198

muscle groups 78

virtual links 72

skeleton

bones 200

bone groups 53

total DOF 155

Fig. 1. The musculoskeletal human model; yellow: muscles, blue: tendons and ligaments, white

square: virtual links.

Table 1 summarizes the complexity of our full musculoskeletal model shown in

Fig. 1. The model includes all the minor muscles which are usually ignored in sim-

plified models, allowing more precise computation of the tensions of individual mus-

cles. In addition to the quantitative difference, the qualitative feature of the model is

the introduction of virtual links for modeling branched muscles. Refer to [25] for more

details of the modeling method.

In order to apply the robot dynamics algorithms, the wire tensions should be con-

verted to joint torques. The conversion is commonly realized by utilizing the parameter

called moment arm in biomechanics literature. Moment arm is defined as the distance

from the joint axis to the muscle. The definition is usually limited to rotational joints

and planar models because the distance is measured in the plane perpendicular to the

joint axis.

Application of robot kinematics and mechanics can provide a more general way

for converting the wire tensions to joint torques. The principle of virtual work and

d’Alembert’s Principle yield the following equation relating the wire tensions and the

generalized forces:

τ = JT f (1)
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where τ is the generalized forces, f is the wire tensions, and J is a Jacobian matrix

defined as

J =
∂ l

∂ q
(2)

where l is the vector of wire lengths and q is the vector of the generalized coordinates.

The Jacobian matrix J is computed as follows. Let us first consider J i, the Jacobian

matrix of l i, the length of the i -th wire, with respect to the generalized coordinates.

Suppose that the i -th wire is comprised of mi (mi ≥ 2) points including the via-points

and the origin and end points. Let us denote the position of j-th via point (start point if

j = 0 and end point if j = mi −1) by pi,j , the distance between the j-th and (j +1)-th
via-points by li,j (j = 0, 1, . . . , mi − 2), and the Jacobian matrix of li,j with respect to

the generalized coordinates by J i,j . li,j is computed as

lij =

√

(

pi,j+1 − pi,j

)T (

pi,j+1 − pi,j

)

(3)

Differentiating Eq.(3) with respect to the generalized coordinates yields

J i,j =
∂li,j
∂q

=
1

li,j

(

pi,j+1 − pi,j

)T ∂

∂q

(

pi,j+1 − pi,j

)

=
1

li,j

(

pi,j+1 − pi,j

)T
(JPi,j+1 − JPi,j) (4)

where JPi,j = ∂pi,j/∂q denotes the Jacobian matrix of pi,j with respect to the

generalized coordinates, which can be calculated by methods such as [26]. Because

li =
∑mi−2

j=0 li,j , J i can be computed by

J i =

mi−2
∑

j=0

J i,j . (5)

We first compute J i by Equations (5) and (4) and then obtain J by copying J i to the

i-th row of J .

3 Estimating the Muscle Tensions

Inverse dynamics of musculoskeletal human models means to estimate the wire ten-

sions f that realize a given set of joint accelerations at a given state. Because τ can be

obtained by applying any inverse dynamics algorithm for robots (e.g. [2]), this is the

problem of solving the linear equation Eq.(1) for f with inequality constraints such as

minimum and maximum muscle tensions.

Inverse dynamics of human musculoskeletal model has the following two inherent

difficulties:

1. the number of solutions can be from zero to infinity, depending upon the wire place-

ments and number of wires, and

2. it is very difficult to validate the results because no ground truth data are available.
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These problems have been recognized in the biomechanics community for years and a

number of solutions have been proposed.

One of the solutions to the first problem is setting appropriate objective function

and applying linear [10] or nonlinear [9, 11] numerical optimization techniques. Our

approach is similar to Rasmussen et al. [10] in that both use linear programming to

optimize the muscle tensions. The objective function in [10] is the maximum muscle

activity. The drawback of the simple objective function is that an iterative procedure is

required to determined all muscle tensions. Our formulation, on the other hand, includes

a number of factors such as maximum and minimum muscle activities derived from

muscle dynamics and tension distribution among agonist muscles, and as a result, it

only has to solve the linear programming problem once.

The second problem is still an open research issue and, to our knowledge, there is

no widely accepted solution yet. It would be possible to obtain the ground truth by pre-

cisely measuring the electromyography (EMG) of all muscles. However, this approach

is totally unrealistic especially for whole-body models because it requires needle EMG

to access the inner muscles, as well as huge number of AD channels to obtain the data

from all muscles at the same time. In addition, the tensions computed from EMG data

are not reliable due to the noise in EMG measurements and uncertain muscle model

parameters. Some researchers in biomechanics have developed a method for estimating

precise muscle tensions and/or joint torques using EMG data by performing parame-

ter identification at the same time [12, 13]. Due to the limitation of the measurement,

however, the musculoskeletal model can only include muscles with EMG electrodes

attached, which are usually limited to a few surface muscles of a part of the body. We

instead try to obtain both physically and physiologically reasonable whole-body muscle

tensions by forming an optimization problem such that the error of the tension-torque

transformation equation (1) becomes minimum while respecting the physiological mus-

cle dynamics and the muscle activity information measured by EMG.

The optimization is formulated as the following linear programming problem:

Find δτ , δf , δm, and f that minimize

Z = aT
τ δτ + aT

f δf + aT
mδm (6)

subject to

− fmax ≤ f ≤ −fmin (7)

− δτ ≤ τ − JT f ≤ δτ (8)

0 ≤ δτ (9)

− δf ≤ f − f∗ ≤ δf (10)

0 ≤ δf (11)

− δm ≤ EGf ≤ δm (12)

0 ≤ δm (13)
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where aτ , af and am are user-specified constant vectors with positive components, f∗

is the vector of reference muscle tensions, fmax ≥ 0 and fmin ≥ 0 are the vectors of

maximum and minimum muscle tensions respectively, and EG is a constant matrix. The

details of the objective function and constraints, as well as the methods for obtaining

fmax, fmin and EG, will be described below.

The advantage of applying linear programming is that it is computationally efficient

than other nonlinear methods such as quadratic programming. The problem is, on the

other hand, that the solution often becomes both temporally and spatially jerky. We

would need to define a good set of constraints to obtain plausible muscle tensions.

In physiology [27, 28], it is known that the tension of a muscle is described as

f = af l(l)fv(l̇)Fiso (14)

where ais the muscle activity, Fiso is the muscle’s maximum isometric tension, lis the

muscle length. Functions fl(∗) and fv(∗) gives the normalized maximum tension from

the muscle length and its velocity, respectively. It is also known that the muscle activity

achanges according to the following first-order differential equation:

ȧ=
u− a

T

{

T= Ta (u≥ a)
T= Td (u<a)

(15)

where u (0 ≤ u≤ 1) is the normalized input from the motor neuron, Ta and Td are

the time constants for activation and deactivation respectively. Equation (15) gives the

upper and lower bounds of the muscle activity in continuous motions, which are

amax = min {1, a0 + (1 − a0 )∆t/Ta} (16)

and

amin = max {0, a0 − a0∆t/Td} (17)

respectively, where a0 is the activity at the previous frame and ∆t is the time difference

between the previous and current frames. The upper and lower bounds for the muscle

tension are therefore

fmax = amaxfl(l)fv(l̇)Fiso (18)

fmin = aminfl(l)fv(l̇)Fiso (19)

respectively. The vector-form upper and lower bounds fmax and fmin can be obtained

by collecting these values for all muscles.

The first term of the right-hand side of Eq.(6) tries to minimize the error of the

tension-torque transformation equation (1) by including the weighted sum of δτ , which

includes the absolute error of Eq.(1) as shown in Eq.(8).

The second term is included to make the muscle tensions as close as possible to a

set of reference tensions f∗ [29]. Each element of f∗ is set to 0 if the EMG data of the

corresponding muscle is not available, otherwise set to the muscle tension estimated

from the EMG data and the physiological muscle model described above.

Finally, the third term of Eq.(6) and Eqs.(12)(13) are included to equalize as much as

possible the tensions of muscles in the same group [30]. The reason for including this
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Fig. 2. Estimated muscle tensions of left and right vastus lateralis during walk motion.

term is that the synergist muscles tend to exhibit similar activity levels due to stretch

reflex. Suppose group m includes nm muscles and G m denote the set of their indices.

The average tension of group m is computed by

f̄m =
1

nm

✝

k∈Gm

fk (20)

where fk is the tension of the k-th muscle. The difference between the average tension

and the k-th (k ✆ �m) muscle’s tension can be written as

∆fmk = f̄m − fk = EGmkf (21)

where EGmk is a row vector whose i-th element is (1 − nm)/nm if i = k, 1/nm if

i ∈ Gm and i �= k, and 0 otherwise. By collecting EGmk(k ∈ Gm) for all groups and

stacking them vertically, we obtain the matrix EG in Eq.(12).

Figure 2 shows an example of estimated tensions of the muscles in the thigh during

walk motion.

4 Human Motion Simulation

Once the muscle tensions are computed by some controller, simulating the motion of a

musculoskeletal model is straightforward given the tension-torque conversion equation

(1) and the forward dynamics algorithms developed for kinematic chains. The major

difficulties of human motion simulation are:
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Table 2. Computation times for serial and parallel computations (ms) and ratio of speedup.

Each node in the cluster has two Intel Xeon 3.8GHz processors and the nodes are connected

by Myrinet.

DOF 40 52 161

♯ of joints 15 19 53

1 process 0.249 0.301 0.773

2 processes 0.155 0.186 0.443

(speedup) (38%) (38%) (43%)

4 processes 0.153 0.177 0.356

(speedup) (39%) (41%) (54%)

1. the computational cost due to the complexity of the skeleton model, and

2. how to design a controller to obtain the muscle tensions.

A solution to the first problem is to apply the efficient algorithms for robot

forward dynamics computation (e.g. [3, 31, 32]). The authors [33, 34] have also devel-

oped a linear-time forward dynamics algorithm for kinematic chains called Assembly-

Disassembly Algorithm (ADA). ADA can handle both open and closed kinematic

chains, and can be easily parallelized to further reduce the computation time on

multiple-core or multiple-processor systems. It is also shown that ADA is likely to be

more efficient than several algorithms with similar ability [35].

Table 2 shows the computation time for computing the joint accelerations of three

human figures, including the skeleton model introduced in Section 2. The simulation

time for the complex skeleton can be only 1.5 times slower than real time with 4-th

order Runge-Kutta integration.

Controlling a musculoskeletal human model as complex as ours is even more diffi-

cult. One of the possible solutions is to first compute the joint torques by applying con-

trollers for humanoid robots, and then convert them to muscle tensions by the method

described in the previous section. However, this approach may not work because the

skeleton model itself is much more complex than common humanoid robots. In addi-

tion, again there is no guarantee that the human uses the same control scheme.

Fig. 3. Patellar tendon reflex simulated from the output of the neuro-muscular model.
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Although we do not have a valid solution for this problem yet, we are trying to build

a neuro-muscular model including low-level reflex models [30, 36]. In this work, we

demonstrated that a sequence of 997-dimensional muscle tension vector can be rep-

resented by only 120 independent signals. We then trained a neural network model

including the closed loops representing the somatic reflex such that it outputs the mus-

cle tensions from the corresponding independent signals. Figure 3 shows an example

of a motion resulting from the modeled reflex. In this example, a step signal emulating

the effect of patellar tendon reflex was input to the neural network model. The output

muscle tensions were then fed into the dynamics simulator, which resulted in a motion

similar to those observed in the human leg. This model would be the first step towards

general-purpose controllers that is capable of generating physiologically plausible mus-

cle tensions.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented how the algorithms for robot kinematics and dynamics computa-

tions were extended to model the human body dynamics. The main research issue was

how to incorporate the physiological models and data in the algorithmic and optimiza-

tion framework. Specific results obtained in this paper are summarized as follows:

1. Efficient algorithms for inverse and forward dynamics of kinematic chains were ap-

plied to muscle tension estimation and motion simulation of human musculoskele-

tal models.

2. Robot kinematics algorithm for computing the robot manipulator Jacobian matrices

was applied to deriving a general method for computing the moment arm used in

biomechanics.

3. A numerical optimization technique was combined with physiological muscle mod-

els and the dynamics computations to obtain the muscle tensions.

There are several open research issues to be investigated. Validation of the presented

models and computations is particularly difficult when we are dealing with real human

body because we cannot perform invasive measurements on human subjects. One of the

solutions would be to indirectly verify the results by comparing them with the obser-

vations of experts in other fields, e.g. medical diagnosis. Obtaining muscle activation

patterns to control the complex musculoskeletal model is also challenging but impor-

tant technique to synthesize motions that are difficult to perform. From a computational

point of view, further accelerating the computation for muscle tension estimation by,

for example, parallel processing is also interesting.

To our knowledge, the model and algorithms presented in this paper are the first to

enable both muscle tension estimation and dynamics simulation of the whole-body mus-

culoskeletal system. Most of the previous work, particularly for estimating the muscle

tensions, is limited to simplified partial model of the body such as lower limb [11–

13, 15] and upper limb [9], and very few whole-body models are employed [6, 10] due

to the computational and sensory limitations. Our model would therefore become an

essential tool for analyzing and simulating human motions in fields where whole-body

coordination plays an important role. An example of the fields that require such mod-

els is sport science. Most of the previous work on applying biomechanical models to
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sport science dealt with relatively simple tasks such as jumping, running, and throwing.

However, there remains a vast variety of tasks that require higher level of whole-body

motion coordination including gymnastics and martial arts.

One of the applications we would like to pursue is development of a system for

diagnosis and rehabilitation of neurological diseases that cause problems in motion co-

ordination. Whole-body musculoskeletal models are essential for the diagnosis of such

diseases because even a small damage in the brain or spine can affect the mobility of a

wide area of the body due to the complex nerve network. Our algorithms also provide a

less invasive procedure for collecting the data for the diagnosis by requiring smaller set

of measurements than conventional methods while allowing qualitative evaluation.

An interesting application in robotics is to design the reflex and compliance of hu-

manoid robots based on the neuro-muscular network model including reflex presented

in Section 4. Acquiring a whole-body reflex system similar to that of humans is im-

portant for robots making physical interactions with human for safety and stability.

Whole-body compliance is also important for keeping balance under disturbances and

interactions with the environment. Considering the robustness of the balance control of

human, adapting human neuro-muscular system can be a promising approach to realiz-

ing safe and robust hardware and controller.
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Abstract. A whole body tactile skin with a novel design is presented. It is installed

on the entire surface of our adult-size humanoid robot. Experiments on various contact

motion control, such as handling a 66kg human dummy, are realized.

1 Introduction

For any moving body, its outer surface is the fundamental and essential part
establishing and participating in physical interactions with objects around. It
therefore naturally follows that if we want a robot to handle unlimited variety of
physical tasks or unexpected physical interferences, we need to cover the entire
surface of the robot with tactile sensing capability.

Whole body tactile skin is particularly important for humanoid robots. The
essential property of the humanoids, by definition, is their human-like form.
Exploiting this property to advantage in physical tasks means the capability of
versatile contact motion with arbitrary body surface [1].

A decade has passed since the importance of whole-body tactile sensing has
been demonstrated by the pioneer work [2, 3]. However, very few humanoid

500mm

Fig. 1. A 66kg human dummy is quickly moved horizontally by a humanoid robot, in
a few seconds, using tactile sensor based sliding motion control.
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robots to date have tactile skins, and none has a whole-body tactile skin effective
for contact-based physical tasks.

Hoshino et al. [2] is the first and the only work in the past which succeeded
in covering the entire surface of the four limbs and the trunk of a humanoid
robot. Their robot is “desk-top size”, and the tactile sensor takes the form of a
suit made of a conductive fabric. The sensor is used only for interactive tasks,
detecting intentional firm touches by a human experimenter. The sensor had
problems of sensitivity, reliability and positional errors.

Several groups have developed and demonstrated wide area tactile skins for
human interaction tasks [3, 4] which do not involve physical manipulation; the
sensors are used to detect human motion or communicative contact.

Recently, a wheeled dual arm robot “RI-MAN” demonstrated a holding-up
task on a 18kg human dummy using wide area tactile sensors installed on a
limited part of the chest and on the arms [5]. Probably this is the only past case
in which wide area tactile sensors are used for a hard physical task.

In summary, a whole body tactile skin for arbitrary contact motion control is
essential for humanoid robots, but has not been realized in the past.

In this paper, we present a whole body tactile skin with a novel design, in-
stalled on the entire surface of our adult-size humanoid robot, used for various
contact motion control including a hard physical task such as handling a 66kg
human dummy as shown in Fig. 1.

2 Design Criteria for Whole Body Tactile Sensor Skin

In this section, we discuss the requirements and specifications for a tactile skin
that can cover the entire surface of a humanoid body.

In the following, we summarize the result of our considerations as a hierarchi-
cal listing of requirements and specifications. The list includes some “practical”
issues such as cost and weight, which are not just desirable but essentially critical
conditions for realizing the full surface coverage.

Full surface coverage: The most important requirement is to cover the entire
surface of a humanoid body, not losing the overall integrity and mobility of
the robot system.
• Arbitrary curvature: The surface of the humanoid robot should be com-

posed of arbitrary curved parts that facilitate continuous contact mo-
tion [1]. Tactile skins must fit them. It is extremely cost effective if the
same component fits various curvatures (conformable).

• Scalability: The skin must scale up (and operational) to any desired area
size and number of sensing points.

• Less wiring: Signal and power wiring of all the (thousands of) sensor de-
vices can be an extremely serious problem. The wiring must be integrated
and installed inside the body surface.

• Compactness: Installation should require minimum space. Ideally the en-
tire system should be a thin sheet assembly. Typically, inside of a robot’s
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shell is fully packed with mechanical/electronic parts, leaving no extra
room for the tactile sensor backends.

• Light weight: Covering the entire surface, the weight of a tactile skin can
cause a serious problem for the mobility of the robot. The skin should be
extremely light weight

• Low power consumption: Power consumption can be a serious problem
with thousands of sensing points.

• Low cost and easy installation: Covering the whole body requires a large
number of sensor devices. Therefore the cost of a sensor unit becomes cru-
cial, often defeating the realization of a whole body skin. The conforma-
bility discussed above dissolves the need for a different sensor assembly
for each curved part. Fabrication and installation should be as easy as
possible, otherwise the cost and efforts for realization and maintenance
becomes prohibitively large.

Physical and sensing characteristics for contact motion: The tactile
skin participates in the physics of contact motion, so it should have ap-
propriate physical properties. At the same time, it should provide effective
tactile measurements for the robot to control the motion.
• Compliance: The tactile skin should be compliant to facilitate contact

motion and sensing, by establishing areal contacts and absorbing impact
force. Rigid surface is not suitable for contact motion.

• Dynamic range, sensitivity and spatial resolution enough for motion con-
trol. Need to handle from a light touch to the total body weight.

• Speed: Signal readout and transmission to host controller must be fast
enough to be usable for motion control.

• Durability: The skin should tolerate, and robust against impact and shear
forces with the total body weight.

Restricted Sensing Capability: Sensing modality is restricted to a mini-
mum, only pressure, in order to keep the device as simple as possible. Spatial
resolution is also limited to the order of millimeters, which is unsuitable for
fingertip sensors but good enough for whole body contact motion. Realiza-
tion of whole-body coverage is prioritized over sophistication of a sensor
device. It would be pointless if the overall goal is defeated by the choice of
a more sophisticated sensor.

Some of the essential design points naturally follows from the above discus-
sions, as listed below.

Sensing principle: External force should be received and transformed into sig-
nals via the deformation of a soft medium. A pioneer work exploiting the
multi-dimensional deformation [6] reveals the principle and essential advan-
tages. In the present work we choose a much simpler solution, detecting only
pressure. The softness facilitates the physical contact with objects. It also
provides an important side-effect called “interpolation” capability by which
the spatial resolution can be much higher than the spacing of sensing ele-
ments (see the next section). This is advantageous in terms of the cost as
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well. From the weight aspect, choice of the soft medium is crucial; its density
should be very low.

Skin assembly: The tactile sensor skin should be integrated as a thin sheet
structure, containing not only the sensors but also the electronics. In order
for the sheet to fit arbitrary curvature, the sheet should be either highly
stretchable, or otherwise takes the form of 2D “development” (a concave
figure which forms a 3D shape when spliced together). The sheet structure
also facilitates easy installation/maintenance.

Sensor network: Thousands of sensing elements send out their signals. They
must be transmitted over long distances under severe noise (due to motor
drivers, etc.) conditions to the host controller. Some ground-breaking ideas
have been proposed to handle the communication problem [7, 8], but they
are yet to be scaled up to a practical whole-body coverage. The only practical
solution is to use high-speed serial communication. A choice must be made
between electrical wires or optical fibers. The fibers are robust against noise,
however, they have a serious restriction about bending curvature, making
it very difficult to install on a multi-joint robotic structure. The network
should also be flexible so that it allows addition/deletion of sensor elements.

3 The Conformable and Scalable Tactile Sensor
Skin – Implementation

In this section, we present the design and implementation of our novel tactile
skin (originally published as [9]). It is conformable and scalable, and most im-
portantly, practical so that we can really cover the entire surface of a humanoid
body, not losing the overall integrity and mobility of the robot system, and
exploit the sensor information for various contact motion control.

3.1 Sensor Element with Urethane Foam and Tiny Photo-Reflector

The tactile sensing element consists of a photo-reflector covered by urethane
foam (Fig.2). The photo-reflector is a pair of a light emitting diode (LED) and
a photo detector (photo transistor) that detects the intensity of the incoming
light. The LED emits light into the urethane foam, which gets scattered, with
some portion returning to the photo-detector. The intensity of the returning
light depends on the deformation of the urethane foam, reflecting the amount of
surface pressure.

This configuration has strong advantages such as softness, interpolation ca-
pability, extremely light weight (much owing to the foam), simple structure, low
cost, and durability (because the foam covers the electronics). Moreover, the sen-
sitivity and dynamic range can be adjusted by merely choosing different foam
properties.

The fundamental principle of transducing pressure into light intensity is orig-
inally proposed and realized in KINOTEXTMsensors [10]. They use fiber optics
to deliver and collect light at each sensing spot. Despite the advantage of noise
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An urethane foam

A flexible Substrate

Photo reflectors

Fig. 2. Pressure Sensing With Photo-Reflector

tolerance, the fiber based assembly has some serious drawbacks; many fibers
come out of a sensor sheet, which are very difficult to install in the limited space
of robotic structure, and to run across the limbs and joints. Moreover, the other
ends of the fibers must be connected to a large powerful LED and a large photo
detector array, which are difficult to contain in the limited internal space of a
robot, and have to be interfaced to some host-bound electronic communication
anyway. Also, because the terminal connection requires special techniques, fibers
are not suitable for freely adjusting the lengths during installation onto various
robot parts.

Replacing the fibers with small photo-reflector devices mounted on a flexible
circuit board, all the above drawbacks are avoided and novel advantages are
introduced. One crucial fact for the success of this design is the availability of
small size photo-reflector devices. In our current implementation, we use GP2S60
chip from SHARP whose dimensions are 3.2 mm× 1.7 mm× 1.1 mm.

Sensing characteristics

Our standard choice of the urethane foam is ”POLYOLEFIN FOAM PE-LITE
A-8” (from INOAC). Figure 3(Left) shows the pressure to output voltage re-
lation. It shows a nonlinear characteristic, which is good to accomplish high
dynamic range and high sensitivity at low values. It also shows some hysteresis
which is a well-known problem with elastic materials. However, as long as re-
peatability holds, the hysteresis and the non-linearity can be compensated by
post processing on the host controller.

Figure 3(Right) shows the interpolation capability. It shows outputs from two
photo-reflectors at 20 mm distance, covered by urethane foam. The same load
is applied at each point between the photo-reflectors. It is clear from the graph
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Fig. 3. Characteristics of tactile sensor element. Left: Non-linearity and hysteresis.
The vertical axis is the output voltage of each tactile sensor element and the horizontal
axis is the applied pressure. Right: Interpolation capability. The vertical axis is the
output voltage of two tactile sensor elements (solid line and the broken line), and the
horizontal axis is the position where the load is applied.
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that as long as only one point is pressed between the sensing points, its position
can be calculated from the responses of the two sensors.

3.2 The Conformable and Scalable Sensor Sheet

Figure 4 shows our current version of the tactile sensor sheet. Its size is 120 mm×
200 mm and its weight is 1.7 gr.

The base sheet is a flexible circuit board (FCB), a thin film. It carries 32 photo-
reflectors, one micro-processor (MPU, C8051F330 from Silicon Laboratories) at
the center, and four serial bus terminators.

The MPU controls the photo-reflectors and digitizes their output by 4 chan-
nel 8 bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC), which is then transmitted over the
System Management Bus (SMBus), a standard serial bus for inter-chip commu-
nication. SMBus accelerator chips are used to assure high-speed communication
over long bus lines.

Scanning Control

At each moment, a group of four photo-reflectors are activated; the LED’s are
switched on, and the photo-detector signals in parallel to the four ADC ports
are digitized. Eight such groups are activated one by one, scanning all the 32
points. Each ADC port is directly wired to eight photo-detectors. But because
the current from unactivated photo-reflectors is negligible, only the signal from
the activated one is effective. This way the overall circuit is greatly simplified.

The scanning control provides the merit of low power consumption and re-
duced MPU size. Reducing the power consumption is crucial because one LED
consumes about 50 mAthat sums up to 50 Afor 1000 sensing points.

Cut/Fold/Paste-able Sheet

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the sheet has a particular shape. The shape is carefully
designed so that it can fit arbitrary curved surface, and can be cut, folded, and
pasted together.

Because of the concave shape and the high flexibility, the sheet can fit any
curved surface. Past sheet-type sensors [11] typically have convex shapes which
can fit only cylindrical or flat surfaces.

200mm

1
2

0
m

m

Fig. 4. Conformable tactile sensor sheet with on-board communication processor.
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Our sheet can be bent and even folded. By folding the band-like part, the
placement of the photo-reflectors can be arbitrarily adjusted. In other words,
the shape and density of the sensing points can be arbitrarily adjusted.

Furthermore, special circuit design allows “cut and paste” of the sheet. The
end-points of the central cross-shaped wide bands can be soldered on to the
end-point of another sheet, establishing SMBus and power connections. Up to
32 sheet can be pasted together to form a large sheet with 1024 sensing points.
On the other hand, the narrower bands stemming from the central bands can
be physically cut at any points. This way unnecessary branches can be removed,
fitting an arbitrary area shape.

3.3 Hierarchical Real-Time Network

As stated above, up to 32 sheet can be pasted together to form a network of
1024 sensing points. The sampling time for one sensing point is about 0.2 ms, and
51.2 ms for 1024 points, including the switching of LED’s and communication
delays.

In order to integrate more sensing points and to cover a large area and distance
over the entire body surface, SMBus is not suitable. We introduce a higher level
network called “in-body LAN” [12]. It is a custom-designed real-time token-ring
network for high-speed robot control. The network can accommodate up to 64
nodes and achieve up to 20 kHz real-time communication cycles. Each node
acts as a SMBus master, handling up to 32 SMBus slave nodes, one on each
sensor sheet. Thus, altogether 65536 sensing points can be accommodated in
one “in-body LAN” which directly interfaces to a PCI board installed on the
host controller PC. The overall network structure is depicted in Fig. 5(Left).
Figure 5(Right) shows a node of the in-body LAN (20mm× 20 mm × 5 mm).

3.4 Cut-Fold-Paste Installation for Arbitrary Curved Surfaces

Fig. 6 depicts the installation steps. First, multiple tactile sensor sheet are con-
nected together into a desired size. Then, by folding and cutting the sheet, the
placement of the photo-reflectors is adjusted to fit the desired shape and distri-
bution. Then the sheet is adhered onto a curved base sheet made of Lycra cloth,

Host Computer

Serial Bus

Serial Bus

Master

Slave of

an in-body LAN

(1)

(2)

(3) (4)

Sensor 

elements

Fig. 5. Real-time Sensing/Control Network (Left) and A Node Module (Right).
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Connect (Paste together)

Tactile Sensor

 Sheet

Fold

Lycra (base sheet)

Cut

Paste on 

curved surface

Cover with urethane foam

Soft surface 

cover

Fig. 6. Installation procedure of tactile skin.
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Fig. 7. Tactile sensor skin parts for the whole body coverage of an adult-size humanoid
robot.

and urethane foam is attached on top of the sensor sheet. Finally, the assembly
is put inside a resinoid outer skin package, which is then fixed on the outer shell
of a robot. The package protects the urethane foam, provides a desired surface
property, and facilitates easy maintenance.

Fig. 7 shows the completed tactile sensor skin parts for the whole body of our
adult-size humanoid robot. In total, 1864 sensing elements are embedded in 15
skin parts, each 5 mm thick, and the total weight is only 1.4 kg.

4 Whole-Body Contact Motion Skills by A Humanoid
Robot

In order to show the effectiveness of our tactile skin, we demonstrate a series
of whole body humanoid actions in contact with the environment and objects.
Each experiment has its own purpose and in-depth technical content which are
reported elsewhere [13, 14]. Details of the humanoid robot used in the experi-
ments are reported in [12, 1].

4.1 Whole-Body Move-to-Touch Actions

Fig. 8 shows various move-to-touch actions with different body parts. They
are simply achieved by executing a pre-programmed motion until the expected
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Fig. 8. Move-to-touch achieving various self-support postures: Sitting on a chair of
an unknown height (left), and leaning against the wall with a hand, the back and the
upper-arm.

contact is detected; sitting on a chair of an unknown height, and leaning against
the wall with a hand, the back and the upper-arm.

4.2 Roll-and-Rise Action

A “roll-and-rise” action (Fig. 9) has been proposed as a novel example of highly
dynamic contact-intensive whole-body action. In our earlier work, it is realized
by executing a pre-computed motor commands in an open-loop [1].

Using our tactile skin, we succeeded in a closed-loop control. Our theory and
numerical analysis [1] suggests that by assuming pre-defined postural trajectories
and by only control their timings, the action can be successful. There are two

Fig. 9. Realization of roll-and-rise motion
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crucial timings; T1: switching from swinging up to swinging down of the legs,
and T2: starting to fold the legs.

Figure 10 shows the tactile map of the back of the robot and the trajectory of
y value of the center of pressure (COP), normalized within 0 to 1. T1 is defined as
when y exceeds 0.5, and T2 is defined as when y exceeds 0.58, in our experiment.
This simple control strategy is confirmed to be robust against perturbations.

4.3 Whole-Body Manipulation of Large, Heavy Items

Capability of arbitrary contact motion provides notable advantages to object ma-
nipulation by humanoids; shorter moment arms for less torque demands, wider
support polygon for increased stability, and wider contact area for stable holding.

Handling of large and heavy items by humanoid and other service robots is
becoming an important issue. Recently, a wheeled dual-arm robot succeeded in
holding a 18 kg dummy human body [15], with specially designed drive mecha-
nism for higher arm torques and limited use of contact sensors. And a dynamic
skill for lifting a weight (of 4.5 kg) has been proposed [16].

Our approach is to realize skillful contact actions by fully exploiting the above
discussed advantages enabled by the tactile skin, without special modifications
to increase the nominal power of the robot. Actually the nominal steady payload
of an extended arm of our humanoid is only 3.6 kg.

Holding up a 30kg box

Figure 11 shows a successful experiment in which our robot held up a 30 kg box
from a table top. The skill consists of the following steps.

1: Press own waist against the table edge by the move-to-touch skill. The in-
creased support polygon provides a greater stability.

2: Detect the position of the table edge by feeling with the forearm.
3–4: Grab, drag and press the box toward own chest. Haptic position detection

and move-to-touch skills are used.
5-6: Push the box aside so that it protrudes over the table edge. The movement

distance is calculated using tactile and kinematic information.
7: Search and press up the bottom surface of the box using left arm haptics.
8: Press the box against own chest, and hold it up using a dynamic coordinated

motion by the arms, hip, and back actuators.

Sliding a 66kg dummy human body

Fig. 12 (also Fig. 1) shows a successful experiment of sliding a 66kg dummy
human body on a bed. First, by pressing the shins against the bed edge, the
robot stabilizes its posture. Then, the arms exert force to only slightly lift the
dummy. When the decrease of pressure is detected on the forearms, the robot
instantaneously invokes a coordinated whole-body motion to drag and slide the
dummy.
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Fig. 11. Holding up a 30kg box.

Fig. 12. 66kg dummy for rescue training is pulled on a bed.

5 Conclusions

A novel design and implementation of a whole-body tactile skin is presented.
Unlike most of the past work, it can actually cover the entire curved surface of
an adult-size humanoid robot and be used to control heavy contact motions.

Experiments with a real adult size humanoid are presented. The versatile
move-to-touch skills are important as basic components of more complex tasks.
The haptic-based control of the dynamic roll-and-rise action proved the high-
level of the speed, dynamic range and spatial resolution of our tactile skin.
Combining these elements, our robot succeeded in holding up a 30kg box and
dragging a 66kg dummy human using a combined dynamic haptic skills. To date
this performance is not surpassed by any other humanoid robots. Considering
that the nominal steady payload of an extended arm of our robot is only 3.6 kg,
the results show the effectiveness of the haptic skills.
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Although the above experiments signify a wide range of whole-body haptic
skills, several hard problems must be solved before they become practically use-
ful. Integration with vision and other modalities for augmented state perception,
automatic adaptation to different task situations, and acquisition of novel skills
are among the important problems.

Whole-body tactile perception is also very important in research on embodied
cognition and developmental cognitive robotics. Since the tactile perception is
most directly coupled with self bodily movements, autonomous learning and
acquisition of body schemas and action categories can now be investigated in
real robot experiments.
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Summary. Modeling and predicting human and vehicle motion is an active research
domain. Due to the difficulty of modeling the various factors that determine motion
(eg internal state, perception, etc.) this is often tackled by applying machine learning
techniques to build a statistical model, using as input a collection of trajectories gath-
ered through a sensor (eg camera, laser scanner), and then using that model to predict
further motion. Unfortunately, most current techniques use off-line learning algorithms,
meaning that they are not able to learn new motion patterns once the learning stage
has finished. In this paper, we present an approach which is able to learn new motion
patterns incrementally, and in parallel with prediction. Our work is based on a novel
extension to Hidden Markov Models called Growing Hidden Markov models.

Introduction

Predicting the trajectories that vehicles and pedestrians are going to follow in a
given environment is fundamental for effective autonomous navigation in cities,
parking lots and highways. The main difficulty lies in the fact that these objects
move according to a diversity of complex factors – such as their intentions and
internal state – which are very difficult to model and parametrize. Thus, instead
of explicitly modeling these factors, the preferred approach in the literature
assumes that objects tend to follow typical motion patterns; hence, if those
patterns are known, it is possible to use them to not only to predict further
motion but also, for example, for detecting anomalous behavior, or improving
visual tracking.

In practice, former knowledge about motion patterns is seldom available a pri-

ori and it should be obtained by applying machine learning techniques to motion
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data obtained through some kind of sensor system. For example: Bennewitz et
al. [1] use the expectation-maximization algorithm to cluster trajectory data
gathered with a laser scanner; and Hue et al. [3] apply a two-pass hierarchical
clustering algorithm to find patterns on the output of a visual tracker.

In spite of being quite diverse, most motion pattern learning approaches share
the significant drawback that they operate off-line, which implies the assumption
that at least one example of every possible motion pattern is contained in the
learning data set. Given the enormous variety of possible human behaviors, this
assumption does not hold in practice and the learned motion models have, in
the best case, only limited utility.

It would be better to learn motion patterns incrementally, so that, when
a new motion pattern is observed, the system is able to integrate it into its
knowledge base. This paper describes such an approach: it incrementally learns
motion patterns and, at the same time, uses its current knowledge to predict
motion. Our approach develops further our previous work [12] by proposing a
unified extension to Hidden Markov Models (HMM)[9], a probabilistic framework
which is very popular in the motion pattern learning literature [eg 13, 7, 1]. This
extension, known as Growing HMM (GHMM) enables incremental and on-line
learning of the parameters and the structure of the model.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 1 provides an overview of
motion pattern learning using HMMs; sec. 2 presents Growing Hidden Markov
Models; in section 3 the application of GHMMs to our particular problem is
discussed; our experimental results are outlined in sec. 4; finally, we present our
conclusions in section 5.

1 Motion Pattern Learning with HMMs

The literature of motion pattern learning includes a wide variety of approaches
like the use of multilayer Self-organizing networks proposed by Johnson and Hogg
[5] in their pioneering paper, or the use of co-occurrence statistics proposed by
Stauffer and Grimson [10]. In this section we will focus on techniques based on
Hidden Markov Models, which is the case of many more recent approaches1. Due
to lack of space, our discussion of HMMs will be rather summary and heavily
biased towards our application, the interested reader may refer to the papers by
Juang et al. [6] and Rabiner [9] for a deeper introduction.

In the context of our problem, an HMM (see fig. 1(a)) may be seen as a graph
whose nodes represent states attainable by the object (eg places in the envi-
ronment) and whose edges represent transitions between states. The system is
supposed to be at a given state and to evolve stochastically at discrete time steps
by following the graph edges according to a transition probability P (St|St−1).
Moreover, the object’s state is not directly observable, instead, it should be mea-
sured through some kind of sensor reading (ie observation) which is related to

1 See [3] for a more comprehensive review of the literature.
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Fig. 1. a) A basic three-state HMM; b) HMM Structure embedded in a parking (only
a few motion patterns are displayed)

the actual state through an observation probability P (Ot|St). Often, the initial
state of the system is represented stochastically with a state prior P (S1).

HMM learning is composed of two sub-tasks:

• Structure learning: Determines the number of nodes (ie discrete states) in
the model, as well as the edge structure for the graph.

• Parameter learning: Estimates the parameters for the three probability dis-
tributions (state prior, transition and observation probabilities) from data.

Different algorithms for structure and parameter learning exist in the liter-
ature, it is the choice of these algorithms what distinguishes different HMM
based motion pattern learning approaches. For example, Walter et al. [13] as-
sume that motion patterns are known a priori and define the structure as an
equal number of chain-like structures, then, parameters are learned using the
expectation-maximization algorithm; Bennewitz et al. [1] learn the HMM struc-
ture by clustering trajectory data with the expectation-maximization algorithm,
and then manually set the model’s parameters according to assumptions about
object’s motion; Makris and Ellis [7] learn the HMM structure in a similar way,
but also incorporate parameter learning into the algorithm.

Despite their differences, all these approaches have some points in com-
mon: a) typical motion patterns are represented with some sort of trajec-
tory prototype; b) structure learning is independent of parameter learning;
and c) learning is first performed off-line and then the system switches to
an utilization stage where no further learning is performed. As we will see in
the following sections, our approach behaves differently with respect to these
points.
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2 Growing Hidden Markov Models

In this section we present our proposed extension to HMMs2: Growing Hidden
Markov Models; which may be described as time-evolving HMMs with continu-
ous observation variables, where the number of states, structure and probability
parameters are updated every time that a new observation sequence is available.

Our approach is designed for its utilization as an approximate inference tool
for continuous state spaces. It applies to problems where the continuous state
space may be discretized into a finite number of regions, so that every such region
is represented by a discrete state in the GHMM. It is also assumed that the state
evolves continuously and that there is a topological equivalence between state
and observation spaces (ie states which are near from each other correspond to
observations which are also near from each other).

The key intuition behind GHMMs is that the structure of the model should
reflect the spatial structure of the state space discretization, where transitions
between states are only allowed if the corresponding regions are neighbors.
Therefore, structure learning consists basically in estimating the best space dis-
cretization from data and identifying neighboring regions. We have addressed
this problem by building a topological map of the environment using the In-
stantaneous Topological Map (ITM) algorithm [4]. For parameter learning, we
basically have adapted the approach proposed by Neal and Hinton [8] in order
to deal with variable state cardinality and continuous observations.

2.1 Probabilistic Model

Formally, GHMMs are defined in terms of three variables:

• St, St−1, the current and previous states, which are discrete variables with
value St, St−1 ∈ {1, · · · , Nk} for a fixed Nk, which is the number of states in
the model after k observation sequences have been processed3.

• Ot, the observation variable, which is a multidimensional vector in R
M .

The joint probability decomposition (JPD) for HMMs is:

P (St−1 St Ot) = P (St−1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

P (St | St−1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

P (Ot | St)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

state prior transition observation

probability probability

(1)

2 Since space is limited, we have opted for providing a general overview which omits
some specific information on optimizations and data structures. The interested
reader is referred to [11] for more details.

3 For the sake of notational simplicity, we will often omit the k hereafter, nevertheless,
it should be noted that parameters and structure changes with every new observation
sequence. Also, notation O1:t will be used as a shortcut for the variable conjunction
O1 O2 · · · Ot−1 Ot.
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Where the state prior is computed recursively from the previous time step:

P (St−1) = P (St−1 | O1:t−1) (2)

Both the observation and transition probabilities are assumed to be station-

ary, that is, independent of time:

P (Oi | Si) = P (Oj | Sj) ∀ i, j ∈ {1, · · · , T} (3)

P (Si | Si−1) = P (Sj | Sj−1) ∀ i, j ∈ {2, · · · , T} (4)

thus, the parametric forms of the three probabilities in the JPD are the same,
irrespectively of the value of the time variable:

• P (S0 = i) = πi. The state prior will be represented as a vector π =
{π1, · · · , πN} where each element contains the prior probability for the cor-
responding state.

• P ([St = j] | [St−1 = i]) = ai,j . Transition probabilities are represented with
a set of variables A, where each element ai,j represents the probability of
reaching the state j in the next time step given that the system is currently
in state i.

• P (Ot | [St = i]) = G(Ot; μi, Σ). The observation probability will be rep-
resented by a Gaussian distribution for every state, having a single covari-
ance matrix Σ. The set of all the Gaussians’ parameters will be denoted by
b = {Σ, μ1, · · · , μN}.

The full set of parameters for a GHMM is denoted by λ = {π, A, b}.
Besides its time-evolving nature, GHMMs are defined by their learning al-

gorithm, which processes complete observations sequences as they arrive. The
general steps of the algorithm are depicted in fig. 2 and are detailed in the
following subsections.

Topological Map

Update

GHMM Structure

Update

Parameter

Reestimation

Observation

Sequence

Fig. 2. Overview of the GHMM learning algorithm.

2.2 Updating the Topological Map

Our structure learning approach is based on the construction of a topological
map: a discrete representation of state space in the form of a graph where nodes
represent regions, and edges connect contiguous nodes. Every node i has an
associated weight vector wi, corresponding to the region’s centroid.

The topological map is updated for every available observation Ot using the
ITM algorithm which has the following properties:

• It minimizes the number of nodes while trying to keep the same average
distance between neighbors.
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ITM nodes

Observations

Voronoi

Region

(a) Nodes and regions

Delaunay

 Edges

(b) Edges

Fig. 3. Example ITM space decomposition

• Has linear time and memory complexity with respect to the number of nodes.
• Edges are a subset of the Delaunay triangulation, meaning that they can

exist only between nodes representing adjacent Voronoi4 regions (fig. 3).

The ITM algorithm consists of the following steps (c.f. [4]):

1. Matching: find the nearest b and second nearest s nodes to Ot. We use
Mahalanobis distance with the same σ than observation probabilities.

2. Weightadaptation:movewb towardsOt by a small fractionΔb = ǫ(Ot−wb).
3. Edge adaptation: a) create an edge connecting b and s unless that edge

exists; b) for every neighbor m of b check if Ot lies in the Thales sphere going
through wm and wb and delete the corresponding edge if that is the case.
Delete any node which has no neighbors.

4. Node adaptation: a) if Ot lies outside the Thales sphere going through wb

and ws and its distance from wb is greater than a given threshold τ , create
a new node n with wn = Ot. Connect nodes b and n. Remove node s if it’s
distance from b is smaller than τ

2 .

2.3 Updating the Model’s Structure

Changes in the topological map are reflected in the GHMM structure as follows:

1. For every new node i in the topological map, add a corresponding node in
the GHMM, initializing its prior to a preset value: πi = π0. Do the same for
the self-transition probability: ai,i = a0.

2. For every new edge (i, j) in the topological map, initialize the corresponding
transition probabilities to a preset value: ai,j = a0 and aj,i = a0.

3. For every deleted node and edge in the topological map, set to zero (ie delete)
the corresponding state prior and transition probabilities.

4. For every added or modified weight wi, set the corresponding Gaussian mean
value: μi = wi.

4 The Voronoi region associated with a node is defined by the set of all the points
which are closer to that node’s centroid than to any other centroid in the graph.
Delaunay edges link the centroids of Voronoi regions that have a common border.
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2.4 Reestimating Parameters

Parameter learning is performed immediately after structure learning. It reesti-
mates the parameters using an incremental version of the Baum-Welch algorithm
based on the work from Neal and Hinton [8]. Since all of the observation proba-
bilities’ mean values have been assigned in §2.3 and their covariance Σ is fixed,
only the state prior and transition probabilities are reestimated. Computations
are based on the sum of expected state and transition count values, which are
kept in two sets of temporal variables π′ and a′. Then, the actual probabilities
are obtained by normalization:

1. Precompute forward (αi), backward (βi) and joint observation probabilities
(pO) for the observation sequence O1:T .

2. For every discrete state i in the GHMM, reestimate the state prior:

π′
i = π′

i +
α1(i) β1(i)

POK
(5)

πi =
π′

i
∑N

j=1 π′
j

(6)

3. Reestimate every non-zero transition probability in the GHMM:

a′
i,j = a′

i,j +

∑T
t=2 αt−1(i)p([St = j | [St−1 = i] λ)p(Ot | [St = j] λ)βt(j)

∑T
t=2 αt−1(i)βt−1(i)

(7)

ai,j =
a′

i,j
∑N

k=1 a′
i,k

(8)

3 Learning and Predicting Motion with GHMMs

Having presented GHMMs, this section focuses in their concrete application to
learning and predicting the motion of vehicles and pedestrians. This application
is based on the key observation that, often, objects move in function of their
intention to reach a particular state (ie its goal). Accordingly, we model the
object’s motion in terms of an augmented state vector, composed of two sets of
variables describing its current and intended state, respectively.

Due to the fact that our model is goal-oriented, in our approach a motion
pattern is no longer a trajectory prototype, but a directed graph indicating all
the possible ways in which a goal may be reached (fig. 4).

3.1 Notation and Base Assumptions

We assume that tracking data is available as a collection of observation sequences
(ie trajectories). Every individual sequence Ok

1:T k = {O1, · · · , OT k} corresponds
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(a) Input trajectories (b) Trajectory based (c) Goal based

Fig. 4. Pattern representations generated from input data: (b) trajectory prototypes;
(c) single graph (the goal is the rightmost node).

to the tracker’s output for a single object and its observations are evenly spaced
on time. Different observation sequences may have different lengths T k.

In the rest of this section, we assume that the state of an object is defined by
its position (x, y). It should be noted, however, that our approach is applicable
to spaces of arbitrary dimensions. The augmented state of the object consists of
its current and intended position (x, y, x̂, ŷ).

We assume that observations are also expressed in terms of the object’s co-
ordinates Ot = (xt, yt). Since learning is performed on the basis of complete
observation sequences, we assume that the last observation OT = (xT , yT ) of
each sequence corresponds to the object’s goal. Hence, it is posible to build
an augmented observation sequence, which constitutes the actual input to our
algorithm:

Ō1:T = {(x1, y1, xT , yT ), (x2, y2, xT , yT ), · · · , (xT , yT , xT , yT )}

3.2 Probabilistic Model

Since our approach is based on GHMMs, it uses the same probabilistic model
that has been described in §2.1. Nevertheless, we also need to distinguish between
current and intended components of the state. Thus, we will decompose the ob-
servation variable into a current O′

t and intended O′′
t components: Ot = [O′

t, O
′′
t ].

In order to define the JPD, we will assume that the current and intended com-
ponents of observations are conditionally independent given the current state,
which allows us to rewrite the observation probability as:

P (Ot|St) = P (O′
t O′′

t |St) = P (O′
t|St)P (O′′

t |St) (9)

and the whole JPD as:

P (St−1 St O′
t O′′

t ) = P (St−1)P (St|St−1)P (O′
t|St)P (O′′

t |St) (10)

Since the observation probability is now written as a product of probabilities,
P (O′

t O′′
t |St) = P (O′

t|St)P (O′′
t |St) we need to define their parametric forms:

P (O′
t | [St = i]) = G(O′

t; μ′
i, Σ′) (11)

and:
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P (O′′
t | [St = i]) =

{
UO′′

t
if O′′

t is not available
G(O′′

t ; μ′′
i , Σ′′) otherwise

(12)

where μ′
i and μ′′

i are the mean values of the current and goal components for
state i; and Σ′ and Σ′′ are the respective values of the covariance matrix for all
the states.

By noting that P (Ot | St) is either a product of Gaussians, or a product of a
constant and a Gaussian, we may rewrite this probability as a single Gaussian:

P (Ot | [St = i]) =
1

Z
G(Ot; μi, Σ) (13)

where μi = [μ′
i, μ

′′
i ], and Σ is a a block diagonal matrix5 having the form:

Σ =

[
Σ′ 0
0 Σ′′

]

(14)

and Z is a normalization variable, which permits to compute the uniform on the
goal component using the same Gaussian representation. Since, during predic-
tion, the intended part of observation is not available, this is done by setting6

O′′
t = 0.

3.3 Prediction

We have not yet discussed prediction, which can be performed using the same
algorithms that are used for standard HMMs, whithout interfering with learning.
This is possible because learning takes place immediately after a trajectory has
finished and, thus, it does not affect prediciton in any way. For our particular
case, we have chosen to apply exact inference:

For every new observation, the current belief state for the object is reestimated
using:

P (St | O1:t) =
1

Z
P (Ot|St)

∑

St−1

[P (St|St−1)P (St−1|O1:t−1)] (15)

where P (St−1 | O1:t−1) comes from the state estimation for the previous time
step (or from the state prior, in the case of the first observation in a sequence).
Then, prediction is peformed by propagating this estimate H time steps ahead
into the future using:

P (St+H | Ot) =
∑

St+H−1

P (St+H |St+H−1)P (St+H−1|Ot) (16)

5 A block diagonal matrix is a square diagonal matrix in which the diagonal elements
are square matrices of any size and the off-diagonal elements are zero.

6 It is easy to show that this is equivalent to a multiplication by a constant, and –
when normalized – becomes effectively equivalent to the uniform in (12).
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4 Experimental Results

We have implemented our approach and conducted extensive experiments using
several real and synthetic data sets. In this section we will discuss some of the
results we have obtained on two of these data sets (fig. 4): a) real data obtained
through a visual tracker in a parking environment and then corrected by hand,
as described in [2]; and b) synthetic data, generated by a simulator and having
the particularity that it includes velocity information in observations.

Both data sets are sampled at 10Hz, and the tests have been executed in a
512MB Athlon XP 2800 computer running Linux.

Fig. 5. Data sets: left) real data; right) synthetic data.

4.1 Measuring Prediction Accuracy

We have evaluated our prediction results using the average error for a complete
data set containing K observations sequences. This has been computed as the
expected distance between the predicted position for a time horizon H and the
effective observation Ot+H :

〈E〉 =
1

K

K∑

k=1

1

T k − H

T k−H∑

t=1

∑

i∈S

P ([St+H = i] | Ok
1:t)‖O

k
t+H − μi‖

1/2 (17)

4.2 Model Size vs. Prediction Accuracy

Figures 6(a) and 6(c) show the model size (number of edges) and the average
prediction error as a function of the total number of processed trajectories, for the
real and simulated environments, respectively. As one could expect, the average
error decreases as more trajectories have been processed and, at the same time,
the model’s growth quickly decelerates as existing knowledge covers more of the
observed motion patterns. In the case of real data, it is also possible to see some
sudden jumps in the size of the model that correspond to the addition of motion
patterns that occur in regions where no motion has been observed previously or
that differ significantly from all the rest.
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Fig. 6. Error and computation times. First row: real data. Bottom row: synthetic data.

4.3 Processing Time vs. Prediction Accuracy

Figures 6(b) and 6(d) plot the time taken by prediction (middle line) and learning
(lower line) with respect to the number of processed trajectories. The model size
(upper line) is also given as a reference.

As it may be expected, time seems to depend linearly on the model size.
Moreover, prediction times are below 25ms per observation for real data and
60ms for simulated data. This is explained in part by the fact that the simulated
environment is much bigger than the real one. Even in the case of real data,
prediction times are quite close to full camera frame rate.

Lastly, we may observe that there are sharp peaks in processing times which
have been caused by some unrelated processes that have been executed concur-
rently with our tests.

5 Conclusions

We have developed a novel extension to HMMs which is able to learn both the
models parameters and structure incrementally. We have applied this extension
to vehicle and pedestrian motion by defining an augmented state which adds
the intended goal to the classic state variables. We have validated our approach
using real and synthetic data, the obtained results show quite good prediction
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accuracy and real-time applicability. Moreover, our approach improves over other
HMM based techniques by implementing a model –even if rather crude– of the
object’s intentions.
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Summary. This paper describes a novel approach for incremental learning of motion
pattern primitives through long-term observation of human motion. Human motion
patterns are abstracted into a stochastic model representation, which can be used for
both subsequent motion recognition and generation. The model size is adaptable based
on the discrimination requirements in the associated region of the current knowledge
base. As new motion patterns are observed, they are incrementally grouped together
based on their relative distance in the model space. The resulting representation of the
knowledge domain is a tree structure, with specialized motions at the tree leaves, and
generalized motions closer to the root. Tests with motion capture data for a variety of
motion primitives demonstrate the efficacy of the algorithm.

1 Introduction

Learning from observation is an attractive proposition for humanoid robots, as
the similar body structure to humans can be utilized to bootstrap learning. A
variety of algorithms have been proposed for learning human motions through
demonstration and imitation [3, 16]. However, most of these approaches consider
the case where the number of actions to be learned are specified by the designer,
the demonstrated actions are observed and clustered a priori, and the learning
is a one shot, off-line process. In this case, there is no need to classify the ob-
served motions. Alternatively, if all the training examples are available off-line, a
global clustering method can be applied once all the data has been acquired, to
determine the optimum number of motion primitives, and the allocation of the
data to each primitive. However, a robot which is an inhabitant of the human
environment should be capable of continuous learning over its’ entire lifespan.
The robot should be able to observe, segment and classify demonstrated actions
on-line during co-location and interaction with the (human) teacher. During this
type of learning, the number of motion primitives is not known in advance and
may be continuously growing, and must be determined autonomously by the
robot, as it is observing the motions. In addition, as the number of observed mo-
tions and learned motion primitives increases, the robot must be able to organize
the acquired knowledge in an efficient and easily searchable manner.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura ( E d s . ) : R ob ot i c s R e s e ar c h , S TA R 66, p p . 87–97.
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Due to the fact that motions are being sorted incrementally, before all the
motions are known, there will be a tradeoff between classification accuracy and
the number of training examples. As more examples become available, a more
accurate clustering can be achieved. However, if the robot is able to extract
appropriate motion primitives quickly, after only a few examples are shown, the
learned motion primitives can immediately be used for motion recognition and
generation. Once the robot can generate a learned motion, the learned motion
can be further refined through other learning modalities, such as practice [1]
and feedback from the teacher [13], which may be more effective than repeated
observation alone. Therefore, we seek an algorithm which will accurately cluster
with few examples. The ability to cluster quickly and accurately will depend
on the similarity between the motions to be clustered, and the accuracy of the
model used to represent each motion. For dissimilar motions, even a simple model
can be successfully used, while for similar motions, a higher accuracy model
is required to distinguish between motions. However, a higher accuracy model
requires more memory and time resources. Therefore, it would be preferable if
the model choice could be adaptable to the current level of similarity of the
motions in the relevant region of the knowledge base.

In order to extract motion primitives during on-line observation, several key is-
sues must be addressed by the learning system: automated motion segmentation,
recognition of previously learned motions, automatic clustering and learning of
new motions, and the organization of the learned data into a storage system
which allows for easy data retrieval. In this paper, our focus is on the last three
items.

Breazeal and Scasellati [3] and Schaal et al. [16] provide reviews on motion
learning by imitation. As noted by Breazeal and Scasellati, the majority of al-
gorithms discussed in the literature assume that the motions to be learned are
segmented a-priori, and that the model training takes place off-line. For exam-
ple, Billard et al. [2] use HMM models for motion recognition and generation.
The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is used to select the optimal number
of states for the HMM. However, all the exemplar motion patterns are acquired
and grouped before the training begins, and the number of motions to be learned
is specified a priori.

Ogata et al. [14] develop a connectionist architecture suitable for long term,
incremental learning. In their work, a neural network is used to learn a navigation
task during cooperative task execution with a human partner. However, in their
implementation, the robot learns only one task, and no hierarchical organization
of knowledge takes place.

Kadone and Nakamura [8, 9] describe a system for automated segmentation,
memorization, recognition and abstraction of human motions based on asso-
ciative neural networks with non-monotonic sigmoid functions. However, the
abstracted motion representation can only be used for subsequent motion recog-
nition, and cannot be used for motion generation.

Takano and Nakamura [17] develop a system for automated segmentation,
recognition and generation of human motions based on Hidden Markov Models.
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In their approach, a set of HMMs is trained incrementally, based on automati-
cally segmented data. Each new motion sequence is added to the HMM which
has the highest likelihood of generating the motion. However, no mechanism is
proposed for the emergence of a hierarchy among different levels of abstraction.

Another important issue during model learning is the selection of the mode
size. The use of the BIC [2] or Akaike criterion [10] have been proposed, how-
ever, both these criteria are based on a tradeoff between model performance at
characterizing the observations, and the number of parameters, and both require
a time-consuming search of the model space to find the best matching model. In
the motion recognition domain, the model size required depends not only on the
model performance for the current observation, but also on the structure of the
knowledge database itself. If there are many similar motions in the database,
a more accurate model is required, so that they can be easier discriminated.
On the other hand, if motions are dissimilar, a very simple model can easily
discriminate between them.

In this paper, a variable structure Hidden Markov Model based representation
is used to abstract motion patterns as they are perceived. Individual motion
patterns are then clustered in an incremental fashion, based on intra model
distances. The resulting clusters are then used to form a group model, which
can be used for motion generation. The model size is adjusted automatically on-
line, based on the accuracy requirements in the given region of the knowledge
space.

2 Incremental Behavior Learning

In the proposed approach, a hierarchical tree structure is incrementally formed
representing the motions learned by the robot. Each node in the tree represents
a motion primitive, which can be used to recognize a similar motion, and also
to generate the corresponding motion for the robot. Within each local area of
the motion space, a standard clustering technique is used to subdivide motion
primitives. This component of our approach is based on the long standing area
of research in clustering analysis [7], in particular to dynamic cluster algorithms
[5] and adaptive dynamic clusters [4]. A Hidden Markov Model is used to ab-
stract the observation sequences. The parameters of the model form the feature
set of the data. These features are then used to define a distance measure be-
tween observation sequences, which is used for clustering. Rather than using a
fixed size model for the motions, the model accuracy is adjusted based on the
recognition requirements in the given region of the knowledge database. Initially,
each motion and motion group is encoded as a simple Hidden Markov model,
with few states. As the required model complexity increases, additional dynamic
chains are added to the model, to form Factorial Hidden Markov Models [6](See
Fig. 1). FHMMs can provide a more accurate representation of the motion, and
enable better discrimination ability in areas of the knowledge base where there
are many similar motions, without being prone to overfitting [6, 11]. In addition,
it has been shown that the FHMM and single chain HMM models of the same
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Fig. 1. Factorial Hidden Markov Model
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Fig. 2. Schematic comparing an HMM model space and a hybrid HMM-FHMM model
space

motion remain sufficiently similar, so that FHMM models may be used simul-
taneously with HMM models, by using FHMM models only in dense areas of
the motion model space where better discriminative ability is required. This is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.

The algorithm initially begins with one behavior group (the root node). Each
time a motion is observed from the teacher, it is encoded into an HMM and
compared to existing behavior groups via a tree search algorithm, and placed
into the closest group. Each time a group is modified, local clustering is per-
formed within the exemplars of the group. If a a cluster with sufficiently similar
data is found, a child group is formed with this data subset. Therefore the algo-
rithm incrementally learns and organizes the motion primitive space, based on
the robot’s lifetime observations. The algorithm pseudocode is shown in Figure
4, while a schematic of the incremental memory structure formation is shown
in Fig. 3.

This algorithm allows the robot to incrementally learn and classify behaviors
observed during continuous observation of a human demonstrator. The genera-
tion of a hierarchical structure of the learned behaviors allows for easier retrieval,
and the automatic generation of the relationships between behaviors based on
their similarity and inheritance. In addition, the robot’s knowledge is organized
based on the type of training received, so that the robot’s knowledge will be
most specialized in those areas of the behavior space where the most data has
been observed.
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Fig. 3. Schematic Illustration of the Segmenting Algorithm. (a) initial state, when
only one group is present; (b) a child group forms when enough similar examples are
observed; (c) new observations are located into the closest group based on the distance
between the new observation and the group model; (d) a higher order model is used in
dense areas of the motion space

procedure IncrementalCluster

Step1 Encode observation sequence Oi into an HMM

Step2 Search the behavior tree for the closest group λGj to the current observation

model λi, based on the inter-model distance

Step3 Place λi into the closest group Gc

Step4 Perform clustering on all the exemplar motions within Gc

Step5 If a sufficiently similar subgroup of motions is found, form a new group Gn,

as a child of Gc, containing the observation sequences of the subgroup

Step6 Using the observations sequences of the new subgroup, form the group model

λGn

end procedure

Fig. 4. Segmenting Algorithm Pseudocode

2.1 Observation Sequence Encoding

Each newly acquired observation sequence is encoded into a Hidden Markov
Model. In order to train the model, the HMM parameters, such as the number
of states and the number of gaussian mixtures must be selected. In previous work,
we have used the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to select the best fitting
model [10]. However, this approach can be time consuming, as it requires training
each model candidate, and performing an exhaustive search of the model space.
Using the AIC also does not consider the need for a better model when many
similar motions need to be distinguished. Instead of using a fixed size model
determined by the AIC, in this paper we propose using a variable size model,
where the number of dynamics chains in an FHMM model are increased based on
the density of the motion exemplars in the relevant region of the motion space.
With this approach, each motion is initially represented by a simple, single-chain,
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front-to-back HMM. If a better model is required, additional chain(s) are added
as described below.

2.2 Intra-model Distance Calculation

Once the newly observed behavior is encoded as an HMM, it is compared to
existing groups (if any). Here, the distance between two models can be calculated
[15] by Equation 1.

D(λ1, λ2) =
1

T
[logP (O(2) |λ1) − logP (O(2) |λ2)] (1)

where λ1, λ2 are two models, O(2) is an observation sequence generated by λ2 and
T is the length of the observation sequence. Since this measure is not symmetric,
the average of the two intra distances is used to form a symmetric measure.
This distance measure is based on the relative log likelihood that a generated
sequence is generated by one model, as compared to a second model. It represents
a Kullback-Leibler distance between the two models. The formulation of the
distance based on the model probability means that this measure can similarly
be applied to Factorial HMM models, by using the modified forward procedure
[6] to calculate the log likelihood, as well as used to compare FHMM and HMM
models [10].

The repository of known groups is organized in a tree structure, so that the
new observation sequence does not need to be compared to all known behaviors.
The comparison procedure is implemented as a tree search. At each node of the
tree, the new observation sequence is compared to the leaves of that node. If
the distance between the new observation sequence and one of the child nodes is
sufficiently small, the search recurses to the most similar child node, otherwise,
the new observation sequence is added to the current node.

Dthresh = KmaxGDDG
max (2)

Dthresh is the distance threshold at which a new observation sequence is con-
sidered for inclusion to a node, KmaxGD is the multiplication factor applied and
DG

max is the maximum intra observation distance for the given node. If the dis-
tance between the new observation and the cluster is larger than Dthresh, this
cluster will not be considered as a possible match for the new observation se-
quence. If there are multiple candidate clusters, the new sequence is placed in
the closest cluster. If there are no candidates, the new sequence is placed in the
parent cluster. In the case of a new motion pattern which is completely dissimi-
lar to any existing motion patterns, the motion pattern will be placed into the
root node.

The maximum intra observation distance for the placement node DG
max is also

the criterion used to decide the level of model complexity required for the motion
sequence. If the new motion is most similar to a node which DG

max falls below a
certain threshold, the FHMM model is generated by adding additional chain(s)
to the current representation, to increase the discriminative ability of the model.
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2.3 Clustering and New Group Formation

When a new observation sequence is added to a group, a clustering procedure is
invoked on that group, to determine if a subgroup may be formed. The complete
link hierarchical clustering algorithm is used to generate the hierarchical tree
structure within a group [7]. Clusters are formed based on two criteria: number
of leaves in the subgroup, and the maximum proximity measure of the potential
subgroup. To calculate the maximum distance measure, the average and standard
deviation of the inter motion distances in the cluster is calculated. The distance
cutoff is then calculated as a function of the distribution function:

Dcutoff = Kcutoffµ (3)

where Dcutoff is the distance cutoff value (i.e., only clusters where the maximum
distance is less than this value will be formed), and µ is the average distance
between observations.

2.4 New Behavior Instantiation

If a new subgroup is generated in Step 5, a new group model is trained using the
raw observation sequences from all the group elements. The structure of the new
group model is determined based on the maximum intra observation distance
for group, DG

max. The generated model is subsequently used by the robot to
generate behaviors. The group model replaces the individual observations in the
parent node.

If one of the group elements allocated to the new cluster is already a group
model, the generated motion sequence based on that model is used for the train-
ing. In this case, a modified form of the re-estimation formulas for multiple
observation sequences [15] is used. The algorithm is modified by over-weighting
the group models, in order to account for the fact that there are multiple ob-
servation sequences stored in the generated model, and therefore more weight
should be given to the group model, as compared to the individual observation
sequences.

2.5 Computational Efficiency and Memory Usage

The developed algorithm is suitable for on-line behavior acquisition, as the com-
putational requirements are significantly lower as compared to a global clustering
approach. There is no need for an exhaustive search in the model space, as the
model size is adjusted on-line based on the similarity between the new motion
and previously known motions. A larger model is only utilized when motions are
similar to each other, and better discriminative ability is required. Each new se-
quence is compared to known sequences via tree search, reducing the number of
comparisons required. Once the closest node is found, the computation time for
node clustering is constant (only the models in the closest node are clustered).
Each cluster is limited to a maximum number of observation sequences, Nmax.
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If a new observation sequence is being added to a cluster which already con-
tains Nmax, an old observation sequence is selected for removal from the cluster,
before adding the new observation. Currently, the observation sequence to be
removed is selected based on FIFO (first in, first out).

In the developed algorithm, the number of motion primitives is not defined
a priori, but emerges over time as the robot observes new motion data and
builds the tree structure. In practice, the maximum number of motion primi-
tives must be limited by the memory resources. To conserve memory resources
while remembering learned motion primitives, it is also possible to amalgamate
leaf clusters into a single observation (i.e., do not store any of the constituent
observation sequences for a leaf cluster, but only the resulting group HMM).
However, following amalgamation, it would no longer be possible to subdivide
that cluster, i.e., it would be considered as a single observation in the parent
cluster. Therefore, amalgamation could be performed once the tree hierarchy
had reached a certain depth level, or once the distance between cluster elements
has become sufficiently small.

2.6 Motion Generation

Once a cluster node has been formed, the group model for the node constitutes
the abstraction of the motion primitive. To generate a motion trajectory for
the robot from the group model, the deterministic motion generation method is
used [11]. In this method, at each time step, the state duration is first estimated
from the state transition model, and the subsequent state is selected by a greedy
policy. The output observation vector is then generated by a greedy policy on
the output model. The resulting reference trajectory is then low-pass filtered and
passed to a low level controller, to ensure that dynamic and stability constraints
are satisfied.

3 Experiments

The algorithm was tested on a human motion data set containing a series of
9 different human movement observation sequences obtained through a motion
capture system [12, 8]. The motion capture system [12] captures the position
of markers located on the body, and performs inverse kinematics computations
to convert the data to joint angle positions in real time. A 20 degree of free-
dom humanoid model is used for the inverse kinematics computations. The data
set contains joint angle data from multiple observations of walking (WA - 28
observations), cheering (CH - 15 observations), dancing (DA - 7 observations),
kicking (KI - 19 observations), punching (PU - 14 observations), sumo leg raise
motion (SL - 13 observations), squatting (SQ - 13 observations), throwing (TH
- 13 observations) and bowing (BO - 15 observations).

The motion sequences are presented to the algorithm in random order. Mo-
tion sequences are presented one at a time, simulating on-line, sequential ac-
quisition. After each motion is presented, the algorithm is executed, performing
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Fig. 5. Sample Segmentation Results: (a) using only single-chain model, (b) using
adaptable models

incremental clustering. In each simulation performed, the algorithm correctly
segments the behaviors such that the resulting leaf nodes represent the group-
ing that would be obtained with an off-line method. Out of 100 simulation runs
performed, there was no cases of misclassification at the leaf nodes, showing
that the final segmentation is robust to presentation order. A comparison of the
clustering performance between using only HMM models, and using adaptable
models is shown in Fig. 5. The adaptable model can distinguish between simi-
lar motions TH and PU, whereas those motions cannot be distinguished given
the same number of examples, when only single chain HMM models are used.
Note that the actual order of node formation will vary depending on the motion
presentation order.

Figure 6 shows a comparison between motion encoded by the two chain
FHMM and the single chain HMM before any trajectory post processing has
been applied, for the walk subgroup. As can be seen in Figure 6, due to the
higher number of states available to represent the motion, FHMMs achieve bet-
ter spacial accuracy compared to a single chain HMM model. An example of a
mid-level node abstracting the punch and throw motions is shown in Figure 7.
The abstracted motion is an averaging of the two motions.
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the Knee Joints during a Walking Motion, prior to applying any post processing
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Fig. 7. Generated Hybrid Punch/Throw Motion

4 Conclusions

This paper develops a novel approach towards on-line, long term incremental
learning and hierarchical organization of whole body motion primitives. Mo-
tion primitives are abstracted using adaptable Factorial Hidden Markov Models,
where the model structure is adapted based on the similarity of the motions to
be distinguished, such that a larger model is only used in dense regions of the
knowledge base. The learned motions are aggregates of the observed motions,
which have been autonomously clustered during incremental, on-line observa-
tion. Following the observation of each new motion sequence, the observation is
placed into the closest motion grouping, based on the model distance between
the observation and the group model. The modified group is then analyzed via
clustering to extract child nodes, i.e. new, more specific motion primitives. The
clustered motions are thereby incrementally organized into a hierarchical tree
structure, where nodes closer to the root represent broad motion descriptors,
and leaf nodes represent more specific motion patterns. The tree structure and
level of specialization will be based on the history of motions observed by the
robot. The resulting knowledge structure is easily searchable for recognition
tasks, and can also be utilized to generate the learned robot motions.
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Abstract. This paper presents our recently developed approach to constructing a hierarchical

representation of visual input that aims to enable recognition and detection of a large number of

object categories. Inspired by the principles of efficient indexing, robust matching, and ideas of

compositionality, our approach learns a hierarchy of spatially flexible compositions, i.e. parts, in

an unsupervised, statistics-driven manner. Starting with simple, frequent features, we learn the

statistically most significant compositions (parts composed of parts), which consequently define

the next layer. Parts are learned sequentially, layer after layer, optimally adjusting to the visual

data. Lower layers are learned in a category-independent way to obtain complex, yet sharable

visual building blocks, which is a crucial step towards a scalable representation. Higher layers of

the hierarchy, on the other hand, are constructed by using specific categories, achieving a cate-

gory representation with a small number of highly generalizable parts that gained their structural

flexibility through composition within the hierarchy. Built in this way, new categories can be ef-

ficiently and continuously added to the system by adding a small number of parts only in the

higher layers. The approach is demonstrated on a large collection of images and a variety of

object categories.

1 Introduction

For an efficient interaction with the real-world environment it is of central importance

to equip cognitive robots with a general vision system capable of recognizing a large

number of objects (scenes, actions) and their generic classes [1, 17, 29]. The success of

such a general system relies critically on building efficient, compact (sharable), general-

izable and robust representations that can be learned quickly and incrementally within

a continuous interaction with the world.

Visual categorization and recognition of objects have been a subject of extensive

research in computer vision over the last decades. Many approaches have been devel-

oped that perform well on this challenging task [22, 24, 20, 21, 16, 15, 7, 28, 2, 18, 9].

However, most of them operate in a limited domain - the number of classes that can be

recognized with the available computational resources is generally relatively low.

It is thus crucial to devote significant efforts to develop an appropriate representa-

tion of visual data (and other modalities) that would enable categorization/recognition/

detection on a larger scale. We envision the following principles to guide the design of

a general vision system:

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 99–110.
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Computational plausibility. To overcome the curse of large-scale recognition, a

need for hierarchical compositional representations has emerged [6, 3, 19]. This is

also consistent with the findings on biological systems [27, 5]. A hierarchy of parts

composed of parts that could limit the computationally prohibitive visual search by

means of indexing and matching in each individual layer would enable an efficient way

to store and retrieve information.

Statistics-driven learning. Parts and their higher level combinations should be

learned in an unsupervised manner (at least in the lower layers of the hierarchy) in

order to avoid hand-labeling of a large number of images as well as to capture the regu-

larities within the visual data as effectively and compactly as possible [4, 8]. Moreover,

there are strong implications that the human visual system is driven by these principles

as well [11].

Robust recognition. To achieve robustness against noise and clutter, the parts com-

prising the individual hierarchical layers should be manifested as models to enable a

robust verification of the presence of their underlying components [3]. Models should

incorporate loose geometric relations to achieve the spatial binding of features [8, 19],

yet at the same time encode enough flexibility to gain discrimination gradually - through

composition within the hierarchy.

Accurate localization. The representation should be able to provide accurate local-

ization of objects to enable a robot to successfully interact with the environment. This

represents a problem for hierarchical systems (such as neural networks), which usually

grow exponentially with the number of layers and thus necessitate a progressive reduc-

tion in resolution in order to cope with the computational load. However, this problem

can be alleviated within a compositional system, where each hierarchical unit can be

accurately traced back to the image by following the subcomponents from the layers

below [10].

Fast, incremental learning. Learning novel categories should be fast with its ef-

ficiency increasing with the amount of visual data already “seen” by the system. To

achieve such a learning capacity, the design of lower levels within the hierarchy is cru-

cial in order to obtain the features optimally shared by various object categories. Once

the visual building blocks are learned, learning of novel objects can proceed mainly in

the higher layers and can thus continue fast and with no or minimal human supervi-

sion. In addition, the system has to be capable of online learning without the inefficient

restructuring of the complete hierarchy.

The current state-of-the-art categorization methods predominantly build their rep-

resentations on image patches [20, 28] or other highly discriminative features such as

SIFT [26]. Since the probability of occurrence of such features is very small, masses of

them need to be extracted to represent objects reasonably well. This results in compu-

tationally highly inefficient recognition, which demands matching of a large number of

image features to an enormous number of prototypical ones. This drawback has been

alleviated within the most recent methods that employ hierarchical clustering in a high

dimensional feature space, yet the resulting representations still demand at least a linear

search through the library of stored objects/categories [20, 26].

However, a majority of hierarchical methods perform matching of all prototypical

units against all features found in an image. Mutch et al [21] (and their predecessor
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[25]) employ matching of all 4,000 higher-layer templates against features extracted

in each pixel and scale of the resampled pyramid. This is also a drawback in layers of

clustered histograms [2] and the hierarchical convolutional network [16].

On the other hand, the success of hierarchical methods that do employ the princi-

ples of indexing and matching has been hindered by the use of hand-coded information.

In [3], the authors use hand-crafted local edge features and only learn their global ar-

rangements pertaining to specific object categories. The authors of [23] use predesigned

filters and process the visual information in the feed-forward manner, while their recent

version [25] replaced the intermediate layer with random combinations of local edge

arrangements rather than choosing the features in accordance with the natural statistics.

Approaches that do build the layers by learning and are able to make a sufficient

number of them (by starting with simple features) mostly design the parts by histogram-

ming the local neighborhoods of parts of the previous layers [2] or by learning the neu-

ral weights based on the responses on the previous layers [16, 13]. Besides lacking the

means of indexing, additional inherent limitation of such methods is the inefficiency in

performing incremental learning; as novel categories arrive, the whole hierarchy has to

be re-adapted. Moreover, histograms do not enable robust top-down matching, while

convolutional networks would have problems with the objects or features that are su-

persets/subsets of other features.

While the concepts of hierarchical representations, indexing and matching, statistical

learning and incrementality have already been explored in the literature, to the best of

our knowledge, they have not been part of a unifying framework. This paper presents

our recently developed approach to building a hierarchical representation that aims to

enable recognition and detection of a large number of object categories. Inspired by the

principles of efficient indexing, robust matching, and ideas of compositionality, our ap-

proach learns a hierarchy of spatially flexible compositions, i.e. parts, in a completely

unsupervised, statistics-driven manner. As the proposed architecture does not yet per-

form large-scale recognition, it makes important steps towards scalable representations

of visual categories.

The learning algorithm proposed in [12], which acquires a hierarchy of local edge

arrangements by correlation, is in concept similar to our learning method. However, the

approach demands registered training images, employs the use of a fixed grid, and is

more concerned with the coarse-to-fine search of a particular category (i.e. faces) rather

than finding features shared by many object classes.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we provide the motivation and the

general theory behind the approach. The results obtained on various image data sets are

shown in Section 3. The paper concludes with a summary in Section 4.

2 Designing a Hierarchical Compositional Representation

The design of a hierarchical representation presented in this paper aims to support all

the requirements set in the Introduction. We start with a careful definition of parts (hi-

erarchical units) in Subsec. 2.1 that enable an efficient indexing and robust matching

in an interplay of layered information. This can be attained by the principles of com-

position [14], i.e. parts composed of parts, allowing for a representation that is dense
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(highly sharable) in the lower layers and gets significantly sparser (category specific) in

the higher layers of the hierarchy. In agreement with such a definition of parts, princi-

ples of indexing and matching are roughly illustrated in Subsec. 2.2.

However, the main issue in compositional/hierarchical systems is how to recover the

“building blocks” automatically by means of learning. Subsec. 2.3 presents our recently

developed learning algorithm, which extracts the parts in an unsupervised way in the

lower layers and with minimal supervision in the higher layers of the hierarchy.

The complete hierarchical learning architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Hierarchical compositional representation of object categories

2.1 Definition of Parts

In accordance with the postulates given in the Introduction, each unit in each hierar-

chical layer is envisioned as a composition defined in terms of spatially flexible local

arrangements of units from the previous layers. We shall refer to such composite mod-

els as parts. However, a clear distinction must be made between the parts within the

hierarchy that will serve as a library of stored prototypes and the parts found in a par-

ticular image being processed. This Subsection gives the definition of the library parts,

while the part realizations in images are explained in Subsec. 2.2.

Let Ln denote the n-th Layer. We define the parts recursively in the following

way. Each part in Ln is characterized by the identity, Pn
i (which is an internal

index/label within the library of parts), the center of mass, orientation, and a list of

subparts (parts of the previous layer) with their respective orientations and positions

relative to the center and orientation of Pn
i . One subpart is the so-called central part

that indexes into Pn
i from the lower, (n − 1)th layer. Specifically, a Pn

i , which is

normalized to the orientation of 0 degrees and has a center in (0,0), encompasses

a list {
(

P
n−1
j ,α j,(x j,y j),(σ 1 j,σ2 j)

)

} j, where α j and (x j,y j) denote the relative
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orientation and position of P
n−1
j , respectively, while σ1 j and σ2 j denote the princi-

pal axes of an elliptical Gaussian encoding the variance of its position around (x j,y j).
The hierarchy starts with a fixed L1 composed of local oriented filters that are sim-

ple, fire densely on objects, and can thus be efficiently combined into larger units. The

employed filter bank comprises eight odd Gabor filters whose orientations are spaced

apart by 45◦. We must emphasize, however, that all the properties of parts comprising

layers higher than 1 will be learned.

2.2 Detection of Parts in Images

For any given image, the process starts by describing the image in terms of local ori-

ented edges. This is done on every scale – each rescaled version of the original image

(a Gaussian pyramid with two scales per octave) is processed separately. First, each

image in the pyramid is filtered by 11 × 11 Gabor filters. By extracting local maxima

of the Gabor energy function that are above a low threshold, an image (on each scale)

is transformed into a list of L1 parts. Each higher level interpretation is then found

by an interplay of indexing (evoking part hypotheses) and matching (verifying parts).

Performed in this way, the top-down mechanism is extremely robust to noise and clutter.

The indexing and matching procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.a), while detection

(localization) is outlined in Figure 2.b).

Fig. 2. a) Hierarchical indexing (evoking part hypotheses) and matching (verifying parts), b)

Tracing parts back to the image by following activated subcomponents from the layers below.

2.3 Learning the Hierarchy of Parts

This Subsection briefly presents an approach to learning parts in successive layers in

the hierarchy. The details of the learning algorithm can be found in [10]. We first in-

troduce the necessary steps that need to be performed prior to learning and propose an

algorithm that learns the higher layer compositions of parts taking into account their

spatial relations.

In order to exploit the statistical redundancy present in the visual data as effectively

as possible, layers are built sequentially; only after Ln−1 has been obtained, learning of
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the Ln can proceed. We must emphasize that parts can, however, be added to each of

the layers later on.

Learning starts on the basis of a fixed L1 composed of oriented Gabor filters. Each

image is thus transformed into a set of parts, encoding their location, orientation, and

identity. From here on, the algorithm is general, thus we describe how learning of Ln

is performed once Ln−1 has already been obtained.

For clarity, let us denote the already learned parts (parts already added to the hi-

erarchy — starting with a set of oriented filters) with Pn−1, and the set of possible

compositions with C n.

We propose the following steps for learning the parts: 1.) reduction in spatial resolu-

tion to alleviate the processing time and to avoid over-learning of local neighborhoods

already inspected within Ln−1, 2.) an automatic selection of the optimal neighborhood

size within which compositions will proceed to be learned, 3.) learning of compositions

by sequential increase in complexity by keeping statistics of combinations with the so-

called spatial maps, 4.) selection of most frequent and stable compositions by keeping

the number of indexing links from the previous layer low, and 5.) grouping perceptu-

ally similar parts by projection and statistics in the original, image layer. The learning

process is incremental: the compositions obtained are projected on images and the steps

3 − 5 repeated on image parts that are not described by the selected compositions. This

is done until either no more significant compositions are found or the number of index-

ing links reaches the computationally set maximum.

2.3.1 Learning of Compositions

Due to the prohibitive number of possible local configurations, learning proceeds by

determining statistically significant subcompositions with an increasing number of the

subparts contained.

To achieve shift invariance of parts, we choose a part-centered coordinate system,

that is, each local neighborhood is defined relatively to a certain part (which is hereafter

referred to as the central part). Define the s−subcomposition as a composition model-

ing s subparts in addition to the central one. Learning proceeds by increasing s, starting

with s = 1.

1−subcompositions. For the 1−subcompositions, spatial configurations of one part

conditioned on the identity of the central one are sought out. A list of possible compo-

sitions with the so-called spatial maps are formed: {C
n
s=1} = {P

n−1
i , {P

n−1
j ,map j}},

where P
n−1
i denotes the central part and P

n−1
j the additional subpart, whose spatial

position relative to the central one will be stored in map j.

With the set of prepared subcompositions, learning proceeds in local neighborhoods

of all Ln−1 parts found in images. After performing local inhibition, spatial maps of

the remaining subparts contained in C
n
1 are updated accordingly.

Spatial maps thus model the spatial distribution of Pn−1
j conditioned on the presence

of Pn−1
i in the center of the neighborhood. The sum of its elements is the number of

“votes” for the combination. After all images are processed, we detect voting peaks in

the learned spatial maps, and for each peak, a spatial area that captures most of the votes

is formed (modeled by an elliptical gaussian having principal axes (σ1 j,σ2 j)). This area

consequently represents the spatial variability of the part Pn−1
j within the composition
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Fig. 3. Learning of compositions by sequentially increasing the number of subparts.

C
n
1 . The sum of votes in the area of variability divided by the number of all inspected

neighborhoods defines the probability of occurrence of the subcomposition.

Amongst all acquired 1−subcompositions, we employ a selection process which dis-

cards some of the learned compositions or passes them to the next stage, at which more

complex compositions are formed.

s−subcompositions. For a general s-subcomposition, configurations consisting of

s + 1 subparts altogether are built on the basis of those having s subparts. When the

construction of s-subcompositions commences, empty spatial maps for possible combi-

nations {C
n
s } = {P

n−1
i ,{P

n−1
jm

,(x jm ,y jm),(σ 1 jm ,σ2 jm)}s−1
m=1, {P

n−1
j ,map j}}, where

the first s terms denote the central part and the learned s− 1 subparts, are prepared. As

the local neighborhoods are inspected, map j is updated whenever all subparts forming

a certain composition are found in the local image neighborhood (after performing local

inhibition). The learning procedure is illustrated in Figure 3. The selection procedure is

similar to the one described previously for 1−subcompositions.

The overall number of votes for individual parts decreases as their complexity in-

creases. When no derived composition passes the set threshold, the layer learning pro-

cess concludes.

2.4 Representation of Object Categories

After extensive evaluation of the proposed scheme and many statistical insights gained

on large collections of images (the most important results are presented in Section 3)

we propose the representation of object categories be built in the following way.
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Fig. 4. Mean reconstructions of the learned parts. 1st row and 3rd row: L2, L3, respectively

(the first 186 of all 499 parts are shown), 2nd row: Learned spatial flexibility modeled in L2

parts, 4th row: L4 parts for faces, cars, and mugs, 5th row: L5 parts for faces, cars (obtained on

3 different scales), and mugs.

Learning sharable parts in a category-independent way can only get so far - the over-

all statistical significance drops, while the number of parts reaches its critical value for

learning. Thus, learning of higher layers proceeds only on a subset of parts - the ones

that are the most repeatable in a specific category. Specifically, we build:

Category-independent lower layers. Learning the lower layers should be per-

formed on a collection of images containing a variety of object categories in order to

find the most frequent, sharable parts.

Fig. 5. Learned compositionality for faces, cars and mugs (Layers L1, L2 and L3 are the same

for all categories).
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Fig. 6. Detection of some of the L4 and L5 parts. Detection proceeds bottom-up as described in

Subsec. 2.2. Active parts in the top layer are traced down to the image through activated subparts.
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Category-specific higher layers. Learning of higher layers should proceed in im-

ages of specific categories. The final, categorical layer then combines the parts through

the object center to form the representation of a category.

Since the learning process is incremental, categories can be efficiently added to the

representation by adding a small number of parts only in the higher layers.

3 Results

We applied our method to a collection of 3,200 images containing 15 diverse categories

(cars, faces, mugs, dogs, etc.). The learned parts of L2 and L3 are presented in the first

row of Figure 4.

As proposed in Subsect. 2.4, the learning of L4 was performed only on images con-

taining faces. The obtained parts were then learned relative to centers of faces to pro-

duce L5 - category layer (parts are presented in Figure 4, rows 4 and 5). Cars and

mugs were then incrementally added to our representation. The fourth and fifth row of

Figure 4 show the learned Layers, while Figure 5 depicts the learned compositionality

within the hierarchical library for faces, cars and mugs. The detections of some of the

learned parts are presented in Figure 6.

Clearly, only a small number of L4 parts are needed to represent an individual cat-

egory. Since the proposed hierarchical representation would computationally handle

10 − 20 times the number of L3 parts in Layer L4 (in the order of 5,000 − 10,000

parts), a large number of categories could potentially be represented in this way.

4 Summary and Conclusions

This paper presents our recently developed approach to building a representation of

object categories. The method learns a hierarchy of flexible compositions in an unsu-

pervised manner in lower, category-independent layers, while requiring minimal super-

vision to learn higher, categorical layers.

There are numerous advantages of the proposed representation over the traditional

hierarchical representations, such as neural networks. By coding hierarchical units in

terms of presence/absence of a small number of components from the layer below, the

representation is realized as a very sparsely connected network and recognition can thus

be implemented within an efficient and robust indexing and matching scheme. While

the number of units in hierarchies usually grow exponentially with the number of layers,

a properly designed indexable representation has an approximately constant computa-

tional complexity for matching all levels of the hierarchy. Moreover, by allowing for

spatial flexibility of subparts based on the statistics of natural images, the otherwise

prohibitive combinatorics of combination can be successfully controlled.

The recognition of compositions is additionally much less sensitive to local image

variations and degradations than methods that rely on matching of high-dimensional

feature vectors. Another advantage of compositionality is that while the spatial resolu-

tion has to be reduced in the higher hierarchical layers, the activated units can be traced

back to the original image by following their active subcomponents. This is essential
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for robotic applications where accurate localization and segmentation are a crucial pre-

requisite to executing grasping or manipulation tasks.

Furthermore, the design of the hierarchical units is incremental, where new cate-

gories can be continuously added to the hierarchy. The results show that only a small

number of higher layer parts are needed to represent individual categories, therefore the

proposed scheme would allow for an efficient representation of a large number of visual

categories.

The representation, however, currently only supports 2D inference. Incorporating 3D

(depth) and motion information is the topic of our ongoing work.
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Summary. In this paper, we propose an object usual places extraction system that
is based on mobile robot patrolling a smart space referred to as a “Robotic Room”.
The system monitors the user’s daily life, and based on this observation it searches
for objects efficiently by narrowing the range of places that the object is likely to
be located. In addition, when the robot is not performing other tasks, it moves to
the neiborhood of these locations, searches for objects and determines their positions.
Finally, the system uses the long-term measurement data to statistically determine
the usual places where objects are located. Experimental results demonstrate that the
system locates objects in a reasonably fast time and automatically extracts the usual
locations of objects from the log data.

1 Introduction

Room is a basic unit of living space for a human. We have eagerly been developing
a room type robot system named Robotic Room since mid ’90s, which provides
supports to the inhabitant of that room by distributed actuator devices in the
room, based on the current and past accumulated information of her/his behavior
obtained by sensors distributed in the room as well. The first development of
Robotic Room was completed in 1997, as a Robotic Sick Room. In the Robotic
Sick Room, assistance of monitoring patient’s condition through video image
and pressure distribution obtained by pressure distribution sensors on both bed
and floor, and of bringing small commodities to the patient by a long reach robot
arm on the wall were realized. The Robotic Room 2, developed after Robotic
Sick Room, was developed to provide support in an ordinary room. A room in
our lab was modified to an experimental studio-type room with various sensors
to detect human’s behavior, and several 3 days’ behavior of a volunteer student
was recorded. Robotic Room 2 specialized rather in measuring the behavior than
providing assistance to humans, and development of its advanced system named
Sensing Room is on progress[1]. Robotic Room 3, being under development,
aims at providing information and mechanical assistance like fetching things,
automatic controlling of home electric appliances and so on.

One of the most meaningful benefits of having robots in the home will be for
tidying up rooms; the user’s daily chores will be greatly lightened if robots are

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 111–122.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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able to learn the proper locations for putting objects away by monitoring the
user’s daily activities. In order to achieve this, the robot must be able to perform
measurements and store their results of where and for how long an object was
located during the course of daily activities, and by searching through past data
determine the typical locations for an object.

Tag technology have been effective for determining an object’s location[2]-[3],
but they require the user to install readers in locations where objects are placed,
and consequently have the problems of environmental dependency and allowing
an object’s location to be measured in only a limited number of locations. Object
position measurements based on image processing are anticipated to be more
independent of location. But the visual field of typical cameras are usually limited
and using large view angle cameras lose resolution for adequete recognition. In
this approach, a mobile robot may be equipped with a camera and searches a
wide area. However, it would take a very long time for the robot to perform an
exhaustive search of a home interior.

Different users store objects in different locations, so a robot would need to
begin learning from a state of complete ignorance for every user; but since a
household contains many items, it would be desirable for the robot to require
no instructions from any of its human users regarding individual items. One
way that a robot could identify the proper locations of objects would be for
it to perform clustering in its historical data for the locations of each object,
to retrieve these concentrations and to extract those locations that are easy to
access. However, the set locations of objects include both locations where they
are stored and locations where they are used. Since each location has different
characteristics it will be difficult for a robot to acquire this learning simply by
measuring Euclidean distances, without being taught (unsupervised).

In this study, a system is proposed for determining the fixed usual locations
of objects. It consists of an object position measurement system (OPMS) and a
position history data clustering analyzer system(PHDCS). The operation of the
OPMS has been enhanced by incorporating the observation of users. It analyzes
the users’ handling of objects during daily activities and patrols “Robotic Room
3”[4]. The PHDCS examines the historical data of each object’s location for
clustering and incorporates the extent of concurrence in use.

2 System for Extracting Fixed Usual Locations of
Objects Based on Monitoring of People

A system for extracting fixed usual locations of objects by monitoring people is
described.

2.1 Object Position Measurement by Monitoring Human Carrying
Objects

A typical room contains a large number of objects distributed all over the room,
but it would be difficult for a robot to continuously monitor all of the objects in
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order to determine the region to which it should restrict its measurements. The
starting point for designing this system was the observation that only the robot
itself or people move objects. The robot can efficiently measure any object’s
movement if it focuses its observations on the object’s current location. When
considering candidate locations for searching, there is no need to consider the
positions of objects placed by the robot since all the robots’ transfer motions
can be controlled and recorded by the system. Therefore, only the transport of
objects done by people is monitored and recorded, and the position data for each
transported object are updated for indexing.

Let us explore this in more detail. Once the robot has recorded the initial
positions of all the objects in the room, it then commences to eliminate unlikely
locations for each object by observing a person in real time carrying objects
(see Fig. 1-1), measuring the approximate location of the object after it has
been set down, and recording that location as a candidate fixed location for
that object. It then patrols the room after all inhabitants have left to search for
the candidate locations (see Fig. 1-2). It identifies the objects that have been
moved and performs detailed measurements of their positions to update the
approximate locations recorded earlier. The previous initial positions are also
overwritten with the new positions, and the time data are recorded as part of
the object’s position history.
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2.2 Clustering of Position History Data by Spatial Distance and
Concurrent Use Distance

In this study, we assumed that objects can be characterized by two types of
fixed usual locations, namely “storage locations”, which differ for each object
and which show low variance, and “application locations” which have a high
variance and are shared simultaneously with at least one other object.

Since objects are frequently located at their storage locations and their appli-
cation locations, it is anticipated that these locations could be extracted from
clustered locations in the historical data for each object. As shown in Fig. 1-3,
directives were employed for identifying cluster of data by hierarchical cluster-
ing, step-by-step combining locations in the historical data that were close to
each other. It is essential to terminate the clustering operation at an appropriate
stage. However, since storage locations are clustered closer together than appli-
cation locations, it is not possible to distinguish these location types from the
data merely by using a threshold value for Euclidean distance. Therefore, an-
other characteristic of application locations was exploited, namely that multiple
objects are used in these locations concurrently. A distance was selected in order
to define “concurrent use”. The CUD-based clustering was used in conjunction
with spatial distance to distinguish storage locations from application locations.

Clustering procedure was divided into two stages. First, a clustering analy-
sis was performed for each object to extract clusters corresponding to storage
locations (that have a relatively small variance) and some of the application lo-
cations. The location clusters for all objects were then grouped again by another
clustering on the basis of when they were located in the same place simultane-
ously, in order to determine the application locations.

3 Object Position Measurement System (OPMS)

This system consists of two subcomponents, namely the candidate position
measurement subsystem (CPMS) and the candidate location patrol subsystem
(CLPS). The CPMS monitors the activities of human occupants; it measures
and stores as candidate places the locations of an object that has been carried
to a new location by a person, after it has been set down. This subsystem only
makes approximate measurements since it is difficult to identify and perform
accurate measurements of an object’s position when it is being held by a person.
The CLPS moves the robot near the stored candidate location, identifies the
object and repeats the measurement to more accurately determine its position.
The autonomous robot SAMOLA[5], which was developed in this laboratory,
was employed as the mobile robot. SAMOLA has two pan-tilt controllable cam-
eras installed on its head and one installed on its shoulders and it measures its
own position by using a combination of Sensing Floor[6] in Robotic Room 3
and odometry of its driving wheels. The camera images are taken about every
300ms. The four-sides of object were marked with a 48-mm-long square card (a
2D marker) (Fig. 4) to facilitate identification and position measurement.
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3.1 Candidate Position Measurement System (CPMS)

Figure 2 shows the procedure followed by the CPMS.
1)Hand Tracker: The hand tracker uses SAMOLA’s head-mounted camera

to calculate the optical flow of the image. Here, “optical flow” refers to a velocity
field that indicates the direction and distance an element in an image moves
between one frame and the next. It is assumed that the flow in the portion
of the image containing the hand (the hand region) corresponds to the hand
movement. The procedure of Mathias et al.[7] was adopted after modification to
calculate hand movements from the optical flow. A large group of points were
selected from the hand region, and the mean flow of the group was employed as
an estimate for hand motion. The reason for using the flow of a group was to
ensure that the tracking results were stable with respect to noise. Points which
exhibited flows that differed very greatly from the mean hand motion and points
for which no flows at all could be calculated were eliminated and new points were
selected from the skin-colored portion of the frame. Block matching was used
considering the accuracy of these flow calculations. A 16 × 16 pixel area around
each pixel of interest was examined in two consecutive frames and motion was
calculated by matching the contents of these frames. Motion commands were
calculated in order to compensate for hand motions and sent to the mobile
robot base and camera.

2)Object Transfer Recognizer: Object transfer recognition refers to the
fact that the image region occupied by the object is moving with the hand.
Specifically, the flow of the region in the vicinity of the hand in the image from
the head-mounted camera is calculated and compared with the flow of the hand
itself. When the size of an area whose flow resembles that of the hand exceeds
a certain threshold, the robot judges that something is grasped in the hand and
deduces that something is being carried. To reduce the effect of noisy image, we
located the flows around the hand on 5 circles centered around hand. There are
40 flows per circle and total of 200(40×5) flows around the human hand.

3)Putting Motion Recognizer: This function determines the time when
an object is set down from the results of the object transfer recognizer. Since
experience shows that the results from transfer recognition are always noisy, the
time point is defined by comparing a) the group of results from the present frame
to five frames beforehand and b) the group of results from six frames beforehand
to 11 frames beforehand. The following two conditions are defined: (i) the number
of frames in b) in which the object was recognized as being carried exceeds a
certain threshold value; and (ii) the number of frames in a) where the object
was not recognized as being carried exceeds a certain threshold value. The time
point when the object is set down is set at five frames prior to the frame when
the above conditions are fulfilled.

4)Hand Position Sensor: It is difficult to directly measure the positions
of objects when they are being carried. Therefore, the position of the person’s
hand is substituted for the position of the object. The images obtained from
the cameras on the robot’s head and shoulders are employed together with the
previously determined camera parameters used to calculate the region indicated
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by stereo vision and to locate the hand in three-dimensional space. Using the
location data with the position of SAMOLA, this is transformed into room floor
coordinates. The position of the hand when the object is released is stored in
the database as a candidate position for the object.

5)Object Position Database: Since the measured object candidate posi-
tions, the current object positions and the position history data may be useful
for other applications, all of these quantities are managed in a database. This
system used a database package PostgreSQL for these tasks. The database is
also used to store the precise object positions described later.

3.2 Candidate Location Patrol System (CLPS)

The CLPS consists of two subcomponents, the Path Planner, which leads the
mobile robot to the candidate location of an object, and a 2D Visual Marker De-
tector, which finds and identifies the object of interest from the images obtained
by the cameras and measures its position.

Place Candidate
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Fig. 3. Robot Patrols Candidate Areas
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Fig. 4. 2D Visual Marker

1)Path Planner: The path planner reads out the object candidate positions
in the order that were measured by the CPMS and drives the robot to where it
expects to observe the candidate location. The path is created using the Rapidly
exploring Random Tree (RRT) connect method[8] based on information about
obstacles previously prepared in the database. This method searches the entire
state space and is one of the fastest procedures for confirming that a path to a
location exists and identifying a path there. The path is constructed by repetitive
iterations of (1) an EXTEND step in which branches (RRT) are extended from
the starting point and from the destination toward locations selected using a
random number generator, and a CONNECT step in which branches are then
extended from each tree toward the opposite RRT. In this study, angular data
was added to the two-dimensional location data in SAMOLA to obtain three-
dimensional data for the state variable. The room contains areas where the
camera can only be aimed in certain directions, as is the case with shelving
or drawers. The cameras utilized by 2D visual marker detector must also be
within a certain range of distances and orientations with respect to the marker.
Therefore, in this study, when SAMOLA was moved to observe an object, it
was directed to one of four points on a circle of radius 800 mm centered on
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the object candidate location, in order of the most appropriate location first, in
order to observe the candidate location from multiple viewpoints and thereby
avoid spurious position measurements.

2)2D Visual Marker Detector: The 2D Visual marker detector measured
the location of the object after its pre-attached marker had been located; it
also read the object’s ID number from the marker card to identify the object.
The application implemented by Fujimoto et al.[5], which was written based on
the results of Rekimoto[9] and Takahashi et al.[10], was employed to detect the
marker and calculate the location. The four corners of the marker were detected
and measured using the algorithm developed by Cordet[11], i.e., the known ge-
ometry of the marker (pre-specified side length; opposite sides were parallel)
was employed with the camera parameters (assuming a pinhole camera model)
to calculate the location of the object. SAMOLA detected its location on the
room floor coordinates and the object identification data were read from the
center eight binary bits (permitting up to 255 items) of the 2D marker. It was
found that a distance of 0.8 m, ± 0.25 m vertically and ± 0.5 m horizontally from
SAMOLA to the marker, permitted stable identification and position measure-
ment of the object. The object ID and position data were transmitted to the
building database for object locations and to update the “present location” data.
This was also matched with the position history and time data in the database
for transported objects.

4 Position History Data Clustering Analyzer System
(PHDCS)

This section explains the procedure used for searching the position history data
for the frequently used locations and extracting the desired positions. Due to the
large difference between the size of an object’s storage location and the size of its
application location(s), it is difficult to extract both of these at the same time.
Therefore, it is carried out in two stages, as shown in Fig. 5; 1) the locations are
processed to extract the spatially small storage locations for the object; then, 2)
other location clusters are identified and relatively large locations are extracted.
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4.1 Clustering by Spacial Distance

Figure 5-1 illustrates how clusters of mutually close locations are extracted, in-
cluding both storage locations and application locations. There is some variation
in the method for calculating the distances allowed within clusters in hierarchical
clustering; the approach in the present study used a nearest-neighbor method to
simplify analysis. Each pair of clusters was examined and the smallest distance
between any pair from the location history data was set as the representing dis-
tance for the clusters. These distances were calculated and the nearest clusters
were combined. This process was then repeated, adding more locations to the
cluster until a minimum size threshold was reached (in this study, the radius of
the sphere which circumscribes the object).

4.2 Clustering by Concurrent Use Distance

Figure 5-2 depicts how the application locations of objects are identified. The
concurrent use distance (CUD) is calculated using Eq. (1), which gauges the
extent of concurrence in use using the location clustering data of all the objects in
the database; the locations of clusters showing the characteristics of application
locations are then extracted. Here, tl(LogData(D), Position(P )) is time-line of
object D left at P .

tl(Cluster(C)) = ∪Di∈Ctl(Di)

CUD(Cluster1, 2(C1, C2)) = 1 −
tl(C1) ∩tl(C2)

tl(C1) ∪tl(C2)
(1)

This consists of two steps that are repeated until no more pairs can be identi-
fied. In the first step, the Euclidean distance between two objects and the CUD
are calculated. In the second step, a cluster is defined when the CUD lies within
a certain threshold value (set to 0.5) and the Euclidean distance between the
two objects is less than twice the radius of the sphere that circumscribes the
larger object.

The above processes prevent grouping of storage locations with application
locations, which are generally unrelated to each other, and provides clusters that
are well differentiated but correspond to large application locations. Clusters that
contain a small number of items are assumed to be noise and are deleted.

5 Experimental System

The role of robots in this system is to monitor the human occupants when
they are home and to patrol the building, measuring the locations of objects
when the occupants are not present. The SAMOLA, an autonomous mobile
robot developed in this laboratory, was upgraded to enable it to perform these
tasks(Fig. 6). The capabilities and functions of SAMOLA are described below.

1)Mobile Unit: SAMOLA consists of, from the floor level up, a mobile
base, a computer, a camera unit, and a robotic arm. ActivMedia’s Pioneer was
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used for the base. The autonomous position measurements (odometry) are cal-
culated from the angular displacement of the driving wheels of the base unit.
This approach has been noted to introduce accumulating errors. Fujimoto et al.
have dealt with this issue in this laboratory by using images of floor pressure
that obtained from high-density pressure sensors. We found that the system can
obtain position and posture measurements of the mobile robot with an accuracy
of centimeters from the pressure images. The system obtained position measure-
ments with no cumulative errors by regularly updating the odometry-indicated
autonomous position coordinates with the data from the pressure images.

2)Vision Sensor: Sony EVI-G2 CCD cameras are attached to the head and
left shoulder of SAMOLA. Pan and tilt control signals are transmitted using
serial cables, and zoom can also be performed. Mobile base movement and control
of the camera angle were also incorporated into the controls for tracking of
people’s hand movements in this study. In the experiments, the zoom factor is
kept constant to a wide-angle. QVGA (320 × 240 pixels) images were employed.
The image is taken about every 300ms in the experiments.

3)Robotic Arm: A Neuronics 5-DOF KATANA arm was attached to the
right shoulder of SAMOLA. It incorporates CoolMuscle motors and linear mo-
tion degrees of freedom, allowing motion solutions by inverse kinematics. It is
capable of picking up and transporting an item as small as a typical PET bottle.

6 Functional Experiment

Three tests (26 transportation motions) were performed that involved moving a
cup, water bottle, teabag box and book to and from a shelf, desk or table(Fig. 7).
The transportation motions are as follows: (1) collect objects from a table (an
application location); (2) to put away some items after others had been placed
on the table; and (3) to put away the remaining objects. The subject held the
items only with his right hand, and the tests were initiated after the robot had
identified the subject’s hand.
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6.1 Result of Object Position Measurement

Candidate position measurement subsystem: this subsystem detected 85.6% of
the putting motions during the course of motions (i.e., 22 of 26 putting motions).
The mean number of putting motions detected per transfer cycle was 2.4 (for
26 actual putting motions, 62 were “detected” by the robot which include false
detections of putting motions). This corresponds to the number of places where
searches must be carried out during patrols for candidate positions. The ratio
of 2.4 candidate locations to every actual location seems to lie within the limit
of the number of practically searchable locations. The object position error was
5 cm vertically and 40 cm horizontally, errors which will allow stable detection
of the markers by SAMOLA. Thus, it was demonstrated that this system could
successfully reduce the number of locations the robot must search by monitoring
human behavior.

Candidate location patrol subsystem: this subsystem successfully measured
the positions of 57% of the objects in candidate locations. This low success rate
was probably due to surveying the candidate locations from the same angle
used to read the marker that identified the object. It is necessary to rewrite the
procedures for identifying objects and taking position measurements. It will be a
future work to try some other object detection method or to improve the design
of vision markers in terms of readability.

6.2 Result of Position History Data Clustering

Data must be gathered over a long period in order to obtain a reliable assessments
of the actual fixed locations of an object. Experimental transfer motion was same
as described in section 6.1. (We replaced book’s use position and water bottle’s
use position for clarity.)

Figure 8 shows the results after extracting clusters corresponding to some of
the storage locations and application locations on the basis of the Euclidean data.
Clustering was also performed on the basis of concurrent use distance(CUD),
for comparison with the previous group (see left side of Fig. 9). The application
locations in the vicinity of the desk (x = 200 mm, y = 1500 mm) and the
vicinity of the chair (x = 1800 mm, y = 3500 mm) and the storage locations
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were extracted for each object. For comparison, the right side of Fig. 9 shows
the results for clustering without using CUD. If we examine the vicinity of the
chair, we see that the storage location for the water bottle is quite close to its
application location (x = 0 mm, y = 1300 mm). If CUD is not used, this storage
cluster is simply combined with the application cluster and lost. Analysis with
CUD shows that the storage cluster for the water bottle, which has a large
concurrent use Euclidean distance, has a low correlation with the use cluster.
Thus, it prevents the clusters from merging and extracts the storage cluster.

7 Conclusion

A robotic system has been constructed for the purpose of extracting the fixed
locations of objects. The system is composed of an object position measurement
system that operates during patrols by the mobile robot in Robotic Room 3
and an object position history data clustering analyzer system that stores the
position data. The efficiency of the object position measurement system was
improved by teaching it to observe people in the environment and classify data to
eliminate spurious positions recorded as locations where objects had been placed;
this reduced the number of destinations for the robot to patrol. The position
history data clustering analyzer system stored Euclidean distances; in addition,
it incorporated a scale based on concurrent use of multiple objects. This enabled
the system to distinguish two kinds of fixed usual locations, storage locations
and application locations, based on their different characteristics. Future works
include incorporating a function in this system allowing us to use a robotic hand
or other means to make active changes to the environment, such as working in
conjunction with other robots or cameras to obtain more stable and a wider
scale monitoring of humans. This will enable it to measure object positions in a
wider variety of situations.
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Summary. This paper presents a general probabilistic framework for multi-sensor
multi-class object recognition based on Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) trained
with virtual evidence boosting. The learnt representation models spatial and temporal
relationships and is able to integrate arbitrary sensor information by automatically
extracting features from data. We demonstrate the benefits of modelling spatial and
temporal relationships for the problem of detecting seven classes of objects using laser
and vision data in outdoor environments. Additionally, we show how this framework
can be used with partially labeled data, thereby significantly reducing the burden of
manual data annotation.

1 Introduction

Reliable object recognition is an important step for enabling robots to reason
and act in the real world. A high-level perception model able to integrate mul-
tiple sensors can significantly increase the capabilities of robots in tasks such as
obstacle avoidance, mapping, and tracking.

We present a multi-modal object detector based on Conditional Random
Fields (CRFs). CRFs are discriminative models for classification of sequential
(dependent) data, directly modelling the conditional probability p(x|z) of hid-
den states xgiven observations z [1]. The proposed framework uses the general
applicability of CRFs as a unifying methodology to learn spatial and temporal
relationships between observations obtained with a laser range-finder and a cam-
era. The model is trained on data collected by a moving vehicle to detect seven
classes of objects in an urban environment.

By building on the recently developed Virtual Evidence Boosting (VEB) al-
gorithm [2], the algorithm described here is able to automatically select features
during the learning phase. The expert knowledge about the problem is encoded
as a selection of features capturing particular properties of the data such as geom-
etry, colour and texture. Given a labeled training set, VEB computes weights for
each of these features according to their importance in discriminating the data.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 123–134.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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Additionally, an extension of VEB for semi-supervised learning is presented to
address datasets with partially labeled samples.

2 Related Work

Within the robotics community, researchers have recently developed representa-
tions of environments using more than one modality. In [3], a 3D laser scanner
and loop closure detection based on photometrical information are brought to-
gether in the Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) framework. This
approach does not generate a semantic representation of the environment which
can be obtained from the same multi-modal data using the approach proposed
here. In [4], a robust landmark representation is created by probabilistic compres-
sion of high dimensional vectors containing laser and camera information. This
representation is used in a SLAM system and updated on-line when a landmark
is re-observed. However, it does not readily allow the inference of a landmarks’
class which could contribute to higher level reasoning.

Object recognition based on laser and video data has been demonstrated in
[5]. Using a sum rule, this approach combines the outputs of two classifiers, each
of them being assigned to the processing of one type of data. In contrast, we learn
a CRF classifier with the VEB algorithm which performs joint feature selection
in both datasets in order to minimise the classification error on training data.
The VEB algorithm can, as it is, learn a classifier given as many data types as
available and is not restricted to laser and vision inputs [2].

In robotics, CRFs have been applied successfully in the context of semantic
place labeling [6] and object recognition [7]. However, neither of these approaches
incorporated multiple sensor modalities and performed feature selection via VEB
training. In previous work, we showed how cars can be detected in laser and
vision data using CRFs [8]. Here, we show how such a system can additionally
perform semi-supervised learning and demonstrate its applicability to multi-
class scenarios. The key contribution of this work is to present a probabilistic
model for multi-class object recognition which integrates spatial and temporal
correlations and can be learnt given any types of partially labeled data.

3 Conditional Random Fields

This section provides a brief description of conditional random fields (CRF) and
virtual evidence boosting (VEB), an extremely efficient way of learning CRF
parameters for arbitrary feature functions (see [2] and [9] for more information).

3.1 Model Description and Learning

Conditional random fields (CRF) are undirected graphical models developed for
labeling sequence data [1]. CRFs directly model p(x|z), the conditional distribu-
tion over the hidden variables x given observations z. CRFs factorize p(x|z) as
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p(x | z) =
1

Z(z)

∏

c∈C

φc(z,xc), (1)

where Z(z) =
∑

x

∏

c∈C φc(z,xc) is the normalizing partition function. C is the
set of cliques in the CRF graph. The φc are clique potentials, which are functions
that map variable configurations to non-negative numbers. Intuitively, these po-
tentials capture the “compatibility” among the variables in the clique: the larger
the potential value, the more likely the configuration. Potentials are constrained
to log-linear functions, and learning a CRF requires learning the weights of these
functions.

Even though CRFs can handle extremely high-dimensional and dependent fea-
ture vectors, the adequate modeling of continuous observations is not straightfor-
ward. Recently, Liao and colleagues introduced virtual evidence boosting (VEB),
which learns an appropriate discretisation of continuous observations along with
the weight parameters of the model [2]. It does this applying the logitboost
learning algorithm to both the observations and connections of the CRF. VEB
has demonstrated superior performance on both synthetic and real data. The
automatic observation discretisation makes VEB extremely flexible and allows
the incorporation of arbitrary, continuous and discrete observations.

Through VEB, a CRF model can not only be learnt with fully labeled data but
also with partially labeled data. In this context, unlabeled data is ignored when
learning the logitboost classifiers for local observations. However, the unlabeled
data is used to estimate the distributions over all hidden states in the CRF,
which can have significant impact on the learning result, as we will show in the
experimental results.

3.2 Inference

Inference in CRFs consists either in estimating the marginal distribution of each
hidden variable xi or in defining the most likely configuration of all hidden
variables x (i.e., MAP estimation), based on their joint conditional probability
1. Both tasks can be solved using BP.

BP provides exact results in graphs with no loops, such as trees or polytrees.
However, as the models used in our approach contain various loops, we apply
loopy belief propagation, an approximate inference algorithm that is not guar-
anteed to converge to the correct probability distribution [10]. Fortunately, in
our experiments, this approximation is reasonably accurate even when loopy BP
failed to converge (the maximum number of iterations is reached).

4 CRFs for Object Recognition

This section describes the deployment of the CRF framework to perform object
recognition. This paper focuses on performing object detection in an outdoor
urban environment given laser data and monocular colour images. Fig. 1 shows
two examples of laser scans projected into their corresponding image according
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Two examples of laser scans and associated images. Laser returns are projected
into the image and displayed with different markers indicating their label: a yellow +
means class “car”, a magenta ˆ “trunk”, a cyan ∗ “foliage”, a green star “people”, a blue
� “wall”, yellow dot “grass” and a red ◦ “other”.

to the procedure described in [11]. The CRF framework is applied by converting
each scan into a linear chain CRF, as displayed in Fig. 2. Each node of this CRF
represents a laser return. The hidden variable to be estimated is the class of
the return. The features z used in our object recognition CRF model are now
described. We then explain how the CRF model of a scan is further incorporated
into a more elaborated representation which takes temporal relationships into
account.

4.1 One Time Slice Model

To jointly estimate all the labels of a laser scan, features z are extracted from
laser and camera data. Two feature functions are used in the experiments: ge-
ometric feature functions and visual feature functions. We now detail each of
them.

4.1.1 Geometric Laser Features

These features capture geometric properties of the objects detected by the laser
scan. While local shape can be captured by various types of features, we chose
to implement simple shape features measuring distance, angle, and number of
out of range returns between two beams. The resulting feature function has the
form

fgeo(i, zA) = concat (fdist(i, zA), fangle(i, zA), foor(i, zA)) , (2)

where i indexes one of the returns in scan zA. The concat function performs a
concatenation operation, and foor refers to the out-of-range feature function. The
resulting function fgeo(i, zA) returns a vector of dimensionality 213, as specified
next.
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To generate distance features, we compute for each point zA,i in scan A its
distance to other points in scan A. These other points are chosen based on their
relative indices in the scan. With k being an index offset, the distance feature
corresponding to points zA,i is computed as follows

fdist (i, k, zA) = ‖ zA,i − zA,i+k ‖ . (3)

In our implementation this feature is computed for index offsets k varying from
− 10 to +10.

Another way to consider local shape is by computing the angles of points w.r.t
their neighbours. The angle of a point zA,i is defined as the angle between the
segments connecting a point i to its neighbours. With k and l indicating and
index offset, this feature is defined as:

fangle (i, k, l, zA) = ‖ ∠ (zA,i−kzA,i, zA,izA,i+l)‖ . (4)

As with the distance feature, we compute a set of angles by varying k and l from
− 10 to +10.

The out of range feature counts the number of “out of range” beams between
pairs of successive returns. The idea is to take into account open areas implicitly
detected by the laser scan.

4.1.2 Visual Features

In addition to geometrical information, a CRF model learnt with the VEB al-
gorithm can seamlessly integrate vision data provided by a monocular colour
camera. The first step consists of registering the vision sensor and the laser
range-finder with respect to each other using the calibration procedure described
in [11]. Laser returns can then be projected in the corresponding image. The vi-
sual features extracted from this image capture colour and texture information
in the window (or ROI) centred around the laser return. The edge length of the
window is set to be 1 metre for a range of 4 metres. This size is converted into
number of pixels using the camera’s intrinsic parameters and adjusted depend-
ing on the range measurement. Changing the size of the extracted patch as a
function of range is a procedure to cope with the variation in scales as an object
moves from the background to the foreground of the image. It was verified that
the use of a size varying window improves the experimental results by 4%.

The visual feature function has the form

fvisu(pi, pi−1) = concat (ftexture(pi, pi−1), fcolour(pi, pi−1)) , (5)

where pi is the image patch corresponding to return i. ftexture(pi, pi−1) returns
a vector containing the steerable pyramid [12] coefficients of image patch i, and
the difference between the steerable pyramids computed at patch i and at patch
i − 1. fcolour(pi, pi−1) returns a vector containing the 3D RGB colour histogram
of patch i and of its difference with patch i − 1. Only neighbour i − 1 is used to
limit the dimensionality of fvisu which is already over 7000.
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Fig. 2. (a) Graphical model of a linear chain CRF for one time slice object recognition.
Each hidden node xi represents one (non out of range) return in a laser scan. The nodes
zi represent the features extracted from the laser scan and the corresponding camera
image. (b) Graphical model of the spatio-temporal classifier. Nodes xi,j represent the
i-th laser return observed at time j. Temporal links are generated between time slices
based on the ICP matching algorithm.

4.2 Recognition over Time

Due to the sequential nature of robotics applications, a substantial amount of
information can be gained by taking into account prior and posterior data when
available. We now present a model that achieves temporal smoothing in addition
to exploiting the geometric structure of laser scans. This model is displayed in
Fig. 2.

In this work, the temporal connections are instantiated such that they rep-
resent the associations found by the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) matching
algorithm [13]. The pairwise potentials assigned to these connections are set to
identity. Mathematically, φtemporal(xi,xj) = δ(xi,xj), where δ is the indicator
function. This set-up is justified by the fact that ICP associates returns that
were generated by the same physical point. It follows that the integration of
temporal information does not require additional learning.

Corresponding to different variants of temporal state estimation, our spatio-
temporal model can be deployed to perform three different types of estimation.

• Off-line smoothing: All scans in a temporal sequence are connected using
ICP. BP is then run in the whole network to estimate the class of each
laser return in the sequence. During BP, each node sends to its neighbours
the messages through structural and temporal links (vertical and horizontal
links, respectively, in Fig. 2). In our experiments, BP is run for 100 iterations.

• On-line fixed-lag smoothing: Here, scans are added to the model in an on-line
fashion. To label a specific scan, the system waits until a certain number of
future scans becomes available, and then runs BP taking past and future
scans into account.

• On-line filtering: In this case the spatio-temporal model only includes scans
up to the current time point.
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5 Experiments

The experiments were performed using outdoor data collected with a modified
car travelling at 0 to 40 km/h. The car drove along several loops in a university
campus which has structured areas with buildings, walls and cars, and unstruc-
tured areas with bush, trees and lawn fields. The overall dataset contains 4500
images which represents 20 mins of logging. Laser data was acquired at a fre-
quency of 4Hz using a SICK laser. The models presented in Sec. 4 are used to
estimate the class of each return in the laser scans.

Results on a binary classification problem are first presented to facilitate the
description of the spatial and temporal dependencies’ role in the model (some
of the binary classification results were already presented in [8], and are shown
here for completeness). We then show how the possibility of performing semi-
supervised learning can reduce the hand labelling effort by more than half. We
finally present results on a classification problem involving seven classes.

5.1 Binary Classification

In this first set of experiments we consider two classes: “car” and “other”. Table
1 summarises the experimental results in terms of classification accuracy. The
accuracies are given in percentages and computed using 10-fold cross validation
on a set of 100 manually labeled scans. For each cross validation, different models
were trained with 200 iterations of VEB. VEB was computed allowing learning
of pairwise relationships only after iteration 100. We found that this procedure
increases the weights of local features and improves classification results.

Table 1. Binary classification accuracy (in %)

Training set geo only visu only geo+visu geo+visu

Number of time 1 1 1 ∓10
slices in the model

CRF 68.93 81.79 83.26 88.08
logitboost 67.64 81.52 83.22 ×

The first line of Table 1 indicates the types of features used to learn the
classifier. Four different configurations were tested: first using geometric features
only, second containing visual features only, third containing both geometric and
visual features, and fourth with geometric and visual features integrated over a
period of 10 times slices. The second line of table 1 indicates the number of time
slices in the network used to perform classification. “1” means that a network as
presented in Fig. 3(a) was used. “ ∓ 10 ” refers to the classifier shown in Fig. 3(b)
instantiated with 10 unlabeled scans prior and posterior to the labeled scan.

Two types of classifiers were used: CRFs and logitboost classifiers. CRFs take
into account the neighbourhood information to perform classification (Fig. 3(a)).
Logitboost learns a classifier that only supports independent classification of each
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Table 2. String Edit Distances in the binary classification case

Classifier logitboost CRF CRF
(training set = geo+visu)

Number of time 1 1 ∓ 10
slices in the model

String Edit Distance 9.5 5.6 2.4

laser return without neighbourhood information [14]. Logitboost is used here for
comparison purposes to investigate the gain in accuracy obtained with a classifier
that takes into account the structure of the scan.

The first three columns of Table 1 show that classification results are improv-
ing as richer features are used for learning. The first three columns also show
that the CRF models lead to slightly more accurate classification.

In addition, as presented in Sec. 4.2, a CRF model can readily be extended
into a spatio-temporal model. The latter leads to an improvement of almost 5%
in classification accuracy (right column of table 1). This shows that the proposed
spatio-temporal model, through the use of past and posterior information, per-
forms better for object recognition. The cross in the bottom right of the table
refers to the fact that logitboost does not allow the incorporation of temporal
information in a straightforward manner.

CRF models also generate better segmentation of cars in laser scans. This
can be quantified using the metric called String Edit Distance (SED)[15]. By
definition the SED is the smallest number of insertions, deletions, and substi-
tutions required to change one string into another. Intuitively, this metric tells
whether classification results capture the true arrangement of objects in a scene.
It penalises series of estimates that do not respect the true sequence of blocks
with the same label. For example, given the ground truth “ccooccoo” (where ’c’
and ’o’ stand for ’car’ and ’other’ respectively), the estimated sequence “coco-
coco” is more penalised (larger SED) than “ooccoocc”. This is because the latter
estimate is more similar to the true sequence in terms of blocks of returns with
the same label.

Table 2 presents classification results in terms of SEDs. The numbers show
that the spatio-temporal model gives the best results in terms of classification
accuracy as well as in terms of SEDs. The CRF classifiers, through their ability
to represent spatial and temporal dependencies, are better at capturing the true
arrangement of the observed objects. This property will be beneficial when the
CRF models are applied to image segmentation problems (which is beyond the
scope of this paper). These results resemble the results presented in [6] where
it is shown that a CRF based approach is better in capturing the structure of
indoor environments.

In order to gauge the difficulty of the task, we also performed logitboost
classification using visual Haar features, which results in the well-known ap-
proach proposed by Viola-Jones [16]. The accuracy of this approach is 77.09%,
which shows that even our single time slice approach (83.26%) outperforms the
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reference work of Viola & Jones. The improvement in accuracy obtained by the
CRF model comes from its aptitude to capture neighborhood relationships and
the use of richer features.

5.2 Semi-supervised Learning

Fig. 3 presents binary classification results obtained with models learnt on
datasets containing a progressively increasing amount of unlabeled data. Fig.
3(a) shows that adding unlabeled data while maintaining the number of labeled
returns constant improves classification accuracy. This shows that the proposed
framework allows to perform semi-supervised learning. In Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) the
total number of scans used is maintained constant and the number of unlabeled
returns is increased. These two plots show that the original accuracy is main-
tained with only 40% of labeled data. As a consequence, the proposed model
enables non negligible economy in the manual labelling process.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Semi-supervised learning behaviour for the binary classification case. Each
point in the three plots corresponds to the average of 10 one-time-slice models learnt
by cross validation. (a) The number of labeled scans is 30. As more unlabeled scans
are added to the training set, labeled returns are spread evenly across the training set
while their total number is maintained constant. (b) and (c) The training sets contain
90 scans and the testing sets contain 10 scans. The x coordinate means that x% of
randomly chosen returns in each of the 90 scans are unlabeled.

5.3 Multi-class Classification

In this set of experiments, seven classes of objects are involved: car, trunk, foliage,
people, wall, grass, and other. The class “trunk” is used since the laser range
finder was mounted on the front of the car and was mostly sensing trees at the
level of their trunk. The class “foliage” refers to bushes, high grass and the top
part of trees.

The classification results obtained with fully labeled data are summarised in
table 3. The values show that the spatio-temporal model (right column) gives
the best results in terms of classification accuracy as well as in terms of SED.

Fig. 4 shows a few examples of classification results obtained with the multi-
class classifier. It can be seen that most of the returns are correctly identified as
belonging to one of the classes car, foliage, wall or people.
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Table 3. Multi-class classification results

Classifier logitboost CRF CRF

Number of time 1 1 ∓10
slices in the model

Accuracy [%] 57.27 59.02 60.73

String Edit Distance 5.9 2.6 0.9

Estimates

Labels

car: trunk: foliage: people: wall: grass: other:

(a)

Estimates

Labels

car: trunk: foliage: people: wall: grass: other:

(b)

Fig. 4. Example of results obtained with the seven classes classifier. The legend is
indicated in the bottom of each image. The top line of markers indicate the manually
provided ground truth labels of each scan return directly below. Each scan return
projected into the image is displayed with a marker indicating its estimated label.

Inference in a one time slice CRF takes about 7 seconds on a Intel Xeon
2.33GHz desktop computer. Inference in the spatio-temporal model takes on
average 27 seconds per scan. Our implementation of the inference is not very
efficient and we believe that an optimized implementation will make it possible
to run our system in real time applications. Learning the model requires about
three hours and can be performed off-line.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a general probabilistic model for object recognition that in-
corporates spatial and temporal dependencies. Through the use of the VEB
learning algorithm, we generate a CRF model that can combine any type of
data by selecting features according to their relevance with respect to the clas-
sification task.

In future work we will improve the VEB algorithm by incorporating pairwise
potentials that take into account local observations in addition to estimated
labels, thereby appropriately adapting their smoothing effect. Furthermore, we
intend to replace ICP matching by CRF-matching [17], an approach that per-
forms probabilistic scan matching using conditional random fields. We believe
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that CRF-matching, when incorporated into our spatio-temporal model, will pro-
vide more robust estimation of data associations, especially when closing loops.
Finally, we will investigate the incorporation of improved geometric features,
such as lines and corners.
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Abstract. A major unsolved problem is to provide robots with sufficient manual in-

telligence so that they can seamlessly interact with environments made for humans,

where almost all objects have been designed for being acted upon by human hands.

With the recent advent of anthropomorphic hand designs whose configuration space

begins to approximate that of human hands in a realistic fashion, manual intelligence

for robots is rapidly emerging as an exciting interdisciplinary research field, connecting

robotics research with advances in the cognitive and brain sciences about the represen-

tation and production of dextrous motion. We argue that a thorough understanding of

manual intelligence will be basic for our concepts of objects,actions, and the acquisi-

tion of new skills, while the rich grounding of manual intelligence in the physical level

of interaction may make it much more approachable for analysis than other, “higher

level” aspects of intelligence. Therefore, we envisage manual intelligence as a “Rosetta

stone” for robot cognition. To substantiate that claim, we present and discuss some of

the manifold connections between manual actions and cognitive functions, review some

recent developments and paradigm shifts in the field, discuss what we consider major

challenges and point out promising directions for future research.

1 Manual Intelligence as a Cross-Cutting Research Field

Much of the future of our ageing society will depend on our capability to realize
robots that can assist us in unprepared home environments. These robots will
have to interact with humans and with objects that have been designed for
being handled by humans in the first place. Realizing robots that can cope
successfully with such environment goes significantly beyond the challenge of
building robots for the factory floor. We will have to build robots whose shape
and whose capabilities are well matched to the needs, expectations and domestic
environments of us human beings. And to be useful in our world, these robots
will have to have hands, together with the ability to use them in a human-like
fashion. This poses the significant challenge of realizing manual intelligence.

In classical AI, intelligence was primarily equated with problem solving. As we
now know, this focus on reasoning and logical operations caused a long deadlock
and left out all the problems that have to be solved when actions are embedded

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 135–146.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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in a physical world, under conditions of partial observability, high variability, and
noise. From the perspective of robotics, it omitted precisely the “prerational”
parts of intelligence [15] that embodied robots require in the first place and as
a basis for the more abstract intelligence functions to erect on.

When we ask where intelligence for structuring interaction is in the center,
we immediately hit upon hands. Like vision, many forms of manual action also
involve a high degree of fine-grained perception. However, and unlike vision, this
perception is now inseparably connected to action.

In fact, in manual actions we find a most impressive integration of capabil-
ities to shape physical interaction, comprising all levels ranging from micro to
macro and even beyond: at the “micro” scale, we find the control of local fin-
ger contacts, involving different contact types and the exploitation of dynamic
interaction patterns such as rolling and sliding. These local interactions become
integrated into grasp patterns to constrain objects of widely varying shape and
firmness, or into haptic exploration behavior using controlled contact to identify
objects and action affordances. Hand-eye coordination, bimanual coordination,
and goal-directed sequences of manual actions introduce even more global levels
of integration and give rise to the question how interaction patterns formu-
lated originally at the level of physics can become connected with more abstract
perspectives of action semantics, goal-directedness, and intentionality. On these
higher levels, we find that hands also serve important roles in communication,
thereby reaching even into the social sphere by contributing in an important way
to the transfer of emotions and the experience of presence; qualities that have
only more recently come into the focus of modern robotics.

This crucial positioning of hands and manual action at the “crossroads” of
many central sensorimotor and cognitive functions makes it likely that they can
play the role of a “Rosetta stone” for cognition1 and motivates to capture the rich
complex of capabilities connected with manual actions by the notion of Manual

Intelligence. Like the more traditional, “higher” forms of intelligence, manual
intelligence will require for its elucidation the close cooperation of researchers
from many disciplines, including roboticists, computer scientists, biologists, psy-
chologists, researchers in brain sciences, linguists, and more.

2 Platforms for Manual Intelligence Research

The availability of increasingly sophisticated robot hands [6] is a strong driving
force for robot manual intelligence. While the Utah-MIT hand [29] was a kind
of yardstick design for a long time, the recent decade has seen a surge of de-
velopments towards lighter and more flexibly useable hands. The characteristics
of some major contenders are summarized in Table 1. Systems like these begin
to provide us with ”output devices” to reach beyond simulation when trying to

1 The Rosetta stone found 1799 by a soldier of the Napoleon troops near the village of
Rosetta along the Nile river was covered by hieroglyphic, greek and demotic scripts
next to each other. This enabled Jean-Francois Champollion twenty years later to
decipher the hieroglyphic writing system.
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Fig. 1. Bimanual system with two Shadow
Hands [67] mounted on 7-DOF PA-10 arms
for positioning.

Table 1. Data of some dextrous robot
hands (el.=electrical, pn.=pneumatic
actuator type).

Model fin- joints active act. Ref
gers DOFs type

Shadow 5 24 20 pn. [67]
Robonaut 5 22 14 el. [36]
GIFU-III 5 20 16 el. [42]
DLR-II 4 18 13 el. [11]
Utah-MIT 4 16 16 pn. [29]
Barrett 3 8 4 el. [76]

test ideas about the synthesis of manual actions or when aspiring to turn such
ideas into practical utility.

Since most ”natural” hand actions tend to involve bimanual interaction, an
ideal setup should comprise a pair of interacting arms. The high effort to set up
such systems makes such platforms even nowadays still a scarce resource. Among
the few existing bimanual systems with advanced hands, the perhaps most widely
known platforms are at DLR [48], NASA [36], and the Dexter system [17] using
two non-anthropomorphic Barrett hands.

The recently completed Bielefeld research platform is depicted in Fig. 1. Fea-
turing two anthropomorphic Shadow Hands with 20 DOF each, mounted on
Mitsubishi PA-10 arms, it comprises a total of 54 independent degrees of free-
dom. 24 hall sensors per hand provide accurate joint angle feedback to control
the 80 miniature solenoid on-off valves that adjust air in- and outflow into the
pneumatically driven ”muscle”-like actuators transmitting their forces via ten-
dons to the fingers. The system is complemented with a 4-DOF mobile camera
head for visual monitoring of the workspace. In the final setup each manipula-
tor will be additionally equipped with 186 tactile sensors distributed over the
finger pads.

Despite still far away from the capabilities of human hands, platforms like
these begin to cross the critical threshold beyond which one can begin to study
issues of manual intelligence in a robotics setting.

3 Low Level Aspects

Low level aspects of manual control are the groundwork required for manual
intelligence to exist. The traditional issues in this field are the sensing and mod-
eling of local contacts, forces and the resulting dynamics. While mechanics is a
well-established branch of physics, the modelling of realistic soft finger contacts
with friction, sliding and rolling still poses significant challenges and even gaps
in our knowledge, e.g., with regard to a consistent modeling of friction. Much
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work has been done in these areas, excellent reviews with exhaustive references
to earlier work can be found in [5],[47], [74]. It is very helpful that nowadays
there exist simulation packages [38],[14] that offer or allow to build simulators
to explore aspects of manual interaction in simulation, although the realism of
these simulators is still limited due to the aforementioned gaps in our knowledge
how to precisely model physical interaction.

Haptic perception is another closely linked area. Sensing technology to match
better the rich tactile sensing capabilities of our hands remains a largely unsolved
major challenge [74]. This is very different from vision, where high resolution
cameras are readily available. Although some analogies with vision are likely to
exist, the much stronger coupling between sensor activations and self-generated
movements causes significant new difficulties. This makes it likely that ideas
borrowed from robot vision will require non-trivial generalizations towards a
much stronger coupling between sensor patterns and control actions. Therefore,
it seems not surprising that the development of algorithms for haptic perception
in robots is a much less developed field than in robot vision. Much like visual
databases have proven tremendously useful, a systematic development for robot
haptics might benefit from similar databases in the haptic domain [66]. Another
major challenge is the development of cross-modal visuo-haptic representations
to guide manual actions and exploration, or to provide a principled basis for a
multi-modal memory system.

4 Grasping

The question of what is a good grasp and how such grasps may be formed is an-
other shared focal point of researchers in robotics, neuroscience and psychology
[68],[9],[60],[13].

This has exposed fruitful interconnections between these disciplines: analyti-
cal approaches in robotics viewing grasp formation as a constrained selection of
grasp points according to some optimization criterion [10],[8] have found sucess-
ful analogues in modeling aspects of human grasp selection [69]. In the other
direction, analysis and modeling of human reach-to-grasp behavior with respect
to timing [30] and the role of sensory guidance [62] has suggested low-dimensional
”dynamical templates” for grasp behavior that are shaped by adjusting only a
small number of parameters. Adopting such biologically motivated templates
as behavioral primitives stimulated the realization of robust grasp behavior in
robots [33],[26]. With regard to the final grasping phase, these models replace
the optimization-based grasp point selection by a dynamical finger closure pro-
cess starting from a hand preshape and “wrapping” the fingers under tactile
feedback around the object. This shares the idea of grasp generalization from
prototypes [53], but along a more behaviorally motivated route. A major issue
then is the choice of a good hand preshape, which can be based on existing
grasp taxonomies, such as [16]. If this choice is carefully made, even as few as
five different preshapes can enable the grasping of a wide range of different ob-
jects [58], offering an approach to robust grasping in the absence of detailed
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Fig. 2. Example grasps (left) of the Shadow Hand with the algorithm from [59] for a
benchmark collection of 21 common household objects (shown on the right).

object models. A more detailed study [59], involving also measurements of hu-
man grasping, suggests further optimizations, such as the maximization of finger
contact synchrony and thumb opposition.

Finally, we only mention that grasping is connected with further non-trivial
cognitive abilities, including the interplay of visual object recognition and non-
visual memory to predict object properties such as weight, firmness and surface
friction and the anticipation of the future state of the grasped object to properly
constrain grasp choices [78], e.g., to minimize the need for regrasping.

5 Manipulation and Tool Use

Most manual skills require to move the grasped object within the hand. Small
movements can be effected by changing the finger stiffness matrix to shift a
current equilibrium configuration. Larger movements may require regrasping,
necessitating coordinated ”finger gaits” [27],[34]. A typical characteristic of such
manipulation sequences is their hybrid nature: smooth changes in finger state
variables are interrupted by discrete events when contact conditions change. A
suitable architecture to deal with such a situation is a combination of several
controllers, with event-triggered switches between them [52].

Such techniques may help to organize coordinated finger movements into the
numerous higher level interaction patterns that make up our daily manual skills.
In many of these interaction patterns hands act as a specialized tool, such as
tweezers, pliers, pincers, a hook, a hammers, a specialized feeder mechanism and
more. In fact, it has been argued that tools themselves can be viewed as exten-
sions of the natural capabilities of our hands [22]. Therefore, tool use, – either
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through configuring the hand itself, or augmenting it with a suitable object –
is at the core of manual intelligence since it connects the physical properties of
actuator mechanisms with the functional roles that they can fill in particular con-
texts. The concept of affordances has been put forward long ago [22] to capture
that point. However, it has been found extremely difficult to ground in physical
robot-world interactions, for one of the very rare demonstrations, see [73]. In a
recent paper the creators of the NASA robonaut system confess that currently
autonomous tool use for robots appears as an ”infinitely open challenge” [56]. A
review and analysis of cognitive requirements for a tool-using agent [2] concludes
that a ”Tooling test” might offer an worthwhile major benchmark about robot
intelligence.

6 Communication and Social Interaction

A clear bias of robotics for manual intelligence is to carry out actions on objects.
However, in humans hands are also strongly involved in various levels of commu-

nication. Gestures accompanying speech can greatly add to the expressiveness
of the utterances, and frequently also help to resolve ambiguities [37]. Such an
auxiliary role can be even more useful for robots (both in the speaker and in the
listener role), given that their speech capabilities are much more limited than
in humans [72],[39]. Perhaps the least replaceable communicative function of
hands is in demonstrating manual skills: here being able to visually watch how
the hands interact with the task object(s) is in most cases crucial for being able
to learn to imitate the skill. Therefore, to be extensible manual intelligence has
also to integrate highly specialized visual capabilities for advanced hand pos-
ture recognition [44] – unless one is willing to resort to more technical means of
skill acquisition, such as motion capture utilizing gloves, exoskeletons or special
markers [31].

Finally, hands are centrally involved in emotional communication. This is al-
ready apparent in gestures [37], but becomes even more evident when using
hands for “getting in touch”. Comparing the degree of “presence” felt for artifi-
cial agents, ranging from unembodied over virtual embodied and finally physi-
cally embodied it has been found that the possibility of touching an agent with
our hands is a major factor that strongly distinguishes the capabilities of virtual
and physically agents to elicit an experience of presence and to affect feelings
such as, e.g. loneliness [35]. This suggests that even the emotional and social
aspects of haptic interaction [23] can be an important factor for the acceptance
of future robots, even if it may in many situations be expressed in not more than
a friendly handshake.

7 Learning How to Grasp - Grasping How to Learn

Most of what our human hands can do has been acquired by learning. This
should make it not too surprising that learning is a pervading topic for manual
intelligence.
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For the control of robot hands, learning approaches have been considered at
various levels. The most longstanding work is on learning of the various coordi-
nate mappings required for eye-hand coordination. Here, the target usually is the
construction of a mapping between two coordinate systems. Many approaches
have been developed for this task, for overviews, see e.g. [3],[50],[4].

Forming a grasp can be approached with similar techniques, however, now
the number of involved degrees of freedom is usually higher, and it is less clear
which features should be used as input and as output. Often these works assume
the availability of a geometric object model or exploit the use of simulation tech-
niques to generate artificial training examples [21],[51],[70]. Another interesting
approach is the development of analytically motivated schemes for generalizing
a small set of accurately observed action examples, usually gained from motion
trackers [53],[55],[54]. A recent review [31] links these techniques to the general
issue of (VR-based) action capture and its connections to imitation learning.

Direct use of visual input is much more demanding. Most works attempt to
estimate a suitable gripper orientation for fixed, programmed grasping primitive
[64],[50],[26]. Some works also demonstrate direct grasp point extraction along
2D object contours [32] or even on novel 3D objects [63].

These works have made apparent that the high dimensionality of manual in-
teractions will make learning scalable only when we manage, connect, and guide
learning at the lower levels with learning at more abstract levels of representa-
tion. This insight – together with findings from neuroscience hinting at a shared
neural substrate for the representation of perception and action in a ”mirror neu-
ron system” [57],[13] – has sparked a lot of interest in investigating imitation as
a sufficiently powerful route for skill acquisition [49],[7],[18]. Cognitive scientists
interested in a deeper understanding how infants imitate distinguish three major
levels of increasing abstraction on which imitation can be attempted: (i) body
trajectories, (ii) limb relations relative to objects, and (iii) intentions [40]. While
many current approaches to imitation learning address the first level [1],[28],[43],
only a relatively small number of works demonstrates imitation at the upper
levels of task relations and intention understanding [75], [45],[79],[46],[71]. Syn-
thesizing higher levels of manual intelligence thus appears to depend crucially
on our ability to merge existing statistical and interpolation type approaches
of learning with novel approaches [77],[65] enabled from a deep understanding
how we can represent, recognize and reason about the functional significance of
hand, objects, their affordances, relations and the underlying intentions of the
involved actors.

8 Measuring Manual Intelligence

A natural question to ask is: how might we measure a robot’s level of manual
intelligence?

While some domains in robotics begin to enjoy a gradual emergence of proce-
dures for performance comparisons [19], e.g. through suitable competitions, any
established benchmark or competition procedures even for the rather circum-
scribed activity of grasping (within the larger spectrum of manual intelligence)
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at present simply do not exist. A tentative proposal within the EURON initia-
tive is based on a bimanual Barrett hand system and proposes to evaluate grasp
success for a number of (artificial) benchmark objects [41]. A different bench-
mark, employing a set of 21 widely available household objects (shown in Fig.2),
has been suggested in [59] and has been used to compare grasp optimization
schemes on two different robot hands [58].

Useful guidance for measuring manual intelligence might be provided from
surgery, where the comparison of different training strategies with respect to
their impact on the acquisition of manual skills in surgeons is an important issue
[24]. For instance, manual skills in using a laparoscope have been successfully
modelled as temporal force and torque profiles imparted on the instrument [61].
In the study of child development, a widely accepted procedure for measuring
the development stage of motor skills is the Peabody Motor Development Scale
[20]. It has a part specifically focusing on grasping skills, featuring 26 different
test tasks each of which is ranked on a nominal 3-scale. Another 72 tasks measure
visuo-motor coordination. While the majority of these tests are probably still too
hard for the level of manual intelligence of today’s robots, they might become
useable in the near future when robot hands can do more than now. Until then,
these test designs might provide useful inspiration how to design manual skill
benchmarks for robots, for instance, embracing instruction by demonstration as
a natural part of any performance measurement.

9 Concluding Remarks

Evolutionary anthropologists are discussing the question how closely the devel-
opment of rich manual capabilities may be linked with the evolutionary origin
of human intelligence [12]. While this is an open problem, the richness of is-
sues connected with the dextrous use of sophisticated hands makes it very likely
that manual skills in robots will become a major measure of our progress to-
wards creating intelligent machines. Therefore, we envisage M anual Intelligence

as a promising upcoming research field with the potential to connect many key
strands of current robotics research in a fruitful fashion, as well as offering fas-
cinating interdisciplinary bridges into physics, biology, brain science, cognition
research and linguistics.
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Abstract. Interval analysis is a relatively new mathematical tool that allows one to
deal with problems that may have to be solved numerically with a computer. Examples
of such problems are system solving and global optimization but numerous other prob-
lems may be addressed as well. This approach has the following general advantages:

•it allows to find solutions of a problem only within some finite domain
•numerical computer round-off errors are taken into account so that the solutions

are guaranteed

A further inherent property that is of interest for robotics problems is that this ap-

proach allows one to deal with the uncertainties that are unavoidable in robotics.

Although the basic principles of interval analysis are easy to understand and to im-

plement, this approach will be efficient only if additional methods are used and if the

problem at hand is formulated appropriately. In this paper we will emphasize various

robotics problems that have been solved with interval analysis, many of which are

currently beyond the reach of other mathematical approaches.

1 Introduction

Interval analysis [6, 8, 12] is a powerful numerical method that allows one to solve
a broad range of problems (going from system solving to global optimization).
It has been early used for solving the inverse kinematics problem for serial 6R
robot [14] but is now used for solving many robotic problems: clearance effect
on robot [18], robot reliability [2], localization and navigation [1, 4, 17], motion
planning [13], collision detection [15], calibration [5] to name a few. From the
numerical view point the main advantages of this approach are flexibility (many
different problems may be considered) and guaranteed results (no solution may
be lost) as numerical round-off errors are taken into account. We will also see
that this method allows one to deal with uncertainties in the robot modeling and
control, that cannot be avoided in practice. The drawback of the method are its
worst case exponential complexity and the necessary high level of expertise to
implement efficient algorithms. A key element of interval analysis is interval
arithmetic that will be presented in the next section.
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1 .1 I n t e r v a l A r it h m e t ic

The purpose of interval arithmetic is to determine guaranteed bounds for the
minimum and maximum of a given function f over ranges for the unknowns.
This determination is called an interval evaluation of the function and leads to a
range [F , F ] that varies according to the ranges for the unknowns. If X denotes
the ranges for the unknowns and X 0 is a particular instance of the values of the
unknowns within X , then we have:

F ≤ f (X 0 ) ≤ F (1)

An interval evaluation may be calculated in different ways. The simplest is called
the natural evaluation, which consist in using specific interval versions of all
mathematical operators used in the function (interval version exists for all clas-
sical operators). For example the addition of two intervals a = [a, a ], b = [b , b] is
defined as a + b = [a+ b , a+b]. Natural evaluation may be simply illustrated with
f = x2−2x when x lie in the range [3,5]. In that case we can safely state that for
any instance of x in [3,5], then x2 lie in [9,25], 2x in [6,10] and consequently −2x
in [-10,-6]. Summing the interval for x2 and −2x leads to [9,25]+[-10,-6]= [-1,19]
which constitutes the interval evaluation of f over the range [3,5]. Interval eval-
uation may also be obtained using other methods (Taylor expansion, centered
form) and is sensitive to the analytical form used for the function. For example
f may also be written as f = (x − 1)2 − 1 whose evaluation is [3,15].

This example shows that interval arithmetic requires simple operations but
also illustrates one of the drawbacks of the method. Indeed clearly for any x
in [3,5] the value of f lie in [3,15]: hence interval arithmetic may overestimate
the values of the minimum and maximum of the function. This occurs because
we have multiple occurrence of the same variable in f which are considered as
independent during the calculation. But this overestimation has the following
properties:

• it does not always occur: for example if f was defined as x2 + 2x, then there
will be no overestimation of the function for the range [3,5]

• let us define an interval evaluation as [a, a], fm, fM the real minimum and
maximum of the function over a given range and the size of the overestimation
as Max(fm − a, a − fM ): in our example the size of the overestimation is 4.
But this size decreases with the width of the input range.

Furthermore there are ways to decrease the size of the overestimation such as
using the interval evaluation of the derivatives to determine if the function is
monotonous over the considered ranges.

An interesting property of interval arithmetic is that it can be implemented
to take into account round-off errors. For example if a calculation involves the
number 1/3, then there is clearly no computer floating point number able to
represent this number. There are two successive floating point numbers f1, f2

such that f1 < 1/ 3 and f2 > 1/3 and for any calculation involving this number
the computer will round it to the fi that is the closest to 1/3 (for instance on a
Pentium the calculation of 3*(1/3.)-1 in C leads to −0.5510−16 instead of 0).
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In interval arithmetic the number 1/3 will be represented by the range [f1, f2] so
that any interval evaluation involving this number will always include the exact
value of the calculation. Numerous packages of interval arithmetic are available
and our implementations are based on BIAS/PROFIL1.

Notation:

The width of a range [a, b] is defined as b − a while the mid-point of the range
is (a + b)/2. A box is a set of ranges and the width of the box is defined as the
largest width of its ranges.

1.2 Interval Analysis

A key-point for solving a problem with interval analysis is to establish a property
P (X), where X represents the unknowns of the problem, that will be true at
a point X0 if X0 is a solution of the problem and will be wrong otherwise.
Furthermore we will attach an algorithm A to the property so that if X lie in a
given box B , then A (B ) will allow to determine if for all points in the box P is
true, wrong or cannot be decided.

Let us give a simple example of such algorithms in the case where the property
to satisfy is to find roughly the solutions of a system of equations F(X) =
{ F1(X) = 0, . . . , Fn(X) = 0} . The first step of the algorithm will be to compute
the interval evaluation of each Fi for the given box. If the resulting interval for
a given Fi does not include 0, then the algorithm will return wrong as no point
in X will satisfy equation Fi. Now if the width of X is small and the interval
evaluations of all the Fi is also small and includes 0, then the algorithm will
return true: we will then obtain a set of small intervals such that if the system
admits solutions, then they will be included into the set (as will be seen later
on we are able to design more sophisticated algorithm that returns true only
rightly).

For a given problem there are many different properties that have to be satis-
fied at the solutions. Although equivalent in mathematical terms they may not
be so in term of interval analysis. Hence choosing the right property and design-
ing the best associated algorithm is a key point for getting the best efficiency
and requires some understanding of interval analysis.

A second step in any interval analysis method is the filtering algorithms. A
filter takes as input a box B and returns either B or a smaller box B f included
in B , the difference between B and B f being guaranteed not include points for
which C is true. A simple (but often efficient) filter for solving equations is the 2B
method. Assume that we have to find the solution(s) of f(x) = x2 + 3x + 1 = 0
lying in the range [-10,10]. The interval evaluation of f for this range is [-29,
131] and therefore we cannot decide if this range includes a solution. But we
may write f as x2 = −3x − 1 and to have a solution of the equation there
must be an intersection of the interval evaluation of the left and right hand-side
terms. Hence the range for x2 must be [0, 100] ∩[−31, 29] = [0, 29] from which

1 http://www.ti3.tu-harburg.de/Software/PROFILEnglisch.html
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we deduce that x must be in [−
√

29,
√

29]. We may also use x = (−x2 − 1)/ 3
from which we will have deduced that x must lie in [−33, 1/3]. Note that a filter
may determine that the property is not satisfied for a given box.

A third (optional) step is the existence operator that takes as input a box B
and may determine that a single point in a box B u satisfies the property C and
also provide a method to compute this point. A typical existence operator for a
system of equations may be derived from the Kantorovitch theorem. Provided
that the theorem is satisfied we may compute a box in which there is a single
solution of the system and furthermore provide an initial guess of the solution so
that the Newton-Raphson scheme is guaranteed to converge toward this solution.
The algorithm A may thus include filtering methods and existence operators.

A key element in interval analysis is the bisection process of a box B . In this
process a variable xi will be chosen, with range [a, b] and two new boxes will be
derived from B with ranges identical for all variables except for xi whose range
will be respectively [a, (a + b)/2], [(a + b)/2, b].

With the above tools we may describe the structure of an interval analysis
algorithm that belong to the branch-and-bound family. The algorithm will pro-
cess a list L of boxes B = {B1, . . .BN}. The i − th element of the list will be
Bi, while the total number of boxes at each iteration will be denoted rk. When
starting the algorithm there is a single box B1 in L but new boxes will be added
during the process. The iterative scheme is defined as follows:

1. i = 1, k = 1, rk=1
2. w hile (k ≤ rk) do
3. if (A (Bk)=wrong) then
4. rk+1 = rk

5. k = k + 1
6. else
7. if (A(Bk)=true) then
8. store Bas solution
9. else

10. bisect Bk into B1
k, B2

k

11. store B1
k as Brk+1, B2

k as Brk+2

12. rk+1 = rk + 2
13. k = k + 1
14. end if
15. end if
16. end do

This algorithm stops when all the boxes in Lhave been processed. However it
may happen that even at a point algorithm Acannot decide if the property
is true or wrong (e.g. because of round-off errors). A flag allows to manage
such case.

As any branch-and-bound algorithm the worst case complexity is exponential
because of the bisection. However the practical complexity may be good as will
be shown in the following examples.
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2 Robotics Examples

2.1 Kinematics

Solving inverse and direct kinematics problems were among the first to be ad-
dressed with interval analysis [14], however with mixed results as the methods
were not as advanced as today. Nowadays interval analysis has proved to be valu-
able even for the most complex kinematics problem. Here the problem amounts
to solve a system of equations that is derived either from the inverse or direct
kinematics. The first problem to address is to determine which set of equations
are the most appropriate. We will consider here the direct kinematics problem
of parallel robots, which is among the most challenging (figure 1).

A1 A2

A3

A5

A6

A4

B3

B4

B1

B6

B5

B2C

O

Fig. 1. A parallel robot

Here being given the leg lengths we have to determine what can be the poses
of the platform. The most simple inverse kinematic relations give the square of
the 6 leg lengths ρi as function of pose parameters which are the coordinates of
the center C of the platform and three angles that define its orientation. The
drawback of such equations is that there are multiple occurrences of the variables
in the equations, which is a major disadvantage for interval analysis. Assume now
that the platform pose is defined by the three coordinates of the anchor points
B1, B2, B3. Being given these coordinates and the geometry of the platform we
may derive the coordinates of B4, B5, B6 as OBi = λiOB1 + αiOB2 + βiOB3

in which λi, αi, βi are known constants. We then derive 6 constraint equations
as ||AiBi||

2 = ρ2
i for i in [1,6] and 3 additional constraints ||BiBj||

2 = d2
ij for

i, j in [1,3], i �= j in which dij are known distances. This set of 9 equations
in 9 unknowns has the advantage that the variables appear only once in each
equation and consequently there will be no overestimation during the interval
evaluation. Furthermore the geometry of the problem imposes natural bounds for
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the variables The algorithm to solve these equations uses filtering methods such
as the 2B, 3B, interval Newton and existence operators based on Kantorovitch
theorem and Neumaier exclusion test and is fully described in [9]. This algorithm
provides exact solutions in the sense that no solution can be lost and a solution
can be calculated with an arbitrary accuracy. This feature is shared only with
the solving method based on Groebner basis [16] as other approaches such as
elimination or continuation cannot guarantee both properties.

In terms of computation time the algorithm will find all solutions in a time
that ranges from a few seconds to one minute which makes it the second most
efficient solving approach (the best Groebner basis implementation requires be-
tween one second to 30 seconds). But, opposite to the Groebner basis approach,
the computation time will decrease with the size of the search space. Especially
it will compete with the Newton-Raphson scheme for real-time use, while still
guaranteeing to find the correct solution (or detecting that the robot is close to
a singularity) which is not the case of the usual iterative scheme.

2.2 Workspace Analysis and Motion Planning

A classical robotics problem is to determine various types of workspace of a
given robot. Usually the workspace is defined as the set of poses that satisfy
inequality constraints C(X) ≤ 0 and finding a description as a set of boxes of
the workspace up to a pre-defined accuracy ǫ is based on the interval evaluation
of the constraints. If for a ball B all upper bounds of the evaluations are negative,
then B belongs to the workspace. If one of the evaluation has a positive lower
bound, then B does not belong to the workspace. Otherwise the box is bisected
until either one of the above two properties is verified or the width of the box is
lower than ǫ , in which case the box is discarded [10].

By using the same algorithm it is easy to check if a given volume is included
in the workspace if the volume can be described by explicit functions involving
bounded parameters (for example points of a sphere will be defined by the dis-
tance between the center and the point and two angles). Here uncertainties in the
modeling parameters P (for example the coordinates of the anchor points Ai, Bi)
may be managed if they are restricted to lie within ranges that are defined by
the manufacturing tolerances. These intervals may be directly introduced in the
constraints inequalities, still allowing their interval evaluations. Hence even at
a given pose the constraint interval evaluation will be an interval, that may be
overestimated because we may have multiple occurrence of P. It may thus occur
that at a pose we cannot verify if one constraint is satisfied in which case we will
have to add P to the variable used in the interval analysis algorithm.

We may also design algorithms that calculate more complex workspace. For
example we may have to compute the region of the workspace of the robot in
which the eigenvalues of K = JTJ, where J is the Jacobian matrix, are all
included in a given range [a,b]. Let us assume that the characteristic polynomial

Pc =
∑i=n

i=0 ai(X)✄i of K is available (but this is not a necessary condition). We
have thus to find the poses in which C(X) ≤ 0 (C-1) and such that all the roots
in ✄ of P c are in the range [a, b] (C-2). We will first design an algorithm A1
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that checks if (C-2) is satisfied for a set of poses defined by a box. In this case
the coefficients of Pc are intervals (i.e. Pc is is fact a family of polynomials) but
we may still apply classical algebraic geometry theorems that will provide an
interval [u1, u2] including all the bounds for all polynomials in Pc. If [u1, u2] is
included in [a, b], then all poses in the box satisfy (C-2) while if the intersection
of [u1, u2], [a, b] is empty all poses in the box violate (C-2). Assume now that the
relative complement I of [a, b] in [u1, u2] (i.e. the numbers that are in [u1, u2]
but not in [a, b]) is not empty: I is constituted either of one interval (if u1 or u2

belongs to [a, b]) or of two intervals. We design the interval analysis algorithm
A1 whose unknown is ✁ and input is I and is based on the interval evaluation
of Pc for discarding boxes included in I that cannot cancel Pc. If A1 completes,
then all the roots of Pc lie in [a, b] and (C-2) is satisfied for the box. Clearly
as Pc has interval coefficients it may happen that A1 cannot decide if a box
satisfies (C-2).

Hence we will embed A1 in another interval analysis algorithm A whose vari-
ables are X. This algorithm is basically the same than the one described for
computing the workspace except that if a box satisfies the workspace constraints
C(X) ≤ 0, then it is sent to the A1 algorithm that is allowed to perform only
a limited number of bisections. Indeed for large X boxes A1 will probably not
be able to complete and therefore the allowed maximum number of bisection g
should be adjusted according to the width of the box (typically as 1/g). If A1

finishes (detect that C-2 is not satisfied), then the box is stored as a solution
(discarded), otherwise the box is bisected if its width is sufficient. This algorithm
has been able to manage rather complicated problems [3].

2.3 Singularity Analysis

Singularity analysis is an important problem especially for closed-loop robots
that cannot be controlled at a singular pose. If J−1 denotes the inverse kinematic
Jacobian of the robot, singular poses are defined as the poses for which |J−1| = 0.

Major practical problems to consider are to be able to detect if a singularity
occurs within a given single-component workspace or trajectory. Solving those
problems is critical for the safety of the robot as being close to a singularity may
lead to very large forces in the legs of the robot. But finding the singularities is
complex as if usually we have a closed-form for J−1, it may however be extremely
difficult to obtain a closed-form of the determinant. Furthermore as safety is a
critical issue we have to consider uncertainties in the location of the Ai, Bi. For
solving this problem we will use the continuity of the determinant with respect
to X. Assume that at some arbitrary pose X1 of the workspace we are able
to show that |J−1| as a constant sign (say positive). Then if we are able to
demonstrate that at some other pose X2 the determinant is negative any path
connecting X1 to X2 must cross a singularity and consequently the workspace
is singular. On the other hand if no pose X2 can be found, then the workspace
is singularity-free.

Hence detecting a X2 pose is the property we will investigate with interval
analysis. To begin with we will assume that there are no uncertainties in the
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robot modeling. Assume that X belongs to a box: using interval arithmetic we
are able to calculate an interval evaluation of each element of J−1, i.e. this matrix
is now an interval matrix. Classical algorithm for calculating the determinant
of a matrix such as row expansion or Gaussian elimination may be extended to
interval matrix, thereby allowing to get an interval evaluation of |J−1| for the
box. We will calculate this interval evaluation for a pose Xt chosen arbitrary
in the workspace. If at this pose the interval evaluation does not allow to show
that the determinant is of constant sign (i.e. the lower and upper bound of
the evaluation have not same sign), then we will not be able to show that the
workspace is singularity-free (but the following algorithm will still be able to
detect that the workspace includes a singularity). We will now assume that a
pose X1 has been found.

Having the possibility of computing an interval evaluation of the determinant
is already sufficient to design an algorithm A. But additional filters will allow to
drastically reduce the computation time. For a given box B we will first calcu-
late the interval evaluation of the determinant U of the pre-conditioned matrix
KJ−1(B) where K is a scalar matrix chosen as the inverse of J−1 computed for
the mid-point of B (if it exists). As U = |KJ−1| = |K||J−1| if U, |K| have a
constant sign, then we may deduce that the sign of |J−1(B)| is constant. If this
sign is negative, then the workspace includes a singularity (all poses in B are X2

poses), otherwise B does not include X2 pose and may discarded. Note that to
reduce the overestimation of U it is necessary to compute a closed-form of KJ−1

and to re-arrange the elements of this matrix to reduce the number of multiple
occurrence of the elements of X. A second filter involves a theorem provided
by Rohn [7]: consider the set E of extremal matrices derived from the interval
matrix J−1(B), i.e. all the scalar matrices whose elements are either the lower
or upper bound of the corresponding interval element in J−1(B). If all matrices
in E have a determinant of the same sign, then there is no singular matrix in
J−1(B). If the determinant of J−1 at an arbitrary pose included in B is positive,
then B does not include X2 pose and can be discarded. Note that for a n× n
J−1 matrix Ehas 2n2

matrices but Rohn proves that it is sufficient to consider
only a subset of Ethat has 22n−1 elements. Using both filters algorithm Ais
very efficient: checking the regularity of J−1 over a large workspace requires less
than one second [11].

Having uncertainties in the robot modeling will not change the structure of the
Aalgorithm. If the intervals describing these uncertainties have a small width
we will just take them into account for computing the interval evaluation of the
elements of J−1. However it may occur that a given pose we will not be able
to determine the sign of |J−1|because of these uncertainties, in which case we
will add them as unknowns in the Aalgorithm: this significantly increases the
computation time (a few hours may be required) but allows one to obtain the
largest level of safety: if the algorithm proves that the workspace is singularity-
free, then so it is for the real robot.
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3 Conclusion

As shown by the examples (which are not exhaustive: for example we may have
also presented results on optimal design or performance analysis of robots) in-
terval analysis is an approach that may solve efficiently very difficult robotics
problems and provide a guaranteed result even, as it is the case in practice, if
the robot modeling is uncertain. An important point is that it allows one to con-
sider round-off errors that are not so seldom and of which only few roboticists are
aware. But there is no such thing as a free lunch and interval analysis requires
an in-depth analysis of the problem at hand and a large expertise in this field
for designing efficient algorithms. Fortunately there are many teams involved in
interval analysis that are eager to help solving difficult problems !
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Summary. Microrobots have the potential to dramatically change many aspects of
medicine by navigating bodily fluids to perform targeted diagnosis and therapy. Re-
searchers have proposed numerous microrobotic swimming methods, with the vast ma-
jority utilizing magnetic fields to wirelessly power and control the microrobot. In this
paper, we theoretically and experimentally compare the two most promising methods
of microrobot swimming—using magnetic fields to rotate helical propellers that mimic
bacterial flagella, and pulling with magnetic field gradients—considering the practical
limitations in the generation of magnetic fields. We find that swimming with a helical
propeller generally becomes more desirable as size decreases, and will likely be the best
choice for in vivo applications.

1 Introduction

Microrobots have the potential to dramatically change many aspects of medicine
by navigating bodily fluids to perform targeted diagnosis and therapy. Micro-
robots, like microorganisms, swim in a low-Reynolds-number regime, requiring
swimming methods that differ from macroscale swimmers [1]. However, micro-
robots can also vary in size by orders of magnitude. Researchers have proposed
numerous microrobotic swimming methods, many biomimetic, with the vast ma-
jority utilizing magnetic fields to wirelessly power and control the microrobot.
It remains unclear which propulsion method is optimal, and a comparison that
considers the microrobot’s size coupled with the practical limitations in gen-
erating magnetic fields is needed. To do this we have developed two different
magnetic microrobots that utilize very different propulsion schemes: one is a
submillimeter-sized device that is pulled with magnetic field gradients (Figure
1(a)); the other has a helical propeller that mimics a bacterial flagellum in both
form and scale and is rotated with a magnetic field (Figure 1(b)). In this pa-
per, we compare these two propulsion methods, which are representative of the
majority of active research in wireless microrobots. We show that metrics of effi-
ciency, which are often used to characterize low-Reynolds-number swimming, can
be quite misleading, and that practical limitations in magnetic control greatly
impacts which method is best for a given application. We show that swimming
with a helical propeller generally becomes more desirable as size decreases and

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 157–167.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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(a) (b)

100 m 5 m

Fig. 1. Swimming mi-
crorobots with a 30:1
size difference. Magnetic
fields (a) pull a 900-µm
assembled-MEMS Ni mi-
crorobot [2], and (b) ro-
tate a 30-µm microrobot
with a helical-nanocoil
“flagellum” with a Ni
“head” [3].

will likely be the best choice for in vivo applications. We also find that limita-
tions in the hardware used to generate the magnetic fields can influence which
swimming method is best.

2 Swimming at Low Reynolds Number

It has long been known that swimming at the microscale requires techniques
that are very different from those used by macroscale swimmers such as fish
and humans [1]. To understand this phenomenon, we turn to the Navier-Stokes
equations, which, when combined with boundary conditions, completely define
a fluid flow. For a fluid with constant density ρ and constant viscosity η , the
Navier-Stokes equations are given by a single vector equation, which can be
nondimensionalized in space and time by the magnitude of the free-stream ve-
locity V and some characteristic length L :

(

ρV L
η

)

dV

dt
= −∇p + ∇2V =⇒ Re =

ρVL
η

(1)

V is the velocity vector field and p is the hydrodynamic pressure scalar field,
which have both been nondimensionalized as detailed in [4]. From this equation
we discover the Reynolds number, the dimensionless quantity that embodies the
interaction between a fluid’s inertia and viscosity. At low Re, we are in a world
that is either very viscous, very slow, or very small. Low-Re flow around a body
is referred to as creeping flow or Stokes’ flow. We no longer see a transition
to turbulence, even behind bluff bodies. At low Re, the role of time becomes
negligible in (1); the flow pattern does not change appreciably whether it is slow
or fast, and the flow is reversible. Consequently, reciprocal motion (i.e., body
motion that simply goes back and forth between two configurations) results in
negligible net movement.

Microorganisms are able to swim at low Re using a variety of techniques [5],
none of which look like macroscale swimmers (Figure 2). Cilia are active or-
ganelles that are held perpendicular to the flow during the power stroke and
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Po
wer stroke

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Locomotion of microorganisms, adapted from [6]. (a) Cilia move across the
flow during the power stroke, and fold near the body during the recovery stroke.
(b) Eukaryotic flagella create patterns such as propagating waves or circular trans-
lating movements. (c) Molecular motors spin bacterial flagella, which act somewhat
like corkscrews.

parallel to the flow during the recovery stroke. Many cilia are used simultane-
ously. Eukaryotic flagella are active organelles that deform to create paddling
motions, such as propagating waves or circular translating movements. Bacte-
rial (prokaryotic) flagella work differently by using a molecular motor to turn the
base of the flagellum, which acts somewhat like a corkscrew. Some bacteria have
multiple flagella that bundle during swimming. All of the swimming methods
utilized by microorganisms are fairly inefficient, which is not a problem because
microorganisms’ source of energy (food) is so plentiful.

A number of robotic swimming methods have been shown to work at rela-
tively small scales, but will have reduced effectiveness as size decreases to the mi-
croscale because they make use of reciprocating configurations. Other biomimetic
swimming methods utilize physics that scale well to the microscale. Artificial eu-
karyotic flagella use distributed actuation to create a propagating wave [7]. The
need for distributed actuation can be somewhat overcome using a reciprocating
magnetic field to generate propagating-wave-like motion in a flagellum [8]. There
is a great deal of interest in microrobot swimming using helical propellers that
mimic bacterial flagella. Helical propellers can be made rigid, removing the need
for distributed actuation, and it is now possible to fabricate these structures
at the microscale [9]. Alternatively, it has been suggested that the microrobot’s
payload, such as a strip of drug, can be twisted up into a helical propeller to
actually contribute to propulsion [10]. Other screw-like robots have made use of
helical propulsion as well [11].

A controllable external pulling source is not available to microorganisms, but
engineers can utilize gradients in magnetic fields to apply forces and torques
to untethered microrobots [2, 12]. This greatly simplifies fabrication since no
microactuator or special structure is needed for propulsion. It is also reasonable
to wonder if this form of propulsion, which could not have evolved through
natural selection, might outperform biomimetic methods.
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3 Magnetic Power and Control

Nearly every demonstrated and proposed method for wireless power and control
of microrobots utilizes magnetic fields. No other actuation principle offers the
ability to transfer such large amounts of power wirelessly. In addition to pulling
with field gradients, a rotating magnetic field is an obvious choice to rotate a
helical propeller [3,13], eliminating the need to replicate a molecular motor in a
microrobot. However, even with all of their positive attributes, magnetic fields
impose strict limitations on the design of wireless microrobots.

If we want to apply controlled forces and torques to a body with magnetization
M using a controlled magnetic field H (both quantities are vectors with units
A/m), the governing control equations are as follows [14]. The magnetic torque
tends to align the magnetization of the body with the applied field:

T = µ 0 v M × H (2)

where v is the volume of the body in m3 and µ 0 = 4π × 10−7 T·m/A is the
permeability of free space. The magnetic force on the body is

F = µ 0 v (M · ∇)H (3)

We can also express the applied magnetic field as an applied magnetic flux
density B with units T. B is related to H simply as B = µ 0H.

If the body of interest is a permanent magnet, the magnetization M is ef-
fectively constant with respect to the body with a magnitude equal to the re-
manence magnetization of the material. We can increase torque by increasing
the angle between H and M, up to 90◦, or by increasing the strength of H. We
can increase force by increasing the gradients in the applied field. If the body
of interest is made of a soft-magnetic material, the magnetization is a nonlin-
ear function of the applied field and can rotate with respect to the body; the
governing equations for control are significantly more complex [4].

Controlled magnetic fields can be generated with electromagnets that are
position and current controlled [2], by orthogonal stationary current-controlled
electromagnets [15], by position-controlled permanent magnets such as with
Stereotaxis’ Magnetic Navigation System, or even by a commercial MRI sys-
tem [12]. However, the rapid decay of magnetic field strength with distance D
from its source creates a major challenge for magnetic control. In practice, the
geometry of a field source is important near the source, but we generally observe
that the strength of a magnetic field decreases as ∼ D−3. In addition, we find
that the gradients in the field decay even faster, as ∼ D−4.

4 Swimming with a Helical Propeller

An alternative to generating propulsive forces using magnetic field gradients is to
use a helical propeller with parameters defined as shown in Figure 3. We follow
a similar derivation to [16], a difference being that [16] assumes that the body
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Fig. 3. Definition of parame-
ters for a helical propeller. The
force f and torque τ are those
not due to the fluid.

slowly rotates counter to the helix to balance angular momentum (as a bacterium
would due to flagellar rotation at a molecular motor), while we assume the helix
is rigidly connected to the body. The result is a propulsion matrix relating the
four principle quantities—forward velocity v , angular velocity ω , applied torque
τ , and applied load f—for our helical swimmer:

[

f
τ

]

=

[

−2πnr
(

Clc
2 + Cns2

)

/s − Dv 2πnr2 (Cn − Cl) c
2πnr2 (Cl − Cn) c 2πnr3

(

Cnc2 + Cls
2
)

/s + Dω

] [

v
ω

]

(4)
where s = sin θ and c = cos θ, n is the number of turns of the helix (such that the
helix length is nλ), and Dv and Dω are linear and angular drag coefficients for
the body, respectively. The constants Cn and Cl are the viscous drag coefficients
for a thin cylindrical element of the propeller for flow normal to the cylinder’s
axis and along the length of the cylinder’s axis, respectively:

Cn =
4πη

ln
(

0.36πr
t sin θ

)

+ 1
2

, Cl =
2☎✂

ln
(

0.36πr
t sin θ

) (5)

where η is the fluid’s viscosity [17]. If we consider a spherical body, the drag
coefficients are described simply in Stokes’ flow:

Dv = 6πηb , Dω = 8πηb3 (6)

A motivating factor for the use of helical propulsion is that we can now mi-
crofabricate nanocoils by rolling up prestressed bilayers [9]. This technique has
better control over helical geometry than grown helical carbon nanotubes or
ZnO nanobelts. The radius of the coil is determined by the Young’s moduli of
the materials and the lattice mismatches of the bilayers. The geometrical relation
of the nanocoil parameters is shown in Figure 4(a). The width of the stripe is
given by its initial pattern design, and the depth is controlled during fabrication.
Figure 4(b) shows the process sequence to fabricate nanocoil microrobots, which
consist of a 27-nm-thick ribbon that, upon wet etch release, self-forms into a
3µm-diameter coil with a length between 30 and 40µm. A 2 µm×2µm×0.2µm
Ni plate is formed on one end that serves as a “head” [3]. Figure 4(c) shows an
SEM image of an as-fabricated nanocoil with a Ni plate on one end. For the first
propulsion experiment, individual magnetic nanocoils were immersed in paraf-
fin oil, actuated with a rotating magnetic field (Figure 1(b)), and their motion
was captured on video through a microscope [3]. One sequence for a 30-µm-long
nanocoil is shown in Figure 4(d). The time for one rotation is 0.39 s. An axial
velocity of 3.9µm/s is is estimated from the figure.
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Fig. 4. Nanocoils as artificial bacterial flagella. (a) Schematic drawing showing the
relationship between the stripe and etching direction in nanocoil parameters. Image
courtesy of Li Zhang, ETH Zurich [9]. (b) Process sequence: initial planar, epitaxial
bilayer with Ni parts, all patterned through conventional microfabrication techniques,
self-forms into a 3-D nanostructure during wet etch release. (c) SEM image of an as-
fabricated nanocoil with a Ni plate attached to one end. The probe tip that is used to
break the attachment of individual coils is also visible. (d) A 30-µm nanocoil rotated
in oil with a magnetic field, which results in forward motion [3].

5 Pulling versus Helical Propulsion

In order to make a fair comparison between microrobots that utilize rotating
magnetic fields and a helical propeller and microrobots that are pulled by mag-
netic field gradients, we must consider the hardware that generates the magnetic
field. In practice, there will be limits to how close the field sources can be placed
to the microrobot. Let us compare the control of a microrobot with two current-
carrying coils, as shown in Figure 5. Our field sources are assumed to be located
a distance L from our microrobot. The limitations imposed by this two-coil sys-
tem are representative of other magnetic control systems, such as those as de-
scribed in Section 3. We will assume a simple magnetic bead of radius b for our
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Fig. 5. (a) Uniform magnetic fields are generated by two coils with the current flowing
in the same direction. The field can be used to rotate a microrobot. The field is calcu-
lated accurately with a current-loop model [14]. (b) Gradient fields can be generated
by the same hardware by running the current in opposite directions. The gradient can
be used to pull on a microrobot.

microrobot. We have two options for control: we can attach a helical propeller to
our bead and then apply current in the same direction in the two loops, creating
a uniform field that is used to rotate and thus propel the bead; or, we can apply
the current in opposite directions, creating a field gradient that is used to pull on
the bead directly. From the equations that describe the magnetic field and field
gradient at the midpoint of the current loops [14], shown in Figure 5, we see that
the field that we can generate changes with the gap between the two loops as
∼ L−3, while the gradient that we can generate changes as ∼ L−4, as expected.
We also find that there are optimal values for the coil radii for a given coil gap
to maximize the respective quantities: R =

√
2L for case (a) and R =

√

2/3L
for case (b).

In Figure 6 we plot the maximum no-load (f = 0) velocity and the maximum
stall (v = 0) force versus bead size. For the helical parameters, we choose r = b,
t = 0.01b, and θ = 45◦. Under present-day limitations in nanocoil fabrication,
these parameters can be achieved for a bead size as low as b = 1 µm. For the coil
gap, we assume L = 0.2m, which is the approximate value that would be needed
to control a microrobot somewhere inside a human head. To avoid biasing the
results, we use the optimal radii R for the respective cases. The results for two
helices are shown: one for n = 3, and one for n = 10. The magnetization of the
bead and the current through the loops enter into the maximum velocity and
force linearly, so we can normalize our results to these quantities. The reciprocal
of viscosity enters into the maximum velocity linearly, so we can normalize to
this quantity as well; the viscosity has no bearing on the maximum force, even
for the helical propeller.

We find that the maximum velocity varies as ∼ b for helical propulsion and
as ∼ b2 for pulling. We find that the maximum force varies as ∼ b2 for helical
propulsion and as ∼ b3 for pulling. This indicates that there will always exist
a microrobot size below which using helical propulsion is desirable over pulling
with field gradients. In addition, even though the helical parameters used were
not optimized, Figure 6 indicates that helical propulsion is desirable over pulling
for any microrobot size that would reasonably be considered as microscale.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of (a) normalized no-load (f = 0) velocity and (b) normalized
stall (v = 0) load vs. bead radius for helical propulsion and field-gradient pulling.

Although helical propulsion of a body is described as being quite inefficient
compared with simply pulling the body through the fluid [1], this is misleading
in the context of magnetic control. Theoretically, helical propulsion is likely to
outperform pulling with field gradients by a large margin in the size range of
microrobots. In addition, increasing the distance between the magnetic field
sources and the microrobot (e.g. L), which will likely be necessary for in vivo

applications, will always tend to improve helical propulsion relative to pulling,
although the effectiveness of both will be reduced.

The linearity of helical propulsion in Stokes’ flow, predicted in (4), has been ex-
perimentally verified many times [13,16]. However, the actual propulsion-matrix
values in (4) are subject to modeling errors. The model in (4) assumes that the
body and the helical propeller do not affect each others’ flow fields, which clearly
cannot be true. In addition, the individual Stokes’-flow models are derived as-
suming an infinite extent of fluid. Figure 7 shows magnetic and hydrodynamic
data for three steel beads, taken with a custom measurement system [18]. We
see that the magnetic models are quite accurate, but the viscous drag coefficient
Dv for Stokes’ flow around a sphere is less accurate, due to the wall effects of the
container. Wall effects have also been observed to affect the helical-propulsion
model [16], and are generally important at low Reynolds number [5]. Helical-
propulsion models also typically assume a perfectly rigid helix. In Figure 8 we
show experimental data for a nanocoil still attached to the chip, like that seen
in Figure 4(c), subjected to a magnetic field and characterized as a spring in [3];
the nanocoil is clearly not rigid. The characterization of the stiffness of artificial
flagella [19] can be used for improved helical-propulsion models.

Theoretical models of microrobot swimming should be improved, but the dis-
crepancy between the models at the microscale observed in Figure 6 might be
too large to be drastically affected by improved models. However, there is an-
other practical limitation in the magnetic control of helical swimmers that we
must consider. Our actual control variable is the rotation frequency ω of the
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Fig. 7. Experimental results for three steel beads using a custom measurement sys-
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Hydrodynamic predictions of the beads being pulled through silicon oil (ρ = 970 kg/m3,
η = 0.98 Pa·s) are less accurate, as Stokes’ flow equations do not accurately account
for wall effects of the 26-mm-diameter container.

magnetic field. The microrobot rotates in sync with the field, with the field
leading the magnetization such that the magnetic torque from (2) balances
the viscous torque. As ω is increased, the magnetic torque eventually reaches
its maximum; this is the step-out frequency [11], above which the microrobot
can no longer track the rotating field. The maximum velocity and force curves
of Figure 6 assume that the microrobot is turning at its step-out frequency,
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Fig. 8. A nanocoil attached to the chip,
as shown in Figure 4(c), is subjected to
a magnetic torque and characterized as a
spring [3].

which also increases linearly with
the quantity |M|i/η. For any field
generation system, there are prac-
tical saturation limits in generating
high ω due to, for example, motor
speeds, induction, eddy currents, or
sampling rates. If this ω-saturation
is reached, the values shown in Fig-
ure 6 will over-estimate the capa-
bilities of helical propulsion. We
must also recall that the propul-
sion model implicitly assumes low-
Re flow, which could be violated for
very high ω. Thus, although it is al-
ways desirable to increase |M| and
i for improved control using either
swimming method, it could reduce
the performance of helical propul-
sion relative to pulling.
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Fig. 9. (a) Simple helical propulsion results in drift due to gravity. (b) Swimming
similar to helicopter flight can counteract gravity.

There is another factor that must be considered in microrobot swimming:
gravity. It is often claimed that inertia is negligible at low-R e , but “inertia” is
used differently here than “mass.” A microrobot will reach its terminal velocity
in a fluid nearly instantaneously, and the terminal velocity decreases with size.
However, even at low-R e , a microrobot will still fall downward under its own
weight. The helical propulsion model developed in Section 4 assumes that flow
is along the axis of the propeller. However, this only provides for propulsion
along the axis, which will be insufficient to counteract gravity when swimming
horizontally, as shown in Figure 9(a). It may be necessary to swim with an
angle of attack, as shown in Figure 9(b), similar to the way a helicopter flies.
Microorganisms that swim using flagella have a density similar to water, and
are thus neutrally buoyant, making this effect of gravity on helical propulsion
unique to microrobots that are constructed of denser-than-water materials.

Finally, it is possible to combine the benefits of field gradients with those
of helical propulsion. That is, we can pull as we rotate. This hybrid method
has the potential for improved performance. However, it will require a more
complicated actuation scheme than that considered in Figure 5(a), and will likely
place additional demands on localization needed for closed-loop control.

6 Conclusions

Magnetic fields provide an unequaled means of wireless power and control for
microrobots. However, the strength of magnetic fields and field gradients decrease
rapidly with distance from the source, which has a profound impact on the
best way to make use of these fields for microrobot propulsion. Although it has
been previously observed that a swimming microrobot with a helical propeller
is far less efficient than simply pulling the microrobot through the fluid, we find
that a helical propeller is theoretically far superior to pulling if we consider the
limitations of magnetic field sources. We find that a helical propeller generally
becomes preferable to pulling with field gradients as microrobot size decreases or
as the distance from the magnetic field sources increases. Consequently, helical
propulsion will likely be the best choice for in vivo applications. However, the
design of hardware that realizes the theoretical possibilities of helical propulsion
remains a challenging problem.
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Abstract. To increase the maximum payload, the joint arrangement of the Stewart

platform type leg mechanism for a biped walking vehicle is optimized by a dynamic

simulation and a real-coded genetic algorithm. Using effective joint arrangement, the

maximum RMS (root-mean-square) value of the current will be able to be reduced.

A new prototype of a biped walking vehicle, WL-16RIV, was developed by using the

optimal joint arrangement method. Weight saving in some parts was also conducted.

Through walking experiments, the maximum RMS value of the current was reduced,

and the maximum payload was increased. The effectiveness of the proposed method

was confirmed.

1 Introduction

The barrier-free concept has been disseminated in order to allow elderly and
disabled wheelchair users to be self-reliant and lead an active social life. How-
ever, realizing the barrier-free concept is very expensive and complex through
infrastructure improvements alone. Therefore, we have developed some biped
locomotors, WL-15 (Waseda Leg - No. 15), WL-16, WL-16R, WL-16RII and
WL-16RIII, which have 6-DOF parallel mechanism legs [1, 2]. This robot con-
sists of two legs and a waist and is capable of walking independently, with an
unladen weight of about 60 kg. Using this robot, we studied the way to apply
the biped walking robot to a mobile base. In November 2003, using WL-16, the
world’s first of a dynamic biped walking while carrying a human was realized.

The final goal of this research is to build a biped walking wheelchair having
locomotion and mobility equivalent to a human being. We believe that a biped
walking wheelchair is a viable solution in barrier-free engineering that is much
more effective and low-cost than infrastructure improvements.

Research on walking robots for practical use [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] has included lo-
comotion modules able to carry human beings such as the “Walking Chair”

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 169–178.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Waseda Leg - No. 16 Refined IV: (a) WL-16RIV carrying a human; (b) DOF
configuration

[6], “My Agent”” [7], the Toyota Personal Robot and “i-foot” [8]. An electric
wheelchair, “iBOT”, that negotiates stairs and slopes is commercially available
[9]. These solutions have their drawbacks, however, which we believe are over-
come by WL-16RIII. Although “iBOT” is set for completion as one suitable style
of locomotion system for riders, its objective does not include operation within a
narrow environment, full of non-traversable items, such as a Japanese traditional
house. Moreover, there are certain problems linked to its mechanism, such as the
need for a rigid stair rail to ascend and descend stairs, and the inability to move
sideways. Through limited information obtained on “i-foot”, the unladen weight
is revealed at 200 kg, although the payload is 60 kg, making it too heavy for a
human-living environment.

This paper describes the optimization design of the leg mechanism of WL-
16RIV newly developed. The optimization method consists of a dynamic simu-
lation of motor torque and a genetic algorism, and has been done for increase
of maximum loading capacity. The effectiveness of the optimization is confirmed
through various experiments using developed WL-16RIV (Fig. 1 (a)).

2 Problems of Former Hardware

Figure 1 (b) shows the DOF configuration of WL-16RIII we have developed.
All of our former prototypes named WL-15, WL-16, WL-16R and WL-16RII
are basically designed based on this same DOF configuration. The design of all
linear actuators is the same.

Figure 2 shows the RMS (root-mean-square) value of motor current of our
latest prototype WL-16RIII during walking computed as follows:
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Irms =

√

∫ T

t=0
I2dt

T
(1)

where Irms is the RMS value, I is the motor current and T is the length of the
walking time period.

As shown in Fig. 2, Link No.2, 5, 6 and 9 have relatively high current. Al-
though there is a little difference between various walking patterns, these four
motors especially heat up during long time walking experiment. The maximum
payload of this robot depended on these motors’ permissive temperature. This
is because the load of the linear actuator concentrates in certain links. In this
research, the new pelvis and foot which realize the joint arrangement that the
load of each links is averaged were designed with an inverse dynamic simulation
and a genetic algorism.
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Fig. 2. RMS value of motor current of WL-16RIII during walking with 50 kg load.
The walking cycle is 0.99 s/step

3 Inverse Dynamic Simulation

The leg mechanism of our robot is designed based on the Stewart Platform, and
for the inverse dynamics computation, we used the method using the virtual
open-loop kinematic chain and Jacobian matrix [10].

On the change of the constraint such as the support leg switching, the method
using the virtual linkage to express the discontinuous constraint was employed.

3.1 Inverse Dynamic Simulation

Inverse dynamics computation consists of following four steps.

1. Motion pattern is generated beforehand [2].
2. All joints of the parallel mechanism are virtually disconnected, and the driv-

ing force of each joint needed for the virtually disconnected kinematic chain
to do the same motion as the original connected kinematic chain are obtained
by Newton-Euler method.
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3. On the generalized coordinate system, generalized driving force is computed
with the driving force of the all joints of the virtual open-loop kinematic
chain and Jacobian of the joint angle of the virtual open-loop kinematic
chain.

4. Jacobian of the joint angle of the original kinematic chain is computed, and
the driving force of the original mechanism from generalized force and this
Jacobian.

3.2 On the Double Support Phase

In the double support phase, the constraint force is not specified because the
internal force acts between both feet. It should be a problem to do dynamic
simulations.

But in this research, the length of the double support phase is extremely
shorter than that of the single support phase, and the effect of the internal force
to the RMS value is considered as small enough. Therefore, we use the following
simple condition:

• No internal force acts.
• Constraint force acting on each foot is distributed depending on the ratio of

the distance between the center of the foot and the ZMP.

3.3 On the Friction Loss

It is necessary to consider the effect of the friction loss of the linear actuator to
compute the motor current from the driving force.

From the results of the preliminary experiments, it can be said that the effect
of the friction does not depend on the velocity. Therefore simple Coulomb friction
model is used.
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stamping. The walking cycle is 0.99 s/step
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3.4 Exp erimental Results

Figure 3 shows the comparison between the theoretical and experimental value
of the motor current during stamping. Although there are certain difference of
the peak and delay, it can be said that the almost correct value is obtained
through this simulation.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of RMS value. Although there are some linear
actuators with large error, almost correct tendency is simulated.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of RMS value with 50 kg load: (a) Walking forward. The walking
cycle is 0.99 s/step and the step length is 200 mm/step; (b) Ascending a stair. The
walking cycle is 5.76 s/step and the stair height is 180 mm

4 Optimization Using Genetic Algorithm

By using the described dynamic simulation and a genetic algorithm, the position
of the upper joint on the pelvis and the lower joint on the foot plate is optimized
to minimize the maximum RMS value of the motor current during walking for-
ward carrying 50 kg load with the step length of 200 mm/step and the walking
cycle of 0.96 s/step.

Following constraints of the joint position are installed:

• All of upper joints locate on the same one plane. All of lower joints also locate
on the one plane.

• Arrangement of 12 upper joints on the pelvis is left-right symmetry, and
arrangement of 6 joints of each leg is front-rear symmetry.

• Arrangements of the lower joints on the each footplate are the same. Ar-
rangement of 3 joints of each foot is front-rear symmetry. Thus, inner side
joint is located on Y axis.

Therefore as a result, the planar position of the upper 3 joints, the planar
position of the lower 1 joint and the position on the line of the lower 1 joint are
the independent parameters.

As an optimization method, we used Real-Coded Genetic Algorithm [11]
with Minimal Generation Gap [12] as the generation alternation model. As the
crossover method, Simplex Crossover [13] is used.
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The computation method of the fitness value is as follows.

4.1 Evaluation Function

As the evaluation function f , following function is used.

f = Irmsmax × Nmax (2)

where Irmsmax is the maximum RMS value among all motor during walking and
Nmax is the maximum rotational speed among all motor during walking.

Installation of the Nmax prevents from taking the parameter that needs ex-
tremely high motor rotational speed.

4.2 Penalty

There are lots of cases which cannot be used to the real design although they have
high fitness value. These cases include the problem of movable range, collision
and so on. It is necessary to consider these cases into the fitness value.

So in this research, the selection is done by the subtraction of the penalty
value from the fitness value of the individual when the design problem occurs.
The list of used penalty is as follows:

• Collision between the links
• Stroke overrun of the linear actuator
• Movable range overrun of the joint
• Collision between the leg and stairs

These penalties have large value to make the penalized individual not to be
selected. In addition, following penalties are used:

• Area of base of the pelvis
• Area of base of the footplate

These penalties are used for prevention of the robot’s size becoming too large.
As the fitness value g, following function is used.

g =
1

f
− p (3)

where p is the penalty value.

4.3 Optimization Results

Figure 5 (a) shows the transition of the maximum fitness value of the generation
in the optimization computation by using described method. Figure 5 (b) and
(c) show the joint arrangements obtained by using this method. It can be seen
that the positions of the upper joints move forward and backward. The outside
lower joints move outward.
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Figure 6 shows the comparison of simulated RMS value between previous and
optimized arrangement during walking forward with 50 kg load. It is clear that
the maximum RMS value (Link #5 and 6) has been reduced although relatively
low RMS value (Link #3 and 8) has been increased. Thus, the effectiveness of
the new design is confirmed in simulations.

5 Experimental Tests

5.1 New Hardware WL-16RIV

New prototype WL-16RIV with new pelvis and footplates redesigned based on
the joint arrangement as shown in Fig. 5 was developed. Table 1 shows the
specifications of WL-16RIV.

Through the weight saving of the upper joint mounts, the lower joint yokes,
the outer tubes of the linear actuators and the electric wires, the weight of the
robot was trimmed for 3 kg. The total weight of the robot including the passenger
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Table 1. Specifications of WL-16RIV

Height 1300 mm
Unladen Weight 60 kg

Link Mechanism Stewart Platform
DOF 6DOF x2

Actuator 150 W DC Servo Motor + Ball Screw

seat and handling unit was trimmed for 8 kg through the weight saving of these
units. The photograph of WL-16RIV is shown in Fig. 1 (a).

5.2 Walking Experiment Carrying 50 kg Load

For the comparison of RMS value between previous and new hardware, walking
experiments carrying 50 kg load were conducted.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the RMS value of forward walking and
ascending a stair with 50 kg load. From these figures, it is clear that the RMS
value of the links which have previously low RMS value (Link #3, 4, 7 and 8)
is increased, and the value of the links which have previously high RMS value
(Link #2, 5, 6 and 9) is reduced.

As a result, the maximum RMS value among all the links has been reduced
for about 15%. This means the maximum payload of WL-16RIV is increased.

5.3 Walking Experiment Carrying 75 kg Human

The weight of previous prototype WL-16RIII is 76 kg including 10 kg passenger
seat and 8 kg batteries, and the maximum payload using passenger seat is 50
kg. This means that the total weight as one walking system is 126 kg.
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Fig. 7. RMS value of motor current with previous and optimized arrangement with
50 kg load: (a) Walking forward. The walking cycle is 0.99 s/step and the step length
is 200 mm/step; (b) Ascending a stair. The walking cycle is 5.76 s/step and the stair
height is 180 mm
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Fig. 8. WL-16RIV walking carrying a 75 kg human. The walking cycle is 0.96 s/step
and the step length is 200 mm/step

Considering that the maximum RMS value among all links has been reduced
for about 15%, the total weight as one walking system can be increased by 18
kg. Moreover, considering that the weight of the passenger seat and the handling
unit has been trimmed for 8 kg, the maximum payload of WL-16RIV should be
increased by 26kg more than that of W-16RIII. Therefore walking experiment
carrying 75 kg man was conducted, and successfully completed. (see Fig. 8)

Through these results, the effectiveness of the new design is confirmed.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this research, the joint arrangement of the Stewart Platform type leg mech-
anism to reduce the maximum RMS value of the motor was optimized by using
the inverse dynamic simulation and Real-Coded Genetic Algorithm. The new
prototype of the biped walking vehicle WL-16RIV with the joint arrangement
obtained by proposed method was developed. Through the experiments, the
maximum payload was increased and the effectiveness of proposed method was
confirmed.

Our next goal involves the study on the optimization of the joint position
along Z axis. The development of the motor cooling system to increase the max-
imum payload should be also effective. Moreover, to achieve a biped wheelchair
sufficient for practical use, we will continue to study various mechanisms and
control methods in terms of stability, safety and cost reduction.
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Abstract. In this paper we examine some of the current trends in building robots

capable of self-assembly, self-reconfiguration, and self-organization, and we describe two

new approaches to creating programmable matter. We explain the notion of building

robot shapes by self-dissasembly, the process of “sculpting” a desired shape from a

connected block of robotic modules by removing units, and discuss lessons learned with

a robot system capable of self-disassembly. We also describe the notion of incorporating

passive components such as rigid bars in the body of a modular robot and lessons

learned from the development of a first system prototype.

1 Introduction

Programmable matter is achieved when a collection of robotic modules that are
physically connected have the ability to respond to the request of creating a
goal shape autonomously. The notion of a group of connected modules capable
of autonomous structural geometric changes can be viewed as a synthetic com-
putational approach to exploring how cells differentiate to form new objects such
as legs, hands, or tools.

This line of research has grown from the 1990 paper that describes the con-
cept of a cellular robot system [1] to a significant community that has achieved
important landmarks [2], ranging from capable hardware systems [3–9] to effec-
tive algorithms [10–15] and far-reaching applications [16, 17]. A recent survey
of accomplishments and challenges within the field of self-reconfiguring robotics
is given in [2]. This line of research is grounded in the observation that a robot
designed for a single task may perform that task well but it will perform poorly
on a different task in a different environment. For tasks in unstructured envi-
ronments where it is hard to say ahead of time what the robot will have to do
and when it will have to do it, it is better to use robots that can change shape
because this gives the robot versatility. The robot can take whatever shape is
best for the locomotion, manipulation, or sensing needs of the given task, in
other words the Bauhaus philosophy, form follows function, applied to robots.
We would like to have robot capabilities that allow a robot to grow a third hand,
a long neck, or the right-size hammer on demand.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 179–187.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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Over thepast twodecades, programmablematter hasbeenassociatedwithmany
projects aimed at creating self-assembling, self-reconfiguring, self-replicating, and
self-organizing machines. The success of these projects rested on the convergence
of innovation in hardware design and materials for creating the basic building
blocks, information distribution and programming for interacting with the mod-
ules, control to achieve a desired goal-shape, and dreams to imagine the application
possibilities.

Many hardware devices and supporting control (often hardware-specific) for
implementing these behaviors and algorithms for controlling them have been pro-
posed [2]. The capabilities of each proposed system were determined inherently
by the sensing, actuation, connection, and communication resources available
within the basic module. Programmable matter with general self-organization
and self-reconfiguration needs modules that incorporate some type of actuation,
connection, sensing, computation, and communication. Point-to-point communi-
cation enables distributed control and decision making. In these systems modules
will autonomously switch from one shape to another shape and the mechanism
by which they can accomplish this is provided by the actuation system of the ba-
sic unit. Most proposed robots rely of rotation. Systems that rely on translation
and scaling have also been proposed. Programmable matter with self-assembly
capabilities (i.e. synthesizing a shape out of the given modules once) does not
require actuation for relative motion. In these systems actuation is often pro-
vided by an external force, such as gravity, vibration, or fluidic motion. The basic
module requires the ability to make connections, compute, and sense. Commu-
nication to neighbors enables these system to break the subassemblies that will
not lead to the goal into components. Extrapolating, we can imagine building
systems with communication, computation, and sensing capabilities only. These
systems fall broadly in the space of sensor networks. However, a passive element
capable of some type of communication/signaling is a smart building block that
can interact and combine with robotic modules to achieve a different class of
programmable matter.

In this paper we examine two new approaches to creating programmable mat-
ter. We describe how to create shapes by self-dissasembly and how to incorporate
passive components in the body of a robot. The first extension brings a novel
robust approach to control and opens new directions for miniaturization. The
second extension increases the strength and range of shapes and opens new di-
rections for creating large systems. We present our first results that demonstrate
the implementation of these concepts on hardware devices.

2 Self-assembly by Disassembly

Creating robotic systems and smart objects by self-disassembly has one main
advantage over existing approaches by self-assembly. Self-disassembling sys-
tems entail a simple actuation mechanism (disconnection) which is generally
easier, faster, and more robust than actively seeking and making connections.
The trade-off is three-fold. First, self-disassembling systems must start from a
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pre-assembled structure of modules. In our work, this block is assembled man-
ually, but this process can be automated using mechanical fixtures. Although
this process requires some additional effort, assembling the initial block, (due
to its regularity), is easier than immediately forming the more complex goal
structure. As additional modules are brought into contact with the initial block,
the modules already present provide a rapid and reliable means of alignment.
Furthermore, until a module is aligned with its neighbors, it remains unbound
and free to continue moving. With the help of external environmental forces, it
may even be possible for unbound modules to self-assemble an initial block of
material. The second trade-off associated with actuation by disconnection is that
external forces must be employed to remove unwanted material from the system.
Often, these forces can be found in the surrounding environment. For our proto-
type, we used gravity to pull unnecessary modules away from the final structure.
Third, unlike most self-assembling system, self-disassembling systems, because
their only method of actuation is disconnection, cannot reconfigure themselves
without jettisoning other modules.

2 .1 Hardware Issues

The hardware challenges in making a robot module capable of self-dissasembly
include choosing a module shape that can pack a 3D space, making strong con-
nectors that can switch themselves on and off reliably, developing an effective
point-to-point communication system, and packaging the required computation,
storage, communication, sensors, batteries, and motors in the smallest possi-
ble unit. An additional challenge is incorporating some form of actuation that
gives the final shape mobility. Since the modules are likely to be connected via
flat surfaces, making flat actuators capable of providing relative motion without
sacrificing the support role of the connection remains an open goal.

2.2 Algorithmic Issues

The algorithmic challenges in controlling self-disassembly are centered on col-
lective and efficient decision making. How do we communicate effectively the
goal shape to the system without propagating the full shape description to each
module in the system? Propagating the full shape description would require a lot
of communication time and bandwidth. It is important to treat communication
as a resource to be minimized because it remains a bottleneck for uncertainty
and error in these systems. Another important question is how do modules de-
cide collectively who is part of the goal shape and who is not, without knowing
the complete description of their initial configuration? Given a solution to this
question, how do modules decide the order in which to chisel themselves from
the initial structure to avoid collisions among each other and jamming. We wish
to ensure that all the modules that need to be discarded end up being ejected.
The solution depends on the external force used to separate the pieces. Gravity
may be used as such a force; however, directional control may be necessary to
ensure the the entire chiseling task is complete.
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Fig. 1. (Left) An open module shows all of its major components. Each contains
two microprocessors, connection mechanisms, infrared emitters and detectors, an ac-
celerometer, a tilt switch, and batteries. Each cube is totally self-sufficient. (Right)
A 15 module Dog was constructed out of a 27 module block. Note that during self-
disassembly the original block was suspended using a magnet. The excluded blocks fell
off the structure.

2.3 Experimental Prototype

Figure 1 shows the Miche module prototype [7] we developed for self-assembly by
disassembly. Each module contains the resources necessary for autonomous oper-
ation: processing capabilities, actuation mechanisms, communication interfaces,
and power supplies. The modules are built from six distinct printed circuit boards
that interlock to form a rigid structure. Two groups of three circuit boards each
are soldered together to form the two halves of a cube. These two halves then
mate using two friction-based electrical connectors so that the cubes can be eas-
ily disassembled for testing and maintenance. When completely assembled, each
cubic module is 1.8 inches on a side and weighs 4.5 oz. As shown by an open mod-
ule in Figure 1, all electronic components are surface mounted on the top side
of the boards so that when assembled into cubes, all components reside on the
inside. The only pieces of the system mounted externally are three steel plates
that form half of the magnetic connection mechanism. Individual modules bind
to each other using switchable permanent magnet assemblies, hereafter referred
to as Magswitches. These assemblies are produced by Magswitch Technology, Inc.

This system is controlled in a distributed way to achieve the desired shape.
The system uses point-to-point communication to transmit all the date and co-
ordination information. This is a customized communication system that mini-
mizes the data transfer. We have achieved this optimization algorithmically by
developing an efficient information distribution algorithm for the goal shape and
for the control coordination. Instead of transmitting the global information to
all, we compute the connectivity structure and use map that structure into mes-
sages that convey to each module in the structure only what it needs to know.
This includes the module’s coordinates within a global system, the message se-
quence and destinations it needs to forward for control, and information about
its in/out status with respect to the final shape.
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2.4 Lessons Learned

This first robot prototype has demonstrated the concept. The next big step
is miniaturization. We wish to define integrated assembly processes to create
robots on a chip. The robot on a chip will require innovations in the design of
connectors and power for the modules. Instead of magnets, key-and-lock, and
grasping mechanisms (the current standards) we look toward electrostatic forces
and MEMS-style connectors that might provide with something resembling a
programmable electronic version of velcro. The miniaturization of the basic robot
module also requires new approaches to powering them. Recent advances in wire-
less transfer energy schemes could be part of the answer, along with algorithmic
efforts to minimize energy utilization. Algorithmic optimizations are key at this
scale. Deterministic approaches are unlikely to give real-time performance. Sta-
tistical and entropy-drive distributed methods should be explored to generate
more effective solutions.

3 Self-assembly: Passive and Active Modules

Integrating passive components in a modular robot brings some important ben-
efits. As a concept, it enables the robot to integrate raw materials from its
surrounding world into its body–a tiny step toward the vision of robots that can
build themselves from scratch. The integration of structural components into the
body of a modular robot gives the system more structural rigidity and a broader
range of possibilities for the body geometry. For example, 2 3DOF Shady3Ds
[9] will form a 5DOF linkage when the modules are linked directly and a 6DOF
arm when the modules are linked with a rigid bar.

3.1 Hardware Issues

Each robot module must be capable of connecting to other robot modules or
to a class of raw materials. We wish for the individual robot module to have
sufficient actuation capabilities to be dynamic relative to the constructed robot
structure. The module’s individual DOFs should provide the global structure
with local and global motion. The hardware challenges in making a robot module
capable of integrating with passive parts include choosing a shape that can
be meshed with raw materials, making connectors that can provide force and
torque closure grasps of raw materials, developing a sensing and communication
system that enables the robots to find the raw materials, and packing the other
required computation, storage, communication, sensors, batteries, and motors in
the smallest possible unit. An additional challenge is incorporating some form
of actuation that gives the final shape mobility.

3.2 Algorithmic Issues

The algorithmic challenges in making robot systems capable of integrating raw
materials within their bodies are centered around task completion, adaptation,
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and scalability. Ultimately, the robot system must be able to acquire the informa-
tion necessary to complete the robot task. This information may come from com-
plex computation processes, modeling, sensing, or communication. The nature
of these systems is heterogeneous and their decision making has to be adaptive
to demand and availability of robot modules and raw materials. These systems
are distributed systems with complex dynamics with many control inputs that
should steer globally and robustly the system dynamics with local interactions
and be tolerant to perturbations. The self-organization goals of such a system
can be driven robustly and scalably as a stochastic process. There has been
considerable research in decentralized control as a metaphor for natural and
engineered swarming, flocking, and group behavior [18, 19]. This body of work
assumes local information only; however the models of the agent dynamics and
their surroundings are assumed to be exact. Conversely, adaptive control focuses
on controlling systems whose dynamics are not known to the controller [20, 21].
Controllers collect information as the system evolves identifying system dynam-
ics simultaneously. What is needed is an algorithmic theory that bridges between
these two disciplines to design algorithms for adaptive group self-organization
and reorganization that are provably stable, use only local information, and have
only limited information of the environment provided by local sensing; and (2)
how to automatically create probabilistic proofs of correctness.

3.3 Experimental Prototype

Shady3D [9] is a 3DOF robot capable of autonomously grasping passive bars,
grasping other Shady3D modules, and moving on trusses. It moves by grasping a
truss element and using its rotating degrees of freedom to pivot about the grasping
point. The overall shape of the robot resembles a stick (See Figure 2). It is com-
posed of two rotating g r ip p e r s linked by a two-part a r m . Each gripper can grasp
and release a truss bar by closing and opening its paddles. Each gripper is con-
nected to the arm by a rotating joint (the gripper joint), which enables the gripper
to align with a truss in various orientations. The two sides of the arm are connected
by another rotating joint (the middle joint), which creates a relative angle between
the directions of the two grippers. The robot includes proprioception sensors and

Fig. 2. A prototype for the Shady3D module and the concept of self-assembly with
Shady3D and rigid bars.
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environmental sensors, on-board computation (provided by the Gumstix Linux
miniature computer, Robotstix board, and custom-built motor control boards),
and on-board power (provided by four 3.7V, 750mAh Polymer Li-ion batteries).
The robot’s dimensions are 250mm× 80mm× 133mm and its weight is 1.34kg.

The raw material Shady3D can use are rigid bars graspable by Shady3D.
The bars are augmented with 2 LEDs (and include the battery and circuitry
to operate them.) The LEDs embed a simple communication capability in the
otherwise passive bars to signal the position of the grasping points to the robot,
distributing the grasping intelligence between the robot and the object.

Multiple Shady3D robots can connect to one another using passive bars to
form a larger active structure. The robots become smart joints in the self-
assembled structure: they can actuate the structure to travel, bend, twist, and
self-reconfigure. We have developed self-assembly algorithms for creating and
controlling meta-modules out of Shady3D units and bars. One particular type
of useful self-assembly is a 6DOF 3 link robot arm that consists of two 3DOF
Shady3D units and one bar. The bar provides structure to the arm and also
increases the number of DOFs from a maximum of 5, which would be the result
of directly connecting 2 robot modules, to 6. An n-link arm can be constructed
to match the reachability requirements of the workspace. The self-assembled
arms are dynamic–the individual Shady3D DOFs can be used to move the en-
tire assembly to a different location by distributed control of an inchworm-like
gait. The control of the self-assembled structures relies on distributed protocols
for information flow and actuation. Forward kinematics, inverse kinematics, and
pick and place have been implemented.

3.4 Lessons Learned

This first robot prototype demonstrated the concept. Next, we need to improve
the rigidity of the individual components. Since these system relies heavily on
grasping, evaluating the division of work between computation and planning be-
tween the raw materials and the of programmable matter with passive and active
parts. At one end of the spectrum is relying on computer vision, supported by
other exteroception sensors to identify, grasp and manipulate inert raw mate-
rials. At the other end of the spectrum is working with raw materials that are
engineered with tags and beacons that can range in their computation, sensing
and communication capabilities from sensor network nodes to an RFID tag. A
“smart” component can contain information about its shape and properties to
help guide the reach and grasp operation. Once constructed, other important is-
sues concern how the structure can self-modify and move. It is possible to think
about the active components in the structure as smart robotic joints that pack-
age together computation, sensing, and control and can deliver a broad range
of movement capabilities. Controlling the movement of structures with many
degrees of freedom and hyper-redundant structure robustly is a significant chal-
lenge. Proprioception, which denotes sensing of compliant joint motions and joint
forces/torques, holds the promise of robust coping with uncertainty in low and
variable impedance systems and underactuated robots. Proprioception augments
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environment sensing with minimalist noise-free information about the low-level
system behavior. At a high level, information flow schemes for communication
and coordination that control the system to reduce entropy are likely to lead to
effective implementations of global pose control and task-directed control.

4 Summary

We reviewed the research challenges in developing programmable matter out
of modular robots. We proposed two new approaches to programmable matter
to miniaturize and strengthen the modular structures. We described some first
prototypes and supporting algorithms and lessons learned towards creating the
next generation of successful programmable matter systems.
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Visual Object Tracking Using Positive and Negative 

Examples 

Toshikazu Wada 

Faculty of Systems Engineering, Wakayama University  

930 Sakaedani, Wakayama, 640-8510, Japan 

Abstract. This paper presents a robust and real-time object tracking method in image se-

quences. Existing visual object detection and tracking algorithms usually use apparent features 

of target object as a model. Those algorithms detects objects by thresholding the similarity or 

the dissimilarity measure with the model. They sometimes fail to detect objects because of in-

adequate threshold. In this paper, we propose a method for detection and tracking using posi-

tive (object) and negative (non-object) models. This method does not require any threshold, 

because the object region can be detected just by comparing the similarities or dissimilarities 

with positive and negative models. If we employ distance as a dissimilarity measure, the prob-

lem can be formalized as a nearest neighbor (NN) classification problem. We first show an 

example of NN classification based color object detection, which detects multiple objects in 

real-time. Next, we extend the method to tracking. For this extension, we have to measure the 

distinctiveness of the object, because the detected object by the NN classification sometimes 

disappears. By finding the high distinctiveness image region around the tracked region in the 

previous image frame, we can keep tracking even if the object cannot be detected by NN clas-

sification. We implemented this method on an active stereo camera system and confirmed that 

video-rate detection and tracking as well as 3D position measurement can be realized just by 

using standard PC. 

1   Introduction 

Object detection and tracking are basic technologies for Computer Vision and both of 

them play important rolls in Robotics, e.g., pursuing moving object, tracking land-

marks, and so on. Existing visual object tracking algorithms usually use apparent  

features of target object as a model (for example [1],[2]). This model is utilized for 

computing the similarity or dissimilarity measure with input images. For the detection 

of the object, we have to threshold the measure. However, if we use a loose threshold, 

non-object regions may be detected as object regions. On the contrary, if we use a 

strict threshold, object region may not be detected. This ends up a parameter control 

problem. 

For avoiding this stale dead-end, we formalize this problem as a classification prob-

lem, which classifies the inputs to positive (object) or negative (non-object) classes.  

While many classification methods have been proposed, the most flexible classifier is 

to classify the data by comparing the similarity or dissimilarity measures with the closest 

positive and negative samples. This is called the nearest neighbor (NN) classification. 
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In this paper, we first propose a color-based pixel-wise target detection method 

based on NN classification. While the method is designed for pixel-wise color classi-

fication, these methods can be extended to arbitrary feature vectors. The pixel-wise 

NN classification can be implemented as a table look up algorithm for acceleration, 

where the classification results are stored in the look up table (LUT) a priori. 

The NN classifier produces alternative results, i.e., positive or negative. This is not 

enough for object tracking, because the tracking task is to find the most likely region 

where the tracked object exists. For this task, we have to have some metric represent-

ing the degree of similarity or dissimilarity with training samples. As an example of 

this measure, we propose “distinctiveness”, which can be regarded as a posteriori 

probability derived from the nearest neighbor criterion. This metric can be used for 

object detection as well as tracking. We developed object detection and tracking algo-

rithm based on color distinctiveness, which can also be generated by table look up. 

Based on this algorithm, we implemented an active stereo tracking system, which 

automatically detects and tracks moving objects having user specified colors by 

changing viewing directions. 

The organization of the rest of the paper is as flows: Target detection based on NN 

classification in Section2, Distinctiveness based detection and tracking is described in 

Section3, and concluding remarks in Section 4. 

2   NN classification Based Color Object Detection 

Nearest neighbor (NN) classifier is proposed by Cover et al. in 1967[3]. NN classifier 

finds the NN prototype to the input and simply classifies it into the class including the 

NN prototype. That is, the NN classifier does not use any pattern distribution models, 

and hence, it can adapt arbitrary pattern distributions. 

The most distinguishing property of the NN classifier from other classifiers is that 

its classification error is less than the twice of the Bayes error, when sufficient num-

ber of patterns are given. This property was proven in [3] for two-class case, and the 

proof was extended for multiple-class problem [4]. This means that the NN classifier 

is robust against the non-separable cases, which have non-zero Bayes error. 

Recently, Support Vector Machine (SVM)[5] and ADA boosting[6] are noticed as 

high performance classifiers. These classifiers share a common property, maximum 

margin classification, that is, the classification boundaries are determined so as to 

maximize the margin between the boundary and the nearest patterns. As shown in 

Figure 1, the NN classifier also creates partially linear maximum margin boundaries 

in original pattern space without using kernel functions (unlike SVM), weight coeffi-

cients of the training samples, or base classifiers (unlike ADA boosting). This means 

that NN classifier is robust against the additive noise less than the margin.  

The advantage of NN classifier over these classifiers is short training time. For ex-

ample, if we provide millions of training samples, SVM will consume weeks or 

months of learning time. Also, ADA Boosting consumes considerable time. However, 

the learning time of the NN classifier is less than a second, because it just stores train-

ing data. 

The drawback of this method is that NN classifier requires NN search, which con-

sumes considerable classification time. 
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Fig. 1. Nearest neighbor classifier and its classification boundary 
 

2.1   Color Competition 

The property of NN classifier can be summarized as “short learning time” and “long 

classification time”. However, the classification speed can be accelerated in the case 

of color object detection. Since the color space is quantized and bounded, LUT based 

NN classification can be employed. This method first classifies all possible colors, 

and the classification results are stored in LUT. By referring the LUT, input colors 

can be classified quickly.  
In the learning stage, we have to fill up all LUT elements by the classification results. 

This can be done by performing distance transformation in the color space starting 
from positive and negative colors, which consumes less than 15[ms] using Pentium4 
3G[Hz] PC. We call this color distance transformation color competition. 

2.2   Interactive Color Target Detection System 

By using the color competition algorithm, we have developed an interactive color 

target detection system, which can be retrained at any time by specifying positive 

and negative regions on the input image. An overview of this system is shown in 

Figure 2. 

The system was implemented on Pentium4 3G[Hz] PC. The system uses IEEE 

1394 camera SONY DFW VL-500. The size of LUT is determined as 128128128 ×× , 

because the LUT should be small enough to be stored in cache memory, and the noise 

level of this camera is measured more than 1 bit. The image size is 480640× . 

Since our system does not have any restriction on color space or gamma correction, 

we can control all camera parameters of this camera. The color space is YUV, be-

cause the camera outputs YUV 4:2:2 format images. 
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Fig. 2. Overview of our interactive color detection system 

 
The LUT update by color competition is performed whenever the user specifies 

positive or negative area. It consumes about 0.045 seconds. The elapsed time for color 

target detection is 10-12 milliseconds. This means we still have margin of 23-

21milliseconds for other processing. 

2.3   Experiments 

In the experiment, we compare the following methods by providing the same training 

colors. 

EM-2: Each target and non-target colors are represented by two Gaussians, and the 

LUT is generated by a posteriori probabilities generated by the Gaussians.  

EM-5: Each target and non-target colors are represented by five Gaussians, and the 

LUT is generated by a posteriori probabilities generated by the Gaussians. 

NN: Our method. 

In EM-2 and 5, Gaussians are estimated by EM algorithm, and a priori probabilities 

are assumed to be equivalent among the classes. 

Figure 3 shows the detection result of red and green LEDs mounted on RC car run-

ning on the floor. In this case, since the target area is very small, 59, 57, and 3199 

colors are sampled for red, green, and background training samples respectively. The 

elapsed time filling up the LUT is 6.7 seconds, 16.7 seconds, and 0.045 seconds by 

EM-2, EM-5, and NN methods respectively. 

In this case, because of the motion blur, the LED colors are mixed with the back-

ground color. As a result, the target colors are widely distributed in the color space. 

However, we cannot specify large number of training samples. For such data, EM-2 

and EM-5 estimates odd shaped color distributions shown at the bottom line in Figure 

6. These estimations of color distributions produce numbers of false positive detec-

tions. On the other hand, NN method can detect the target without any false positive 

detection. 
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Fig. 3. LED color detection results (Top, from left to right: Detection Result using EM-2,  

EM-5,NN) (Middle: Magnified image)， (Bottom, from left to right: LUT used for EM-2, EM-

5,NN) 

3   Color Distinctiveness Based Object Tracking 

While the above mentioned method can be applied to target detection problem, it can-

not be applied to tracking problem. This is because the tracked object may not be  

detected in some cases. Detection is to detect target pixels for each image frame; how-

ever, tracking is to find the most likely region that tracked object may exist. For the 

tracking task, we need a continuous measure representing two factors; similarity with 

the object colors and dissimilarity with the non-object colors. 

3.1   Color Distinctiveness 

These two factors can be integrated by the framework of Bayes rule. 

Suppose that the similarity and dissimilarity of a color c can be represented as 

probability density functions (PDF) ( | )tp Ωc  and ( | )np Ωc . Then, the posteriori 

probability can be represented as  

( ) ( | )
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Fig. 4. Color distinctiveness image 

 

Here we employ the following PDFs: 

1
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where 
tS and

nS  represent target and non-target color sets, ( , )SNN c represents the 

most closest color to c  within S , and ( , )d x y  represents the distance between x  and 

y . By substituting these PDFs in Equation(2), we obtain: 
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( , ( , )) ( , ( , ))
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+

c NN c
c c
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This value represents a posteriori probability that color c  belongs to
tΩ . We call it 

color distinctiveness. 

Figure 4 shows an example of color distinctiveness image, which consists of color 

distinctiveness values as pixel values. 

The color distinctiveness has the following properties:  

• It takes 0.5 at NN classification boundary. 

• Target colors classified by NN classifier take the values over 0.5. 

• Non-target colors classified by NN classifier have values less than 0.5. 

• Every target sample color has value 1. 

• Every non-target sample color has value 0. 

These facts imply that the color distinctiveness can be utilized for tracking as well as 

detection. That is, we can detect pixels having over 0.5 distinctiveness value, and by 

(a)input image            (b)trained area 

target non-target 

             (c) distinctiveness image 
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finding pixels having high distinctiveness values around previously detected target 

area, we can realize target tracking. 

In addition, the color distinctiveness can also be computed in real-time using LUT. 

3.2   Fitting Gaussian to High Distinctive Area 

For the tracking, we have to aggregate the detected or tracked pixels within an image 

using a target area model. Note that the model is not utilized for representing target 

shape but for surrounding high-distinctiveness pixels. In other word, target shape in-

formation is necessary for separating the target from background; however, the target 

is already separated in distinctiveness image. 

For the aggregation, we employ Gaussian distribution model, where the mean posi-

tion and the covariance matrix are computed from distinctiveness values. For the 

computation, we use a window ( )W x
2( )R⊂B centered at ( , )x y=x  for representing 

search area of the target, where ( )XB represents the power set of X . For estimating 

the target translation, we iteratively compute the local mean value of distinctiveness 

image ( )D x  starting from an initial position (1)
x : 

( )

( )

( ) ( )

( )( 1)

( )

( )

( )

( )

i

i

i i
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i

W
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=
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x x x
x
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.                                     ...(4) 

This computation should be iterated until ( )i
x  converges.  

After m-th iteration, the covariance matrix can be estimated as: 
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By using ( )m
x  and Σ , the window is updated as:  

( ) ( ) 1 ( )( ) { | ( ) ( ) }m m T m
W K

−
= − Σ − <x x x x x x ,                    ...(6) 

where K  is a constant value. 

3.3   Performance Evaluation 

Figure 5 shows detection and tracking results by using NN color target detection and 

color distinctiveness based tracking. From this comparison, we can notice the pro-

posed tracking method is effective under varying lighting conditions. 
Figure 6 shows a comparative experiment with well-known method, mean-shift 

[7]. Since mean-shift algorithm uses Bhattacharyya coefficient between target color 
histogram and histogram obtained in the elliptical region, it becomes unstable while 
tracking a single colored object. This is because such object has a peaky color histo-
gram and the coefficient decreases quickly by slight color shift. Our method,  
however, measures color distances, slight color shift causes slight decrease of distinct-

iveness, which will not affect the tracking result.  
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Fig. 5. Comparison between color target detection (top) and Gaussian fitting to distinctiveness 

image (bottom). 
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Fig. 6. Comparison with Mean-Shift (top) and Color Distinctiveness tracking (bottom). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7. Comparison between Updating Template Matching (top) and Color Distinctiveness 

tracking (bottom). 
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Figure 7 shows another comparison with updating template matching under tex-

tured lighting. As shown in this figure, template matching is easily trapped by the tex-

ture caused by the lighting. On the other hand, color distinctiveness tracking can keep 

tracking under this severe condition.  

3.3.1   Extension to Stereo 
Since color distinctiveness images can be quickly generated by using LUT and the 

computational cost of Gaussian fitting is also low, we can easily realize video-rate 

tracking using a single standard NTSC camera. Furthermore, this algorithm enables 

real-time stereo tracking using a single standard CPU. 

The advantages of stereo tracking are two folds: 

• Stabilization by mutual compensation between two individual tracking results. 

• Stabilization using depth information. 

The mutual compensation can be realized by reducing the DOF of the Gaussian mod-

els. That is, ( )m
x  and Σ have 5 DOF in total, and hence, 10 DOF Gaussians will be the 

most simple model for stereo tracking. However, this 10 DOF model is for independ-

ent tracking. For introducing mutual compensation, we have to reduce the DOF. As-

suming that our stereo is rectified parallel stereo with a short baseline, we can reduce 

the DOF to 6: 

Without reducing the generality, we can assume the base line is parallel to horizon-

tal ( x ) axis. Then the vertical target positions of left and right images ( )m

Lx , 

( )m

Rx should be coincide. Also, the covariance matrices can be approximated as the 

same, because the apparent shape of the target should be almost the same. As for the 

vertical positions ( )m

Ly and ( )m

Ry , these can be unified to ( ) ( )1/ 2( )m m

L Ry y y= + . Also the 

covariance matrices 
LΣ and 

RΣ can be unified to 1/ 2( )L RΣ = Σ + Σ . Hence, the DOF 

can be reduced to 6. 

A comparative experiment results are shown in Figure 8. In this experiment, the 

label color of a plastic bottle is specified as target color. As shown in this figure, the 

10 DOF tracking becomes unstable when the label is occluded; however, the 6 DOF 

stereo tracking is successful because of the mutual compensation. 

The depth information can be utilized for constraining the apparent size of the ob-

ject, assuming that the size of the 3D object does not change.  

It can be shown that the size of the elliptical window in Equation (6) is propor-

tional to
2 det( )K Σ . From the fact that the apparent size and the squared depth 

2
d is inverse proportional, we can say that 

2 2 det( )d K Σ  should be constant while 

tracking an object. i.e.,  

2 2 2 2det( ) det( )t t t t t td K d Kδ δ δ+ + +Σ = Σ                           ...(7) 

From Equation (7), when we specify a target at 0t = , the 
t

K  can be represented as: 

0 0
4

0

det( )

det( )
t

t t

d
K K

d

Σ
=

Σ
.                                            ...(8) 
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Fig. 8. Comparison between 10 DOF tracking and 6 DOF tracking. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Effectiveness of size constraint (variable thresholding). 
 

 

This variable thresholding stabilizes the tracking, especially when two similar 

color objects get closer as shown in Figure 9. In this Figure, two red balls get closer 

and apart from each other. If we don’t use variable thresholding (size constraint), a 

big ellipse surrounding two balls is drawn. However, if we use it, the ellipse sur-

rounds initially tracked ball even when two ball touches on the image.  

4   Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a metric “color distinctiveness” derived from NN classifi-

cation criterion using positive and negative samples. This metric can be easily com-

puted and utilized for object detection as well as tracking. For the tracking, we also 

proposed a Gaussian fitting based algorithm, which is extended to real-time stereo 

tracking system. In this extension, we introduced some techniques further stabilizing 

(a)10 DOF                                  (b)6 DOF 

ｔ 

  (a)Without size constraint          (b)With size constraint 

left rightleft right
ｔ
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the tracking. The proposed algorithms can be widely applied to indoor scenes; how-

ever, detection and tracking under drastic illumination changes are still challenging 

problems. 
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Summary. Motion estimation from stereo imagery, sometimes called visual odometry,
is a well-known process. However, it is difficult to achieve good performance using
standard techniques. We present the results of several years of work on an integrated
system to localize a mobile robot in rough outdoor terrain using visual odometry, with
an increasing degree of precision. We discuss issues that are important for real-time,
high-precision performance: choice of features, matching strategies, incremental bundle
adjustment, and filtering with inertial measurement sensors. Using data with ground
truth from an RTK GPS system, we show experimentally that our algorithms can track
motion, in off-road terrain, over distances of 10 km, with an error of less than 10 m
(0.1%).

1 Introduction

Estimating motion from an image sensor is an appealing idea - a low-cost, com-
pact and self-contained device based on vision could be an important component
of many navigation systems.1 One can imagine household robots that keep track
of where they are, or automatic vehicles that navigate on- and off-road terrain,
using vision-based motion estimation to fuse their sensor readings in a coherent
way. These tasks are currently entrusted to various types of sensors - GPS and
inertial measurement units (IMUs) are the primary ones - that can be costly in
high-precision applications, or prone to error: GPS does not work indoors or un-
der tree canopy, low-cost IMUs quickly degrade unless corrected. Visual motion
estimation can be a method for estimating motion in is own right, and also as a
complement to these more traditional methods.

We are interested in very precise motion estimation over courses that are many
kilometers in length, in natural terrain. Vehicle dynamics and outdoor scenery
can make the problem of matching images very challenging. Figure 1 shows two
successive images from an outdoor scene, with Harris corners extracted. Note
the lack of distinctive corner features that are normally present in indoor and
urban scenes – most corners in the first image are not found in the second.

In this paper, we present a state-of-the-art system for realtime VO on rough
terrain using stereo images (it also works well in indoor and urban scenes). The

1 Support provided by DARPA’s Learning Applied to Ground Robots project.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 201–212.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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system derives from recent research by the authors and others on high-precision
VO. The most important techniques are:

• Stable feature detection. Precise VO depends on features that can be tracked
over longer sequences. Standard features (Harris [11], FAST [19], SIFT [14])
can exhibit poor performance over some offroad sequences. We present a new
multiscale feature (named CenSurE [3]) that has improved stability over both
outdoor and indoor sequences, and is inexpensive to compute.

• Incremental sparse bundle adjustment. Sparse bundle adjustment (SBA) [9,
24] is a nonlinear batch optimization over camera poses and tracked features.
Recent experiments have shown that an incremental form of SBA can reduce
the error in VO by a large factor [9, 16, 23].

• IMU integration. Fusing information from an IMU can lower the growth of
angular errors in the VO estimate [22]. Even low-cost, low-precision IMUs
can significantly increase performance, especially in the tilt and roll axes,
where gravity gives a global normal vector.

Our main contribution is a realtime system that, by using these techniques,
attains precise localization in rough outdoor terrain. A typical result is less than
0.1% maximum error over a 9 km trajectory, with match failure of just 0.2% of
the visual frames, on a vehicle running up to 5 m/s.

2 Visual Odometry Overview

Visual odometry estimates a continuous camera trajectory by examining the
changes motion induces on the images. There are two main classes of techniques.

D ense motion algorithms, also known as optical flow, track the image motion
of brightness patterns over the full image [5]. The computed flow fields are typi-
cally useful for obstacle avoidance or other low-level behaviors, and it is difficult
to relate flow fields to global geometry. One notable exception is the recent work
on stereo flow [6], which uses standard structure from motion (SfM) techniques
to relate all the pixels of two successive images. This research is similar to that
described in this paper, but uses dense pixel comparisons rather than features
to estimate motion.

Feature tracking methods track a small number of features from image to
image. The use of features reduces the complexity of dealing with image data

Fig. 1. Harris corner features in two consecutive outdoor frames. Only three matched
points survive a motion consistency test.
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and makes realtime performance more realistic. Broadly speaking, there are two
approaches to estimating motion. C ausal systems associate 3D landmarks with
features, and track the camera frame with respect to these features, typically in a
Kalman filter framework [7, 8, 21]. The filter is composed of the set of landmarks
and the last pose of the camera. These methods have not yet proven capable
of precise trajectory tracking over long distances, because of the computational
cost of using large numbers of features in the filter, and because the linearization
demanded by the filter can lead to suboptimal estimates for motion.

SfM systems are a type of feature-tracking method that use structure-from-
motion methods to estimate the relative position of two or more camera frames,
based on matching features [1, 2, 4, 16, 18]. It is well-known that the relative pose
(up to scale) of two internally calibrated camera frames can be estimated from 5
matching features [17], and that two calibrated stereo frames require just 3 points
[12]. More matched features lead to greater precision in the estimate - typically
hundreds of points can be used to give a high accuracy. Figure 2 shows the
basic idea of estimating 3D point positions and camera frames simultaneously.
The precision of the estimate can be increased by keeping some small number
of recent frames in a bundle adjustment [9, 16, 23].

Fig. 2. Stereo frames and 3D points. SfM VO estimates the pose of the frames and
the positions of the 3D points at the same time, using image projections.

Ours is an SfM system, and is most similar to the recent work of Mouragnon
et al. [16] and Sunderhauf et al. [23]. The main difference is the precision we
obtain by the introduction of a new, more stable feature, and the integration of
an IMU to maintain global pose consistency. We also define error statistics for
VO in a correct way, and present results for a vehicle navigating over several
kilometers of rough terrain.

2.1 A Precise Visual Odometry System

Consider the problem of determining the trajectory of a vehicle in unknown
outdoor terrain. The vehicle has a stereo camera whose intrinsic parameters
and relative pose are known, as well as an IMU with 3-axis accelerometers and
gyroscopes. Our goal is to precisely determine the global orientation and position
of the vehicle frame at every stereo frame. The system operates incrementally;
for each new frame, it does the following.
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1. Extract features from the left image.
2. Perform dense stereo to get corresponding positions in the right image.
3. Match to features in previous left image using ZNCC.
4. Form consensus estimate of motion using RANSAC on three points.
5. Bundle adjust most recent N frames.
6. Fuse result with IMU data.

2.2 Features and Tracking

Distinctive features are extracted from each new frame, then matched to the
previous frame by finding the minimum zero-mean normalized cross correlation
(ZNCC) score to all features within a search area. ZNCC does not account for
viewpoint changes, and more sophisticated methods (affine transform [20], SIFT
descriptors [14]) could be used, at the expense of increased computation.

Restricting the search area can increase the probability of a good match. A
model of the camera motion (e.g., vehicle dynamics and kinematics for a mounted
camera) can predict where to search for features. Let C be the predicted 3D
motion of the frame j + 1 relative to frame j , with covariance Q . If q i is a 3D
point in the coordinates of camera frame j , then its projection q i,j+1 and its
covariance on camera frame j + 1 are given by:

q ij = KTCqi (1)

Qij = JQJ⊤. (2)

Here K is the camera calibration matrix, TC is the homogeneous transform de-
rived from C, and J is the Jacobian of qij with respect to C. In our experiments,
we use the predicted angular motion from an IMU, when available, to center the
search area using (1), and keep a constant search radius.

From these uncertain matches, we recover a consensus pose estimate using a
RANSAC method [10]. Several thousand relative pose hypotheses are generated
by randomly selecting three matched non-colinear features, and then scored using
pixel reprojection errors (1). If the motion estimate is small and the percentage of
inliers is large enough, we discard the frame, since composing such small motions
increases error. Figure 3 shows a set of points that are tracked across several key
frames.

2.3 Center Surround Extrema (CenSurE) Features

The biggest difficulty in VO is the data association problem: correctly identifying
which features in successive frames are the projection of a common scene point. It
is important that the features be stable under changes in lighting and viewpoint,
distinctive, and fast to compute. Typically corner features such as Harris [11]
or the more recent FAST [19] features are used. Multiscale features such as
SIFT [14] attempt to find the best scale for features, giving even more viewpoint
independence. In natural outdoor scenes, corner features can be difficult to find.
Figure 1 shows Harris features in a grassy area of the Ft. Carson dataset (see
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n

Fig. 3. Left: CenSurE features tracked over several frames. Right: CenSurE kernel of
block size n.

Section 3 for a description). Note that relatively few points are stable across the
images, and the maximum consistent consensus match is only 3 points.

The problem seems to be that corner features are small and vanish across
scale or variations of texture in outdoor scenes. Instead, we use a c enter-surround
feature, either a dark area surrounded by a light one, or vice versa. This feature
is given by the normalized Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) function:

σ2 ∇2G(σ), (3)

where G(σ) is the Gaussian of the image with a scale of σ. Scale-space extrema
of (3) are more stable than Harris or other gradient features [15].

We calculate the LOG approximately using simple center-surround Haar
wavelets [13] at different scales. Figure 3(b) shows a generic center-surround
wavelet of block size n that approximates LOG; the value H(x, y) is 1 at the
light squares, and -8 (to account for the different number of light and dark pix-
els) at the dark ones. Convolution is done by multiplication and summing, and
then normalized by the area of the wavelet:

(3n)−2 ×
∑

x,y

H(x, y)I(x, y). (4)

which approximates the normalized LOG. These features are very simple to
compute using integral image techniques [25], requiring just 7 operations per
convolution, regardless of the wavelet size. We use a set of 6 scales, with block
size n = [1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11]. The scales cover 3-1/2 octaves, although the scale dif-
ferences are not uniform. Once the center-surround responses are computed at
each position and scale, we find the extrema by comparing each point in the
3D image-scale space with its 26 neighbors in scale and position. With CenSurE
features, a consensus match can be found for the outdoor images (Figure 4).

While the basic idea of CenSurE features is similar to that of SIFT, the
implementation is extremely efficient, comparable to Harris or FAST detection
[3]2. We compared the matching ability of the different features over the 47K of

2 For 512x384 images: FAST 8ms, Harris 9ms, CenSurE 15ms, SIFT 138ms.
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Fig. 4. Matched CenSurE points across two consecutive frames. 94 features are
matched, with 44 consensus inliers.

Table 1. Matching statistics for the Little
Bit dataset

Harris FAST SIFT CenSurE

Fail 0.53% 2.3% 2.6% 0.17%
Length 3.0 3.1 3.4 3.8

Table 2. Loop closure error for different
features

Harris FAST SIFT CenSurE

Err 4.65 12.75 14.77 2.92
% 1.55% 4.25% 4.92% 0.97%

the Little Bit dataset (see Section 3). We tested this in two ways: the number
of failed matches between successive frames, and the average length of a feature
track (Table 1 second row). For VO, it is especially important to have low failure
rates in matching successive images, and CenSurE failed on just 78 images out of
the 47K image set (.17%). The majority of these images were when the cameras
were facing the sky, and almost all of the image was uniform. We also compared
the performance of these features on a short out-and-back trajectory of 150m
(each direction) with good scene texture and slow motion, so there were no frame
matching failures. Table 2 compares the loop closure error in meters (first row)
and as percentage (second row) for different features. Again CenSurE gives the
best performance in terms of the lowest loop closure error.

2.4 Incremental Pose Estimation

Estimating the most recent N frame poses and the tracked points can be posed
as a nonlinear minimization problem. Measurement equations relate the points
qi and frame poses Cj to the projections qij , according to (1). They also describe
IMU measurements of gravity normal and yaw angle changes:

gj = hg(Cj) (5)

∆ψj−1,j = h∆ψ(Cj−1, Cj) (6)

The function hg(C) returns the deviation of the frame C in pitch and roll from
gravity normal. h∆ψ(Cj−1, Cj) is just the yaw angle difference between the two

frames. Given a set of measurements (q̂ij , ĝj, ∆̂ψj−1,j), the ML estimate of the
variables Cj , qi is given by minimizing the squared error sum

min
Cj>n,qi

⎧

⎨

⎩

∑

i,j

ǫ⊤v Q−1
v ǫv +

∑

j−1,j

ǫ⊤∆ψQ−1
∆ψǫ∆ψ +

∑

j

ǫ⊤g Q−1
g ǫg

⎫

⎬

⎭

(7)
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Here the error terms are the differences between the measured and computed
values for a given C j , qi. Note that we have only specified minimization over Cj

for j > n, which holds the oldest n < N frames constant to anchor the bundle
adjustment. For the experiments of this paper, we used N = 9 and n = 6.

The IMU terms in (7) were introduced to show the optimal way to incorporate
these measurements. In our current experiments, we instead use a simple post-
filter that operates only on the latest frame (Section 2.5). Considering just the
first term, (7) can be linearized and solved by Taylor expansion, yielding the
normal equation

J⊤
q (x)Q−1Jq(x)dx = −J⊤

q (x)Q−1q(x), (8)

where x are the initial values for the parameters Cj>n, qi, q(x) are all the qij

stacked onto a single vector, Q is the block-diagonal of Q−1
v , and J is the jacobian

of the measurements. After (8) is solved, a new x′ = x+dx is computed, and the
process is iterated until convergence. Various schemes to guarantee convergence
can be utilized, typically by adding a factor to the diagonal, as in the Levenberg-
Marquadt algorithm.

The system (8) is very large, since the number of features is typically hundreds
per frame. Sparse bundle adjustment efficiently solves it by taking advantage
of the sparse structure of the jacobian. In our experiments (Section 3), SBA
can decrease the error in VO by a factor of 2 to 5 - this is the first large-scale
experiment to quantify error reductions in VO from SBA (see [23, 16] for smaller
experiments).

2.5 VO and IMU Fusion Using EKF

In this paper, we use VO to provide incremental pose estimation and the IMU
as both an inclinometer (absolute roll and pitch) and an angular rate sensor
(for incremental yaw). Translation estimates from VO are not corrected by IMU
but will benefit from the improved angular precision (see discussion on drifts in
Section 2). We fuse VO and IMU via loose coupling, in which each positioning
subsystem is taken as a pose estimator and treated as a black box. Pose infor-
mation from each device is fused in a second stage with simple, small-sized EKF
procedures. Loose coupling is suboptimal in the sense that the existing cross-
correlations between internal states of different devices are discarded. However,
we show that long term VO accuracy can be dramatically improved by just using
the simplest loosely coupled fusion with IMU information.

EKF Formulation

The EKF formulation is quite straightforward. To ensure continuity and dif-
ferentiability properties of the state vector, the vehicle’s orientation is encoded
with a quaternion, and the state of the vehicle is represented by the 7-vector
pose X = [x, y, z, a, b, c, d]⊤. Its Gaussian character is specified by the couple
{X̂, P} so that p(X) = N (X − X̂, P ), which is initialized to the null value
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{X̂ 0 = [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]⊤, P0 = 07×7}. We call k the filter time index, which
corresponds to the last SBA frame N. We systematically enforce quaternion
normalization and Euler gimbal-lock corrections whenever necessary.

We start with EKF motion prediction from VO. At each iteration of the filter,
we take the VO incremental motion Gaussian estimate {C∆, Q∆}, from frame
N − 1 to N , and use it for prediction via standard EKF.

Second we correct the absolute gravity normal by using the IMU as an incli-
nometer. Our IMU provides processed (not raw) information in the form of a
vehicle pose CIMU

k = [xk, yk, zk, φk, θk, ψk]⊤ (position, and orientation in Euler
angles). Accelerometers inside the IMU sense the accelerations together with
the gravity vector. Because accelerations have zero mean in the long term, these
readings provide absolute information about the gravity direction. The gravity
vector readings in the vehicle frame only depend on roll φk and pitch θk angles,
so we define the measurement equation (5) to be:

gk = hg(C
IMU
k ) =

[

φk

θk

]

. (9)

Its uncertainty G = diag(σ2
g , σ2

g) is given a large σg of around 0.5rad to account
for unknown accelerations. The Gaussian couple {gk, G} is then fed into the filter
with a regular EKF update.

Finally, we correct relative yaw increments by exploiting the angular rate
readings of the IMU. The measurement equation (6) for the yaw increment in
the IMU is trivial:

∆ψk−1,k = h∆ψ(CIMU
k−1 , CIMU

k ) = ψk − ψk−1 (10)

This yaw increment is added to the last filter estimate X̂k−1 (that has been
stored in the last iteration) to obtain a yaw measurement that is relative in
nature yet absolute in the form, hence adequate for a classical EKF update:

yk = hψ(X̂k−1) + ∆ψk−1,k (11)

where the observation function hψ(X) provides the yaw angle of the pose X . Its
noise variance is Yk = σ2

∆ψ∆t, with σ∆ψ the angular random walk characteristic

of the IMU (in rad/
√

s units), and ∆t the time lapse in seconds from (k − 1) to
k. The Gaussian couple {yk, Yk} is then fed into the filter with a regular EKF
update.

3 Experiments

We are fortunate in having large outdoor datasets with frame-registered ground
truth from RTK GPS, which is accurate to several cm in XY and 10 cm in Z. For
these datasets, the camera FOV is 35 deg, the baseline is 50 cm, and the frame
rate is 10 Hz (512x384), so there is often large image motion. We took datasets
from Little Bit (9 km trajectory, 47K frames) in Pennsylvania, and Ft Carson
(4 km, 20K frames) in Colorado, to get variety in imagery. The Ft. Carson dataset
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Fig. 5. Integrated errors for Roll (left) and X (right) estimates. All 200m long tra-
jectories (gray), their mean (blue), STD (green, shown at ±1σ from mean) and RMS
(red). Couples {Pitch,Y} and {Yaw,Z} behave similarly.

is more difficult for matching, with larger motions and less textured images. In
the experiments, we use only CenSurE features, which failed the fewest times
(0.17% for Little Bit, 4.0% for Ft. Carson).

3.1 VO Error Analysis and Calibration

We analyze VO-only drifts in order to provide useful odometry-like error statis-
tics. The odometry model consists of translation and angular errors over dis-
placement (m/

√
m and deg/

√
m), and angular error over rotation (deg/

√
deg);

we do not compute the latter because of lack of data. From the 9km run of the
Little Bit data, we select 100 sections 200m long, and integrate position and
angular drifts. Averaging then reveals both random walk drifts and determin-
istic drifts or biases (Fig. 5 and summary in Table 3). We observe a) a nearly
ideal random walk behavior of the angular drifts; and b) a linear growth of the
mean position drifts. This linear growth comes from systematic biases that can
be identified with uncalibrated parameters of the visual system. X drift (lon-
gitudinal direction) indicates a scale bias that can be assigned to an imperfect
calibration of the stereo baseline. Y and Z drifts (transversal directions) indicate
pan and tilt deviations of the stereo head. The angles can be computed by tak-
ing the arc-tangent of the drifts over the total distance. In Table 4 we show the
performance improvement of SBA – note the significant improvement in error
values.

3.2 Trajectories

The VO angular errors contribute nonlinearly to trajectory error. On the two
datasets, we compared RMS and max XYZ trajectory errors. In the case of
matching failure, we substituted IMU data for the angles, and set the distance
to the previous value. In Table 5, the effects of bundle adjustment and IMU
filtering are compared. Figure 6 has the resultant trajectories.

In both datasets, IMU filtering plays the largest role in bringing down error
rates. This is not surprising, since angular drift leads to large errors over distance.
Even with a noisy IMU, global gravity normal will keep Z errors low. The extent
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Table 3. VO errors (CenSurE, SBA, no IMU)

state mean STD derived calibration

deg/m deg/
√

m
φ -0.002 0.065 white noise: no info
θ 0.002 0.196 white noise: no info
ψ -0.003 0.145 white noise: no info

mm/m mm/
√

m
x -5.76 69 -0.58% baseline factor
y -11.1 59 0.63◦ stereo pan
z 11.9 34 0.68◦ stereo tilt

Table 4. STD values
for two VO methods (in
{deg, mm}/√m)

state no SBA SBA

φ 0.191 0.065
θ 0.243 0.196
ψ 0.230 0.145
x 99 69
y 73 59
z 44 34

Table 5. Trajectory error statistics, in meters and percent of trajectory

RMS error in XYZ Max error in XYZ

Little Bit VO No SBA 97.41 (1.0%) 295.77 (3.2%)
VO SBA 45.74 (0.49%) 137.76 (1.5%)

VO No SBA + IMU 7.83 (0.08%) 13.89 (0.15%)
VO SBA + IMU 4.09 (0.04%) 7.06 (0.08%)

Ft Carson VO No SBA 263.70 (6.9%) 526.34 (13.8%)
VO SBA 101.43 (2.7%) 176.99 (4.6%)

VO No SBA + IM U 19.38 (0.50%) 28.72 (0.75%)
VO SBA + IMU 13.90 (0.36%) 20.48 (0.54%)

ofXY errors depends on how much the IMU yaw angle drifts over the trajectory
- in our case, a navigation-grade IMU has 1 deg/hr of drift. Noisier IMU yaw
data would lead to higher XY errors.

The secondary effect is from SBA. With or without IMU filtering, SBA can
lower error rates by half or more, especially in the Ft. Carson dataset, where the
matching is less certain.
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Fig. 6. Trajectories from Little Bit (left) and Ft Carson (right) datasets.
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4 Conclusion

We have described a functioning stereo VO system for precise position estima-
tion in outdoor natural terrain. Using a novel scale-space feature, sparse bundle
adjustment, and filtering against IMU angle and gravity information, we obtain
an extremely precise positioning system for rough terrain travel. The system is
currently being integrated on a large autonomous outdoor vehicle, to operate as
an alternative to GPS/IMU positioning. The error statistics of the VO/IMU de-
scribed here are better than standard (non-RTK) GPS/IMU systems over ranges
up to 10 km.

Currently the system runs at about 10 Hz on a 2 GHz Pentium, with the
following timings: feature extraction (15 ms), dense stereo (25 ms), tracking (8
ms), RANSAC estimation (18 ms), SBA (30 ms), and IMU filtering (0 ms). We
are porting to a dual-core system, and expect to run at 20 Hz.

One area of improvement would be to integrate a full model of the IMU,
including forward accelerations, into the minimization (7). For datasets like Ft
Carson, where there are significant problems with frame-to-frame matching, the
extra information could help to lower the global error.
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Summary. This paper presents the Parameterised POMDP (PPOMDP) algorithm:
a method for planning in the space of continuous parameterised functions. The novel
contribution is an approach to transitioning parameterised beliefs using Monte Carlo
methods. By re-using prediction and observation calculations, the transition function
can be computed efficiently. An analysis of scalability suggests that the approach is
likely to scale to physically larger environments than algorithms which rely on an
underlying discretisation. Experimental results in a simulated robot navigation problem
show that the algorithm compares favourably with existing approaches.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with the problem of planning and acting in uncertain,
partially observable, continuous domains. In particular, it focusses on the task of
planning and acting for mobile robot navigation when a map of the environment
is available. Robot navigation problems are particularly challenging for planners
because they are inherently continuous, uncertain, and non-linear. However, the
ability to make good plans despite these conditions is fundamental to an au-
tonomous mobile robot’s ability to navigate reliably in real-world environments.

Problems involving sequential decision-making in partially-observable stochas-
tic domains are commonly modelled as Partially Observable Markov Decision
Processes (POMDP) [8]. Without direct access to the state, a POMDP agent
must make decisions based solely on the history of actions and observations. The
dominant approach to solving POMDPs involves using this history to maintain
a probability distribution, or belief, over possible states [7]. The POMDP can
then be viewed as an MDP, operating on completely-observable belief-states.

A number of POMDP solution methods, including the method described in
this paper, are based on value iteration [2]. Value iteration involves iteratively
building a value function, which represents the expected discounted cumulative
reward attainable from all possible belief-states. POMDPs for realistic mobile
navigation problems are difficult to solve in this way because their state, ac-
tion, and observation spaces are large and continuous. In particular, allowing
for arbitrary probability distributions over a continuous state-space implies an

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 213–223.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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infinite-dimensional continuous value function [9]. Since this generally cannot be
represented, approximations are required.

A common approximation is to discretise the state space, which is equiva-
lent to planning in the space of distributions which are piecewise-constant over
the areas defined by each discrete cell [8]. In contrast, the approach adopted
in this work is to plan in the space of continuous parameterised distributions,
and is referred to as a parametric POMDP approach (PPOMDP). In particular,
Gaussian distributions are used, parameterised by their mean and covariance.
While this approach was described in previously-published work [4], the contri-
bution of this paper is an improved transition function between parameterised
beliefs, based on Monte Carlo methods [16]. This improvement has similar time
requirements to previous work, and produces significantly better plans.

2 Related Work

Many POMDP solution methods assume a discrete state-space, allowing value
functions to be represented by a finite number of hyperplanes over belief-
space [7]. Point-based algorithms minimimse the number of required hyperplanes
by generating only those required to maximise the value at a discrete set of
belief-points [12][14]. As a recent discrete point-based POMDP algorithm with
code available online, Perseus [14] is compared to the algorithm proposed in this
paper in Section 6. A general problem for solution methods which discretise a
continuous state-space is that scaling to physically larger environments requires
an increase in the number of states. This increases both the dimensionality of
the belief-space and the complexity of transitioning beliefs.

The problems resulting from a high-dimensional belief space can be reduced
through the use of compression. One such approach is Roy’s AMDP algo-
rithm [13], which bears a strong relation to the algorithm presented here. AMDP
compresses distributions by representing them using their mean and entropy.
The important difference between AMDP and the work described in this paper
is that AMDP relies on an underlying discretisation. The scalability implications
of this difference will be discussed in Section 5.

Thrun represents beliefs as particle sets, allowing POMDPs with continuous
state, action and observation spaces to be solved [15]. Relative to Thrun’s ap-
proach, the approach advocated in this paper uses a compact representation
which allows beliefs to be compared extremely quickly.

The methods described so far in this section attempt to find a value function
from which a policy can be extracted. An alternative is to search the policy space
directly, assuming a restricted class of policies. Gradient-based policy search
methods can be applied to continuous-state problems (e.g. [1]), but can suffer
from the problem of local optima and low-gradient plateaus.

Another alternative is to apply a heuristic planning algorithm. A number of
heuristics begin with a solution to the underlying MDP, under the assumption
that the state is fully observable. The approach taken by MLS is to track the
belief state and act as though the maximum-likelihood state is true, essentially
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ignoring uncertainty [11]. We compare against this approach in Section 6. While
heuristics are fast to compute, they are incapable of making plans which consider
how uncertainty will evolve after multiple actions are taken.

3 POMDPs in Parametric Information Spaces

The PPOMDP algorithm plans in the space of continuous beliefs conforming to a
particular parameterisation. Since the value function is unlikely to be piecewise-
linear and convex (PWLC) in parameter-space, Fitted Value Iteration is used as
a solution method. This paper proposes the use of unimodal Gaussian distriubu-
tions. While unimodal Gaussians are unable to capture the precise shape of all
distributions which may occur, they provide a good balance between computa-
tional complexity and performance. Results will show that PPOMDP can pro-
duce good plans quickly, and that considering only unimodal Gaussians confers
a distinct advantage over decision-makers which do not account for uncertainty.
This section describes the mechanics of the approach in more detail.

3.1 POMDP Formulation

For simplicity of notation, the superscript + will be used to denote the next dis-
crete time interval. Formally, an MDP is defined by the tuple < X , U, T, R,x0, γ >,
where X is the state-space, U is the space of actions, T (x, u ,x+) = p(x+|x, u )
defines transition probabilities between states, R(x, u ) defines a reward function,
x0 is the initial state of the environment, and γ is a discount factor. The POMDP
formulation adds the following: Z is the space of observations, O(x+, u , z+) =
p(z+|x+, u ) defines observation probabilities, and c0 is the initial information
available to the agent.

At time k, the information available to a POMDP agent consists of the initial
information c0; all actions up to and including time k−1; and all observations up
to and including time k. This information will be referred to as the information
state (or I-state), denoted I. I can be seen as a point in the I-space I: the space
of all possible sets of available information [9].

In this paper it is assumed that the I-state is represented by a probabil-
ity distribution over state-space, or belief, denoted I(x). In order to main-
tain this distribution, an agent needs a belief transition function fI, such that
I+(x+) = fI(I,u, z+). For arbitrary probability distributions, fIcan be defined
using Bayes’ rule:

I+(x+) = Cp(z+|x+,u)

∫

x

p(x+|x,u)I(x)dx (1)

where C is a normalising constant.
An information-based reward function RIcan then be defined by integrating

R over state-space: RI(I,u) =
∫

x
R(x,u)dx. Given RI, the POMDP agent’s task

is to find the optimal information-based policy, π∗
I, specifying an action for every

possible I-state. The value of an I-state under this policy, Vπ∗

I
(I), is equal to the
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expected discounted cumulative reward attainable while acting according to that
policy. The Bellman equation [2] specifies this value recursively:

V π∗

I
(I) = max

u

[

RI(I,u) + γE
I+

[

Vπ∗

I
(I+)|u

]

]

(2)

3.2 Fitted Value Iteration

Fitted Value Iteration (FVI) [6] is adopted to solve Equation 2. The cen-
tral idea is to store values explicitly at only a relatively small number of
states, using a function approximator to approximate the value function for
all states in between. More formally, let B be a set of states of size |B|,
B = {IB,1, IB,2, . . . , IB,|B|}, and let ΨB be the set of explicit state-value pairs

ΨB =
{

(

IB,1, ψ(IB,1)
)

, . . . ,
(

IB,|B|, ψ(IB,|B|)
)

}

where ψ(IB,i) is the estimated value of the ith state in B. Let V̂ (I) denote the

current estimated value of any I-state I ∈ I. V̂ (I) is estimated using a function
approximator φB , based on the set ΨB: V̂ (I) = φB(I, ΨB)

The value of the ith state in B can then be estimated at time k from the
approximate value function at time k +1 by replacing the true value function in
equation 2 with its approximate version

ψ(IB,i) = max
u

[

RI(IB,i,u) + γE
I+

[

V̂ +(I+)|u
]

]

(3)

Fitted value iteration for a discounted MDP is guaranteed to converge for con-
vex function approximators [6]. Let λB(I, j) denote a weighting function defined
for the set B, which takes an arbitrary I-state I and the index j of a member of
B, and returns a weighting. Convex function approximation rules obey

φB(I, ΨB) =

|B|
∑

j=1

λB(I, j)ψk(IB,j) (4)

with 0 ≤ λB(I, j) ≤ 1 ∀j and
∑|B|

j=1 λB(I, j) = 1 [7]. This paper assumes the use
of convex function approximators, therefore it is assumed that φ is fully specified
by its weighting function.

For a fixed set of discrete actions and a convex function approximator, FVI
can be used to convert a large or continuous MDP to a discrete MDP with a
number of states equal to |B| [6][7]. Equation 3 can be manipulated to produce
a transition function between the discrete set of I-states in B:

T (IB,i,u, I+
B,j) =

∫

z+

p(z+|IB,i,u)λB(fI(IB,i,u, z+), j)dz+ (5)

The discrete I-state MDP transition and reward functions can therefore be
computed prior to commencing value iteration. Standard MDP solution methods
(such as brute-force value iteration [2]) can then be employed to solve the MDP.
In our experiments, solving the resultant MDP was computationally trivial in
comparison to converting the POMDP to a discrete I-state MDP.
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3.3 Converting to a Discrete I-state MDP

The material presented in this section results in Algorithm 1 for converting a
POMDP to a discrete I-state MDP. Algorithm 1 calls the algorithm distnOver-
Posteriors, which generates a set of posteriors by repeatedly sampling a future
state, sampling an observation from that state, then using fI to compute the
resultant posterior.

Intuitively, the two algorithms generate the dynamics of the environment in
belief-space from the underlying (known but unobservable) dynamics. For each
belief and action, distnOverPosteriors samples a set of possible posterior be-
liefs, while algorithm 1 maps those posteriors to nearby members of B using the
weighting function.

Algorithm 1. convertPOMDPToIStateMDP

1 T (IB , u, I+B) ← 0, ∀IB ∈ B , ∀u ∈ U , ∀I+B ∈ B

2 f ore a c h i ∈ 1 . . . |B |, f oreach u ∈ U

3 ∆ ← distnOverPosteriors(IB,i,u)
4 foreach l ∈ 1 . . . |∆|, foreach j ∈ 1 . . . |B|
5 T (IB,i,u, I+B,j) + = 1

|∆|λB(∆l, j)
6 end foreach j, l, u, i

4 Monte Carlo Belief Transition

distnOverPosteriors requires the belief transition function fI to be specified.
Previously-published results relied on a Kalman-filter-based belief update func-
tion [4]. While commonly used for belief tracking in EKF-based localisation and
mapping algorithms [5], an EKF-based belief transition function is unsuitable
for planning because it is unable to make use of information which would result
in a non-Gaussian posterior. For example, EKF-based localisers are generally
incapable of incorporating negative information. That is, they are unable to
incorporate the information obtained when expected observations are not ob-
served. This information can simply be ignored for localisation, however the
requirements for planning are more stringent: planners must be able to accu-
rately predict the likelihood of future observations if they are to plan for future
information gathering.

As an example, consider an uncertain agent which expects that if it remains
stationary, it is likely to observe a feature. If the feature is not observed and this
fact does not constrain the agent’s belief, the agent has no reason not to try the
same strategy on the next and subsequent iterations. The agent will only try
a different strategy if the lack of an observation modifies its belief, and hence
its expectation of future observation probabilities. The solution proposed in this
section is to formulate a particle-based belief transition function, and to show
how it can be calculated efficiently.
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4.1 A Particle-Based Transition Function

Equation 1 can be solved using sampling. Let Q denote a set of particles represent-
ing the current belief, where q j ∈ Q denotes the tuple < xj , wj >, and wj is the
weighting of the jth particle. The prediction step samples a new set of predicted
particles according to the process model, while the correction step re-weights each
particle according to the observation likelihood function, producing Q +.

Applying sampling techniques to transitions between parametric beliefs in-
volves the following steps: a) sample from I to produce a set of particles Q; b)
apply the action and observation to produce Q+; then c) estimate the parame-
ters of I+ from Q+. The final step will clearly be an approximation in general.
However, it will be shown that the approximation is sufficient to produce good
policies while keeping the dimensionality of the belief-space low.

This procedure can be computed efficiently by using the same set of predicted
particles both for generating future observations and for representing the predic-
tion. This is shown in Algorithm 2. The operation of Algorithm 2 is illustrated
in Figure 1, which shows a simple example involving an agent navigating in a
one-dimensional world, localising by sensing the distance to a wall.

Note that re-using the prediction in this way is likely to have a small effect
on the resultant posteriors. Strictly speaking, the set of particles used to gener-
ate the distribution over observations and the set of particles used to calculate
the posterior resulting from an observation should be independent. Using the
same set of particles for both enforces a relation between one particle and each
observation. This can be avoided by omitting the particle that generated the
observation from the set of particles representing that posterior.

Algorithm 2 can be optimised further under the following assumptions, both
of which are often true in robotics: (a) the likelihood function is a comparison of

Algorithm 2. particleBasedDistributionOverPosteriors(I,u)

1 ∆ ← ∅
2 foreach i ∈ 1 . . . N

3 sample a state x i from p(x |I )
4 sample a next-state x +

i from p(x +|x i, u)
5 sample an observation z +

i from p(z +|x+
i ,u)

6 end foreach i

7 foreach i ∈ 1 . . . N

8 Q+ ← ∅
9 foreach j ∈ 1 . . . N

10 calculate the likelihood w+
j = p(z+

i |x+
j ,u)

11 add q+
j =< x+

j , w+
j > to Q+

12 end foreach j

13 add I+ = calcParameters(Q+) to ∆

14 end foreach i
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Fig. 1. A simple one-dimensional example illustrating the mechanics of Algorithm 2
with only four particles.

expected and actual observations, and (b) the observation uncertainty is small
compared to the state uncertainty. Under these assumptions, the expected obser-
vation can be used in step 5 rather than a sampled observation. Remembering
this observation avoids the need to compute an expected observation for the
likelihood calculation inside the nested loop of Algorithm 2.

5 Scalability

Algorithm 2 is executed once for every belief-action combination, and makes a
nested loop over samples. It therefore scales according to O (|B ||U |N2).

There are strong parallels between the algorithm presented in this paper and
Roy’s Belief Compression and AMDP algorithms [13], which operate in the space
of restricted classes of distributions over discrete states. In order to transition
beliefs, they map to that underlying discrete space, transition the belief there,
then map back. Our approach is similar: we operate in a restricted class of para-
metric beliefs. In order to transition we map to the space of particles, perform
the transition, then map back.

An important distinction is that the particle-based PPOMDP algorithm does
not rely on an underlying discrete representation. The cost of transitioning a
belief over discrete states scales quadratically with the number of discrete states
(although this can be minimised using sparse matrix methods). Assuming the
observation space is represented with N samples, methods based on FVI and
an underlying discrete state-space therefore scale according to O(|B ||U |N |S |2).
The advantage of the algorithm presented in this paper is that the cost of each
transition is independent of the physical size of the environment, making it better
able to scale to complex real-world problems.
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6 Simulation Results

Experiments were conducted in modified versions of the simulated world used
in [4]. Four versions were used: the two worlds shown in Figure 2, scaled to either
20m×10m or 30m×15m. Since obstacles are used for localisation, navigation
becomes more difficult as the density of obstacles decreases or the size of the
world increases. Since results were found to be sensitive to the alignment of the
goal with discrete cells, all experiments were performed under four conditions:
with the centre of the goal located at (8, 7), (8, 7.5), (8.5, 7) or (8.5, 7.5).

(a) dense obstacles (a) sparse obstacles

Fig. 2. The continuous navigation environment. Obstacles are shown in black, and the
goal region is indicated by the dark cyan square in the central open area. The robot,
to the right of the hall, has four sensors which noisily detect the ranges to obstacles in
each of the four compass directions. The noisy outputs of the north and south sensor
ranges are shown.

Both the rules of the world and the continuous simulator used to evaluate
policies are identical to those used in previous work [4]. Briefly, the robot can
make small uncertain movements in arbitrary directions, but is blocked by obsta-
cles. The robot can make uncertain measurements of the distances to obstacles
using four range sensors, one pointed in each of the four absolute compass di-
rections. In addition, it has a sensor which registers collisions with obstacles.
The algorithm presented in this paper was compared against (a) the EKF-based
PPOMDP algorithm [4], and two discrete-state algorithms: (b) an MDP-based
algorithm (specifically MLS [11]), and (c) Perseus [14].

6.1 Algorithm Details

All algorithms considered a discretised action space consisting or 33 actions:
the agent can choose from 16 headings spaced equally over the range (−π, π],
combined with a distance of either one or two metres. The 33rd action is (dist =
0.1,heading = 0), allowing the robot to make small (noisy) motions in the
vicinity of the goal. All algorithms used the same filter for both belief propagation
during planning and for belief tracking during plan execution.

Both MDP and Perseus discretised the state space into 1m×1m cells. The
observation space and the discrete versions of the transition and observation
functions were as described in previous work [4]. Perseus used 10000 belief-
points, chosen by forward simulation of the model using random actions from
random initial conditions.
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PPOMDP represented beliefs as two-dimensional Gaussians with diagonal
covariance matrices, giving rise to a four-dimensional belief space. Belief points
were chosen on a regular grid. For a world of size x×y, the means of belief points
were chosen to lie on a regular (x + 1) × (y + 1) grid (in the centres of the cells
used by the discrete algorithms). The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
were discretised into six levels from 0.1 to 4.0 inclusive. Linear interpolation
using a Freudenthal triangulation [10] was chosen as a function approximation
scheme. The EKF-based version used the belief transition function described
in [4], while the particle-based version used Algorithm 2 to generate distributions
over posteriors, with N set to 50.

6.2 Results

The results are shown in Figure 3. The PPOMDP algorithm clearly produces ex-
cellent results on all four worlds, requiring significantly less time than Perseus. By
taking future and present uncertainty into account, it can out-perform the simple
MDP-based algorithm. Figure 3(c) shows that while the EKF-based PPOMDP
algorithm performs well in smaller worlds, its inability to incorporate certain
kinds of information seriously impacts on its performance in larger worlds. The
use of a particle-based transition function corrects this.
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Fig. 3. For the 30×15 sparse world, (a) compares the mean reward obtained by each
policy with the time required to generate that policy, for each goal location. Since
Perseus’s running time is dominated by value iteration, and a policy is available at each
step, plans improve over time. In contrast, PPOMDP’s running time is dominated by
conversion to a discrete MDP, before which no plan is available. The horizontal lines for
MDP and PPOMDP are simply to assist comparison. Each datapoint is the average
of 1000 episodes. (b) shows the mean reward per episode for each of the four goal
configurations on the 30×15 sparse world. From left to right, goal configurations are:
(8, 7), (8, 7. 5), (8. 5, 7) and (8. 5, 7. 5). Two results are shown for Perseus: the reward
obtained by the policy available when PPOMDP had completed (approximately 200s),
and the reward obtained by the policy available after 1000s. (c) shows the mean reward,
averaged over goal configurations, for each of the four worlds.
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7 Conclusion

This paper formulated a method for efficiently calculating a belief transition
function between parameterised beliefs, capable of incorporating negative in-
formation. By avoiding reliance on an underlying discretisation of the state-
space, the cost of each transition is independent of the physical size of an
environment. Experimental results using Gaussian beliefs showed that the ap-
proach compares favourably with existing algorithms. While space constraints
preclude further discussion, additional improvements have allowed the algorithm
to be implemented live on a challenging robot navigation problem in an urban
environment [3].
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Abstract. This article addresses SLAM and navigation frame using low-cost sensor systems as

a practical solution in an indoor environment. It is divided into three major modules accord-

ing to their functionality: 1) initial mapping by VR-SLAM (Vision and Range sensor-SLAM)

while exploring an unknown environment, 2) task-based navigation to guarantee safe motion un-

der dynamic environmental changes and 3) failure recovery to improve system reliability. These

modules work with a stereo camera, ultrasonic and infrared sensors combined. In this article, we

will describe the navigation frame, especially, focusing on VR-SLAM.

1 Introduction

A practical SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) and navigation solution

has become more important as mobile robot applications for an indoor environment

increase. The solution for such as home cleaning robots and service robots has to meet

the economic aspect of commercialization above all things, so using low-cost sensors

robustly under their large inherited uncertainty becomes a matter of primary concern.

Optical beacons of infrared light source [1, 2] are representative artificial landmarks

which effectively reduce the uncertainty and cost of the sensor system for the practi-

cal purpose of localization. However they have a major disadvantage that they require

advance installation and continuous maintenance. On the other hand, vision sensors

become more applicable to the practical SLAM in an unknown environment because

they are inexpensive and have relatively good cost/performance ratio. The vSLAM [3]

enabled localization and mapping using a single low-cost camera with SIFT (Scale In-

variant Feature Transform) features to generate a 3-D visual feature map and localize a

robot in the constructed map. Another vision-based solution [4] dealt with SLAM and

autonomous exploration problem using a robot equipped with a stereo camera. Though

the vision-only solution materialized a frontier-based navigation, it is difficult to avoid

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 225–236.
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obstacles rapidly than the range sensor-based navigation. Moreover, the vision sensor

itself is weak for illumination changes.

We would like to develop an integrated solution of SLAM and navigation using low-

cost onboard sensors for an indoor environment. For that purpose, we adopt concurrent

utilization of a stereo camera, ultrasonic and infrared sensors. It also aims at executing

reliable data association and failure recovery with those sensors, allowing a real-time

computation for a secure foundation of the practical solution. The proposed solution is

organized into three major parts.

First, initial mapping module makes the robot to build a feature map and simulta-

neously localize itself into the map, while exploring to cover the entire environment.

Namely, the robot carries out VR-SLAM (Vision and Range sensor-SLAM) with sonar

features [5] and visual planes [6] in a wall following manner with ultrasonic and infrared

sensors. It also constructs a grid map with the estimated robot pose and the filtered sonar

data by BC (Bubble Circle) constraint [8] in order to plan global motion for task-based

navigation.

Second, at task-based navigation module, the robot moves to a specific location and

executes continuous VR-SLAM, once the goal is assigned to fulfill its task. It includes

a path generation of modified A* algorithm as a global motion planner and a dynamic

obstacle avoidance of NVD (Navigable Voronoi Diagram) [9] as a local motion planner.

Finally, failure recovery module detects a kidnap situation or a failure in estimation.

Then, global localization based on MCL (Monte Carlo Localization) is executed with

wall following navigation until it restores the robot pose and its covariance matrix for

the task-based navigation.

The proposed modules have the following properties.

• It performs the SLAM estimation and navigation at the same time in a completely

unknown indoor environment with no human intervention.

• The SLAM estimation enhances complementary cooperation between the sonar fea-

tures of stable metric data for frequent update and the visual planes of excellent

discriminating ability for reliable data association.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of POSTECH navigation frame
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• The navigation stably copes with dynamic environmental changes using ultrasonic

and infrared sensors.

• It can improve system reliability due to the capability of detecting and recovering

from a failure in estimation during the task-based navigation.

2 Initial Mapping Module

2.1 VR-SLAM with Visual and Sonar Features

In this proposed module, the VR-SLAM (Vision and Range sensor-SLAM) method

works with point and line features [5] of ultrasonic sensors and visual planes [6] of a

stereo camera on the basis of EKF-SLAM framework. Moreover, the proposed method

can be used effectively in a local map framework, since both features have different

characteristics as landmarks. A local map is created by a set of sonar features because

they have high update frequency, and global consistency is maintained between the

local maps having their own visual plane by outstanding discriminant ability of the

visual planes.

The sonar features are extracted from sparsely sampled data of a fixed ring of 12

ultrasonic sensors. We use sonar footprints obtained from the current sensor data and

those of the previous few steps to prevent false range readings and angular uncertainty

of ultrasonic sensors. Two or more sonar footprints are associated with the geometric

models of lines and points of corners or edges. Then, the clusters of the footprints

become reliable sonar features [5].

The visual plane is defined as a virtual vertical plane which groups 3-D visual fea-

tures with a help of 2-D sonar line features [6]. A globally consistent map with the

visual planes can be obtained by their inherent advantages of reliable data association

and they can reduce the effect of the uncertain sonar features. The procedure to extract

the visual planes is explained as follows.

2.1.1 Salient Visual Features Extraction

1. Extracting visual features: For the visual plane, a salient visual feature is selected

by combining the advantages of multi-scale Harris corner and SIFT descriptor

(Fig. 2(a)). Our method offers repeatability and stability in wide baseline matching

because of its suitability for detecting the invariant corner-like features of objects

in an indoor environment [7].

2. Selecting features with metric information: We use a stereo camera because each

visual feature needs metric information instantaneously to be grouped along sonar

line features. After extracting visual features, visual features having reliable depth

range (z ≤ 4.0m) are chosen from the stereo camera (Fig. 2(b)).

3. Choosing stable features: Unstable features placed on the boundaries of a planar

element can adversely affect the formation of visual plane. They can be eliminated

by investigating depth discontinuity, which is feasible with the stereo camera. A

statistical method is used, which checks the standard deviation of the depth infor-

mation within a small sampling window (0.3m×0.3m) at each feature location.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Sequence of (a) Extracting multi-scale Harris corner and SIFT descriptor (yellow circles),

(b) Selecting features that have metric information (blue circles) and (c) Choosing stable features

(cyan circles)

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. An example of grouping visual features along a sonar line feature: (a) a sample image

with visual features and (b) a diagram of the grouping (red circles: grouped visual features, blue

triangles: ruled-out visual features, cyan line : one of the visual plane candidates parallel to a

sonar line feature)

2.1.2 Visual Plane Extraction

Every visual feature has its own 3-D distance acquired from a stereo camera system

while sonar line feature is expressed in 2-D space. For that reason, to group the visual

features, we assume that a vertical plane is located on the line feature and there can be

many candidates for a visual plane parallel to the vertical plane. Here, the sonar line

features can compensate a stereo matching with a low performance.

A sonar line feature, whose range r and angle θ are presented with respect to the

current robot coordinate, can determine the parallel candidates. The equation of a set of

the candidates is

[cosθ sinθ 0] [x y z]T = r +△ri, (1)

where △ri is an offset distance for each candidate i. Then the visual features are clas-

sified into corresponding planar candidates according to the distance from the visual

features to the candidates. If there is a plane which possesses the maximum number of

visual features, at least ten points close to the plane, then it becomes a good fit of the

visual plane (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4. A diagram for updating re-observed visual features and adding new visual features to the

old database

2.1.3 Database Generation with New Visual Plane

When the robot detects a new visual plane, it has to be augmented to state vector as a

landmark for SLAM. One arbitrary visual feature of the plane is selected as a represen-

tative point and then it works in SLAM as a point landmark.

Information about the new visual plane is also registered at a database for data as-

sociation as the robot navigates. The components of the database are 1) position with

respect to the image coordinate, 2) scale, orientation, descriptor vector, and 3) relative

3-D distance to the representative point for each visual feature within the plane. The

relative distance of visual features is required to update the position of every feature in

the plane and supplement features that the database does not include, when the plane is

re-observed.

2.1.4 Database Reinforcement with Re-observed Visual Plane

When the robot observes the visual plane again, by means of the same strategy as an

object recognition in [7], the robot can match an observed plane to the database. Basi-

cally, we use the RANSAC clustering based on the descriptor vectors of visual features

to recognize robustly the plane by retrieving the previously registered database.

As mentioned earlier, the old database has relative 3-D distance with respect to the

position of the representative point. After an observed visual plane is matched to the

old database, the relative state of the old database can be updated via the matched

(re-observed) points and then the unmatched (new) features can be added into the old

database by using a relation to the matched points. Consequently, it can increase the

chance of reliable data association and result in an improvement of the SLAM estima-

tion. Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of the reinforcement of the database.

In order to update the relative state, Xrel, j , and its covariance, Prel, j, of each visual

feature in the old database, Kalman update [11] is used. By applying the relative con-

sistency constraint between the matched visual features, HXrel, j = b, and measurement

covariance, R, we can obtain a constrained relative state, Xc
rel, j , and its covariance, Pc

rel, j

for the updated database.

Xc
rel, j = Xrel, j + K(b−HXrel, j) (2)

Pc
rel, j = Prel, j −KHPrel, j (3)

K = Prel, jH
T [HPrel, jH

T + R]−1 (4)
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Fig. 5. Reinforcement of database (left: old database, right: updated database with added new

features (green circles))

And, based on the updated visual features, we can add the unmatched features to

the database. In other words, 3-D distance (xi,yi,zi) of the unmatched features can be

reconstructed with respect to the robot coordinate of the old database with a help of

the matched features (Fig. 4). Then row and column position with respect to the image

coordinate of old database is updated via the camera model,

ri = vo + f
yi

zi

, ci = uo + f
xi

zi

(5)

where (uo,vo) is a camera center point in the image coordinate and f is a focal length

of the camera. The unmatched features can be included in the old database in this way

and it can make the database enriched incrementally as the robot moves (Fig. 5).

2.2 Grid Map Building

A grid map is a discretized field that converts a space to a spatial lattice. Each indepen-

dent cell of the field has the probability of occupancy, which is computed recursively

by the Bayes rule. The constructed map is indispensable for the global motion planning

in Sect. 3.1.

When we use low-cost ultrasonic sensors for the map building, filtering false-

reflected sonar readings such as specular reflection and multi-pass echo becomes more

essential. In both cases, namely, the problematic sensor readings have peculiarly long

ranges than their normal neighbor ones.

To filter out the problematic readings, we apply an adaptive constraint, called Bubble

Circle (BC) [8] constraint. It can effectively disregard the problematic readings if their

range values do not satisfy the BC constraint. The procedure of classifying the BCs is

as follows.

1. Sonar readings are converted to the points of reflection located at the center of each

sonar arc (center-line model) (Fig. 6(a)). Then, a circle whose diameter is the length

between a sensor point and the robot point can be formed. Accordingly, 12 circles

are formed by using the 12 sensor points and the robot point (Fig. 6(b)).

2. The Bubble Circle (BC) is selected as a circle that does not contain any other sensor

points inside it (Fig. 6(c)). Since the circle of abnormally long range reading always

contains other sensor points and can be discriminated from normal neighbor ones,

it can not be qualified as the BC.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Forming bubble circles: (a) 12 sensor points obtained from the center-line model, (b) 12

circles formed by 12 sensor points, and (c) bubble circles

3 Task-Based Navigation Module

3.1 Global Motion Planning

At the task-based navigation module, the major objective of the global motion planner

is to get a path to the goal point under a global world model (map) so as not to meet traps

or cyclic situations. In this solution, we propose a modified A* algorithm to overcome

the regenerating path problem under dynamic environmental changes. Basically, it gen-

erates a cost field (Fig. 7(b)) from the constructed grid map (Fig. 7(a)). The modified

parts of A* algorithm are following:

• Its search-routine is started from the goal in reverse order of the original A* algo-

rithm.

• Its search-routine is executed until examining all the cells of the grid map.

After the cost field is generated once, we can always obtain the path from anywhere

to the same goal point without regenerating the cost field. That means the local goal

around the current robot pose for the navigation can be easily acquired from the path

anytime, then it is forwarded to a local path planner.

3.2 Local Motion Planning

The local motion planner helps the robot to avoid static and dynamic obstacles using

current sensor information. It should adapt dynamic surroundings and guarantee a col-

lision free movement. To satisfy the condition, we propose a novel local motion planner

based on Navigable Voronoi Diagram (NVD) [9].

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. (a) Grid map and (b) A* cost field based on the grid map
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. Procedure of extracting the NVD: (a) 12 sensor points, (b) Augmented Voronoi Diagram,

and (c) Navigable Voronoi Diagram (green rectangles: vertices, black lines: edges, red dots: range

readings, blue dot: the robot position)

First, we express sonar range readings as a set of sensor points, P (Fig. 8(a)) based

on the center-line model (Sect. 2.2). Second, we add one point, pr, which represents

the robot position, to the given set, P. Then, the Augmented Voronoi Diagram (AVD)

is generated from all the given points (sensor points and robot point), Paug = {P, pr}
(Fig. 8(b)) in the same way of the the Voronoi Diagram (VD) [10], which consists of

the equidistant points to the two closest sensor points. Finally, from the AVD, we can

extract the Navigable Voronoi Diagram (NVD) (Fig. 8(c)) which denotes the Voronoi

Region around the robot point. The direction of the next heading is determined as the

direction of the candidate which minimizes a cost function [9] obtained from the NVD.

4 Failure Recovery Module

4.1 Failure Detection

Failure problems of localization mainly occur when the robot is kidnapped to an ar-

bitrary location or the estimated robot pose is diverged by false data association due

to dynamic obstacles. Basically, to detect the failure situation, the robot compares the

current sensor data with the landmarks of the feature map made by the initial mapping

module. When the failure occurs, inconsistency between the extracted features (i.e. vi-

sual planes or sonar line features) and the landmarks in the map arises. Therefore, we

can detect the failure occurrence if serial mismatches happen repeatedly.

4.2 Global Localization

After the failure is detected, global localization starts to recover the robot pose and its

covariance matrix. In this solution, the Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) of particle

filter is used for global localization.

After the initial particles are randomly distributed along the sonar line features, then

sampling, update and resampling are processed, recursively. To confirm that the parti-

cles converge with high weights, we use a quality measure, the entropy of normalized

weights. First, we decompose the space into some grid cells. Then, the entropy which

measures the uncertainty of the robot pose is computed by

H = −∑
s

Bel(s) log Bel(s), (6)
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where Bel(s) denotes the sum of all normalized weight of the particles included within a

cell, s. Additionally, we average the measurement likelihood values over the converged

particles to validate they are located at the correct robot pose. Thus, the terminating con-

dition for global localization, the low entropy and large average likelihood, means the

particles are converged correctly. After that, VR-SLAM starts again with the restored

robot pose and its covariance matrix obtained from the distribution of the particles.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Experimental Setup

We implemented the proposed solution with a Pioneer 3-DX (Fig. 9(a)) equipped with

12 piezo-electric ultrasonic sensors and a stereo camera. It also possesses 16 infrared

sensors facing the upper and lower direction obliquely (red arrows at Fig. 9(a)) to over-

come the limitations of 2-D sensor configuration. They prevent the robot from colliding

with obstacles (Fig. 9(b)) by measuring 2.5-D information around the robot. The robot

navigated with an average speed of about 0.2m/s at various indoor environments. By

reason of the limited description space, we will show experimental results in one of the

environments (Fig. 9(c)).

5.2 Results on Initial Mapping

The robot covered the area of 8.5m×7m with wall following exploration for the initial

mapping module. The feature map (Fig. 10(b)) resulting from the proposed VR-SLAM

has green point features and red line features of ultrasonic sensors, respectively. And

the estimated representative points of visual planes are shown as blue circles. The VR-

SLAM maintained the consistency of localization and map building by resolving the

false data association and divergence problem of an ultrasonic sensor-only algorithm

and overcoming both the low frequency of SLAM update caused by the computational

burden and the weakness to illumination changes of a vision-only algorithm. Since the

robot moved by sensor-based navigation (wall following), the real loops that the robot

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9. Experimental setup: (a) a hardware configuration, (b) examples of obstacle collision, and

(c) an experimental environment
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10. Results of initial mapping & task-based navigation: (a) the floor plan, (b) the feature

map, (c) the grid map, and (d) the cost field

moved should almost be the same. We can check the performance of the proposed algo-

rithm via the degree of the coincidence of the estimated loops. The difference between

two loops was bounded by 0.2 ∼ 0.3m in overall estimations. And the resulting grid

map (Fig. 10(c)) of the filtered sonar data was well built in accordance with the floor

plan of the environment (Fig. 10(a)), presenting the superior ability of the Bubble Circle

constraint to uncertain sonar data.

5.3 Results on Task-Based Navigation

The modified A* algorithm generated a cost field for the goal (upper left place) of the

navigation (Fig. 10(d)) based on the grid map (Fig. 10(c)). At the goal point, the cost

field had the global minimum value (the darkest area) over the environment. It means

that the robot can determine the path from anywhere of the environment to the goal. So

the proposed global path planner was able to replan the path to the goal immediately

when the path was changed to avoid moving persons or the environment itself was

changed.

5.4 Results on Failure Recovery

We set a kidnap situation intentionally during the above task-based navigation when

the robot was located around the goal. After 40 second navigation, the robot detected

inconsistency between the current feature information and the feature map (Fig. 10(b)).

Then the robot initialized particles with a help of sonar line features to run the global

localization (Fig. 11(a)). The estimated robot pose was presented on the map by the

weighted mean of all the particles. As the robot moved along the wall, the particles were
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11. Results of failure recovery: (a) particle initialization, (b) intermediate particle groups, (c)

converged particles, and (d) VR-SLAM

converged into four groups (Fig. 11(b)). After 80 second wall following navigation, the

particles were clustered into the correct robot pose as shown in Fig. 11(c). Finally, the

weighted mean pose and its covariance matrix of the distribution of the converged par-

ticles were transmitted to VR-SLAM (Fig. 11(d)) and the robot successfully continued

to finish the task-based navigation.

6 Conclusion

In this article, we propose an integrated solution of SLAM and autonomous navigation

for an indoor environment. 1) The environment is mapped by the VR-SLAM estima-

tion of both distinct visual planes and sonar features. 2) The solution has global and

local navigation strategies applicable to dynamic environmental changes. 3) When un-

expected events such as kidnap or failure in the estimation occur during the navigation,

it can overcome these failures effectively. The proposed solution adopts low-cost sen-

sors and the performance was verified by experiments in various indoor environments.
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Describing, Navigating and Recognising Urban

Spaces - Building an End-to-End SLAM System

Paul Newman, Manjari Chandran-Ramesh, Dave Co le, Mark Cummins,
Alasta ir Harrison, Ingmar Posner, and Derik Schro eter

Oxford University Mobile Robotics Research Group

Summary. This paper describes a body of work being undertaken by our research
group aimed at extending the utility and reach of mobile navigation and mapping.
Rather than dwell on SLAM estimation (which has received ample attention over
past years), we examine sibling problems which remain central to the mobile au-
tonomy agenda. We consider the problem detecting loop-closure from an extensible,
appearance-based probabilistic view point and the use of visual geometry to impose
topological constraints. We also consider issues concerning the intrinsic quality of 3D
range data / maps and finally describe our progress towards substantially enhancing
the semantic value of built maps through scene de-construction and labeling.

1 Introduction and Architectural Overview

This paper describes the techniques we are employing to build an end-to -end
SLAM system. To the best o f our knowledge at the time o f writing no group o f
researchers have built an embedded SLAM system capable o f repetitively and
reliably mapping la rge urban areas time and time aga in — this is our goa l. Our
concerns range from the low-level contro l o f sensors and filtering their output
through to perception, estimation and inference, longevity, introspection, lo op
closing , data management, so ftware architectures and up to semantic labeling o f
maps. In the spirit o f ISRR, we intend to provide the reader with a panorama
o f how these components work together and while do ing so , direct the reader
to more deta iled technica l accounts, and discuss their strengths and weaknesses
and, where applicable, any open questions.

The structure o f this paper is summarised by a wa lk-through of the ma jor
components o f our system with forward declarations o f the relevant sections. At
the heart o f the system are two database-like entities one o f which is concerned
with short-term memory and implements a publish and subscribe architecture
fo r a ll on-line pro cesses. The other provides a mechanism by which pro cesses
can sequester data fo r la ter use or search and retrieve data hours a fter it was
written. For example, the lo op clo sure detection module may want to retrieve
image data from many hours earlier. The entire system is driven by two principa l
sensors: a 3D laser scanner and a camera on a pan tilt unit (inter-changeable

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 237–253.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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with a stereo pair). Both sensors stream data to the long-term memory and
run-time notification server. We have adopted the Exactly Sparse Delayed State
formulation, as proposed by Eustice [12], as the core SLAM estimation technique
and this component is discussed further in Section 2. However good the SLAM
engine is loop-closure detection and prosecution will be an issue. Our loop clo-
sure detection component [11] is probabilistic and appearance-based and has an
extremely low false-positive rate; it is discussed further in Section 3. We have a
computer vision competency which, in this paper, we only use to impose loop
closing geometry on an in-error state vector — see Section 3.3. However nothing
about our architecture design precludes the use of vision as the only navigation
sensor. The SLAM estimation module produces a vehicle trajectory over time.
From this we are able to generate globally aligned point clouds of 3D laser data
(maps); see for example Figure 7 where the laser clouds have been coloured us-
ing registered images. At this stage we are able to run two high-level processes
which add value to the map. The first [7] is an analysis of the intrinsic quality
of the map in which a classifier is run over the globally aligned point cloud to
highlight regions that appear to possess implausible scene geometry - for exam-
ple overlapping walls. The second seeks to use the geometry of the point cloud
and the scene appearance captured in images to generate higher level labels for
the workspace, which we discuss further in Section 5.

2 Trajectory Estimation

We employ the Exactly Sparse Delayed State formulation as proposed by Eu-
stice [12] for online estimation of the vehicle trajectory. This inverse (sparse)
formulation is particularly suitable for exploration which induces a very thinly
connected pose graph. The filter is implemented in C++ and shows no notable
computational bottleneck over the workspace scales (one or two km) we are in-
terested in. Typically we end a SLAM run with a few thousand poses in the
state vector which makes the use of sparse linear algebra structures and solvers
imperative. Our numerical tool set is built upon the vnl library found with the
VXL vision software package.

2.1 From Impressions to Observations

We have taken care to make the central “SLAM Engine” domain neutral: it
knows nothing of computer vision, laser scanning or loop closing; it simply knows
about pose-graphs, optimisation routines and the existence of a sensor data
abstraction we refer to as a “scene impression”. Impressions are references (hash
keys) to persistent objects stored in long-term memory, typically images, stereo
depth maps or 3D laser clouds (both corrected and raw — see Section 4.1). Poses
have impressions attached to them as and when notifications of scene capture are
received. When it is required to derive the relationship between two or more poses
possessing compatible impressions, a suitable external process is forked. It is
this third-party executable that possesses the relevant specialisation to interpret
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Fig. 1. A portion of a trajectory and a rendered map. The quadrangle shown here
(around which the vehicle drives twice) is about 40 by 30 m. We choose to show
this part of the map in detail because it was more of a challenge than expected. The
buildings are visually very repetitive (which makes loop closure detection harder) and
for substantial periods of time all of the walls but one are out of range of the laser.
A consequence of this is that registrations immediately following a loop closure could
only be achieved using the vision system described in Section 3.3.

the impressions and return a rigid body transformation. This architecture was
motivated by the fact that our software base and sensor suite is constantly
changing and that having an ever-increasing volume of sensor interpretation and
management code in the central estimation framework is a software management
problem. It also means that a new sensor can be adopted with little change to
the code-base.

2.2 Non-linear Optimisation

While the information filter at the heart of the system provides excellent quies-
cent performance, when a large loop is unexpectedly closed we must take care
to handle the baked-in linearisations residing in the information matrix. What
is needed is a full non-linear optimisation over the whole pose graph [27]. At
completion of the optimisation the Hessian can be copied into the run-time in-
formation matrix and one can proceed as before. Again the moderate size of
the system (thousands of variables) dictates the use of sparse numerical tools.
We have implemented a sparse form of the common-place Levenberg-Marquadt
algorithm with a line-search to speed convergence1 in C++. This large-scale op-
timisation is at the time of writing the most fragile part of our system. The loops
we are closing are often very long and skinny and seem, from time to time, to
cause instabilities in the optimisation. We have had some success with the re-
laxation techniques proposed by Olson [22] but we have not been able to achieve
failsafe operation. We note that in the presence of long, loosely constrained
pose-graph loops a second pass is needed that considers not just the inter-pose
constraints but also the quality of the rendered map (typically millions of laser
points thrown at a G.P.U). Looking at the global picture, and equipped with

1 With thanks to Andrew Fitzgibbon for input on this.
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Fig. 2. Loop closure prosecution: in the top figure a loop closure is detected and im-
posed via a single constraint. The ensuing zipping operation binds previously unrelated
sections of the vehicle trajectory together.

a prior on what are likely point cloud properties (e.g. crispness when seeing
workspace surfaces) it should be possible to apply constraints over scales greatly
exceeding those over which, for example, scan matching or image alignment can
be directly applied. We discuss some of our current work on ensuring the fidelity
of the maps generated by our pose based system in Section 6.

2.3 Zipping

It is generally the case that for a large sparse pose graph, imposing a single loop
closing constraint does not yield a fully corrected trajectory. Look for example
at Figure 2, shown just after application of a single loop closure constraint. This
example is illustrative because it highlights the common situation in which the
loop closure advisory is not issued at the earliest possible moment, i.e. when
the vehicle starts its second loop around the quadrangle, but at some later time
when the probability of false loop closure given the input image sequence is
sufficiently small (see Section 3 for a discussion on our appearance-based loop
closure module). Immediately after loop closing we begin propagating an asso-
ciation wavefront out from the point of loop closure throughout the pose graph,
searching for new pairs of poses that following the loop closure application may
now be close enough to have their impressions matched to produce a new inter-
pose constraint. Every time a new pair is found the pose-graph is updated -
possibly by a complete relinearisation in the case of a substantial residual - and
the process continues until no further new pairings are discovered. The outcome
of this process is that portions of the trajectory become zipped together by a
mesh of inter-pose constraints as shown in the lower figure of Figure 2, resulting
in a greatly improved map.

3 Closing Loops with FAB-MAP

Loop closure detection is a well known difficulty for traditional SLAM systems.
Our system employs an appearance-based approach to detect loop closure – i.e.
using sensory similarity to determine when the robot is revisiting a previously
mapped area. Loop closure cues based on sensory similarity are independent of
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the robot’s estimated position, and so are robust even in situations where there
is significant error in the metric position estimate, for example after traversing
a large loop where turning angles have been poorly estimated.

Our approach, FAB-MAP (Fast Appearance Based Mapping), previously de-
scribed in [11], is based on a probabilistic notion of similarity and incorporates
a generative model for typical place appearance which allows the system to cor-
rectly assign loop closure probability to observations even in environments where
many places have similar sensory appearance (a problem known as perceptual
aliasing).

Appearance is represented using the bag-of-words model developed for image
retrieval systems in the computer vision community [25, 21]. At time k our
appearance map consists of a set of n k discrete locations, each location being
described by a distribution over which appearance words are likely to be observed
there. Incoming sensory data is converted into a bag-of-words representation; for
each location, we can then ask how likely it is that the observation came from
that location’s distribution. We also find an expression for the probability that
the observation came from a place not in the map. This yields a PDF over
location, which we can use to make a data association decision and either create
a new place model or update our belief about the appearance of an existing
place. Essentially this is a SLAM algorithm in the space of appearance, which
runs parallel to our metric SLAM system.

3 .1 A Bayesian Formulation of Location from Appearance

Calculating position, given an observation of local appearance, can be formulated
as a recursive Bayes estimation problem. If Li denotes a location, Zk the k th

observation and Z k all observations up to time k , then:

p(Li|Zk ) =
p(Zk |Li,Zk −1)p(Li|Zk −1)

p(Zk |Zk −1)
(1)

Here p(Li|Zk −1) is our prior belief about our location, p(Zk |Li,Zk −1) is the
observation likelihood, and p(Zk |Zk −1) is a normalizing term. An observation Z
is a binary vector, the ith entry of which indicates whether or not the ith word
of the visual vocabulary was detected in the current scene. The key term here is
the observation likelihood, p(Zk |Li,Zk −1), which specifies how likely each place
in our map was to have generated the current observation. Assuming current
and past observations are conditionally independent given location, this can be
expanded as:

p(Zk |Li) = p(z n |z 1, z2, ..., zn −1, Li)...p(z2|z1, Li)p(z1|Li) (2)

This expression cannot be evaluated directly because of the intractability of
learning the high-order conditional dependencies between appearance words. The
simplest solution is to use a Naive Bayes approximation; however we have found
that results improve considerably if we instead employ a Chow Liu approxima-
tion [8] which captures more of the conditional dependencies between appearance
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words. The Chow Liu algorithm locates a tree-structured Bayesian network that
approximates the true joint distribution over the appearance words. The approx-
imation is guaranteed to be optimal within the space of tree-structured networks.
For details of the expansion of p(Zk|Li) using the Chow Liu approximation we
refer readers to [11].

3.2 Loop Closure or New Place?

One of the most significant challenges for appearance-based loop closure detec-
tion is calculating the probability that the current observation comes from a
place not already in the map. This is particularly difficult due to the repetitive
nature of many real-world environments – a new place may look very similar to a
previously visited one. While many appearance-based localization systems exist,
this extension beyond pure localization makes the problem considerably more
difficult [13]. The key is a correct calculation of the denominator of Equation
1, p(Zk|Zk−1). If we divide the world into the set of mapped places M and the
unmapped places M , then

p(Zk|Zk−1) =
∑

m ∈M

p(Zk|Lm )p(Lm |Zk−1) +
∑

u ∈M

p(Zk|Lu )p(Lu |Zk−1) (3)

where we have applied our assumption that observations are conditionally inde-
pendent given location. The first summation is simply the likelihood of all the
observations for all places in the map. The second summation is the likelihood
of the observation for all possible unmapped places. Clearly we cannot compute
this term directly because the second summation is effectively infinite. We have
investigated a number of approximations. A mean field-based approximation has
reasonable results and can be computed very quickly; however we have found
that a sampling-based approach yields the best results. If we have a large set of
randomly collected place models Lu (readily available from previous runs of the
robot), then we can approximate the term by

p(Zk|Zk−1) ≈
∑

m ∈M

p(Zk|Lm )p(Lm |Zk−1) + p(Ln e w |Z
k−1)

n s
∑

u =1

p(Zk|Lu )

ns

(4)

where ns is the number of samples used, p(Ln e w |Z
k−1) is our prior probability of

being at a new place, and the prior probability of each sampled place model Lu

with respect to our history of observations is assumed to be uniform. Note here
that in our experiments the places Lu do not come from the current workspace
of the robot – rather they come from previous runs of the robot in different
locations. They hold no specific information about the current workspace but
rather capture the probability of certain generic repeating features such as foliage
and brickwork.

3.3 Loop Closure Geometry From Vision

While the system architecture is able to use both 3D laser and visual impressions,
we currently rely on the laser system for sequential pose-to-pose observations.
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Fig. 3. Detected loop closures shown in red using the probabilistic loop closer (from
[11]) described in Section 3. Loop Closures are plotted using low quality GPS data for
ground truth.

Problems arise immediately after a loop closure has been detected (see Section
3) where after km of driven path we cannot reasonably depend on the SLAM es-
timation to provide an initial guess for a scan match inside the ICP algorithm’s
convergence basin. Bosse et al. [3] in a recent work offered a smart approach
for global laser point scan alignment using circular convolution over a vector of
scene descriptors and integrated it into the Atlas framework. Our current im-
plementation of this approach worked the overwhelming majority of the time
but failed to produce correct alignments in some of the long narrow streets in
which we were operating. The issue here is that geometry of the environment
is impoverished and there is little salient geometry to firmly anchor registration
techniques. This issue motivates our work to retire the laser from use as a pose-
to-pose measurement sensor and use it only for 3D scene reconstruction. In its
place we should use visual geometry techniques which are now mature and swift
— see [16, 10, 20] for compelling expositions of what computer vision can offer
the mobile robotics community. At the time of writing we use visual geometry
to produce a rigid body transformation between two views in the absence of
a prior as and when loop closures are detected. While these are now standard
computer vision techniques, a degree of care must be taken to yield robust and
swift implementations (especially concerning the effects of lens distortion). The
procedure is as follows: P O I Detection: For large displacements, i.e. strong
perspective effects on the POI pixel neighbourhoods, we use the scale-invariant
Fast Hessian POI detector and SURF descriptors as proposed in [2]. Although it
allows us to establish correct correspondences, the estimation of the epipolar ge-
ometry fails in a number of cases. We believe this is due to the feature detector
being mainly “attracted” by distinctive regions rather than particular points.
As a consequence, the corresponding points do not refer to exactly the same
position in 3D. Errors can easily be as large as a few pixels. Establishing Cor-
respondences: The feature matching supports a restricted search range (useful
for small displacements), a threshold for the ratio between the second and first
maxima of the correlation function and a cut-off threshold (correlation values
below that threshold are discarded). Correspondences are only accepted if they
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form a clique, i.e. in both directions the corresponding point presents a maximum
of the correlation function. Additionally, correspondences are jealous — they are
discarded if more than one point has been assigned to the same corresponding
point. Geometry Extraction: Robust estimation of the two-view epipolar ge-
ometry is achieved via MLESAC [28] and the five-point algorithm [19] to extract
the essential matrix followed by a nonlinear optimization of the 3D projection
matrix based on the back-projection error, referred to as “The Gold Standard
Method” [14, page 285]. The essential matrix describes the epipolar geometry
between two calibrated views and once found it is decomposed into a 3D rotation
matrix and a translation vector (up to scale) describing the relationship between
cameras. Resolving scale: We now have a similarity transform (correct up to
scale) in Se3. The last step involves back projecting laser points (known depth)
via the lens distortion model into the image and finding associations with visual
features whose depth is known up to scale (by triangulation from two views).
The ratio of the two yields a scale factor which can be used to upgrade the
camera-to-camera transformation to a full, correctly scaled, Euclidean solution.

4 Map Generation

4.1 Roll, Pitch and Slip Compensation

It is the nature of contemporary 3D laser scanners2 that unless we adopt a
stop-scan-move paradigm which is clearly unattractive, we must accept that a
scene impression cannot be gathered instantaneously - it has a non-negligible
duration - and so is prone to distortion by un-modelled vehicle motion. The 3D
laser stream is segmented into discrete clouds of 3D points rendered relative to
an origin placed at the start of the segment period, Ts . These chunks can, if
desired, be used as scene impressions and fed to the estimation engine to derive
pose-to-pose observations. This however is a naive approach - it assumes that
we can build a consistent global map by tweaking the geometry of a mechanism
of rigid links when in reality the links themselves are flexible. Put another way,
we would either be implicitly assuming that there is no trajectory error over
the duration of the cloud and all error occurs at the junction between segments
or that we can undo the effect of intra-cloud trajectory errors by adjusting the
inter-cloud transformations.

To address this we correct the intra-cloud vehicle trajectory and hence the
point cloud geometry by estimating the roll, pitch and angular skid rates over
the duration of the cloud. A high-level description of the process is as follows.
Assume that over the cloud capture period Ts a 3D laser provides a stream
of N time-tagged 3D points in the vehicle coordinate frame P = X1:N where

Xi =
[
xyzt

]T
is the it h 3D point at time t∈ [0 : Ts ]. We segment P into a set of

k planar short scans, Sk. In our case where we are nodding a commonplace 2D
SICK laser scanner a scan is simply a set of points corresponding to a [0 →π]
planar sweep (albeit at a time-varying elevation angle). Each scan then has a

2 and in particular ours which nods a 2D laser scanner at 0.6 Hz.
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Fig. 4. The effect of the intra-cloud pose alignment scheme described in Section 4.1.
On the left is a plan view of a 3D point cloud captured as a vehicle entered a large
courtyard (trajectory trail is a small trace running vertical from 0,0). On the right is
the roll-pitch-slip corrected point cloud.

duration of 1/75 seconds. We then RANSAC over each scan Sk projected into the
XY plane to extract linear segments. Grouping these segments over n = (Ts/tw)
multiple time windows of duration tw where tw << Ts (we nod at 0.6 Hz and so
use tw = 1

1.2 seconds) we can extract broadly vertical planes. Bearing in mind
that we are hoping to correct for small time varying changes in roll and pitch
in the +/-5 degree region we reason that the deviation of large vertical planes
away from true vertical can be explained by vehicle roll and pitch3. We then
undertake a 2-dof non-linear optimisation for each of the n time windows over
roll and pitch with the objective of rotating the extracted planes to vertical.
Fitting a curve to the resulting n roll and pitch values results in two functions
r (t) and p(t) describing the roll and pitch of the vehicle over the duration of
the cloud. As a final step we try to explain any apparent rotation of the now
vertical walls around the z-up axis as a function of an angular error rate term.
By simple differencing of the apparent direction of the wall normals projected
in the X-Y plane over the n time windows we can fit a function w (t) which
describes the unmodelled rotational slip (rad/s) of the vehicle over the capture
period of the cloud. Care has to be taken in producing a robust implementation
of this procedure, in particular when it comes to fitting the polynomials r (t), p(t)
and w(t) in the presence of noise and occasionally missing data (not all of the
n windows will yield roll pitch or yaw data). Nevertheless the improvements on
the data are marked as shown in Figure 4.

4.2 Feature Selection in Point Clouds

Laser scanners can produce vast quantities of points in a single scan, and can
exhibit substantial intra-cloud density variation due to inherent sensor geome-
try and/or viewing angle. This has inhibited the use of traditional navigation
techniques, as it is both time-consuming and troublesome to extract robust re-
observable features. Instead, view (pose) based approaches have become popular.
However, reliable alignment of large, variable density 3D point clouds is difficult.

3 There is of course a Nyquist issue here, if the frequency of the true roll and pitch
signal exceeds 1

/
2 ∗ tw we do see aliasing effects.
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Scene geometry and/or density variations can make scan-matching poorly con-
ditioned, while using all points naively can make the process excessively slow.
Furthermore, not all points are equally useful.

Our recent work in [9] deals with these issues by bridging the gap between
conventional feature-based representations and those based on ‘anonymous’ sets
of points. The core idea is to re-sample each raw cloud, removing points in
overly dense regions, while retaining those in areas deemed useful for a particu-
lar function. The re-sampling is achieved using sites of a weighted Voronoi graph
generated over a discretized surface fitted to the point cloud. The Voronoi cal-
culation is performed by propagating wave fronts whose speed is modulated by
local region properties such as texture, curvature, color or any properties which
we deem salient. We refer to this as ‘context and feature sensitive re-sampling’.
While to date there has been success with this technique, it is still at an early
stage of development, and is not yet suitable for integration into our online sys-
tem. Future work will focus on accelerating this process, and on determining the
optimal set of user policies for given environments.

5 Semantic Labelling

The maps we produce are agglomerations of laser points — at this point they
are well registered and coloured and make for appealing images like Figure 6.1.
But we wish to do more. We want to move towards understanding what is in
the map, where it is, and what that might mean to a user and for the opera-
tion of the vehicle. Particularly when navigating in an urban context, a more
informative, higher-order representation of the environment is indispensable: if
only because self-preservation dictates avoidance of highly dynamic regions such
as roads. Robust localisation can be helped by distinguishing features beyond
the recognition of ubiquitous general objects such as ‘ground’, ‘wall’ or ‘house’.
This motivates the definition of desired classes: in an urban environment places
can be distinguished by the type of ground that is present, the colour and tex-
ture of surrounding houses (or, more appropriately, of surrounding walls) and
the presence or absence of other features such as bushes or trees. Our goal is to
add value to maps built by mapping algorithms by augmenting them with such
higher-order, semantic labels. We achieve this by using both scene-appearance
and geometry to produce a composite description of the local area. The following
presents an overview of the classification framework employed as well as the data
processing involved. The system was first introduced and evaluated extensively
in [24]. It is worth noting that the classifiers employed here originate from a
different vehicle with a different sensor payload and setup: the classifiers were
trained originally on an ATRV-Junior vehicle using data from a forward-looking
LMS 200 unit mounted in a reciprocating cradle.

5.1 The Labelling Pipeline

Our scene labelling engine is based on both appearance and geometric features
extracted from cross-calibrated camera-laser pairs. In this case, on both sides of
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the vehicle one of the sideways-looking cameras of the Ladybug unit was cali-
brated against the LMS unit on that same side. This allows for the projection of
gathered laser data into the corresponding images. Thus equipped, the process-
ing pipeline proceeds by first performing a plane segmentation on a laser point
cloud associated with a particular scene. The choice of a plane as a geometric
primitive is tolerable because of its ubiquitous use in man-made environments,
but it is something our latest work does not require. This segmentation provides
us with a robust estimate of local 3D geometry associated with every laser datum
identified as part of a plane in the environment. These data are then projected
into the corresponding camera images.

While the next section will provide a more detailed outline of the classification
framework employed, we mention here our choice of a majority voting scheme in
the resulting classifications to motivate the next step in the processing pipeline.
As described in detail in [24], the initial plane segmentation in laser space is
refined based on an off-the-shelf image segmentation algorithm. The result of this
processing step are image patches – or superpixels – which, by way of containing
laser data, have 3D geometric information associated with them. For each of
these superpixels, standard appearance features are associated with each of the
projected laser data. In this case, a histogram for both the hue- and saturation-
channel is calculated over a fixed-size neighbourhood around each interest point.
The laser data associated with each superpixel as well as the corresponding
feature vectors form the input to the classification stage of the system.

5.2 Classification Framework

The classification framework adopted here operates on individual laser data
grouped by superpixel membership and results in the classification of entire
superpixels in an image by means of majority consensus of individual classi-
fications. In order to classify individual laser data, we employ a hierarchical
combination of two distinct discriminative approaches. An illustration is given
in Figure 5. At the top of the hierarchy a threshold classifier is employed to
distinguish between ground and non-ground classes, based on the Bayes decision
rule. The decision is based on the height (from the ground) of an individual laser
datum as well as the orientation of the plane segment of which the datum is a
member. The appropriate thresholds for this classification stage were learned
from labelled training data.

The second level of the classification hierarchy consists of a bank of support-
vector machines (SVMs) for the ground and the non-ground classes respectively.
SVMs are a popular choice where the model parameters are found by solving a
convex optimisation problem. This is a desirable property since it implies that
the final classifier is guaranteed to be the best feasible discriminant given the
training data.

While SVMs are inherently binary decision makers, multi-class classification
within a bank of classifiers is performed by comparing the outputs of the in-
dividual SVMs trained as one-versus-all. This is a common extension to the
binary case [5]. In order to ensure that the classifier outputs are of the same
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Fig. 5. The classification hierarchy employed in this work employing both a Bayesian
classifier ( to separate ground and non-ground classes) and a bank of SVMs.

Table 1. Classification results for an independent validation set. (Reproduced
from [24])

Class Details Performance

Name# Patches# Points Precision [%] Recall [%]

Gr 99 5393 96.6 98.1
Ta 1373 77256 97.7 89.0
Di 147 7988 46.4 84.8
Te 2240 69541 82.7 73.5
Sm 906 29881 56.9 64.4
Bu 181 8364 60.6 62.8
Ve 169 4499 43.7 80.1

Legend for class shortcuts: Grass, Tarmac/Paved, Dirt Path,
Textured Wall, Smooth Wall, Bush/Foliage, Vehicle

scale – and thus comparable – a probabilistic calibration is performed in which
the class posterior from the raw SVM output is estimated such that the final
classification amounts to a maximum a posteriori decision amongst the indi-
vidual classes [23]. Finally, majority consensus amongst all the individual laser
classifications within an image patch provides the label for that superpixel.

The system was trained and evaluated on an ATRV Junior platform using laser
and vision data from over 16 km of track through an urban environment. Indi-
vidual SVMs were trained using a Gaussian kernel, which is a common choice
and has been found to perform well in a variety of applications. The kernel
width as well as a trade-off parameter specifying a tolerance for misclassifica-
tions during training were determined using five-fold cross-validation over a grid
in parameter space. To provide an indication of typical system performance clas-
sification results on a validation set are presented in Table 1. For this data set
scene classification was carried out on average in 4.8 s per frame. For a detailed
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Fig. 6. Typical output from the scene labelling engine employed around the New
College quad. The top row presents the original images. The bottom row presents the
corresponding superpixel classifications and shows the projected laser data for each
image. The labels are generated automatically. While not all of the classes mentioned
in the legend are represented in the images, the full legend has been provided to give an
intuition as to the classes catered for by the current system. A more detailed evaluation
of the system employed here can be found in [24].

description and ana lysis of the performance of the classification framework the
reader is referred to [24].

Typical output from this system when applied to data gathered by the Segway
at various positions around the New College Quad (data set 1) is shown in
Figure 6.

6 Assessing Map Quality

The ability to introspectively assess the quality of the map is important. The con-
cept of map quality can be to a degree an abstract measure and vary largely due
to the environment being mapped. While maps of non-urban environments, es-
pecially with dense foliage are not so well-defined, urban environments with nu-
merous man-made structures yield sharp object borders. Since the concentration
here is to map urban environments, the artificial nature of these workspaces is
made use of and map quality is defined on the basis of how “crisp” is the image of
the environment. Probable and improbable regions of the map are classified using
a context-sensitive classifier. The framework of Conditional Random Fields has
been shown to work effectively in capturing contextual information [17, 1].
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6.1 Classification Pipeline

The goal of the classifier is to classify regions of the map as a probable represen-
tation, “plausible”, or an improbable representation, “suspicious”. The strong
geometric structure in urban environments is utilized and the 3D point-cloud
is first segmented into plane patches. These plane patches form the nodes in
a Conditional Random Field framework. Edges are derived from the alignment
between two plane patches. Neighbouring plane patches can occur in various
alignments. Using the spatial geometry of the points, the node features intu-
itively score how well the subset of points fit a plane and the edge features score
how reasonable the alignment of a plane patch is with its neighbours. The node
and edge features are then used to infer the labels for the planes using the infer-
ence technique, graph cuts [15, 4, 26]. Learning of the parameters in this work
was done with maximum psuedo-likelihood estimation [18].

Once the plane patches are classified as “plausible” and “suspicious”, the error
causations for “suspicious” regions can be explored. Using the temporal property
in the same framework, missed loop closure has been detected. Further details
can be found in [6].

7 Future Work

Much remains to be done; while we certainly have the parts in place to achieve
our aims we are not at the stage at which long-term operation is reliable. We

Fig. 7. Part of the 3D SLAM map shown in Figure 1 with the laser points painted
with color extracted from the on-board camera. Black areas had no associated camera
image.
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also wish to move upwards from point clouds to labelled surfaces and their ag-
glomerations into semantic entities (discrete buildings) and eventually to spoken
concepts (joint work with computational linguistics). However, if we were to pick
one aspect of this research that needs attention it would be introspection — the
ability to look back over past decisions, measurements and optimisations and,
armed with several metrics, decide that all is not well and, ideally, plan and
execute remedial action. This goes beyond the commonplace day-to-day data
association problem where we search for the best way to interpret a given set
of measurements (including rejecting them). We should be looking at the final
global properties of maps and trajectories (for example compatibility between
camera pixels and laser range images) to assess online performance and drive
exploration strategies. Our work on map quality analysis is a start down this
path but much remains to be done to provide SLAM systems with the nagging,
persistent self-doubt that we believe will lead to the robust implementations we
desire.
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Summary. This paper describes an outdoor mobile robot navigation and localization system

based on visual features. We use a novel feature detector operating on wide-angle images and

create a database of image features for a large outdoor environment. Images are geo-tagged by

their pose. Given an arbitrary view we use algorithms inspired by “Video Google” to extract

scenes from the database that overlap the current view and from which we can estimate our

current pose in the environment or detect loop closures.

1 Introduction

Mobile robotic platforms today are frequently equipped with one or more cameras. In

addition to egomotion estimation, one possible application of such cameras is visual

localization or vision-based loop closure.

Wide angle cameras, such as catadioptric [1] and fisheye, are capable of obtaining

images with an approximate hemispherical field of view. Such cameras have the ad-

vantage that features in the environment will appear in multiple images despite large

changes in camera pose. Although vision-based loop closure using wide-baseline fea-

ture matching of scale-invariant features has previously been shown as a viable solution

with perspective images [2], we consider here the use of similar techniques designed for

use with wide-angle images which can be considered as having severe radial distortion.

Our work is inspired by the “Video Google” image retrieval system [3] which ap-

plies text retrieval techniques to the problem of image lookup. Such methods have been

used for vision-based loop closure [2] and localization [4] of mobile robots. In text re-

trieval [3] the following steps are applied: the document is parsed into words, words are

represented by their stems, then words are assigned a unique identifier and the docu-

ment is represented by a vector with components comprising the occurrence frequency

of words in the document. This vector is then weighted based on the occurrence of each

word with respect to all documents in the database. Importantly, the above steps are

computed on the corpus of documents prior to any retrieval. A text is retrieved by com-

puting its vector of weighted word frequencies and returning those documents with the

“closest” vectors.

For images the process is analogous: each image is “parsed” into viewpoint-invariant

features and these are clustered — the cluster centres become the “visual-words” which

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 255–265.
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define a vocabulary that describes the images in the database. Each image is described

by a vector of the weighted frequencies of visual-words it contains. Given a new image

we find images in the database which include similar words. If we know the pose as-

sociated with those stored images we can localize the observed features and the robot

within the environment. Alternately, we may find the relative pose between views by re-

covering the essential matrix from the visual-word correspondences. In such instances,

a stop list may be used to eliminate frequent visual-words, which correspond to com-

mon, but not spatially discriminating features in our environment, such as foliage and

wall texture.

In this paper we described the application of image retrieval to robot navigation.

We describe a new computationally efficient “proper” approach to spherical convolu-

tion required for wide-angle images, by first converting the image to a stereographic

projection, and then applying a symmetrical operator on the image plane — a close ap-

proximation to an isotropic function on the sphere. We also describe an efficient alterna-

tive to RANSAC which may be used to estimate the relative pose between views from

visual-word correspondences with many outliers using a spherical Hough-transform-

like approach.

2 Image Retrieval

2.1 Feature Detection

For mobile robots various scale-invariant feature detectors and descriptors have been

proposed such as SIFT [5], Harris-Affine [6] and Maximally Stable Extremal Regions

(MSER’s) [7]. In this work we use a method based on SIFT, which requires us to find the

scale-space response of an image at increasing scales. For perspective images defined

on R
2, the scale-space response L(x, y; σ) at scale σ is the defined as the solution of

the heat diffusion equation, which is convolution with the Gaussian function [8].

In this work, we use a wide-angle fisheye lens, which we assume to be central pro-

jection. It is possible to then consider the image as a function defined on the unit sphere

S
2, where each pixel corresponds to a point η(θ, φ) on the sphere:

η(θ, φ) = [cosφsin θ, sinφsin θ, cosθ]T (1)

where θ ∈ [0, π) is an angle of colatitude and φ ∈ [0, 2π) an angle of longitude. If

we consider obtaining the scale-space response as Gaussian convolution on the fisheye

image plane, the result is a shift variant response on the sphere, where we refer to a shift

as a rotation g∈ SO(3).
We consider then defining the scale-space response for the image as convolution of

the image mapped to the sphere and the solution of the spherical heat diffusion equation

on the sphere [9]. The result is a shift-invariant operation as required, which we have

previously shown to improve the percentage correlation of scale-invariant features [10]

and overall matching performance [11] with fisheye images compared to simple Gaus-

sian convolution on the image plane. The solution of the heat diffusion equation on the

sphere was derived by Bülow [9] and may be considered as the Gaussian function on

the sphere For the function centred at the north pole n = (0, 0, 1)T , it is defined at a

given angle angle of colatitude θ and longitude φat scale ton the unit sphere as:
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G (θ, φ; t) =
∑

l∈N

√

2l + 1

4π
Y 0

l (θ, φ)e−l(l+1)kt (2)

where Y 0
l are the zonal spherical harmonic functions (rotationally symmetric about

north pole).

In our previous works, convolution was implemented in the frequency domain us-

ing a discrete spherical Fourier transform (SFT). This requires sampling the wide-angle

image on a regular θ, φ grid, but this resampling can introduce aliasing problems as

a result of the variable spatial resolution of the image [10]. Although this correct ap-

proach yields an improvement in the percentage of corresponding features, it has the

disadvantage that a low-pass filtering step is required prior to computing the discrete

SFT and the computational load is very heavy. We therefore consider in this work ob-

taining scale-space images as convolution with the spherical Gaussian function on the

sphere in the spatial domain.

It is possible to write any rotation g ∈ SO(3) of a function on the sphere as

g(γ, β, α) = Rz(γ)Ry(β)Rz(α) where Rz and Ry are rotations about axes z and y
respectively. Define then the operator Λ(g) which rotates a function f(η) on the sphere,

Λ(g)f(η) = f(g−1η). Convolution of any two functions on the sphere may then be

defined as [12]:

(f ∗ h)(η) =

∫

g∈SO(3)

f(gn)h(g−1η)dg, η ∈ S
2 (3)

where n is the north pole. As the solution to the diffusion function on the sphere is a

symmetrical operator about the z-axis when defined with respect to the pole, we may

restrict convolution to rotations g(γ, β) = Rz(γ)Ry(β) and rewrite convolution as [13]:

(f ∗ h)(θ, φ) =

∫

η∈S2

f(η)h(g−1η)dη (4)

where dη = sin(θ)dθdφ.

From the definition of (4), convolution with a function defined on the sphere may

be implemented on the image plane. For a given pixel on the image plane associated

with point η on the sphere, this is achieved by first rotating the function on the sphere

to point η and then mapping it to the image plane. The discrete summation of the image

and this function then defines the response for the given pixel. Performing these steps

for each pixel on the image plane is computationally expensive however. We therefore

consider an approximation which offers significant computational advantage where we

first convert the image to that which would be obtained via stereographic projection.

Spherical Diffusion using Stereographic Projection. We use a calibrated fisheye cam-

era which we assume to be central projection. Our camera model associates any pixel

at radius R on the image plane to an angle of colatitude θ on the sphere, see Fig. 1. For

any fisheye image, this allows us to then map the image to the sphere and then back to

another image plane via stereographic projection. When performing this mapping we

scale the stereographic projection such that a point on the hemisphere (θ = π/2) maps

to the same radius on the image plane as the fisheye camera.
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Fig. 1. The camera models for the fisheye camera and stereographic projection.

As stereographic projection locally preserves angles, a circular symmetric function

on the image plane is a close approximation to an isotropic function on the sphere. If

we then map the spherical diffusion function centered at the north pole to the image

plane, then we can use this single kernel for convolution over the whole stereographic

image plane. Although this is a near isotropic response on the sphere, the variable spa-

tial resolution of the stereographic image plane will result in a non-uniform spherical

diffusion scale. We may, however, derive an expression for the variable diffusion scale

on the sphere.

The polar coordinates of a point on the image plane x(R, ζ) projects by inverse

stereographic projection to a point η(θ, φ) on the sphere as follows:

φ = ζ, θ = 2 tan−1

(

R

m + 1

)

(5)

where m is a scaling factor which accounts for the resolution of the image. If we con-

sider the unit sphere and image plane as smooth manifolds M and Ω respectively, it

is possible to correct for the scale based on the mapping between these manifolds. The

Euclidean line element on the sphere dl2 = dx2 +dy2+dz2 parameterised by spherical

coordinates θ, φ using (1) reads:

dl2 = dθ2 + sin2(θ)dφ2 (6)

where the scale t ≡ dl2. For stereographic projection, substituting the values in (5)

yields the following expression:

dl2 =
4(m + 1)2

((m + 1)2 + R2)
2

(

dR2 + R2dζ2
)

(7)

As stereographic projection locally preserves angles, we may consider only a change in

radius dR from a point at radius R on the image plane to give:

dl2 =
4(m + 1)2dR2

[(m + 1)2 + R2]
2 (8)
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where dR is measured in pixels. For the diffusion function defined by scale t1 at the

image centre, the shifted function at a radius R on the image plane then corresponds to

scale t2(R) by the following expression:

t2(R) =
t1(m + 1)4

[(m + 1)2 + R2]
2 . (9)

It is obvious from this result that this method is not suited for cases where spherical

diffusion at a uniform scale is required over the entire image. For scale-invariant feature

detection, however, it is still suitable to use and results in efficient computation.

Scale-Invariant Feature Detection. We detect SIFT features in each image but rather

than obtain scale-space images using Gaussian convolution, we convolve the image

with the spherical diffusion function mapped to the stereographic image plane using

the method described. If we consider the spherical diffusion function centered at the

north pole, then the scale t may be related to an angle of colatitude as t = σ2. Similarly

to SIFT, we first double the image size to increase the number of features. Given that

SIFT first presmooths to a starting scale σo = 1.6 [5], we find the angle of colatitude

θ0 on the sphere for a shift of 1.6 pixels on the stereographic image plane and select

our starting scale t0 = θ2
0 (we also use a presmoothing step as described in [5]). Each

successive scale is then incremented by a multiplicative factor ti+1 = (
√

tik)2 where

k = 21/3, that is the image size is halved after each octave of scale-space.

The final step is to create the feature descriptor, in this case a 128-dimensional vector

using the SIFT descriptor [5]. SIFT features are used as they have been shown to pro-

duce good results compared to similar methods in comparative studies [6]. Using the

scale correction described, we produce descriptors using the same approach described

in [11], where the support region for the feature used to produce the descriptor is a cir-

cular region on the sphere. We then sample the pixels on the image within this region

to a fixed sized 41 × 41 patch from which we find the SIFT descriptor.

2.2 Establishing the Visual-Words

Unlike Video Google we do not track features across frames to determine stable fea-

tures. We simply use the feature descriptors in all database images to build our visual

vocabulary. This is achieved through k-means clustering of the descriptors, where the

distance between descriptors is measured using Mahalanobis distance. The number of

means (visual-words) is set to 6000.

Each database image is represented by a weighted visual-word frequency vector Vd

whose length is equal to the number of words k in the vocabulary. Using the same

definition in [3], for a database of N images each component in the vector Vd for a

given database image is

Vdi
= (nid/nd) log(N/ni), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. (10)

Here, (nid/nd) is the term frequency tf which is the ratio of the frequency of word

i in the current document nid to the total number of words in the document nd. The

weighting log(N/ni) is the inverse document frequency idf, where ni is the frequency

of word i in all documents.
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2.3 Image Lookup

For any query image, we detect scale-invariant features and then associate each feature

to a visual-word using their descriptors. The weighted visual-word frequency vector

Vq for the query image is then produced. Similarity of these vectors is determined by

the cosine of the angle between each vector. By this means we can retrieve the N
most similar images to the query, and then find the set of visual-word correspondences

between the query image and any of the database images.

2.4 Image Validation

The previous step typically results in many outliers since no distance metric is used to

discriminate between descriptor similarity; it may simply be said that a word correspon-

dence has been found. To remove some outliers, we use stop-word constraints described

in [3], where we remove the most frequent 5% and least frequent 10% of visual-words

which occur in all the database images. However, we still observe many outliers after

stop-word correspondences are suppressed.

RANSAC is commonly used to reject outliers by enforcing epipolar constraints be-

tween views, but with many outliers can take many iterations to converge. Although

suggestions have been made to remove remaining outliers by enforcing localised spa-

tial constraints [3], we consider here a method which considers the generalised motion

between the views without the need for random sampling of correspondences. We re-

strict our discussion to calibrated central projection cameras, where the mapping from

each pixel on the image u(u, v) to a unique point on the sphere η(θ, φ) is known.

Motion Constraints. The general motion M(R, t) ∈ SE(3) of a camera between

two views includes a rotation R and translation t = (x, y, z)T . If we consider a set

of corresponding features pi = (x, y, z)T and qi = (x, y, z)T in cameras 1 and 2

respectively defined by a position on the unit sphere, then it is possible to rotate each

point qi to the same rotational frame of reference as points p in camera 1 if the rotation

matrix R between the views is known:

q′ = Rq. (11)

The motion between points (p, q′) then comprises only translation. If great circles are

fitted to each pair of corresponding points (pi, q
′

i) on the sphere, then all great circles

will intersect at two antipodal points: the foci of expansion and contraction. The position

of one of these antipodal points η(θ, φ) defines a unit baseline translation t up to some

unknown scale (direction):

t = [sin(θ) cos(φ), sin(θ) sin(φ), cos(θ)]
T

(12)

If we assume that points p belong to the first camera matrix P1 = [I|0], then for an

estimate of the rotation matrix R and translation t, the essential matrix may be written:

E = [tP ]× RP (13)

where RP = R−1, tP = −R−1t and [tP ]× is the skew symmetric matrix
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Fig. 2. Removing outliers using the spherical Hough-like transform.

The correspondences p, q in each camera are then related by the essential matrix as:

qT Ep = 0 . (14)

Search Space. If we parameterise the rotation matrix R between views using ZY Z
Euler rotations R = Rz(γ)Ry(β)Rz(α) then the problem may be formulated as a

search in parametric space for the three unknown angles α ∈ [0, 2π), β ∈ [0, π), γ ∈
[0, 2π) at which the greatest number of fitted great circles intersect. We use a finite

number of discrete α, β, γ rotation angle samples, where we refine the resolution of

sampling through multiple iterations.

Given an initial estimate of the rotation R, it is necessary to identify the position on

the sphere at which the greatest number of great circles fitted to the correspondences

intersect. We use a cumulative histogram (Hough accumulation array) on the sphere.
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For each pair of possible correspondences we compute the great circle and update all

the relevant histogram bin counts. We then select the maxima over all combinations of

rotations. The rotation angles for this estimate are then used as the initial estimate for

the next iteration. After a set number of iterations, we can then use the estimate of the

rotation and direction of translation from the dominant antipodal points to define the

essential matrix. We currently achieve computation times in the order of 0.5 seconds

for several hundred initial correspondences for up to 8 iterations (in Matlab).

3 Results

A special camera rig was built comprising: a Point Grey dragonfly Firewire camera with

an OmniTech robotics fisheye lens, a GPS receiver (not differential) and an electronic

compass. Pose and image data are separately time-stamped and logged on a laptop

computer. We conducted a walking tour of our site, with loop closures, and gathered

1607 geo-referenced images. We used every fifth frame to create the database, and these

points, overlaid on a map of the environment is shown in Fig. 3. For each image in the
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Fig. 3. Map of site. The solid line is the GPS logged path and the dots indicating the position of

the database images. Potential loop closures are indicated by lines joining image pairs with high

similarity.
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database, we detected scale-invariant features and generate the visual-word vector Vq

for each.

Fig. 4 shows a typical scenario. The bold triangle indicates the pose of the query

image which is not in the database. We also show the retrieved images and mark, with

triangles, their pose on the map. The solid line from the query image location to each

database image location was found by first estimating the essential matrix using the

spherical Hough-like transform and resolving for the baseline motion. It is clear that

even over very large baseline motion we are able to attain a reasonable estimate of the

motion from a set of visual-word correspondences. Also shown are the dashed lines

indicating the estimated baseline motion between the retrieved database images, which

is again found using the Hough-like transform. Note that the GPS location estimate is

subject to uncertainty.

The cosine similarity was then found between all images in the database and the

similarity matrix computed. We then implement a similar rank reduction scheme de-

scribed in [2], which suppresses results from images with high similarity to most other

images. This is followed by non-maxima suppression of the cosine similarity score for

some threshold. The original and rank-reduced matrices are shown in Fig. 5, where the

ellipses indicate manually selected potential loop closures. The image lines connecting

the corresponding images for each potential loop closure event is shown in Fig. 3.

It is evident from Fig. 3 that the potential loop closures appear as valid solutions.

However, there are multiple cases where we do not detect other potential loop closures,

particularly at regions towards the lower half of the figure. We attribute this to the fact

that these instances are junctions, where in many cases the camera is pointing in oppo-

site directions to the previous paths. This fact is also supported in [2], where reliable

loop closure detection has been considered from sequences, where the camera traverses

along a similar path to previous occasions. We consider the case where there is mini-

mal traverse as one of the greatest challenges in vision-based loop closure. Future works

will consider using local motion constraints as an added input when assessing similarity.
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Fig. 4. A potential loop closure event showing the estimated baseline motion between images

found using the spherical Hough-like transform. For each image pair, the motion was found from

the visual-word correspondences in the presence of many outliers.
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Fig. 5. Initial similarity matrix (left), and the rank-reduced similarity matrix (right) with non-

maxima suppression. The ellipses indicate manually selected potential loop closure events.

This may be illustrated from Fig. 4, where we showed that we can achieve an estimate

of the baseline motion between the views using only visual-word correspondences.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have described an outdoor mobile robot navigation system based on

visual features detected using a wide-angle fisheye camera. The system can be used

for localization, loop-closure and localizing visual features in the environment. We use

a new computationally efficient “proper” approach to spherical convolution required

for wide-angle images, by first converting the image to a stereographic projection, and

then applying a symmetrical operator on the image plane. We also use an efficient al-

ternative to RANSAC to estimate the relative pose between views from visual-word

correspondences with many outliers using a spherical Hough-transform-like approach.

Results were presented for a database of 360 images in an outdoor environment and

prelimianry results encouraging despite effects such as sun flare and shadows.
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Summary. The goal of target tracking is to compute motion strategies for a robot equipped with

visual sensors, so that it can effectively track a moving target despite obstruction by obstacles.

It is an important problem with many applications in robotics. Existing work focuses mostly

on the 2-D version of the problem, partly due to the complexity of dealing with 3-D visibility

relationships. This paper proposes an online algorithm for 3-D target tracking among obstacles,

using only local geometric information available to a robot’s visual sensors. Key to this new

algorithm is the definition and efficient computation of a risk function, which tries to capture a

target’s ability in escaping from the robot sensors’ visibility region in both short and long terms.

The robot then moves to minimize this risk function locally in a greedy fashion. In the absence

of occlusion by obstacles, the standard tracking algorithm based on visual servo control can be

considered a special case of our algorithm. Experiments show that the new algorithm generated

interesting tracking behaviors in three dimensions and performed substantially better than visual

servo control in simulation.

1 Introduction

Target tracking is an important task for autonomous robots. The goal of this work is to

construct motion strategies for a robot equipped with visual sensors so that it can effec-

tively track a moving target despite obstruction by obstacles. More precisely, the robot

should always keep the target within the sensors’ visibility region. Target tracking has

attracted considerable attention in recent years [1, 4, 3, 8, 12, 13], but all the previous

efforts have focused on the 2-D case. In this work, we build upon our earlier work on

2-D target tracking using local geometric information [1] and extend it to the 3-D case.

This substantially expands the range of applications and potentially improves tracking

performance.

Target tracking has many interesting applications in robotics. In surgery, robotic cam-

eras can keep a patient’s organ or tissue being operated on under constant observation,

despite obstructions by people or instruments. In home environments, mobile or hu-

manoid robots help to watch over the elderly or children. In wildlife monitoring, deep-

sea underwater autonomous vehicles (UAVs) need to navigate in clutter environments

while tracking marine species. The military and security offers many other potential ap-

plications. In all these applications, it is clearly advantageous to reason about visibility

and plan motion in the 3-D rather than the 2-D space.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 267–279.
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Moving from the 2-D to the 3-D space also offers opportunities to improve tracking

performance. The 3-D space is more flexible: the robot gains one additional degree of

freedom to maneuver, which potentially improves tracking performance. For example,

a robot helicopter follows and monitors a ground target. If the target turns around at

the corner of a building, the helicopter may choose to fly over the building to keep

the target visible, instead of following the target to turn. However, the same flexibility

leads to several challenges. Just as the robot, the target may also gain more room to

maneuver and more easily escape from the robot sensors’ visibility region. In addition,

the visibility relationships in 3-D are more complex than those in 2-D.

Key to our algorithm is the definition of risk, which tries to capture the target’s abil-

ity in escaping from the robot sensors’ visibility region in both short and long terms.

To select actions effectively, the robot must balance between the short-term goal of pre-

venting the immediate loss of the target and the long-term goal of keeping it visible for

the maximum duration possible. Interestingly, a good comprise can be achieved, using

only local information available to the robot’s visual sensors. By analyzing the local

geometry, our algorithm computes the global risk function as a weighted sum of com-

ponents, each associated with a single visibility constraint. It then chooses an action so

that the robot maneuvers to maintain all the visibility constraints against the target as

well as possible in a weighted average sense.

Target tracking is a special class of motion planning problems that takes into account

both motion constraints and visibility constraints. In classic motion planning [7], we

consider only motion obstructions due to obstacles in the environments or the robot’s

mechanical construction, and the goal is to find a path for the robot to reach a speci-

fied destination, while avoiding the obstacles. In target tracking, we consider not only

motion obstructions, but also visibility obstructions due to the obstacles, and the goal

is to keep the target visible for as long as possible. Visibility relationships thus play

a prominent role in deciding the robot’s motion. The target tracking problem consid-

ered here is closely related to active sensing (e.g., [10]). Related problems have been

studied in various domains, e.g., visual servo control [5], automatic target interception

in missile control (e.g., [15]), and visual tracking in computer vision (e.g., [6]), but in

these domains, one does not try to move the sensor actively in order to avoid motion or

visibility obstructions caused by obstacles.

2 Related Work

Many variants of the target tracking problem have been studied in the literature, but they

focus mostly on the 2-D case [1, 4, 3, 8, 12, 13]. Suppose that both the environment and

the target trajectory are unknown in advance, but the robot is equipped with visual

sensors to gather information on the environment and the target. One approach is to

move the robot so as to minimize an objective function that models the risk for the

target to escape from the visibility region of the robot’s sensor [4, 12, 1]. Our work

follows this approach and extends it to three dimensions.

There has been little work on the 3-D tracking problem. One reason is that the 3-

D visibility relationships are significantly more complex than their 2-D counterparts.

Although there are data structures for maintaining visibility relationships globally, e.g.,
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aspect graphs [14] and visibility complexes [2], processing all the critical visibility

events efficiently in a 3-D environment is a difficult task. The work of Lazebnik tries

to characterize and process these visibility-events for a visibility-based pursuit-evasion

problem [9]. In principle, it is possible to develop a tracking algorithm based on such a

global visibility analysis, but an efficient algorithm has not yet appeared. The existing

algorithms on 3-D tracking mostly rely on visual servo control [11, 16]. They have been

used to control a team of unmanned aerial and ground vehicles for target tracking in a

probabilistic game framework [16], but do not take into account the effect of visual

occlusion by obstacles.

Just like its counterparts in 2-D [1, 4, 12], our 3-D tracking algorithm provides a

good trade-off between tracking algorithms based on visual servo control and those

based on dynamic programming [8, 3]. Like visual servo control, our algorithm uses

only local information, but it tries to infer the long-term effects of the robot’s actions

approximately, using the risk function. Dynamic programming can reason about these

long-term effects more accurately, but requires prior knowledge of the environment and

the target behavior. Such information is often difficult to acquire in practice.

3 Problem Formulation

The objective of the robot is to keep the target visible at all times. The tracking envi-

ronment is a 3-D space cluttered with obstacles. Such environments may occur either

indoors (e.g., tracking a human in a regular home or office environment) or outdoors

(e.g., tracking a target in an urban environment).

The robot and the target are modeled as free flying point objects with no motion

constraints, except for bounds on their maximum speeds, V and V ′, respectively. We

assume V ′ ≤ V ; otherwise, the problem becomes uninteresting if the target tries to es-

cape by moving faster than the robot. The robot motion is modeled as a simple discrete-

time transition equation. If at time t, the robot at position x(t) moves with a velocity

v(t), its position at time t + 1 is given by

x(t + 1) = x(t) + v(t)∆t,

with |v(t)| ≤ V for all t. So the feasible position of the robot in ∆t is a sphere of radius
V ∆t centered at x(t).

Both the environment and the target motion are unknown to the robot a priori, but

we assume that the target is initially visible to the robot. The robot uses 3-D visual

sensors, e.g., cameras or laser range finders, for sensing the target and its surroundings.

We assume omnidirectional sensing capabilities for the sensors. Visibility is modeled

here as simple line of sight sensing, bounded by a maximal range Dm a x. Thus, in an

open space, the robot’s visibility region is a sphere of radius Dm a x with the center at

x(t). Obstacles in the environment may obstruct visibility. Let F denote the space that

is within the ball and is free of obstacles. The set of all points q within F visible to the

robot defines the visibility region, V , of the robot at position x:

V = {q ∈ F|qx ⊂ F},

where qx denotes the line segment joining q and x. Clearly, V is star-shaped.
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Now we can formalize the tracking problem as follows: Find a sequence of actions—

here, the robot velocities—such that at each instant in time, the target position lies

inside V .

4 The Tracking Algorithm

The robot plans its actions using local geometric information from its sensors. The 3-D

sensors have a visibility region, V . Based on a polyhedral approximation for the en-

vironment geometry, V takes the shape of a generalized polyhedron bounded by two

types of surfaces (shown in Fig.2a): the surfaces that are the boundaries of the polyhe-

dral obstacles, obstacle surfaces, and the surfaces that lie in F , free surfaces. The free

surfaces can be further divided into occlusion surfaces that are caused by the obstruc-

tion of visibility and range surfaces that are caused by the visibility limits Dm a x . The

free surfaces pose the risk of losing the target.

R1

R2

T

P

vr

vn

g

Fig. 1. Relative position

determines risk

For successful tracking, the robot must balance the short-

term goal of preventing the immediate loss of the target through

these free surfaces and the long-term goal of maximizing the

duration of tracking in the future. Let us look at a simple 2-

D example shown in Fig.1. For the robot positioned at R1, the

obstacle (the dark-colored triangle) creates an occlusion edge

g with one endpoint at P . The robot has the short-term goal of

preventing the target T ’s escape through g at the current instant.

It achieves this by swinging g away from the target, using ve-

locity vn . The robot’s longer-term goal is to move towards P
using velocity vr , because it can eliminate the occlusion edge

g completely when it reaches P . Since the robot’s maximum

speed is bounded by V , there is a trade off in choosing the ve-

locity components vr and vn . Clearly, this trade off depends on

the relative positions and velocities of the target and the robot w.r.t P . For example,

the robot at position R2 can afford a higher vr , as the shortest distance from the target

to g is greater than that of the robot and there is no immediate risk of losing the tar-

get. Whereas at R1, the target is closer to g than the robot, and the short-term goal of

preventing the loss of target becomes much more important.

In the 3-D case, occlusion planes replace occlusion edges, and the robot and the

target gain one additional degree of freedom to maneuver. However, the intuition on

balancing the short-term and long-term goals, as illustrated in the 2-D example, remains

basically the same. Below we propose a carefully constructed risk function to capture

this intuition for each free surface. The total risk is a sum of these risks, weighted by

the probabilities of the target’s escaping through the corresponding surfaces. The robot’s

action is then a local greedy step to minimize the total risk.

4.1 Risk with Respect to a Single Occlusion Surface

In general, the occlusion surfaces can be made up of a number of occlusion planes

concatenated to each other. Adjacent occlusion planes meet in the occlusion edges. Let
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Fig. 2. (a) 3-D Visibility Model (b) & (c) Parameters involved in the Risk Formulation

us take the occlusion plane O as shown in Fig.2b. O consists of the interior region

(Op ) bounded by a pair of occlusion edges (Oe ) at the lateral sides, obstacle edge (g) in

front and range edge (Or) at the rear. Let us term the vertex at which Oe and g meet as

occlusion vertex (Ov). O depends on the robot’s position w.r.t the obstacle, and so the

robot can manipulateO by its motion. The robot motion normal to O, along n̂, increases

the plane’s distance to the target by swinging about g. Similarly, motion parallel to g,

along p̂, increases the distance of the Oe to the target by swinging Oe laterally about

Ov. Both these velocity components help in achieving the short term goal of preventing

the target’s immediate escape. On the other hand, motion towards O, along r̂, improves

the future tracking capability of the robot by moving closer to the obstacle. Introducing

a reference frame on the robot aligned to these individual motion directions : n̂, p̂ and

r̂, shown in Fig.2b & 2c, simplifies the analysis.

Let us now derive the risk formulation. The risk of the target’s escape through O
depends on its shortest distance of escape (SDE) to the plane, as denoted by e in Fig.2b.

The smaller the e is, the higher is the risk of the target’s escaping. The risk also depends

on how well the robot can manipulate O away from the target. The effectiveness of

manipulation depends on the relative positioning of the robot and the target w.r.t O.

Let r be the distance between the robot and g, and r′ be the distance between the

target and g, projected into the occlusion plane, shown in Fig.2b. If r′ > r, the robot

has an advantage in swinging O farther away from the target given the same velocity

components of the robot and target normal to O. Similarly in Fig.2c, if d′ is the distance

of the target’s projection on Oe from Ov and d the corresponding measure for the robot,

d′ > d gives the robot an advantage in swingingOe aboutOv. This “relative vantage” in

the robot’s manipulation capabilities of O over the target can be encoded by a measure

of spatial proximity to the occlusion.

Let us construct a vantage zone (D), such that for any position of the target within

that region, the robot cannot eliminate O (by moving towards Oe ), before the target

reaches O, given the target’s and robot’s current velocities. Mathematically,

D = {q : q ∈ V
∧

(e(q) < Dsaf e )} (1)

where e(q) is the shortest distance to escape for the target from q through O and Dsaf e

is the minimum distance O must be kept from the target for the robot to be able to

successfully prevent the target’s escape.
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Fig. 3. Vantage Zone D for a single occlusion plane

This approach is similar to that proposed for 2-D tracking [1]. But the additional

dimension in 3-D increases the complexity as now the occlusion plane can also be

shifted laterally along g in addition to the normal swing about g. Based on the proximity

to the occlusion’s features, D can be partitioned into four regions, shown in Fig.3.

• DN : The region in D that is closest to the interior of O i.e. Op . This region is

depicted in Fig.3a.

• DL : The region in D nearest to the occlusion edge Oe. DL is depicted by semi-

circular cylindrical pieces abutting the occlusion edges, Fig.3b.

• DR : The region in D closest to the obstacle edge g, as shown in Fig.3c. DR is a

semi-circular cylindrical piece abutting g.

• DV : The regions in D nearest to the occlusion vertex, Ov , as shown in Fig.3d. DV

is a pair of spherical sectors.

R
vr

vr

vr

R

vn
−ωnp̂

R

ωpn̂

vp

(a) vr (b) vn (c) vp

Fig. 4. The effect of robot velocities vr ,vn and vp on D

As with O, the robot can manipulate D by its motion. vr causes D to shrink towards

O (Fig.4a), vn causes D to swing about g (Fig.4b), in the normal direction to the O by

an angular velocity ωn and vp shears D along g by swinging Oe laterally by an angular

velocity ωp (Fig.4c). From Fig.2b & 2c, ωn = −(vn/r)p̂, and ωp = ((vp cosβ −
vr sinβ)/d)n̂.

In order to maintain a good relative vantage over the target, the robot must manipulate

D such that the target is pushed out of D if it is inside, else moveD as far from the target

as possible. A good estimate of the relative vantage, is the shortest amount of time, tD,

the target needs to reach the boundary of D. tD is positive if the target is inside D and

negative if outside. We call tD the vantage time. Let P be the point through which the

target exits D. tD can then be computed by,
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tD =
dist(target,P)

veff
(2)

where veff is the relative velocity of the target w.r.t P. Depending on the robot’s

motion, P can lie either in DN , DL , DR or DV . Optimizing tD over all the four re-

gions involves finding an optimal velocity v⋆ such that, v⋆ = argmin(tD) ∀P ∈
DN ,DL,DR,DV . To simplify computation, let us approximate tD by its lowest bound,

tD = min(tDN , tDL, tDR, tDV) (3)

The optimization then reduces to finding v⋆ = ∇tD .

In order to find the analytical expressions for tD in the four regions, let us take

V = V ′. This does not take away the generality of the derivation as we can introduce

a scale factor η such that, V = ηV ′. For the following, we take η = 1, which gives

Dsafe = r.

Computing tDN

e

T

g

v′n

Dsafe

ωnr
′ + vr DN

Fig. 5. Computing

tDN

Fig.5 shows a piece of DN . The effective velocity of the the planar

DN surface w.r.t the target is veff = vr + ωnr′ − v′n and effective

dist(target,P) = Dsafe − e giving,

tDN =
r − e

vr + ωnr′ − v′n

Interestingly, the result takes the same form as risk optimization in

2-D [1].

Computing tDL
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Fig. 6. Computing tDL

Let us ignore vr for now. Fig.6 shows

a piece of DL . The effective motion of

the target and DL can be shown to lie

along section AA′. We omit the proof for

brevity. Let us introduce a coordinate sys-

tem fixed at occlusion vertex Ov {̂i, ĵ, k̂}.

The target position t w.r.t the new coordi-

nates is t = −t x î+d′ ĵ+ek̂. The effective

velocity, veff , is a resultant of three com-

ponents: the normal and lateral swing, the

shrinking of D and the velocity of the tar-

get v′. veff = ωnp̂ × t + ωpk̂ × t − v′. The effect of vr is to shrink R towards Oe.

This gives the condition, | t + veff tD |ik= Dsafe − vrtD . Solving for tDL gives,
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Computing tDR and tDV

v′r

O
Ov

Dsafe vr

e

DR

Fig. 7. Computing tDR

DR and DV behave in a similar way that, neither ωn nor ωp

cause any relative velocity of the surface towards the target in

this case, as shown in Fig.7. Taking the radial component of

velocity and distance, veff = vr − v′r and dist(target,P) =
Dsafe − e giving,

tDR = tDV =
r − e

vr − v′r

tDV is given by the same expression for its corresponding case.

4.2 Risk with Respect to a Single Range Surface

v′r

vr

e

R

Dsafe

P

robot

Fig. 8. Computing tD
for Range

The robot cannot eliminate range surfaces (R) by moving to-

wards it. In the definition of D, we re-define Dsafe based on

just the radial component of the robot and the target, as shown

in Fig.8. Then the effective velocity becomes veff = vr − v′r,

and dist(target,P) = Dsafe − e. e is then calculated towards

the nearest point in the R. The expression for tD is the same as

that of tDR.

An interesting thing to note is that the behavior generated

by the range surfaces alone, makes the robot move towards the

target. This is exactly the visual servo behavior. This shows that

visual servo is a special case of vantage tracking when there are

no occlusions.

Once tD is found, the gradient of tD computed at the current values gives the optimal

direction to move.
∇tD =

∂tD
∂vr

r̂ +
∂tD
∂vn

n̂ +
∂tD
∂vp

p̂ (4)

Multiple occlusion planes are handled by weighing the individual actions by the

probability of the target’s escape through the particular occlusion plane,

∇Φ =
∑

i

pi(
∂tD
∂vr

r̂ +
∂tD
∂vn

n̂ +
∂tD
∂vp

p̂).

4.3 Escape Probability for the Target

For finding the probability of the target’s escape through any particular occlusion pi,

we predict the motion of the target by independent distributions p(θ) and p(φ) on its

azimuth (θ) and zenith (φ) angle. We assume that the target speed remains constant, but

in general, this can also be modeled by a distribution p(s). The probability is measured

in terms of the integral of the volume subtended by the plane,

pi(φ, θ) =

∫θ 2

θ 1

∫φ 2

φ 1

p(φ)p(θ)dφdθ

For lack of space we do not go into the details of solving this double integral.
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(a) CASE I (b) CASE II (c) CASE III

Fig. 9. Control Experiments

5 Experiments

We performed different tests on the algorithm by providing it with various environments

and analyzing the results. In the first test, we check for specific behaviors of the algo-

rithm with different configurations of the target in a simple environment, Fig.9. In the

second test, we run the algorithm in a more complex urban environment amid sensor

uncertainties, Fig.10, and analyze its performance metrics.

We create a simple scenario in Fig.9, where the target (red cube) tries to escape the

visibility of the robot (blue sphere), by moving behind the obstacle (maroon wall). To

analyze the fundamental characteristics of the robot motion, in response to the target’s

motion against an occlusion plane, we turn off all the occlusion planes except the blue

plane at the top of the wall. The dotted lines depict the path executed by the target

and the robot, while the solid segments show their current heading. For all the cases,

the robot is placed in front of the wall. The target’s path is unknown to the robot. The

robot’s velocity is generated at each step by Eqn.3 & 4.

CASE I : When the target is placed in front of the wall, shown in Fig.9a, its short-

est path of escape from the robot’s visibility passes through the top edge of the

wall. This means that any amount of swinging of the occlusion plane by the robot

would be fruitless and the robot should move towards this edge. This behavior is

reproduced by the robot, as vr is the only component produced by Eqn.3 & 4.

CASE II : Next, let the target be placed above the wall somewhere middle along its

horizontal length, shown in Fig.9b. For such a position, the target’s closest point

of escape is its normal projection on the occlusion plane. In such a situation then,

it makes sense to swing the plane away from the target. The algorithm manages to

produce a combination of vn and vr to address the scenario. vn helps in swinging

the plane, and vr helps in improving the vantage by moving closer to g. This com-

bination, that balances the long term and short term goals, generates a curved path

as seen in the figure.

CASE III : If the target is placed not at the middle, but towards one end over the wall,

a lateral swing can increase the shortest distance value in addition to the normal

swinging motion. This is characteristic to 3-D environments where the robot can

prevent the target’s escape by shifting the plane laterally away from under the
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10. Realistic simulation setup using Gazebo. (a) Environment setup, (b) Robot viewpoint,

(c) Extracting O from 3-D range scan

target. In general, people tend to show this kind of behavior in such a situation.

This behavior is also shown by the algorithm as it generates a horizontal compo-

nent vp , in addition to vn and vp. This shows that the algorithm is able to exploit

the additional dimension available to the robot in 3-D. Moreover, this is achieved

using only local information.

We next test the effectiveness of our algorithm in a realistic scenario by implement-

ing it in the Gazebo robot simulator [17]. Gazebo is a multi-robot simulator for both

indoor and outdoor environments in 3-D. It generates realistic sensor feedback, object

collision, and dynamics. Using Gazebo, we build an urban environment in which a robot

helicopter tracks our target, another helicopter, shown in Fig.10. The environment has

buildings of various sizes, separated by alleys and pathways. We mount a 3-D sweeping

laser range finder on the robot helicopter. In general, this can be replaced by any reliable

vision system without much impact on our algorithm. The 3-D range data is processed

to extract occlusion planes. Fig.10c shows an example. The set of points is the sensor

data from the laser range finder. The dark blue planes are the occlusion planes obtained

by the range discontinuity upon thresholding. The red dot indicates the target position.

We compare our algorithm with the popular visual servo algorithm. Both are online

algorithms that can be implemented using exactly the same setup. To evaluate the per-

formance, we compare the shortest distance to escape (SDE) from the target position

to the nearest occlusion plane. Clearly, if an algorithm alway maintains superior SDE

throughout, thereby keeping the target away from the possible escape regions, it can be

considered to have a better tracking performance.

Figures 11a & 11b, show the tracking results for the servo algorithm and our van-

tage algorithm, respectively. The target executes an identical path, which is marked in

Fig.11a. The robot starts from the same position in the lower right part of the figures.

The dotted paths show the robot’s paths under the control of the two algorithms.

The servo tracker loses the target at step 23, whereas the vantage tracker continues

until we stop the simulation at step 46, at which time the target is still visible. The SDE

plots, in Fig.11c, show that the two trackers have comparable performance until around

step 20. After that, the SDE for the servo tracker drops to 0, while the vantage tracker

still maintains good SDE values and is able to continue tracking the target. The reason

behind the success of the vantage tracker becomes clearer when we look at Fig.11d,
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(a) Servo controller (b) Vantage controller

(c) SDE plots for Servo vs. Vantage (d) Risk and SDE plot of Vantage

Fig. 11. Experimental Results

which plots the risk values computed by the vantage tracker at each step. We see that

the risk values peak for certain steps. Careful inspection reveals that such peaks occur

whenever the target turns around a corner. For example, the target turns right sharply in

steps 15–20, then again around step 30, and we have peaks in the risk plot accordingly.

From the peaked risk values, the vantage tracker perceives the danger of losing the

target in the near future and moves to reduce it, thereby successfully keeping the target

visible. The servo tracker does not consider the effect of occlusion by obstacles and

loses the target.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes an online algorithm for 3-D target tracking among obstacles. It

uses a carefully defined risk function to reason about robot actions in order to balance

between short and long term benefits. As the algorithm uses only local geometric infor-

mation available to the robot’s visual sensors, it does not require a global map and thus

bypasses the difficulty of localization with respect to a global map. Furthermore, uncer-

tainty in sensing and motion control does not accumulate, because the robot’s action is

computed using sensor data acquired in the current step only. This improves the relia-

bility of tracking. Simulation results show that the new algorithm generated interesting

tracking behaviors in 3-D and performed substantially better than an algorithm based

on visual servo control.
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Currently, we are extending the algorithm for more realistic sensor models, in par-

ticular, by incorporating field of view (FoV) constraints. Like range constraints, FoV

constraints are different in nature from occlusion constraints, because they result from

the sensor limitations and cannot be eliminated through robot motion. FoV constraints

are modeled as pseudo occlusion surfaces, and the risk is calculated based on the time

of escape of the target rather than the vantage time. We are also improving the robot

motion models by taking into account the kinematics and dynamics of the robot. For

example, non-holonomic motion limits the space of feasible velocities available to the

robot and can be incorporated as constraints when the robot chooses its action. Our im-

plementation of visibility region extraction from 3-D laser data can also be significantly

improved by using advanced techniques from computer vision.
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Summary. While spatial sampling of points has already received much attention, the
motion planning problem can also be viewed as a process which samples the function
space of paths. We define a search space to be a set of candidate paths and consider
the problem of designing a search space which is most likely to produce a solution
given a probabilistic representation of all possible environments. We introduce the
concept of relative completeness which is the prior probability, before the environment
is specified, of producing a solution path in a bounded amount of computation. We show
how this probability is related to the mutual separation of the set of paths searched.
The problem of producing an optimal set can be related to the maximum k-facility
dispersion problem which is known to be NP-hard. We propose a greedy algorithm for
producing a good set of paths and demonstrate that it produces results with both low
dispersion and high prior probability of success.

1 Introduction

The discretization and sampling of states and actions has a significant impact
on motion planner performance[12]. Motion planning has been concerned with
optimality of sequences of primatives from the very beginning[5] and this topic
is still of interest today[7].

Independent of optimality, the question of whether an existing solution will
be found is typically answered in terms of resolution completeness for deter-
ministically sampled approaches such as [2] and probabilistic completeness for
randomly sampled approaches such as [9][11]. These guarantees describe a search
process which incrementally discovers, in progressively finer detail, the topology
of a prespecified environment in an unbounded amount of time.

In a sensor-based real-time replanning context, the environment is partially
unknown and it can only be ascertained by moving through it. It is often desire-
able to move continuously, so motion planners must find a solution in limited
time in order to be responsive to continuously updated sensor data. In this lim-
ited time context, it may be impossible to find a solution, even if one exists,
for reasons of insufficient computing resources. For continuous motion, the lack
of a solution may imply an inevitable collision [6] [10] so safety can be a valid
concern.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 281–292.
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Therefore, an equally relevant completeness question is the likelihood that an
existing solution will be found with the limited computation time available. That
question can be framed in terms of an unknown environment whose properties
are known only probabilistically. We define the relative completeness of a set
of paths as the probability of finding a solution to a motion planning query in
a fixed period of time (or equivalent amount of computation). Maximizing this
probability can be viewed as a search space design problem and it is the main
concern of this paper.

Many planning algorithms choose to discretize actions (controls, inputs) in
order to reduce computation while inherently respecting differential motion con-
straints. An appropriate choice of primitive motions can lead to benefits with
regard to density of the reachable set[3], robustness[8], and optimality[13]. The
question of which actions to use is therefore a related search space design ques-
tion because inputs determine the path followed.

In Sect. 2 we address the theoretical relationship between relative complete-
ness of a set of paths and their mutual separation. Sect. 3 describes an algorithm
which generates a set of paths whose mutual separation is favorable. Finally
Sect. 4 presents the results of simulations which verify the above relationship
and show that it has an impact on performance in motion planning problems.

2 Obstacle Correlation and Path Dispersion

The design of many motion planning algorithms depends on choices for how to
discretize states and actions. The process of making these choices is a search
space design activity that can be addressed somewhat independently of the pro-
cess used to conduct the search. We will show that all search spaces are not
created equal. In particular, this section shows that the finite size of obstacle
regions and/or the spatial correlation of obstacles in space has implications to
optimal search space design.

2 .1 S p a tia l C o r r e la tio n o f O b s ta c le s

While analog cost fields are sometimes used to represent the environment, we
will adopt the popular abstraction of partitioning it into two subsets: obstacles
and free space. Consider a region of the plane containing obstacles. Let o(x, y),
defined over R

2, denote the joint probability density that the point (x, y) is
inside an obstacle. Hence o(x, y)dxdy is the probability that a differential region
at (x, y) is contained in an obstacle.

Consider a subregion R ⊆ R
2 and let C(R) denote the event that some part

of R contains some part of an obstacle, in which case we say it is in collision. Let
P [C(R)] denote the probability of the event C(R). By the axioms of probability,
regardless of the magnitude or the spatial correlation characteristics of P [C(R)],
adding more points to R cannot decrease the probability of collision:

P [C(R ∪ dR)] ≥ P [C(R)] (1)
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Consider next two nonempty differential regions dR1 and dR2 (Fig. 1a) lo-
cated arbitrarily in R

2. Let them be so small that o(x, y) may be considered
to be uniform everywhere inside and in a small surrounding neighborhood. The
distance between them is defined as the distance between their centers. Consider
the question of how obstacles in one region may affect those in the other. By the
definition of conditional probability:

P [C(dR1)|C(dR2)] =
P [C(dR1) ∧ C(dR2)]

P [C(dR2)]
(2)

Suppose knowledge of dR2 being in collision implies a greater probability that
dR1 is also in collision:

P [C(dR1)|C(dR2)] > P [C(dR1)] (3)

Under these conditions, we say that the two events are positively correlated
because the occurrence of one raises the probability of the other. Assuming that
P [C(dR2)] �= 0, we have P [C(dR2)] > 0. Substituting from Equation (2) and
rearranging leads to:

P [C(dR1) ∧ C(dR2)] > P [C(dR1)]P [C(dR2)] (4)

Hence, positive correlation raises the probability that both regions are in col-
lision relative to what it would be otherwise. There are two related situations
where such positive correlation may occur: overlap of the regions, and spatial
correlation of o(x, y) as outlined below.

If the regions overlap, (Fig. 1b) let the quantity α(dR1, dR2) denote the area
of their region of overlap. Assume for the moment that o(x, y) exhibits no spa-
tial correlation and consider variations that allow the regions to deform while
preserving their areas so that the area of overlap changes. An obstacle point in
the region of overlap is in both regions. By Equation (1), for such variations,
we can conclude that the probability that both regions contain an obstacle is
monotone in α:

d

dα
P [C(dR1) ∧ C(dR2)] > 0

Fig.1.Regions which may contain obstacles a) two separated differential regions b)
two overlapping differential regions c) two finite regions (swept volumes) that overlap.
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Likewise, spatial correlation of o(x, y) may occur, for example, when obsta-
cles tend to occur in contiguous regions. Consider allowing the regions above to
move slightly while retaining their shapes. Let δ(dR1, dR2) denote the distance
between them. This distance can be spanned by all obstacles whose width along
the line between them exceeds the gap. For convex obstacles, and any distribu-
tion of obstacle sizes, or more generally for a spatial correlation which decreases
monotonically with distance, there are fewer obstacles able to do this as δ in-
creases. We conclude that the probability that both regions contain an obstacle
point is monotone in δ:

d

dδ
P [C(dR1) ∧ C(dR2)] ≤ 0

For two finite regions R1 and R2, P [C(R1)|C(R2)] depends on the influence of
every element of R2 on every element of R1. For finite sets, the notion of distance
between the two sets is more difficult to define, particularly if it must satisfy
the triangle inequality. Note however, that if two compact separated regions are
further separated along the line between their centroids, the individual distances
between every subregion of R1 and every subregion of R2 all increase, so we would
still expect the probability of an obstacle spanning both regions to decrease with
their separation.

2.2 Probability of Solving a Query

The above analysis is useful for comparing different search spaces in motion
planning. Let a search space be defined simply as a set of paths, whether encoded
explicitly or generated during a search process that sequences states or actions.
As a trivial motivating case, suppose a motion planner were able to search only
two paths in the available time. Consider the swept volumes that would be
occupied by a vehicle if it traversed each of these two paths and let R1 and
R2 represent these volumes (Fig. 1c). Based on the above analysis, it would
be a poor choice if these swept volumes overlapped unnecessarily or were even
unnecessarily close to each other. If one were in collision, the other would also
be highly likely to be in collision. Furthermore, if one were not in collision, the
other is likely to be a redundant solution whose presence is probabilistically of
little value from the perspective of completeness – because only one safe path is
required.

The relative completeness of a set of paths is the prior probability that at
least one of them will not intersect an obstacle. If the size of the set is related
to some bounded amount of computation, this quantity provides the prior prob-
ability of finding a solution to a motion planning problem within the specified
computational bound.

Relative completeness is a prior probability because it is computed over the set
of all possible environments encoded in the joint obstacle density o(x, y). It is not
conditioned on the specification of a particular planner but is rather a property
of a set of paths (i.e. a search space) independent of how it is represented or
searched.
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It was argued above that the probability that one of a pair of paths is not in
collision increases with path separation. This implies that the relative complete-
ness of a set of n paths is related to how they all are mutually separated (from
each other in some holistic sense). In order to formalize this notion, we turn now
to the concept of dispersion of a set of points.

2.3 Path Dispersion

The dispersion[14] of a finite set P of points is given by

d(P ; X) = sup
x∈X

min
p∈P

d(x, p)

for the metric space (X, d) consisting of a set of points in X and an associated
metric d(x, y) which defines the distance between all pairs of points x and y. In
our case X will be a finite set of paths and P will be a search space constituting
some subset of X . Intuitively, dispersion computes the size of the largest sphere
centered at a point in X which does not contain a point in P . This concept will
be used to quantify the degree of mutual separation of a set of candidate paths.
Note that, counterintuitively, the definition is such that lower dispersion implies
a more disperse set as the word “disperse” is used in everyday communication.

Our intuitive notion of path separation suggests that the area between two
paths [AreaBetween(R1, R2)] behaves roughly correctly. As it decreases toward
zero, the swept volumes of two paths approach each other [δ(R1, R2) decreases]
and then begin to overlap [α(R1, R2) increases] until they overlap completely
and their separation becomes zero.

It is not clear that the conditional probability P [C(R1)|C(R2)] is necessarily
monotone in this distance for finite regions of arbitrary shape. Nor is it clear
that it satisfies the triangle inequality required of a metric space. In any case, we
will use this notion of distance as a computational expedient in the remainder
of this paper and note that our results rest more fundamentally on probabilistic
concepts which require no concept of distance between finite regions. Given this
definition for the distance between two paths, and the concept of dispersion, we
are now in a position to measure the mutual separation of a set of paths and to
choose those sets which are most separated.

3 Search Space Selection Algorithm

This section presents an off-line algorithm for generating a mutually separated
set of paths. In order to conveniently exhibit the relationship between dispersion
and mutual separation, the approach used is to find a good subset P of an
explicit and much larger set of paths X .

3.1 Path Generation

For this work we consider two different classes of search spaces, useful for two
different classes of motion planners. All paths in a goal directed search space
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(identified later by subscript GD) start at the same start location and terminate
at the same goal region. All paths in a depth limited search space (identified
later by subscript DL) start at the same start and radiate arbitrarily outward
from there.

A goal directed search space is suitable for analysing the standard motion
planning problem where it is possible to search all the way to the goal in the
available time. A limited depth search space is suitable for analysing the case
when this is not so. The latter case occurs in sensor based obstacle avoidance
when the goal is relatively far from the present position or when the combination
of maps and sensor data cannot be trusted beyond some maximum distance.
Under these circumstances, the paths which radiate away from the direction to
the goal are provided in case this direction is blocked by an obstacle.

The set of paths X is produced by elaborating a reachability tree for a simple
vehicle model incorporating limits on curvature and curvature rate. Any set of
discrete inputs could be used in combination with any vehicle model but a large
number of Dubins car-like motions[5] were chosen for simplicity. At each level
in the tree a hard left, hard right, and a set of lower curvature turns in between
are used to expand the leaves of the tree into successor states. For XGD, paths
which achieve a goal position (within a threshold) are included in the set, and
all other paths are pruned. For XDL, the tree is used as is. Example sets are
shown in Fig. 2.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
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(a)
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15

(b)

Fig. 2. Example sets of paths. a) XGD, contains 667 paths. b) XDL, contains 640
paths.

3.2 Separation Based Greedy Algorithm

The problem of finding the subset P of maximum dispersion is the “maximum
k-facility dispersion” problem, an optimization problem which is known to be
NP hard[1]. Given a set of facilities X , the problem is to find a subset P with
|P | = n which maximizes the minimum distance between any two facilities.

Given the difficulty of finding a true optimum, we settle on a simple algorithm,
which attempts to greedily minimize dispersion. It is used to generate a set P̂ ∗,
an approximation of some optimal set of paths P ∗. P̂ ∗ is seeded with either
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the minimum length path to the goal (for XGD), or the zero curvature path

(for XDL). Next, paths from X are added to P̂ ∗ one by one such that each has

maximal distance between it and its closest neighbor already contained in P̂ ∗

or arg maxx∈Xmin
p∈P̂∗

d(x, p). This has the effect of filling the largest hole in
function space at each step.

It is important to distinguish the off-line search over function spaces, presented
above, from the on-line search of a set of paths that is conducted by a motion
planner. In order to enforce the condition of limited computation during the
on-line search, the total cumulative length of all paths in P̂ ∗ is fixed. Paths are
added to P̂ ∗ until the set accumulates the specified total path length.

Later results will require a capacity to compute billions of distances between
two paths. For efficiency, the area between two paths is approximated as the
sum of the distances between pairs of points at equal path length along each
path times the distance between subsequent points. 5–10 point pairs are used in
this computation. Since this is an approximation of area its units are in m2 and
dispersion will refer to the area between two paths.

The incremental nature of this algorithm provides the additional benefit that
the sequence of paths in a set of size n encodes all sets of size ≤ n. Specifically,
for a set of size n, ∀ k ≤ n, the set of size k which this algorithm would generate is
simply the first k paths in the set. This property is very useful in the context of
varying computing time budgets which might result, for example, from varying
vehicle speeds.

For the XGDand XDL shown in Fig. 2, the resulting P̂ ∗
GDis shown in Fig. 3a,

and the resulting P̂ ∗
DL is shown in Fig. 3b.

3.3 Search Space Generation

This section serves the dual purpose of describing aspects of our experimental
setup as well as demonstrating the quality of the P̂ ∗ produced by the above
algorithm. Around 400,000 P ’s were generated by randomly selecting paths from
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Fig. 3. The sets a) P̂ ∗

GD and b) P̂ ∗

DL which approximate the optimal set P ∗. Both sets
contain 25 paths.
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Fig. 4. A plot of the probability distribution over dispersions computed from a)400,000
random PGD and b)400,000 PDL sets of paths. The circles represents the uniformly
sampled dispersion that will be used in the simulations and the square (bottom, far

left in each graph) represents the dispersion of P̂ ∗.

each of XGD and XDL and the dispersion was computed for each set. Each set
P contains a constant total path length and around 100 paths. Figure 4 shows
the probability distribution over dispersion for the randomly generated P ’s, as
well as the dispersion for P̂ ∗. As shown, P̂ ∗

GDhas a 30% lower dispersion than

the best of the randomly generated PGD’s and P̂ ∗
DL has a 20% lower dispersion

than the best of the randomly generated PDL’s. Again, because of the definition
of dispersion, lower dispersion implies a more disperse set.

In order to generate trajectory sets with higher dispersion, PDLs were gener-
ated by using a “hole protection” algorithm. This algorithm works by selecting
a trajectory from the set X , and then removing all trajectories from X with are
within a distance d of that selected trajectory. The greedy algorithm described
earlier is then used to generate the set P from this modified X guaranteeing
that the dispersion will be at least d. This hole is selected in a way to ensure the
straight trajectory is never removed from X because removing it would lead to
an unusally ineffective search space.

4 Results

This section empirically verifies the relationship between relative completeness
and path dispersion and it shows how it impacts performance in two mobile
robot motion planning applications.

4.1 Relating Path Dispersion and Relative Completeness

The first set of tests are concerned with the relative completeness of a random
sample of PGDsearch spaces and the P̂ ∗

GDgenerated above. For each of 17 values
of dispersion, 7 sets PGDare selected for testing at or very near that dispersion.
Each is tested in 1,250,000 randomly generated obstacle fields to determine its
relative completeness. Obstacle fields consist of a number of circular obstacles of
random size (drawn from a Normal distribution with a lower bound) which are
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Fig. 5. The results from the simulations of P̂ ∗

GD and various PGD’s in random worlds.
The error bars in the graph represent the min and max values observed for 7 different
P ’s with very similar dispersions. The data point furthest to the left represents the
simulation of P̂ ∗

GD

placed in a simulated environment at random positions (drawn from a uniform
distribution). For any set PGD placed in this environment, if at least one path is
obstacle free, the set is considered to have succeeded in that particular obstacle
field. Results are shown in Fig. 5. Error bounds provide the spread from minimum
to maximum probability of success for the 7 sets tested at each dispersion. P̂ ∗

GD

has no error bounds since no other PGD’s were found with dispersion close to it.
The point of this experiment was to examine the relationship between dis-

persion and relative completeness, and the results do follow the expected trend
of decreasing dispersion leading to higher relative completeness. It is also inter-
esting that P̂ ∗

GD (the lowest dispersion point in the figure) does not follow the
preceding trend. Instead it performs better than expected based on its disper-
sion. This likely indicates that our dispersion metric is not completely capturing
the behavior of the underlying probabilities.

4.2 Relating Path Dispersion and Obstacle Avoidance Competence

The second set of simulations are concerned with the PDLs and P̂ ∗
DL depth

limited search spaces. In this simulation there is a goal that is 1km away from
the vehicle start location. The world is random and populated with circular
obstacles which have a randomly generated size, giving the world the feel of a
forest or boulder field. Obstacle positions are drawn from a uniform distribution
and obstacle size is drawn from a bounded uniform distribution. There is a grid
of points which represents the portion of the world known to the vehicle which is
updated in each planning cycle with all obstacles within a radius of the vehicle.

During each planning cycle, the vehicle follows the path which was sensed
as obstacle free for the longest length in the last planning cycle. That selected
path is followed for a distance corresponding to how far the vehicle would travel
during the next planning cycle. In the case of a tie, the grid based distance to
goal is computed from the end of each path, based on the portion of the world
which is known to the vehicle, and the path with the lowest grid based distance
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Fig. 6. The results from a dynamic vehicle simulation with limited perception range for
selected PDL’s and P̂ ∗

DL. The data point furthest to the left represents the simulation

of P̂ ∗

DL. a) Shows the average number of stops durring a run and b) shows the total
distance to goal.

to goal is selected. The paths are each of length 17 m. The method of evaluating
a constant set of paths has been applied to the obstacle avoidance problem at
least as far back as[4].

For simplicity, the vehicle cannot adjust its speed during a test. Instead, if
the vehicle is in a position where it cannot avoid an obstacle at its fixed speed
then the vehicle heading is changed to point along the grid based path to goal
to simulate a stop and turn correction. These tests were performed for P̂ ∗

DL and
the PDL’s. Approximately 100 runs were performed for each set (using different
random worlds) and the average distance to goal was computed for each set.
The results from this investigation are shown in Fig. 6. The results indicate
that the final distance to goal followed an upward trend as the dispersion of
the search space increases. Path dispersion relates to distance travelled because
when the true optimal solution is near the largest hole in path space the best
approximation available is relatively far away.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Motion planner performance depends on both the quality of the search space
and the quality of the algorithm which searches it. While it is intuitively clear
that searching a large number of nearly identical paths is a poor approach to
motion planning, it is not so clear how we should characterize an optimal search
space. This paper has taken some steps toward defining these characteristics
when search time is limited.

One practical motivation for this work is the case of an outdoor mobile robot
which is trying to move as quickly as possible toward some distant goal. Our
own field experiments for high speed outdoor vehicles on our PerceptOR and
UPI programs have measured average speed of travel over very difficult terrain
as the most basic performance metric among many others. The time required to
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stop, reverse, and avoid an obstacle that was not avoided more gracefully had
a substantial effect on our performance scores. In many cases, it was clear that
an elegant solution might have been found if a more complete planner could
be fit into the available computing resources. This observation was the original
motivation for the work. All other things being equal, a planner less likely to
stop would clearly be preferable in a competitive situation.

Although our simulation results are based on very simple planners this is
because we are interested here in establishing the connection between relative
completeness and mutual separation. During an online elaboration of a search
space, most planners will focus the search based on what is observed during
the search. The relative completeness of such planners can be improved by off-
line optimization of the connectivity of the search space based on prior obstacle
probabilities (to minimize correlation).

The trend toward the use of primitives in motion planning leads naturally
to the question of which ones should be used and this work provides a degree
of guidance in answering this question. We are in the process of extending this
work to produce optimal symmetric state lattices for use in Mars rover motion
planning.

Optimality of the solution is not considered in this paper although extensions
to rank search spaces based on the expected optimality of a solution relative
to continuum search are equally interesting. In this work we have identified an
important characteristic in search space design. The online application of this
idea to new and existing motion planning algorithms is likely to be an interesting
research area.
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Summary. In this paper we address the problem of trajectory planning with imperfect state in-

formation. In many real-world domains, the position of a mobile agent cannot be known perfectly;

instead, the agent maintains a probabilistic belief about its position. Planning in these domains

requires computing the best trajectory through the space of possible beliefs. We show that plan-

ning in belief space can be done efficiently for linear Gaussian systems by using a factored form

of the covariance matrix. This factored form allows several prediction and measurement steps to

be combined into a single linear transfer function, leading to very efficient posterior belief pre-

diction during planning. We give a belief-space variant of the Probabilistic Roadmap algorithm

called the Belief Roadmap (BRM) and show that the BRM can compute plans substantially faster

than conventional belief space planning. We also show performance results for planning a path

across MIT campus without perfect localization.

1 Introduction

Sequential decision making with incomplete state information is an essential ability for

most real world autonomous systems. For example, robots without perfect state infor-

mation can use probabilistic inference to compute a distribution over possible states

from sensor measurements, leading to robust state estimation. Incorporating knowledge

of the uncertainty of this state distribution, or belief, into the planning process can simi-

larly lead to increased robustness and improved performance of the autonomous system.

Unfortunately, despite the recent growth of approximation algorithms and considerable

progress in the applicability of algorithms such as the partially observable Markov de-

cision process (POMDP) [1, 2], planning in belief space has met limited success in

addressing large real-world problems. These models almost always rely on a discrete

representation of the agent state, dynamics and perception and finding a plan usually re-

quires optimizing a policy across the entire belief space, inevitably leading to problems

with scalability.

In contrast, the motion planning community has realized considerable success in

using direct search to find paths through configuration space with algorithms such as

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 293–305.
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the Probabilistic Roadmap [3] or Rapidly-Exploring Randomized Trees [4]. However,

adapting these search algorithms to belief space has generally not been feasible. Com-

puting the reachable part of belief space can be expensive; predicting the evolution of

the agent’s belief over time involves costly non-linear operations such as matrix in-

versions. Secondly, the reachable belief space depends on the initial conditions of the

robot and must be re-computed when the robot’s state estimate changes. Therefore, any

work done in predicting the effect of a sequence of actions through belief space must

be completely reproduced for a query from a new start position.

In this paper, we present a formulation for planning in belief space which allows us

to compute the reachable belief space and find minimum expected cost paths efficiently.

Our formulation is inspired by the Probabilistic Roadmap, and we show how a graph

representation of the reachable belief space can be constructed for an initial query and

then re-used for future queries. We develop this formulation using the Kalman filter, a

common form of linear Gaussian state estimation. We first provide results from linear

filtering theory and optimal control [5] showing that the covariance of the Kalman filter

can be factored, leading to a linear update step in the belief representation. As a result,

the mean and covariance resulting from a sequence of actions and observations can be

combined into a single prediction step for planning. The factored form allows an initial

graph of the reachable belief space to be computed while avoiding expensive non-linear

computations, and the graph can be efficiently updated for additional queries based on

new initial conditions. Optimal paths can therefore be found in time linear with the size

of the graph, leading to greatly accelerated planning times compared to existing tech-

niques. We give experimental results demonstrating this algorithm for motion planning

of a mobile robot.

2 Trajectory Planning and Search

Given a map, model of robot kinematics, and the start and goal positions, the goal of

trajectory planning is to find the minimum-cost collision-free path from start to goal.

We will restrict the discussion in this paper to kinematic motion planning; we plan to

extend this work to kinodynamic planning in future work. C denotes the configuration

space [9], the space of all robot poses, C free is the set of all collision-free poses (based

on the map of obstacle positions) and C obst is the set of poses resulting in collision with

obstacles, so that C ≡ Cfree∪Cobst. When the state is fully observable, the Probabilistic

Roadmap (PRM) algorithm [3] can be used to find a path through Cfree by generating

a discrete graph approximation of Cfree. The PRM computes vertices in the graph by

sampling poses from C and rejecting those samples that lie in Cobst (i.e., that collide

with obstacles). Edges in the graph are placed between mutually-visible vertices, i.e.,

where a straight-line path between the vertices also lies entirely in Cfree. The PRM

then finds a feasible path by searching through the graph from the start vertex to the

goal vertex. The power of the PRM resides in the fact that even if Cfree cannot be

tractably computed, it is relatively efficient to determine if an arbitrary vertex or edge

lies in Cfree.
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3 Belief Estimation in Linear Gaussian Systems

If, however, the agent does not have access to perfect state information, it cannot plan

robustly in the configuration space and must instead plan in the space of beliefs, or pos-

sible distributions over its state. Let us denote the (unknown) state of the vehicle at time

t as st. If the vehicle takes an action according to some control ut, then at time t+1 the

vehicle has moved to some new state st+1 that is drawn stochastically according to some

transition probability distribution p(st+1|st, ut). After each motion, the vehicle receives

an observation zt that is drawn stochastically according to some observation probabil-

ity distribution p(zt|st). With knowledge of the transition and observation distributions,

the vehicle can estimate the probability of its current state bt = p(st|u1:t, z1:t) after a

sequence of controls and observations.

A common assumption is that the posterior state st after some control in-

put ut depends only on the prior state st−1 such that p(st|st−1, u1:t, z1:t−1) =
p(st|st−1, ut). Similarly, the likelihood of an observation depends only on the current

state, p(zt|st, u1:t, z1:t−1) = p(zt|st). These assumptions allow the posterior belief to

be expressed as

bt = p(st|u1:t, z1:t) =
1

Z
p(zt|st)

∫

S

p(st|ut, st−1)p(st−1)dst−1, (1)

where Z is a normalization factor. Equation (1) is the standard Bayes’ filter equation,

and provides an efficient, recursive form of updating the state distribution.

Implementing the Bayes’ filter requires committing to a specific representation of

the state distribution p(st), with consequences on how the transition p(st|st−1, ut) and

observation p(zt|st) functions are represented. One of the most common representa-

tions is the Kalman filter [6], in which the state distribution is assumed to be Gaussian

and the transition and observation functions are linear with Gaussian noise. If the true

system transition and observation functions are non-linear, the extended Kalman filter

(EKF) [7] linearizes the transition and observation functions at each step. A full deriva-

tion of the EKF is outside the scope of this paper, but briefly, the assumption is that

st = g(st−1, ut, wt), wt ∼ N (0, Wt), (2)

and zt = h(st, qt), qt ∼ N (0, Qt), (3)

where wt and qt are random, unobservable noise variables. In the presence of this un-

observed noise, the EKF estimates the state at time t from the estimate at time t − 1
in two separate steps: a process step based only on the control input ut leading to an

estimate p(st) = N (µt, Σt), and a measurement step to complete the estimate of p(st).
The process step follows as

µt = g(µt−1, ut) (4)

Σt = GtΣt−1G
T
t + VtWtV

T
t , (5)

where Gt is the Jacobian of g with respect to s and Vt is the Jacobian of g with respect

to w. For convenience, we denote Rt � VtWtV
T
t . Similarly, the measurement step

updates the belief as follows:
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µt = µt + Kt(Htµt − zt) (6)

Σt = (I − KtHt)Σt, (7)

where Ht is the Jacobian of h with respect to s and Kt is known as the Kalman gain,

Kt = ΣtH
T
t

(

HtΣtH
T
t + Qt

)−1
. (8)

If the measurement function is conditionally independent of a large number of state

variables, the information form of the EKF may be more computationally efficient.

The distribution p(st|u1:t, z1:t) can be represented by the information vector and the

information matrix Ωt = Σ−1

t [8]. The information matrix updates can be written as

Ωt = Σ
−1

t = (GtΣt−1G
T
t + Rt)

−1

(9)

Ωt = Ωt + HT
t Q−1

t Ht. (10)

For convenience, we denote Mt � HT
t Q−1

t Ht such that Ωt = Ωt + Mt.

4 Belief Space Planning

The goal in extending motion planning to belief spaces is to enable the planner to make

decisions not just based on the mean of the distribution, as in the conventional PRM

planner, but also by incorporating additional statistics of the distribution. If the plan-

ner has access to both the mean and the covariance of the EKF, different plans can be

computed depending on whether the position estimate is very certain (the norm of the

covariance is small), or if the position estimate is uncertain (the norm of the covariance

is large). The robot can then detour from shorter paths for those with greater potential

to reduce belief uncertainty through sensor information gain, leading to more conser-

vative motion plans. In order to incorporate the covariance into the decision making,

the planner must find a sequence of actions { u0, . . . , ut} such that the resulting beliefs

{ b0, . . . , bt} maximize the objective function J of the robot.

Conventional motion planners generally search for a collision-free path that min-

imizes the distance to the goal location, such that J(st) = ||st − sgoal||. However,

planning in a Gaussian belief space requires a different objective function since every

belief has some non-zero probability that the robot is at the goal state (although this

probability may be extremely small for beliefs where the mean is far from the goal).

A more appropriate objective function is therefore to maximize the probability of the

goal state, such that J(bt) =
∑

s∈S
bt(s)||s − sgoal||. A trivial extension of the PRM

for solving this optimization problem would first generate a graph by sampling belief

nodes randomly and creating edges between nodes where an action exists to move the

robot from one belief to another. Graph search would then find a trajectory to the belief

with highest probability of being at the goal.

The difficulty with this approach is that the control problem is underactuated and,

thus, only a specific subset of beliefs B ∗ is actually realizable. Even if the robot has full

control of the mean of its belief, the covariance evolves as a complicated, non-linear

function of both the robot controls and environmental observations. If the robot has full
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control over its n-dimensional mean, then the reachable part of the belief space is an

n-dimensional manifold embedded in the n3-dimensional belief space, and therefore a

subset of measure 0. It is vanishingly unlikely that any belief b′ ∈ B ∗ would ever be

sampled such that there exists a control u to reach it.

A different approach must therefore be used for building the belief graph. Since the

robot does have control authority over its mean, it is possible to sample mean com-

ponents of the belief, then predict the corresponding covariance components. Let us

sample a set of mean poses { µi} from C free as the nodes in the PRM graph. We add

an edge eij between pairs (µi, µj) if a sequence of controls uij = { uti
, . . . , utj

} exists

to move along the straight line between µi and µj without collision. We then perform

search in the graph to find a sequence of controls starting from the initial belief b0 such

that the posterior covariance at the end of the sequence is minimized, computing this

posterior covariance using equations (5) and (7). For each step along the edge eij , the

Gt, Rt and Mt matrices are computed using the appropriate models.

5 Linearizing Belief Space Planning

A major computational bottleneck with the planning algorithm described above is that
standard search optimization techniques cannot be used, such as re-using portions of
previous solutions. While the EKF is an efficient model for tracking the probability
distribution of both linear and well-behaved non-linear systems, the update steps in the
filtering process itself are non-linear. In particular, any trajectory optimization that de-
pends on the covariance requires solving the following Riccati equation (from equations
5 and 7):

Σt = (GtΣt−1G
T
t +Rt)

− (GtΣt−1G
T
t +Rt)H

T
t (Ht(GtΣt−1G

T
t +Rt)H

T
t +Qt)

−1

Ht(GtΣt−1G
T
t +Rt).

As a result, if the intial conditions or the trajectory itself are modified in any way, the

covariance must be recomputed from scratch. If the planner computes a predicted pos-

terior state (µt, Σt) from an initial distribution (µ0, Σ0) and a predicted sequence of

actions and observations using a set of t EKF updates, the non-linearity prevents us

from computing a new posterior state (µ′
t, Σ

′
t) from a different set of initial conditions

(µ′
0, Σ

′
0), except by repeating the entire sequence of t EKF updates. This is not the case

for the mean µt for most real-world systems; for a sequence of controls { u0, . . . , ut} ,

under some reasonably mild assumptions, once µt is calculated from µ0, a new µ′
t can

be calculated in a single step from a different µ′
0. The EKF update of the mean becomes

linear during predictive planning when the measurement zt is assumed to be the maxi-

mum likelihood observation zt = Htµt, which simplifies equation 6 to µt = µt.

For a trajectory formed from a sequence of k graph edges each of length l, O (kl)
EKF process and measurement updates are required. The asymptotic complexity of the

overall problem is O (lbd) for a search depth of d edges in the graph with a branching

factor of b; the computational cost of the specific EKF updates along each edge may

seem negligible as a constant multiplier of the exponential growth, but this term has

a significant effect on the overall time to plan. However, if the covariance is factored

appropriately, we can show that the EKF update equations for each factor separately are
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in fact linear. Along with other benefits, the linearity will allow us to combine multiple

EKF updates into a single transfer function, ζij , associated with each edge eij , to effi-

ciently predict the posterior filter state from a sequence of controls and measurements in

a single step. Although initial construction of the graph and transfer functions requires

a cost of O (l) per edge, this construction cost can be amortized, leading to a planning

complexity of O (bd), equivalent to the fully-observable case.

5.1 Linear Covariance Updates

To show the linearization of the EKF covariance update, we rely on previous results

from linear filtering theory and optimal control [5] to make use of the following matrix

inversion lemma:

Lemma 1

(A + BC−1)−1 = (ACC−1 + BC−1)−1 = C(AC + B)−1 (11)

Theorem 1. The covariance can be factored as Σ = BC−1, where the combined EKF

process and measurement update gives Bt and Ct as linear functions of Bt−1 and Ct−1.

Proof. We proceed by proof by induction.

Base case: We can show the theorem to be trivially true, as

Σ0 = B0C
−1
0 = Σ0I

−1. (12)

Induction step:

Given: Σt−1 = Bt−1C
−1
t−1 (13)

From equation (5) , Σt = GtBt−1C
−1
t−1G

T
t + Rt

Σt = (GtBt−1)(G
−T
t Ct−1)

−1 + Rt (14)

From lemma 1, Σt =
(
(G−T

t Ct−1)
(

GtBt−1 + Rt(G
−T
t Ct−1)

)−1
)−1

Σt =
(
DtE

−1

t

)−1

(15)

⇒ Σt = EtD
−1

t , (16)

where Dt = G−T
t Ct−1 and Et = GtBt−1 + Rt(G

−T
t Ct−1). As a result, we can see

that the process update preserves the factored form of Σ. Similarly, if we start with the

information form for the covariance update,

From equation (10), Σt = (Σ
−1

t + HT
t Q−1

t HT
t )−1 (17)

Substituting in Mt and equation (16), Σt = (DtE
−1

t + Mt)
−1 (18)

Again from lemma 1, Σt = Et(Dt + MtEt)
−1 (19)

⇒ Σt = BtC
−1
t , (20)

where Bt = Et and Ct = Dt + MtEt. If we collect terms, we see that
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Algorithm 1. The Belief Roadmap Build Process.

Require: Map C over mean robot poses

1: Sample mean poses {µi} from Cfree using a standard PRM sampling strategy to build belief

graph node set {ni} such that ni = {µ=µi}
2: Create edge set {eij} between nodes (ni, nj) if the straight-line path between (ni[µ], nj [µ])

is collision-free

3: Build one-step transfer functions {ζij} ∀ eij ∈ {eij}
4: return Belief graph G = {{ni}, {eij}, {ζij}}

Bt = Et = GtBt−1 + Rt(G
−T
t Ct−1) (21)

and Ct = Dt + MtEt = G−T
t Ct−1 + Mt(GtBt−1 + Rt(G

−T
t Ct−1)). (22)

In both cases, Bt and Ct are linear functions of Bt−1 and Ct−1.

Collecting terms again, we can re-write equations (21) and (22), such that

Ψt =

[
B
C

]

t

=

[
W X
Y Z

]

t

[
B
C

]

t−1

(23)

=

[
0 I
I M

]

t

[
0 G−T

G RG−T

]

t

[
B
C

]

t−1

, (24)

where Ψt is the stacked block matrix
[

B
C

]
t

consisting of the covariance factors and

ζt =
[

W X
Y Z

]
t

is the one-step transfer function for the covariance factors.

5.2 The Belief Roadmap Algorithm

The belief space planning algorithm is therefore a two stage process. First, mean po-

sitions of the robot are sampled, as in the Probabilistic Roadmap algorithm, and edges

between visible graph nodes are added. The corresponding process and measurement

Jacobians are calculated along each edge and assembled via matrix multiplication into

a one-step transfer function for the covariance, ζij , according to equation (24). Each ζij

now allows us to compute the posterior covariance Σj that results at node j by starting

at node i with covariance Σi, moving along edge eij and performing an EKF update for

each observation received along that path.

In the second stage, a standard search algorithm is used to compute the sequence

of edges through the graph, starting at b0, that maximizes the probability of being at

the goal (or, equivalently, results in minimal belief covariance at the goal). We call this

algorithm the Belief Roadmap (BRM) planner. The build and search phases of the BRM

planner are shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.

There are several issues that for reasons of space we will only address briefly. Firstly,

note that this must be a forward search process; the terminal node of this path cannot

be determined a priori, as the covariance (and hence bt(sgoal)) depends on the specific

path.
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Algorithm 2. The Belief Roadmap Search Process.

Require: Start belief (µ0 , Σ 0 ), goal location µgoal and belief graph G
1: Append G with nodes {n0 , ngoal}, edges {{e 0 ,j}, {ei,goal}}, and one-step transfer functions

{{ζ 0 ,j}, {ζi,goal}}
2: Augment node structure with best path p=∅ and covariance Σ=∅, such that ni={µ, Σ, p}
3: Create search queue with initial position and covariance Q ← n0 ={µ0 , Σ 0 , ∅}
4: while Q is not empty do

5: Pop n ← Q

6: if n = ngoal then

7: Continue

8: end if

9: for all n′ such that ∃en,n′ and not n′ ∋ n[p] do

10: Compute one-step update Ψ ′ = ζn,n′ · Ψ , where Ψ =
[

n[ Σ ]
I

]

11: Σ′ ← Ψ ′
11 · Ψ ′

21

−1

12: if tr(Σ′) < tr(n′[Σ]) then

13: n′ ← {n′[µ], Σ′, n[p] ∪ {n′}}
14: Push n′ → Q

15: end if

16: end for

17: end while

18: return ngoal[p]

Secondly, the BRM search process in Algorithm 2 assumes a queue function that

orders the expansion of (µ, Σ) nodes. Breadth-first search sorts the nodes in a first-

in, first-out order. More intelligent search processes rely on an A⋆ heuristic to find the

goal state faster; however, good A⋆ heuristics for planning in belief space are a topic

for future work. For the results given in this paper, we used exclusively breadth-first

search for both shortest-path (PRM) and belief-space (BRM) planning problems. Ad-

ditionally, considerable work has been devoted to finding good sampling strategies in

fully-observable motion planing problems. For the results in this paper, we used the

same medial-axis sampling strategy for both the shortest-path (PRM) and belief-space

(BRM) planning problems. However, it is likely that better belief-space planning would

result from sampling strategies that are aware of the sensor model. Similarly, a sam-

pling stategy that incorporates the cost function would also lead to improved planning,

especially for cost functions that are not solely a function of the distribution over the

goal state. By iteratively computing expected costs and re-sampling the roadmap, an

upper-bound on the expected cost of the entire computed plan can be achieved. The

exact algorithm for iteratively planning-resampling is outside the scope of this paper.

Thirdly, note in Algorithm 2 that we only expand nodes where the search process has

not already found a posterior covariance n′[Σ] such that some measure of uncertainty

such as the trace or determinant is less than the measure of the new posterior covariance

Σ′. It is also assumed that a node n′ replaces any current queue member n′ when pushed

onto the queue.

Finally, the BRM search process can be adapted to optimize different objective func-

tions. One alternative minimizes the maximum covariance encountered along the entire

path, rather than at the goal location. This is implemented by augmenting the node
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Fig. 1. Experimental Setup. Range sensor locations (shown as blue circles) were sampled along

randomized trajectories between a start and goal location. The solid and dashed line show the

plans generated by the BRM and shortest path algorithms, respectively, with green ellipses indi-

cating the covariances Σ along each trajectory. This experimental design tests the ability of the

BRM to find paths with greater potential information gain to stay well-localized during execution.

structure (in line 2) with the maximum covariance Σp
max along path n[p], such that

ni ={µ, Σ, p, Σp
max=∞}. The decision-making step in lines 12-13 is then replaced as

follows:

if max(tr(Σ′), tr(n[Σp
max])) < tr(n′[Σp

max]) then

n′ ← {n′[µ], Σ′, n[p] ∪ {n′}, max(Σ′, n[Σp
max])}.

6 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the BRM algorithm, we performed a series of evaluations on a

small planning domain in simulation. The testing consisted of two objectives: (1) to

evaluate the quality of plans produced by the BRM algorithm in terms of uncertainty

reduction; and (2), to assess the computational advantage of employing the linearized

EKF covariance update during the search process.

The experimental setup consisted of small-sized maps with randomly placed ranging

beacons using a generalized range sensor model (which, in practice, could be imple-

mented as GPS or RF range sensors). The range measurement was modelled as the

Euclidean distance, d, between the mobile robot and each visible sensor, with additive,

distance-varying Gaussian bias and random error components, N (µbia s(d), σbia s(d)2).
The environment was assumed to be free of obstacles to avoid experimental bias

resulting from artifacts in sensor measurements and random trajectory graph generation

in environments with varying contours.

Localization Performance

In the first set of analyses, we compared the quality of paths produced using the BRM

algorithm to those resulting from a shortest path search. In each test iteration, sensor

locations were sampled along randomized trajectories between a start and goal location
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Fig. 2. In these figures we characterized the positional accuracy of the robot for each planner as

a function of the sensor noise and sensor range. (a) Accuracy vs. Sensor Noise. The positional

accuracy of the shortest path algorithm suffered with increased noise. The positional accuracy

of the BRM increased slightly but not substantially with noise. (b) Accuracy vs. Range. The

positional accuracy of the shortest path algorithm increased with sensor range as the agent had

more ranges for localization. Even with very short range, the BRM algorithm was able to find

paths that maintained relatively good localization.

in an environment with 100m sides, as shown in Figure 1. This experimental setup tests

the ability of the BRM to detour from shorter paths for those with lower expected uncer-

tainty. We tested the quality of paths computed by the BRM and shortest path planning

algorithms by evaluating the average position error obtained at the goal location after

executing the prescribed path.

We performed two analyses to demonstrate that the BRM provided more accurate

localization; we artificially varied the random noise of the range beacons, and we artifi-

cially limited the range of the beacons by discarding measurements beyond a maximum

range. In Figure 2(a), we see the performance of the two planning algorithms under con-

ditions of varying noise. As the sensor noise increases, both algorithms have worsened

positional accuracy at the goal, but the shortest path algorithm degrades more quickly.

In Figure 2(b), we see that with a small maximum sensor range, the BRM is able to

find trajectories in close proximity to sensors, yielding a reasonable level of positional

accuracy. As maximum sensor range increases, trajectories farther from sensors pro-

vide sufficient information for localization and the positional errors in both planners

converge to similar values.

Algorithmic Performance

Secondly, we assessed the speed improvement of utilizing the linearized EKF covari-

ance update during planning. We compared the time required by the planning search

process when using the one-step linearized EKF covariance update to that of the stan-

dard EKF covariance updates. Planning experiments were performed using randomized

sensor locations in maps of varying size (30−100m per side). To reduce variability in

the speed comparison results, the number of sensors was held constant throughout the

experiments and the number of nodes was sampled randomly in proportion to the area

of the environment to maintain consistent trajectory lengths.
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Fig. 3. Algorithmic Performance. (a) Time to Plan vs. Tree Depth (b) Time to Plan vs. Path

Length. Note that these graphs are semi-log graphs, indicating two orders of magnitude increase

in speed.

Figure 3(a) shows the relative search times with respect to the depth of the search

tree in the corresponding trajectory graph. The BRM maintains a consistent improve-

ment by over two orders of magnitude, with search costs scaling logarithmically with

increasing tree depth. Similar results are obtained when comparing the search times

with respect to the length of the resulting path, shown in Figure 3(b), reiterating the sig-

nificant scalable improvement of the one-step update. The one-step covariance update

presents a consistent speedup and scales with the size of the trajectory graph, making

planning in belief space with the BRM computationally tractable.

Note that to construct update matrices for each trajectory in the graph, the one-step

linearized search incurs a one-time build cost comparable to the cost of one path search

using the standard covariance model. However, this cost is amortized; the BRM reuses

this graph to enable efficient search in replanning.

Example trajectories

Finally, Figure 4 shows example trajectories for a very large planning problem. The

robot must navigate across the MIT campus from the bottom right corner to the top left

corner. Scattered throughout the environment are ranging beacons with known position,

shown as the small blue circles. The robot can localize itself according to the ranges,

but the ranging accuracy varies across campus according to the proximity and density

of the beacons. The robot is also constrained to the outside paths (and cannot short-cut

through buildings, the light-grey blocks). The shortest path planner shown in Figure 4(a)

finds a direct route (the solid blue line) but the positional uncertainty grows quite large,

shown by the green uncertainty ellipses. In contrast, the BRM algorithm finds a path

that stays well-localized by finding areas with a high sensor density. The uncertainty

ellipses are too small to be seen for this trajectory.
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(a) PRM: Shortest Path (b) BRM: Lowest Expected Uncertainty Path

Fig. 4. Example paths for a mobile robot navigating across MIT campus. The solid blue line in

each case is the robot path, the blue dots are the range beacons being used for localization, and

the green ellipses are the covariances Σ of the robot position estimate along its trajectory. Notice

that the shortest path trajectory grows very uncertain, whereas the lowest expected uncertainty

path always stays well-localized at the cost of being slightly longer.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have addressed the problem of planning in belief space for linear-

Gaussian POMDPs, where the belief is tracked using Kalman-filter style estimators.

We have shown that the computational cost of EKF predictions during planning can

be reduced by factoring the covariance matrix and combining multiple EKF update

steps into a single, one-step process. We have presented a variant of the Probabilistic

Roadmap algorithm, called the Belief Roadmap (BRM) planner, and shown that it sub-

stantially improves planning performance and positional accuracy. We demonstrated

our planning algorithm on a large-scale environment and showed that we could plan

efficiently in this large space. This kind of trajectory has been reported elsewhere [10]

but in limited scales of environments. We believe that our demonstration of belief-space

planning in the MIT campus environment is considerably larger than existing results.
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Abstract. This paper presents a motion planner that enables a humanoid robot to push an object 

on a flat surface. The robot’s motion is divided into distinct walking, reaching, and pushing 

modes. A discrete change of mode can be achieved with a continuous single-mode motion that 

satisfies mode-specific constraints (e.g. dynamics, kinematic limits, avoid obstacles). Existing 

techniques can plan well in single modes, but choosing the right mode transitions is difficult. 

Search-based methods are vastly inefficient due to over-exploration of similar modes. Our  

new method, Random-MMP, randomly samples mode transitions to distribute a sparse number 

of modes across configuration space. Results are presented in simulation and on the Honda 

ASIMO robot. 

1   Introduction 

Pushing is a potentially useful form of manipulation for humanoid robots when 
grasping is impossible. But pushing is not as simple as walking to the object and 
moving the arm; advance planning is crucial. Even simple tasks, like reorienting the 
object in place, may require a large number of pushes. Between pushes, the robot may 
need to switch hands or walk to a new location, choosing carefully among alternatives 
so that each push respects kinematic constraints and avoids collision. Furthermore, 
many tasks cannot be solved by greedily pushing the object toward its target. For 
example, an object cannot be pushed directly across a large table (Fig.1). Once the 
object out of reach it cannot be pushed further, and since pushing is nonprehensile, the 
object cannot be recovered.  

The current technology in ASIMO’s control system requires dividing the robot’s 
motion into distinct walk, reach, and push modes. While ASIMO walks, the swaying of 
its body prohibits accurate hand positioning. There-fore, the robot is required to stand 
still while reaching for and pushing the object. Secondly, to predict the object’s 
motion when pushed, we restrict ourselves to use stable pushes [7]. This imposes 
additional constraints on the hand and object motion during a push. 

Given these constraints, a motion planner must produce a discrete sequence of 

modes, as well a continuous motion through them. This multi-modal planning  
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problem occurs in several areas of robotics. In manipulation planning, motion 

alternates between transfer and transit (object grasped/not grasped) modes [1, 8, 9]. In 

legged locomotion, each set of environment contacts defines a mode [2, 4]. Modes 

also occur in reconfigurable robots [3] and as sets of subassemblies in assembly 

planning [10]. The most general existing multi-modal planning approach first 

appeared in manipulation planning as a “manipulation graph” [1], and can be 

described as mode-before-motion search. It constructs a graph of modes by selecting 

an existing mode, and transitioning to neighboring modes with single-mode motions. 

However, in pushing and other problems, some modes have a continuous set of 

neighbors (e.g. to start pushing, any points on the surface of the hand and object can 

meet). A fixed discretization makes search intractable, even for simple push tasks. 

The problem is not that pushing itself is hard, but that search samples modes much 

too densely.  Inspired by probabilistic motion planners, the novel Random-MMP 

approach samples mode transitions at random, according to a strategy designed to 

distribute modes sparsely across configuration space. A simple blind strategy samples 

transitions (roughly) uniformly at random. Though this is easy to implement and 

performs reasonably well, it can be improved with prior knowledge of the push task. 

After precomputing tables of push utility – the expected distance the object can be 

pushed – we bias the sampling of contact points to yield high-utility pushes. We 

additionally focus on “bottlenecks” by picking good pushes before choosing where to 

walk. The combined strategy plans for difficult problems in minutes on a PC. We 

demonstrate results in simulation and experiments on the real robot.  

2   Problem Specification 

We plan for ASIMO to push an object across a horizontal table. We move one arm at a 

time for convenience. We assume the object moves quasi-statically (slides without 

toppling and comes to rest immediately), and can be pushed without affecting the 

robot’s balance. The planner is given a perfect geometric model of the robot, the 

object, and all obstacles. Other physical parameters are specified, e.g. the object’s 

mass and the hand-object friction coefficient. Given a desired translation and/or  
 

  

  

Fig. 1. To cross a table, an object must be pushed along the table’s edges 
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Fig. 2. (a) Abstract depiction of reach and push modes, with arm motion horizontal, object 

motion vertical. Each object configuration yields a new reach mode. (b) Paths from q to q’ pass 

through a transition configuration in Fm ∩ Fm’ 

rotation for the object, it computes a path for the robot to follow, and an expected path 

for the object. 

2.1   Configuration Space 

A configuration q combines a robot configuration qrobot and an object con-figuration 

qobj. ASIMO’s walking subsystem allows fully controllable motion in the plane, so leg 

joint angles can be ignored. Thus, qrobot consists of a planar transformation 

(xrobot,yrobot,θrobot), five joint angles for each arm, and a degree of freedom for each 

hand ranging from open to closed. Since the object slides on the table, qobj is a planar 

transformation (xobj,yobj,θobj). In all, the configuration space C is 18 dimensional. 

The robot is not permitted to collide with itself or obstacles, and may only touch 

the object with its hands. It must obey kinematic limits. The object may not collide 

with obstacles or fall off the table. We also require that the object be visible from the 

robot’s cameras while pushing to avoid some unnatural motions (e.g. behind-the-back 

pushes). 

2.2   Modes and Submanifolds 

The robot’s motion is divided into five mode classes: walking, reach left, reach right, 

push right, and push left. Each mode has its own motion dynamics and constraints, 

specified as follows. In walk modes, only the base of the robot (xrobot,yrobot,θrobot) 

moves. The arms must be raised to a “home configuration” that avoids colliding with 

the table while walking. In reach modes, only a single arm and its hand may move. In 

push modes, the hand is in contact with the object. The object moves in response to 

the arm motion according to push dynamics, and reciprocally, the dynamics impose 

constraints on arm motions (Sect. 2.4). Additionally, the object must lie in the robot’s 

field of view.  

Each mode constrains motion to a submanifold of lower dimension than C. Let Cm 

denote the submanifold corresponding to mode m, and Fm denote the set of 

configurations in Cm that satisfy all feasibility constraints of m. An important semantic 

note is that a mode m refers to both the mode class as well as all other parameters 

necessary to fully describe the motion con-straints. For example, there are an infinite 
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number of reach modes, each one with a distinct object position (Fig. 2.a). We 

represent modes (nonuniquely) by an integer describing the mode class and a 

representative configuration. 

2.3   Adjacencies and Transitions 

We say modes m and m’ are adjacent if a transition is permitted between them. For a 

path to transition from m to m’, some configuration q along the way must satisfy the 

constraints of both modes. An important consequence is that the intersection of Fm 

and Fm’ must be nonempty (Fig. 2.b). We call q ∈ Fm ∩ Fm’ a transition configuration. 

The following mode transitions are permitted (Fig. 3). Walk-to-reach, reach-to-

reach, and push-to-reach are allowed from any feasible config-uration. Either the left 

or right arm may be chosen. Reach-to-walk is allowed if the arms are returned to the 

home configuration. Reach-to-push is allowed when the hand of the moving arm 

contacts the object.  

2.4   Push Dynamics 

We restrict the planner to use pushes that, under basic assumptions, rotate the object 

predictably. These stable pushes must be applied with at least two simultaneous 

collinear contacts, such as flat areas on the robot’s hand. Given known center of 

friction, surface friction, and contact points, one can calculate simple conditions on 

the stable centers of rotation (CORs) [7]. Rotating the hand in the plane about a stable 

COR c will predictably rotate the object about c (pure translations are repre-sented by a 

COR at infinity). 

3   Multi-modal Planning 

3.1   Single-Mode Planning  

Single-mode motions can be planned quickly with standard techniques. On average, 

each plan takes a small but not negligible amount of time (typically between 10 and 

100 ms). Walk modes are 3D, and motions can be planned with a variety of methods. 

Reach modes are 6D, requiring the use of probabilistic roadmap (PRM) methods. PRMs 

build a roadmap of randomly sampled, feasible 

configurations, connecting them with straight-line 

paths. They plan quickly when the space has 

favorable visibility properties [5], which are almost 

always satisfied in reach modes. However, PRMs 

cannot determine that no path exists, so the planner 

declares failure after a specified time limit.  

Push motions are produced as follows. Let phand be 

a contact on the hand touching a point pobj on the 

object, with normals nhand and nobj. First, sample a 

stable COR c. Rotate the object about c for some 

distance. Maintain hand contact during this rotation 
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Fig. 3. Mode transition diagram 
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Fig. 4. Diagram of search with a fixed 

discretization. Each “fan” is a mode’s 

configuration space, with light grey obstacles. 

Darkened bor-ders are continuous sets of 

potential transitions. Feasible transition con-

figurations are light grey, connected with single-

mode paths. Infeasible transitions are darkened. 

 

using a numerical inverse kinematics (IK) solver to position phand at pobj and orient 

nhand to –nobj. If the motion is feasible, repeat the process to push the object further. 

3.2   Existing Multi-modal Approaches 

Some multi-modal problems can be solved with standard PRMs simply by allowing a 

mode-change action. This action succeeds only at transition con-figurations in regions 

Fm ∩ Fm’. But most interesting multi-modal systems contain transitions Fm ∩ Fm’ with 

lower dimension than Fm (or Fm’, or both). In particular, a reach-to-push transition 

requires that a flat part of the hand touch the object. The set of all such configurations 

has zero measure in the 6D reach submanifold, so a randomly sampled arm 

configuration has zero probability of transitioning to a push. This necessitates mode-

before-motion approaches, which explicitly consider mode transitions as targets for 

single-mode planning. 

The most general mode-before-motion approach is based on classical search, and 

can work well if good mode-based heuristics are developed. The method builds a 

search tree T where nodes are configuration/mode pairs. At each step, the method 

picks an unexpanded node (q,m) from T according to a heuristic, and expands it as 

follows. For each adjacent mode m’, plan a single-mode path y in m, starting at q and 

ending at a transition q’ in Fm ∩ Fm’. If successful, add the edge (q,m) → (q’,m’) to T, 

annotated with y. Once a goal is reached, the motion follows the single-mode motions 

along the edges of the solution path. 

Search is directly applicable if each mode has a finite number of adjacencies [2]. 

For systems with continuously varying modes, the system must be discretized because 

each mode has an uncountable number of adjacencies [1, 4, 8] (Fig. 4). Choosing a 

discretization requires trading off between speed and completeness.  

A notable alternative to discretizing continuous sets of modes is based on a 

roadmap of the set of configurations that transition between any two modes [1, 9]. 

Unfortunately, a controllability condition has restricted this method so far to 

prehensile manipulation. 

3.3   Drawbacks of Search 

Using search for push planning requires discretizing walk positions (walk-to-reach 

transitions), contacts (reach-to-push transitions), and pushes (push-to-reach 

transitions). But even the sparsest discretization makes search intractable. Consider 

pushing a box. One should allow either hand to touch each side of the box, so there 
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must be k≥2 hand contacts and m≥4 box contacts. One should allow at least a straight 

push and CW and CCW rotations, so there must be n≥3 pushes. Finally adding p walk 

positions (say, p≥4), a search tree of d pushes expands O((kmnp)
d
) modes. In terms of 

pushes, the branching factor is no less than 96. Since each expansion takes 10-100 ms, 

even expanding to a depth of two pushes is too costly. Furthermore, it appears 

difficult to develop good heuristics, because they must reason about the feasibility of 

future transitions and single-step paths. 

4   Random-MMP 

If pushing were truly intractable, search might be our only option. But search covers 

the configuration space much more densely than is needed, e.g. pushing left with the 

right hand from position x is similar to pushing left with the left hand from position y. 

In continuous spaces, PRMs use randomness to overcome similar discretization issues. 

Their performance depends on the visibility properties of the space [5], and if 

visibility is good, a roadmap of a small number of configurations sampled at random 

is sufficient to capture the connectivity of the space. This inspires the development of 

Random-MMP. We conjecture that pushing and other multi-modal systems exhibit 

good “visibility”, although more work is needed to define such a term in the multi-

modal case. 

Like mode-before-motion search, Random-MMP maintains a tree T and extends it 

with a single-mode transition. But each extension picks a node from T at random with 

probability Φ, and expands to a single adjacent mode sampled at random with 

probability Ψ. But how to select Φ and Ψ? Some intuition can be gained by 

examining how tree-growing PRMs try to sample in low-density areas. Two early 

planners have been empirically shown to have good performance over a wide range of 

problems, and have inspired dozens of variations existing in the literature. The EST 

planner expands from a node with probability inversely proportional to the number of 

nearby nodes [5]. The RRT planner tries to distribute configurations uniformly across 

the space by picking a random point in space, and expanding the closest node toward 

that point [6]. We use a simple RRT-like implementation, expanding the tree as 

follows: 

Random-MMP 

1. Sample a random configuration qrand. 

2. Pick a node (q,m) that minimizes a distance metric d(q,qrand). We define d to 

be the distance of the object configurations, ignoring the robot entirely. Like 

RRT, step 2 implicitly defines Φ proportional to the size of the Voronoi cell 

of q. 

3. The tree is expanded from (q,m) to new mode(s) using an expansion 

strategy Expand, which implicitly defines Ψ. 

We will compare four variants of the expansion strategy Expand. 

• Blind: Expands to an adjacent mode m’ chosen at random. 

• Reach/Utility-Informed: Same, but samples contacts, for reach-to-push 

transitions, according to expected reachability/utility. 
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• Push-centered: Expands a sequence of modes that executes a high-utility push 

that moves qobj toward qrand. 

5   Expansion Strategies 

Blind sampling is important to consider, because it can be used for most multi-modal 

problems simply by implementing a transition sampler. Reach/utility-informed 

sampling improves contact selection by assigning probability proportional to 

reachability/utility, much like importance sampling. These weights are precomputed 

on grids in the workspaces of contacts on the hand. Push-centered expansion makes a 

further imp-rovement by selecting body positions that execute high-utility pushes. 

5.1   Blind Expansion 

Given a configuration q at mode m, blind expansion samples a transition 

configuration q’ at an adjacent mode m’, and if q’ is feasible, plans a single-mode path 

y to connect q and q’ as usual. We first choose an adjacent mode class, then sample q’ 

to achieve that type of transition (together defining m’ as remarked in Sect. 2.2).  We 

sample q’ as follows: 

• Walk-to-reach: Sample a body position between a minimum and maximum 

distance from the object and a body orientation such that the object lies within the 

robot’s field of view. 

• Reach-to-walk: Move the arm to the home configuration. 

• Reach-to-reach: Use any configuration. 

• Reach-to-push: Let Shand and Sobj be the surfaces of the hand and the object. We 

predefine a number of contact points Ccand ⊆ Shand that are candidates for stable 

pushes. Sample a point phand from Ccand and a point pobj from Sobj, with normals 

nhand and nobj. Starting from a random arm configuration, use numerical IK to 

simultaneously position phand at pobj and orient nhand to –nobj. 

• Push-to-reach: Rather than sample and plan separately, we plan the single-mode 

path y as in Sect. 3.1, and let q’ be the endpoint of y. 

5.2   Reach/Utility-Informed Sampling 

In reach-to-push sampling, only a small portion of Sobj is reachable from a given  

point on the hand. For each p in Ccand, we precompute information that helps identify 

the reachable region R on Sobj, and furthermore measures the expected utility of points 

in R. 

When pushing, the normal n at p must be horizontal in world space. We fix a height 

of pushing h, constraining the vertical coordinate of p. This define a 3D workspace W 

of points (x,y,θ), where (x,y) are the horizontal coordinates of p and θ is the 

orientation of n, relative to the robot’s frame (Fig. 5.a). We precompute two tables 

over W as follows. 

Reachable stores 1 if the contact is reachable and 0 otherwise (Fig. 5.c). We 

initialize Reachable to 0, and then sample the 5D space of the arm joints in a grid.  
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Starting at each sampled configuration q, we run IK to bring the height of p to h and 

reorient n to be horizontal. If successful, we check if the arm avoids collision with the 

body and the point p is in the robot’s field of view. If so, we mark 

Reachable[(x,y,θ)] with 1, where (x,y,θ) are the workspace coordinates of p and [⋅] 

denotes grid indexing. 

Utility stores the expected distance the contact can be pushed in the absence of 

obstacles, calculated by Monte Carlo integration through Reachable (Fig. 5.c). In 

W, a push traces out a helix that rotates around some COR. We assume a prior 

probability Π over stable CORs for a reasonable range of physical parameters of the 

object. Starting from w0=(x,y,θ) we generate a path w0, w1,…, wK. For all k, wk+1 is 

computed by rotating wk a short distance along some COR sampled from Π. The 

sequence terminates when Reachable[wK+1] becomes 0. After generating N paths, 

we record the average length in Utility[(x,y,θ)]. 

Given robot and object positions, contacts along Sobj at height h form a set of 

curves B in W. Intersecting B with the marked cells of Reachable gives the set of 

reachable object edges R. Reach-informed sampling samples contacts uniformly from 

R. Furthermore, utility-informed sampling samples from R with probability 

proportional to Utility. 

5.4   Push-Centered Expansion 

During reach-to-push transitions, the maximum push utility depends greatly on the 

placement of the robot body. A randomly chosen placement may have a hard time 

reaching the object or pushing it as desired. Push-centered expansion explicitly 

chooses a good body position to execute a high-utility push. Given a node (q,m), this  

 

   

Fig. 5. (a) Workspace coordinates of the right fingers. (b) Reference frame F, with vertical axis 

indicating rotation angle. (c) Reachable/Utility tables in frame F. Reachable cells are 

drawn with darkness increasing with utility 

Table 1. Expansion strategy experiments. Bold indicates best in column 

 Nodes 

/ push 

Time / 

push (s) 

Average 

push (cm) 

Push rate 

(m/s) 

Tgt. seek 

rate (m/s) 

Blind 10.0 0.956 6.7 0.070 0.0302 

Reach-informed 6.99 0.353 6.5 0.185 0.0658 

Utility-informed 5.99 0.325 8.2 0.254 0.111 

Push-centered 5.08 0.404 13.3 0.329 0.257 
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strategy 1) chooses a robot’s body and arm configuration and a high-utility push for a 

reach-to-push transition qpush, 2) plans a whole sequence of modes backwards from 

the reach mode at qpush to (q,m), requiring no search, and 3) plans a push path forward 

from qpush.  

We elaborate on step 1. Let qobj be the object configuration in the randomly 

sampled configuration qrand. Choose a point pobj on Sobj (at height h and normal nobj) 

and a stable push such that the object will be pushed toward qobj. Next, sample a 

contact phand from Ccand and a workspace co-ordinate (xhand,yhand,θhand) with probability 

proportional to Utility. Then, compute the body coordinates that transform 

(xhand,yhand) to pobj and rotate θhand to θobj, where θobj is the orientation of –nobj. Repeat 

until the body position is collision free. Fixing the body, sample the arm configuration 

of qpush, using IK to position phand to pobj and orient nhand to –nobj. 

5.5   Experimental Comparison 

We measure the performance of an expansion strategy as the distance the object is 

pushed per unit of planning time. We ran Random-MMP on the setup of Fig. 7 using 

the blind, reach-informed, utility-in-formed, and push-centered strateg-ies. The search 

is initialized with a walk mode, and terminates at a single push (requiring three 

transitions, from walk to reach to push). The final column measures the distance the 

object was pushed toward the object position in qrand (if positive). The results, 

averaged over 1,000 runs, are summarized in Table 1. Though blind expansion is 

improved with reach- and utility-informed sampling, push-centered expansion is 

clearly superior. 

6   Simulations and Experiments 

Figs. 1 and 6 show a generated motion plan in simulation. The goal is to push the 

object to the opposite table corner. The planner found a trajectory in about one minute 

on a 2 GHz PC. Planning times increase if obstacles introduce difficult bottlenecks, 

e.g. in Fig. 7. A moved obstacle invalidates the initial path during execution, forcing 

the robot to a more difficult alternative. The planner produced a new path in three 

minutes. 

We performed tests on the physical robot (Fig. 8) executing the motion without 

visual or tactile feedback. The object and table have known geometry and are marked 

with calibration patterns. Only at the start, 

the object and table are sensed using stereo 

vision, and the planner is given their 

transformations relative to the robot. The 

robot performs several pushes (typically 3 

to 5) almost exactly as planned. After a 

while, drift in the robot position (estimated 

with dead reckoning) causes pushes to fail. 

Current hardware can only localize the 

object and table periodically by walking to 

a location where all calibration patterns  
 

 

Fig. 6. Search tree for the plan of Fig.1 
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Fig. 8. Asimo pushing a block. Block is darkened for clarity. More videos are available at 

http://draco.honda-ri.com:8080/Videos/Videos 

are in view. Future work could modify cameras to provide continuous feedback, 

introducing the possibility of planning and executing unstable (point) pushes. 

7   Conclusion 

We presented a manipulation planner for a humanoid robot using a novel yet simple 

multi-modal planning algorithm, Random-MMP. Random-MMP tries to distribute 

modes sparsely across the configuration space, much like sample-based motion 

planners. We accelerate planning by biasing transition sampling toward high-utility 

pushes. Experiments show that even without visual feedback, the motions can be 

executed reasonably well. Further work may improve the planner’s exploration 

strategy, or improve motion quality. 

This work also brings up the possibility of unifying multi-modal planning research 

across application domains. Future work should advance the understanding of the 

entire spectrum of multi-modal problems, and compare existing approaches across 

problems. This may enable building efficient, general-purpose multi-modal planners. 
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Fig. 7. Replanning in a changing environment 
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Development of Personal Robot 

Takashi Uchiyama, Toshihiko Morita, and Naoyuki Sawasaki 

Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd. 

Abstract. Fujitsu has been conducting ongoing research and development in robotics to enable 

robots to support people and make their lives safer and more comfortable. In this paper, we pre-

sent our commercial service robot "enon" and its 3D vision system. The robot, with left and 

right arms that give five degrees of freedom (DOF) and grippers, a pan-tilt mechanism carrying 

six cameras, and a wheel mechanism, can operate efficiently and provides services in a variety 

of places such as offices and public facilities. The vision system employs a dedicated FPGA 

processor to accelerate the image processing functions required for autonomous navigation. Its 

power consumption is only 10 W, about a seventh that of a typical Pentium®4 personal com-

puter, while the processing speed for correlation matching is roughly three times faster than 

such a system. This paper also introduces our stereovision ASIC, newly developed to enhance 

the performance of our vision system. 

1   Introduction 

Robotics in Japan has attracted the attention of not only engineers and researchers but 
also ordinary people. Recently, there have been many research efforts in Japan to-
wards developing robots that are ready to assist in office tasks, housekeeping and care 
of the elderly [1-4]. 

To meet these challenges, Fujitsu is playing a unique role; indeed, we have been 

working on robotics for over 25 years, starting with a 6-DOF manipulator robot for 
precise assembly tasks. 

From 1983 to 1991, we participated in the research for "Robots for Hazardous En-
vironments," which was a research and development project of the Ministry of Inter-
national Trade and Industry (currently, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry) for 
the purpose of opening new robotics applications. We were in charge of visual data 
processing of a robot that walked on four legs and performed inspection of nuclear 
power plants. Then, we handled development of the "Space Robot" that performed 
satellite part replacement and repair in a space environment. In 1996, the H-II rocket 
was launched with an actual Fujitsu-made robot on board, marking the world's  
first successful assembly operation in space. From 1993 to 1998, we developed a 
"Nursing-Care Robot" that was capable of autonomously performing background  
operations such as setting and clearing the table for meals, and its effectiveness was 
confirmed through demonstration experiments at a nursing home. 

In 1999, on the other hand, we developed the "Touch Ojisan Robot" and the "Kitty-

chan Robot" as personal robots that the general consumer could immediately use and for 

achieving high-volume sales. When these robots were connected to a personal computer, 

the head lights up to indicate when an e-mail is received and the robot danced based on 

keyboard operation for providing a human interface with an actual form. 
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Fig. 1. Humanoid robot HOAP-3 

 

Fig. 2. Home robot MARON-1 

We participated in the Humanoid Robotics Project (HRP) by the Ministry of Econ-

omy, Trade and Industry started in 1998, and we used these results to launch the 

world's first sales of a true humanoid robot, the HOAP-1[5]. Its successors: HOAP-2 

and HOAP-3 (Fig. 1) were announced in 2003 and 2005 respectively. They are de-

signed for a broad range of applications for R&D in robot technologies. In addition, 

we have developed an original method of motion pattern generation [6-7], which en-

ables the robots to walk dynamically in a changing environment and do complex mo-

tions. We have shipped about 130 robots in this HOAP series to research institutions. 

We have also developed the home robot MARON-1 shown in Fig.2 for general-

purpose usage in a typical household environment. With this robot, a cellular phone 

can be used to perform remote control of movements and video and audio transmis-

sions. A wide range of applications is expected including communication with elderly  
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Fig. 3. Service robot enon 
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people who live in rural areas, remote control of household electronics, and ubiqui-

tous terminals. 

In coming years, new personal robot markets are expected to open up, such as life-

style fields including household use, medical and welfare, public, and biotechnology 

fields. By 2010, the market is expected to grow to more than triple its current size to 

three trillion yen. The market size is estimated to reach seven trillion yen in 2025. 

Fujitsu went on to the next level by developing enon (Fig. 3) [8-10], a robot that 

can coexist with people and provide services in a variety of places such as offices and 

public facilities. The basic services that this robot can offer fall into the following 

three categories: 1) guiding and escorting people; 2) transporting objects; and 3) pa-

trolling and surveillance. In order for the robot to be able to provide diverse services 

in various environments, we developed a 3D vision system, which can accelerate the 

basic image processing functions for mobile robot navigation using compact and low 

power consumption hardware. 

Recently, we developed a new stereovision LSI in the "Development Project for a 

Common Basis of Next-generation Robots" of New Energy and Industrial Technol-

ogy Development Organization (NEDO). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the mechanical 

configuration of the service robot enon as well as its 3D vision system, Section 3 pre-

sents our new LSI including its architecture and some experiments to demonstrate its 

performance, and Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2   The Service Robot Enon 

2.1   Concept 

We have developed our service robot, called enon as an advanced practical-use robot 

that can assist in various tasks, such as providing guidance, escorting guests, trans-

porting objects, and security patrolling in offices and commercial establishments (Fig. 

4) [8-10]. The robot has front and back display modes (Fig. 5), where in the front dis-

play mode users face the touch panel LCD to obtain information and to communicate  

 

 

Fig. 4. Concept of our robot enon 
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Fig. 5. enon with its two orientations 

with the robot using voice-based commands. The head and arms of the robot are also 

turned towards the user. The robot orients the touch panel LCD to the rear in the back 

display mode, while the head and arms are oriented in the opposite direction from 

front display mode, facing towards the direction of travel. The user is guided to his 

desired destination by walking behind the robot. 

2.2   Mechanical Configuration 

The robot consists of five blocks: the head, the body, the right arm, the left arm, and 

the vehicle unit as shown in Fig. 7. The robot can carry a maximum load of 10 kg on 

the carrying space. The bottom is circular with a diameter of 550 mm. The shape does 

not obstruct the movement of the robot in narrow spaces. The shoulder width is 560 

mm, narrow enough to pass through a standard office door. The height is 1300 mm, 

allowing a standing adult to easily operate the robot using the touch panel on its body 

as well as to check the information on the touch panel LCD. The robot has two arms; 

in each one there are five joints and one DOF gripper (Fig. 6). The 250 Wh nickel-

hydrogen battery mounted in the body enables continuous operation for more than 1.5 

hours while moving on level ground. This battery is charged with non-contact power 

transmission, enabling safe charging while maintaining the functionality of the robot. 

The mobile mechanism of the robot is shown in Fig. 8. Independently-driven left 

and right wheels enable the vehicle unit to travel forward, reverse, and turn. While the  

 

 

Fig. 6. enon’s degrees of freedom 
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Fig. 7. System configuration of  enon 

 

Fig. 8. Mechanism of vehicle 

physical and the turning centers of the robot must be synchronized when the mecha-

nism works in a cramped corner, using the two drive wheels for turning and obstacle 

treading at the same time is difficult. To work around this difficulty, we developed a 

vehicle mechanism that offers a flexible solution to irregular ground surfaces as well 

as enhancing the turning performance. The front and rear parts are interconnected by 

a passive joint and the upper body of the robot is secured to the rear part, offering a 

wide range of stability. 
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2.3   Safety Design 

We considered the inherent safety approach and repeated risk assessments based on 

ISO/IEC Guide 51. Inherently safe design measures are achieved by avoiding hazards 

or reducing risks via suitable choices of design features for the robot itself, for exam-

ple, having a light-weight design and lower center of gravity, reducing the actuator 

power, and the design for safe clearance and shape. 

In our service robot, the battery is arranged in the lowest place to lower the center 

of gravity. For safe clearance not to injure, a value less than 2 mm or more than 12 

mm was designated. This specification is based on the ST-2002 standard for safe toys. 

However, we cannot completely get safety with the inherent safe design of the ro-

bot. For example, the robot falls down when a child embraces the robot. Such a resid-

ual risk exists by all means. The information about the residual risk are disclosed to 

users by an instruction manual or education. 

2.4   Networking 

The configuration of the networks in the body is shown in Fig. 9. Board-to-board 

communication interfaces optimize the communication speeds and production costs. 

The CPU board and the two digital signal processing (DSP) boards are connected via 

a USB interface, and each DSP board is connected via a Host Port Interface (HPI). 

One DSP board has a 3D image processor LSI. This board is used as a vision board as 

detailed in the next section. DSP boards can be added according to the required func-

tions. Local devices, such as sensors and motors, are processed in micro-controllers, 

which are connected to the DSP board via a USB interface. Therefore these devices 

can be easily expanded with a USB hub. Also, four non-directional microphones used 

to detect the direction of a sound source and for voice recognition are connected to the 

DSP board. The signals are immediately A/D converted and then transmitted to the 

DSP through the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) to prevent noise. 

 

Fig. 9. Network in body 
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2.5   3D Vision System 

To enable robots to carry out the services described previously in the paper, they must 

be provided with autonomous locomotion functions to reach specified locations. To 

achieve this, a robot must measure the positions and motions of feature points, which 

means that the following image-processing operations are necessary: 1) Extraction of 

feature points; 2) Tracking feature point motions; 3) Stereo measurement of feature 

points; and 4) 2D pattern processing for the recognition of characters, buttons, or 

other patterns using pattern matching. We have developed a vision system [8] that sat-

isfies the above requirements using a 3D image processor LSI and a DSP with float-

ing point processing units for parallel data processing. It should be noticed that if a 

PC is mounted on a mobile robot for these image-processing operations, both the 

hardware dimensions and power consumption will increase. 

1. Configuration and Features 

The configuration of this system is shown in Fig. 10. The DSP and 3D image proces-

sor LSI are mounted on a vision board, as shown in Fig. 11. The size of the vision 

board is 170 mm x 170 mm. The main specifications of the vision board are listed in 

Table 1. We used Altera's Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) as the 3D image 

processor LSI on the vision board. In this FPGA, we implemented a circuit to perform 

the following image-processing operations: 1) The sum of absolute differences; 2) 

The sum of squared differences; 3) Spatial filtering; and 4) Normalized cross correla-

tion. The arithmetic circuit consists of 64 processing elements and processes data in 

parallel in a pipeline manner to provide an exceptionally high performance. In addi-

tion, it also has a function to support extraction of the second correlation peak point 

for stereo matching evaluations. By using these functions of the hardware, the system 

can increase the speed of image-processing operations, such as extraction of bright-

ness gradients, evaluation of brightness gradient distributions, matching processing 

using correlation computing, or matching evaluations. This circuit design accom-

plished an FPGA slice usage rate of 73% and a processing frequency of 86 MHz. 

 

Fig. 10. 3D vision system configuration 
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Fig. 11. Vision board 

Table 1. Main specifications of vision board 

Board Dimensions 170 mm x 170 mm 

DSP TI TMS320C6713 300 MHz 

DSP Memory 32 MB (SDRAM) / 2 MB (FLASH) 

I/O Interface USB 2.0 x 3  

3D Image Processor LSI 
Altera Stratix FPGA (EP1S40F780C7) 

Operating frequency: 86 MHz 

Video Input NTSC composite x 2, 8-bit digital x 2 

Video Output NTSC composite x 1 

Power Supply 5 V (10 W) 

 
The visual processing application runs as a task on the DSP's real-time OS 

(DSP/BIOS). The DSP uses a dedicated image processing library to issue image proc-

essing instructions to the 3D image processor LSI and performs the necessary floating 
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point operations based on the instruction results for distance computing or motion / 

shape recognition. The image processing library provides a collection of approxi-

mately 300 functions such as parameter setting, video input/output control, image 

processing, data transfer, and overlay graphics. 

2. Processing Performance 
The processing performance of the 3D vision system and Pentium

®
4-based system are 

compared in Table 2. The power consumption of the entire 3D vision system is 10 W, 

which is about a seventh of that of the Pentium
®
4 system. The processing perform-

ance for the correlation computing is 1594 times per frame in normalized correlation 

and 2946 times per frame in SSD (1 frame = 33 ms). The performance for space filter-

ing is 2946 times per frame. In short, the 3D vision system is about three times faster 

than the Pentium
®
4 system. 

Table 2. Performance of 3D vision system and a Pentium
®
4-based system 

 3D Vision System Pentium
®
4 

Processing Frequency 
300 MHz (DSP) 

86 MHz (3D LSI) 
2.4 GHz 

Power Consumption 10 W 70 W 

DSP / CPU Performance 2400MIPS / 1800FLOPS 4521MIPS/ 1269MFLOPS 

Correlation Processing 

Reference image: 8 x 8 

Searching scope: 16 x 16 

Normalized:1594 times/ frame 

SSD:2946 times/frame 

Normalized:467 times /frame 

SSD: 655 times/frame 

Space Filtering: Kernel: 8x8 

and Process. scope:16 x16 
2946 times per frame 730 times/frame 

3. Experiments 

To ensure that the vision system described above is suitable for practical use in actual 

situations, we conducted a visual navigation experiment in a building hallway and a 

3D target recognition experiment for freight transportation. The visual navigation 

function was developed based on matching a pre-installed map data with feature 

points obtained using stereo measurement. The processing flow is shown in Fig. 12, 

which consists of the following steps: a) Stereo measurement using corners and verti-

cal edges as feature points as shown in Fig. 13. 

This measurement is made in three different directions (front, 45 degrees right, and 

45 degrees left); b) Localization as shown in Fig. 14, where the stereo measurements 

are matched with the map to identify the robot's current location; c) Safe local path 

planning using obstacle information; and d) Sending commands for the detailed path 

to the vehicle unit. 

Figure 15 shows the 3D target recognition experiment for freight transportation us-

ing feature points found by stereo measurements, while Fig. 16 shows the location of 

the table using the model matching method. The time required for measuring the table 

was 250 ms, which is practicable in a real situation. 
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Fig. 12. Processing flows of autonomous navigation 

 

Fig. 13. Extracted feature points (left) and 3D measurement results (right) 

 

Fig. 14. Localization using map matching: Red points: current position of the robot; green / blue 

points: feature points that matches with the map; yellow points: feature points that do not match with 

the map 

 

Fig. 15. Extracted feature points 
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Fig. 16. Table model matching result 

3   Stereovision LSI 

To enhance the performance of our vision system , we newly developed a stereovision 

ASIC which is implemented in 0.13 micron CMOS technology (Fig. 17). Table 3 

shows the main specifications of the LSI. 

1. Architecture of stereovision LSI 

Figure 18 shows the internal architecture of the LSI. It is a low power consumption 

LSI embedding image processing circuits dedicated for pattern matching, feature ex-

traction, convolution filtering and color processing, as well as an image memory con-

troller and an external processor interface within a single chip. 

The image processing unit is comprised of a pre-processing unit, parallel process-

ing unit and post-processing unit. As Fig. 19 shows, the pre-processing unit is a  

dedicated circuit to execute color conversion, intensity correction and affine transfor-

mation. Regarding color conversion, two types of conversion are possible, i.e. from 

YUV to RGB and from YUV to HSV. Further, for intensity correction, optional con-

version can be selected by using a look-up table. 

The parallel processing unit is a dedicated circuit to execute various multiply and 

accumulation for spatial filtering, correlation matching and feature extraction. This  
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Fig. 17. Stereovision LSI 

Table 3. Main specifications of stereovision LSI 

Technology 0.13µm, CMOS ASIC 

Operation frequency Max. 200 MHz 

Package TEBGA 676 pin 

Operation 

temperature range 
0 - 70°C 

Power voltage 
+1.2 V (core), 

+3.3 V (I/O) 

Power consumption Max. 3.0 W 

Video input YUV16 bit (4:2:2)×2 
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Fig. 18. Internal architecture of stereo vision LSI 

 

 

Fig. 19. Pre-processing unit 

circuit has a 4-cascaded systolic array configuration as shown in Fig. 20, where each 

of the systolic arrays has 8 (vertical) x 8 (horizontal) processor elements (PEs) ar-

ranged in a 2D array pattern as shown in Fig. 21. The array circuit in the latter phase 

can select the data to process from either its memory or the former phase array circuit 

output data. Depending on the requested type of processing, the role of each array cir-

cuit can be changed. For instance, by using 4 array circuits, matching processing is 

conducted based on 16 x 16 template size. For feature extraction, differential filtering 

in the horizontal direction and the vertical direction are carried out respectively by us-

ing each 2 array circuits and the results are supplied to the arrays in the latter phase to 

calculate the quantitative feature that appears in an image gradient space. 

 

Fig. 20. Configuration of parallel processing unit 
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Fig. 21. 64-PE systolic array 

The post-processing unit consists of i) a floating point arithmetic circuit for calcu-

lating normalized cross correlation values for pattern matching and eigenvalues of 

image gradient covariance matrix for feature extraction as shown in Fig.22, and ii) a 

circuit to detect the peak value from the operation results. The floating point arithme-

tic circuit is comprised of 5 floating point multipliers, 2 floating point adders, 1 float-

ing point subtractor, 1 floating point divider and 1 floating point square root extractor. 

These circuits are implemented in a pipeline architecture to enable output of operation 

results for each cycle. 

 

Fig. 22. Floating point arithmetic circuit in post-processing unit 

Table 4. Processing time of basic operations 

Image processing Image size Search time 

Pattern matching (SSD/SAD) 
8×8 

16×16 

16×16 

16×16 

4.7μs 

7.5μs 

Pattern matching (Normalized) 8×8 16×16 5.0μs 

Pattern matching (SSD/SAD,4SA parallel) 8×8 16×16 1.9μs 

Convolution filter 8×8 Kernel 32×32 10.1μs 

Feature extraction (corner) 8×8 16×16 5.8μs 

Feature extraction (line segment) 8×8 16×16 8.9μs 
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Fig. 23. Example of corner extraction 

 

Fig. 24. Example of line segment extraction 
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Fig. 25. Example of stereo matching 

2. Performance evaluation 

We evaluated the performance of our new LSI by using an evaluation board. The 

board embeds fixed point DSP (TMS320DM642, 600MHz: Texas Instruments Incor-

porated) as its external processor. Table 4 shows the processing time for basic opera-

tions. Fig. 23, Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 indicate examples of feature extraction (corner, line 

segment) and stereo matching. Each example demonstrated performance sufficient to 

execute the processing within a frame rate of 33ms, where processing of 3256 areas in 

the scene could be done in 14ms for corner extraction and 1064 areas in 29ms for line 

segment extraction and calculation of its orientation, while extraction of corner fea-

ture from 2852 areas and stereo matching (disparity range from 0 to 63 pixels) could 

be done in 27ms. 

4   Conclusions 

In this paper, we present Fujitsu's commercial robot enon and its 3D vision system. 

We described the mechanical configuration and features of enon, including the "re-

versible design" and the motion mechanism. In addition, we explained the network in 

the robot body, and showed how expandable the system is. We demonstrated that our 

vision system, which uses a FPGA based image processor and a floating point DSP, is 

about three times faster than a Pentium
®
4 processor system while consuming one sev-

enth of the power. The effectiveness of our visual system on enon was demonstrated 
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by experiment in a building hallway and a 3D target recognition experiment for 

freight transportation. 
Moreover, we also introduced our new stereovision ASIC developed to enhance 

the performance of our vision system. The LSI is implemented in 0.13 micron CMOS 
technology, and approximately 5 times faster than the previous FPGA processor. The 
experimental results shown in this paper illustrated how our new LSI dramatically has 
improved the capability of feature extraction and pattern matching for 3D recognition 

of real world. 
One issue for the future is the need to develop an easy-to-operate robot that can be 

used by anyone. This requires the development and integration of a function for im-
mediately recognizing the outside world, a learning function that becomes more intel-
ligent as it is used, a high-speed mobile communication function for images and other 
data, and other capabilities. 

Robots incorporate intelligent information processing, network, device technology, 
and so there is potential for tremendous growth as a distinctive business of the 21st 
century. 
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Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) as a part of 

the "Development Project for a Common Basis of Next-generation Robots". 
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Summary. We present our vision-based system for grasping novel objects in cluttered
environments. Our system can be divided into four components: 1) decide where to
grasp an object, 2) perceive obstacles, 3) plan an obstacle-free path, and 4) follow
the path to grasp the object. While most prior work assumes availability of a detailed
3-d model of the environment, our system focuses on developing algorithms that are
robust to uncertainty and missing data, which is the case in real-world experiments.
In this paper, we test our robotic grasping system using our STAIR (STanford AI
Robots) platforms on two experiments: grasping novel objects and unloading items
from a dishwasher. We also illustrate these ideas in the context of having a robot fetch
an object from another room in response to a verbal request.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we present our vision-based system for grasping novel objects in
cluttered environments.

In the past, most approaches to robotic grasping [1–4] assume availability of
a complete 3-d model of the object to be grasped. In practice, however, such
a model is often not available—the 3-d models obtained from a stereo system
are often noisy with many points missing, and 3-d models obtained from a laser
system are very sparse (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4). This makes grasping a hard
problem in practice. In [5, 6], we developed a learning algorithm that enabled a
robot to grasp novel objects, even ones that it perceived for the first time through
vision. Although we were able to grasp a wide variety of novel objects with
an overall accuracy of 87.8%, those experiments were performed in uncluttered
environments with objects placed against a uniform background. Grasping in
cluttered environments, such as a dishwasher or a normal home kitchen (Fig. 1),
is a harder problem both from a planning as well as a perception point of view.
Further, in such environments, most straightforward approaches, such as visual
servoing [7], become more difficult because the arm now needs to execute more
complicated paths for grasping, and occlusions (by the objects or by the arm
itself) make it harder to track the arm.

In this paper, we will describe our vision-based robotic grasping system, which
takes into account uncertainty in the location of obstacles when planning and

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 337–348.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Our robot (STAIR 1) unloading items from a dishwasher, (b) Our robot
(STAIR 2) grasping an object in a normal kitchen environment.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. (a) An image of textureless/transparent/reflective objects. (b) Depths esti-
mated by our stereo system. The grayscale value indicates the depth (darker being
closer to the camera). Black represents areas where depth-finding failed. (c) An image
of a cup lying on a table, (d) Its 3-d model calculated from a laser scanner (view from
the right). The sparsity of the points makes perception of the 3-d model difficult.

when choosing where to grasp. Our algorithm consists of several components:
first, to decide where to grasp the object, second, to perceive the obstacles, third,
to plan a path to the object while avoiding obstacles, and fourth, to actually
execute the grasp.

We also describe our two robotic platforms, one having a 5-dof arm and a
two-fingered hand, and the other having a 7-dof arm and a three-fingered hand.
These robotic platforms are built as a part of a project whose long-term goal is
to build a useful, general-purpose household robot that can navigate in indoor
environments, pick up and interact with objects and tools, and carry out tasks
such as tidying up a room or preparing simple kitchen meals.

We tested our vision-based robotic grasping system in picking up novel objects
and unloading items from a dishwasher. As part of a larger team effort, we also
combined our grasping system with tools from various other sub-fields of AI to
have a robot fetch an object from another room in response to a verbal request.
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2 Prior Work

Most work in robotic manipulation assumes a known 3-d model of the object
and the environment, and focuses on designing control and planning methods
to achieve a successful and stable grasp in simulation environments. In practice,
however, such a model is often not available. For example, the point clouds
obtained from a stereo system are noisy and/or missing, and points obtained
from a laser system are very sparse (see Fig. 2). Therefore, approaches that
assume availability of a complete 3-d model (to compute surface normals, etc.)
would not apply. Here, we will focus on prior work that has performed real world
grasping experiments, and refer the reader to [1–4] for a more general survey of
past work in robotic manipulation.

For grasping 2-d planar objects, most prior work focuses on finding the lo-
cation of the fingers given the object contour, which one can find quite reliably
for uniformly colored planar objects lying on a uniformly colored table top. Us-
ing local visual features (based on the 2-d contour) and other properties such
as force and form closure, the methods discussed below decide the 2-d location
at which to place the fingertips (two or three) to grasp the object. Piater et
al. [8, 9] estimated 2-d hand orientation using K-means clustering for simple
objects (specifically, square, triangle and round blocks). Morales et al. [10, 11]
calculated 2-d positions of three-fingered grasps from 2-d object contours based
on feasibility and force closure criteria. Bowers and Lumia [12] also considered
the grasping of planar objects and chose the location of the three fingers of a
hand by first classifying the object as a circle, triangle, square or rectangle from
some visual properties, and then using pre-scripted rules based on fuzzy logic.

In more general grasping, Kamon et al. [13] used Q-learning to control the
arm to reach towards a spherical object to grasp it using a parallel plate gripper.
Edsinger and Kemp [14] grasped cylindrical objects using a power grasp by using
visual servoing. Platt, Grupen and Fagg [15] used schema structured learning
to learn control policies for power grasps for objects. These methods apply to
power grasps for simple objects (spherical and cylindrical) and do not apply to
grasping for general shapes (e.g. grasping a cup by its handle) or to grasping in
cluttered environments.

In other related work, Hsiao et al. [16] used Partially Observable Markov
Random Process (POMDP) for whole body grasps; however only in simulation.
Simeona [17] assumed perfect knowledge of the scene and the objects to plan
a more global path (i.e. to go from point A to point B for grasping) using
Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRM).

3 Algorithm

Our robotic grasping system consists of the following components:

1. Inferring grasping points: This component infers a 3-d point and an
orientation at which to grasp the object. It takes into account the arm and
hand kinematics.
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2 . P erception of the environment: The robot needs to find the object, the
obstacles, and the destination where the object is to be placed.

3. Path planner: This component finds a path that takes the arm from the
initial position to the grasp position, and then from the grasp position to
the destination, while avoiding obstacles.

4. Control: Low level control for the arms, the hand, and the mobile base.

Besides the above, various other components are needed, such as an object
recognizer to find an object, and a calibration system that calibrates different
sensors and actuators in the same coordinate system.1

3.1 Inferring Grasping Points

There are some visual features that indicate good grasps and are consistent across
objects, e.g., cups could be grasped by their “handles,” and bowls and glasses
could be grasped at their “lips.” We proposed a learning algorithm [5, 6, 18]
that learns these visual features for identifying a 3-d point and an orientation at
which to grasp the object, given its image. (Fig. 3b,c) This algorithm, trained
using labeled synthetic images of objects (Fig. 3a), gives a set of candidate points
(and their orientation) that are good grasps. (We have made the code available
at the URL given in Section 6.2.)

However, this algorithm does not take into account the robot kinematics or
the shape of the robot’s workspace. Among the candidate points, some points
could be better reached by a robot; for example, in Fig. 6a it is easier for the
robot to pick up the martini glass by its neck rather than by its lip. In fact, some
of the candidate grasping points (and orientations) predicted by the algorithm
might not even be reachable because of the robot kinematics.

Therefore, we select the best grasp from the set of candidate grasps G as
follows:

ψ∗ = arg min
ψ∈Ψ, g∈G

||ψx − gx||2 − µ|ψq ·gq| (1)

where Ψ is the set of all end-effector poses (3-d location and 3-d orientation) that
are possible because of robot kinematics, ψx ∈ R

3 represents the 3-d location of
the end effector, and ψq ∈ R

4, ||ψq||2 = 1 represents the 3-d orientation of the
end effector in quaternion representation. (The quantities gx and gp are the 3-d
position and orientation of the candidate grasp respectively.) This method gives
a location and an orientation of the end-effector that is closest to one of the
grasping points (and its orientation)—the weight µ decides how much weight we
give to the orientation versus the location. This optimization problem is solved
efficiently by choosing Ψ to be a small neighborhood around g.

1 Note that for vision based grasping systems, a good calibration of the vision sensors
and the robot arm in a fixed coordinate system is essential, because the errors in the
calibration directly show up as errors in the 3-d location of the predicted grasping
point.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Grasping point classification. (a) A synthetic image of a coff e e m u g w i t h t h e
g r a s p l a b e l s s h ow n i n r e d , (b,c) Test on new real objects: The red points in each image
show the locations most likely to be the grasping point, as predicted by our algorithm.
(Best viewed in color.)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4. (a) STAIR 1 grasping a plate from a dishwasher, (b) Imperfect 3-d structure
perceived by the robot using stereovision. Determining where to grasp and planning
becomes hard because of missing 3-d points and the clutter in the environment. (c)
STAIR 2 grasping a bowl, (d) Only a few 3-d points are perceived by the robot on the
textureless bowl using the stereo system.

On STAIR 1, we have a 5-dof arm, therefore, knowing the location/orientation
of the end-effector, we can easily compute the goal joint angles in the configura-
tion space using inverse kinematics. However, STAIR 2 is equipped with a 7-dof
arm; therefore instead of one, we will have a set of goal joint angles correspond-
ing to the extra degree-of-freedom. As discussed in Section 3.3, we will attempt
to choose the goal for which the planned path has maximum distance from the
obstacles.

3.2 Perception of the Environment

An environment consists of a variety of objects, such as the robot itself, walls,
floor, tables, objects to be grasped, etc. In order to successfully move the arm
without hitting an obstacle, and to make certain decisions (e.g., where to place an
object after picking it up), a robot needs to build a 3-d model of the environment.

We use a stereo system for this purpose; however, this has some problems.
First, these models are usually incomplete because many of the depths computed
by the stereo system are missing. It is hard to complete the models because
the objects are unknown. (Even if they are known by using object recognition
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algorithms, it is difficult to complete the model because of the unknown pose
of the object.) Second, the limited view of the camera provides only a partial
view of the scene. Such incomplete models sometimes result in a failure to grasp.
For example, a robot might not correctly perceive a textureless table (for which
a stereo system usually fails to find depths), and therefore hit the table while
attempting to grasp an object lying on it.

We address this problem by noticing that many objects, such as walls, floor,
tables, etc. are fixed, and hence the robot can pre-store their 3-d structure.
We can use various 3-d mapping algorithms for building 3-d models depending
on the sensors available, such as laser-based algorithms [19], or vision-based
algorithms [20–23].2 In our experiments, we localize the robot relative to these
fixed objects by finding a few known template structures.

3.3 Path Planner

Once a grasp has been identified, the robot needs to plan a path to reach the
grasp, and then from the grasp to the destination, while avoiding obstacles.

We used a probabilistic roadmap (PRM) planner from the Motion Planning
Kit (MPK) [24] for this purpose. The MPK requires the start and goal positions
in configuration space, which is parametrized by the arm’s joint angles. We use
inverse kinematics to convert the start and goal positions to joint angles. The
path planning includes the hand joints as well, which significantly increases the
accuracy of the grasping system because many failures are caused by the hand
hitting the object to be grasped. For computing the goal configuration of the
fingers (hand pre-shape), we used a criterion that attempts to minimize the
opening of the hand while leaving a small margin (about 0.5cm) between the
fingers and the object to be grasped.

The algorithm above works well, except that in presence of noisy obstacles
the planner often fails to find a good path. We modified the PRM to have a
“soft” tolerance by allowing the path to hit fewer than a number of points.
(We empirically chose M = 3 as the number of points.) The intuition is that
3-d points corresponding to obstacles tend to be clustered, and a single isolated
point is more likely to be noise. This allows our method to robustly find paths
in cluttered environments with noisy data.3

3.4 Control

The output of the path planner is a set of joint angles in configuration space
(milestone configurations) that the robotic arm must traverse through smoothly

2 Because of the resolution of the laser, one would still miss objects that have size less
than a few inches.

3 If the goal joint angles are such that a path could not be found without hitting fewer
than Mobstacle points, then we take the next best grasp from Eq. 1. In case of
STAIR 2, we have an extra degree of freedom; therefore from the set of equally good
goal configurations, we choose the one for which the path has a large distance from
the obstacles.
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in order to get from the start to the goal without hitting any obstacles. We
control the arms in position-controlled mode to follow the milestones.

In our experiments, since the hand pre-shape is such that the fingers are
just short of touching the object, the actual grasp control is simply closing the
fingers of the manipulator, until they stop moving. This method works very well
in practice for non-deformable objects; however there were some instances where
the grasp failed because the hand knocked the object off. In those cases, using
various complementary methods described in prior work (Section 2) that use
haptic (force) feedback [25] or visual feedback [7] would quite likely improve the
performance of our grasping system.

4 Robot Platforms

Our experiments were performed on two robots built for the STAIR (STan-
ford AI Robot) project. Each robot has an arm and other equipment such as
cameras, lasers, computers, etc. (See Fig. 5a,b.)

STAIR 1 consists of a harmonic arm (Katana, by Neuronics) mounted on a
Segway robotic mobility platform. Its 5-dof arm is position-controlled and has
a parallel plate gripper. The arm has a positioning accuracy of ±1 mm, a reach
of 62cm, and can support a payload of 500g. Our vision system used a low-
quality webcam (Logitech Quickcam Pro 4000) mounted near the end effector,
a stereo camera (Bumblebee, by Point Grey Research) and pan-tilt-zoom (Sony
DV100) cameras mounted on a frame behind the arm. In addition, the robot has
a laser scanner (SICK LMS-291) mounted approximately 1m above the ground
for navigation purposes, and an additional laser scanner (SICK LMS-200) on
a pan-tilt motor (Amtec Powercube) atop the sensor frame. The second laser
was used to gather the point cloud images shown previously. For our robotic
grasping experiments in Section 6.1 and 6.2, we used only the webcam and the
stereo camera.

STAIR 2 sits atop a holonomic mobile base designed and constructed by
Reuben Brewer of the Stanford Biorobotics Laboratory. The base has four steer-
able wheel turrets, allowing arbitrary 2-d translations and rotations. Its 7-dof
arm (WAM, by Barrett Technologies) can be position or torque-controlled, is
equipped with a three-fingered hand, and has a positioning accuracy of ±0.6
mm. It has a reach of 1m and can support a payload of 3kg. The vision system
consists of a stereo camera (Bumblebee2, by Point Grey Research).

5 Software Architecture

We are using a purpose-built distributed software framework, which we call
Switchyard, to route messages between the different computers and peripherals
that make up the STAIR platform. This section contains a high-level overview
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(a) STAIR 1 (b) STAIR 2 (c) Switchyard Graph

Fig. 5. (a) STAIR 1 is equipped with a 5-dof arm and a parallel plate gripper, (b)
STAIR 2 is equipped with 7-dof Barrett arm and three-fingered hand, (c) The graph
for grasping experiments in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.

of the framework, focusing on the aspects important to this paper. For more
details, please see [26].

Switchyard supports distributed computation through TCP message passing,
providing inter-process communication across computers and operating systems.
The framework is based upon modular software design, where a large software
system (such as the STAIR robot) is constructed at run-time by launching many
small processes and connecting them together via message passing. Thus, Switch-
yard software systems are essentially directed graphs. Each node in the graph
is a process running on some machine, and the edges represent TCP streams
between processes. The graph used for the grasping experiments is shown in
Fig. 5c.

Although all nodes in the graph have a “control” connection to the master
server, data transmitted between nodes flows on peer-to-peer TCP sockets. This
drastically improves system performance, particularly since large robots such as
STAIR often have a wide variety of connection speeds between various computers
comprising the system (e.g., offboard machines are connected to each other via
Ethernet, but the mobile robot is only connected via 802.11). In comparison, we
found that architectures in which all data flows through a central server may
route significant traffic across the slowest link in the system, particularly as the
system grows in data load and number of machines connected.

There are many message-passing frameworks in existence, such as [27–29].
We developed our own framework to address the previously-mentioned issue
of cluster traffic routing across heterogeneous networks, and our own prac-
tical desires for a cross-platform framework that minimizes client boilerplate
code.
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6 Experiments

6.1 Grasping Novel Objects

In these experiments, we asked a person to place several objects in front of the
STAIR 2 robot. The bowls were placed upright at a random location on a table
(with height unknown to the robot), and the plates were stacked neatly in a rack
(also in a random location). Using our robotic grasping system that was trained
on five types of objects (mugs, martini glasses, eraser, book and pencil), STAIR
2 achieved a grasping success rate of 60% for cereal bowls, and 80% for plates (5
trials for each object). In our earlier experiments [5, 30] on STAIR 1, the grasp
success rate was 87.8%.

6.2 Unloading Items from Dishwasher

The goal of the STAIR project is to build a general purpose household robot.
As a step towards one of STAIR’s envisioned applications, in this experiment
we considered the task of unloading items from dishwashers (Fig. 1a and 6).
This is a difficult problem because of the presence of background clutter and
the occlusion between objects—one object that we are trying to unload may
physically block our view of a second object.

In this experiment, we asked a person to randomly arrange several objects
neatly in the upper tray of the dishwasher. STAIR 1 used the image from the
stereo camera and used our robotic grasping system to unload items from a dish-
washer. In these experiments, we did not use color information, i.e., the images
fed to the algorithm were grayscale. We evaluated the algorithm quantitatively
on five different objects from each of four object classes: plates, bowls, mugs
and glasses. (We have successfully unloaded items from multiple dishwashers;
however, we performed quantitative experiments only on one dishwasher.) In
five trials for each object class (each trial used a different object), the robot was
able to successfully pick up objects 80.0% of the time on average (see Table 1).
Our algorithm was able to successfully pick up objects such as plates and wine
glasses most of the time. Videos of our robot grasping objects and unloading
items from a dishwasher are available at:

http://ai.stanford.edu/∼asaxena/learninggrasp

Table 1. Grasp-success rate for unloading items from a dishwasher.

Objects

Tested on Grasp-Success-rate

Plates 100%

Bowls 80%

Mugs 60%

Wine Glass 80%

Overall 80%
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Dishwasher experiments (Section 6.2): Our robotic arm unloads items from a
dishwasher.

6.3 Fetch an Object in Response to Verbal Request

As part of a larger team effort, we demonstrate how our robotic grasping system
was used, along with other tools from various fields of Artificial Intelligence—
an object recognizer from computer vision [31], motion planning, and a spoken
dialogue system [32]—to accomplish the task of having a robot fetch an item in
response to verbal request from another room.

In particular, the following video shows one of us verbally asking a robot to
fetch a stapler, in response to which the robot drives around in the lab while
avoiding obstacles, finds a stapler in another room, picks it up, and brings it
back to the person.

http://www.cs.stanford.edu/group/stair/multimedia.php

7 Conclusions

We presented our vision-based system for grasping novel objects in cluttered
environments. Our algorithms are robust in that they can grasp objects of types
not seen before, in a wide variety of new environments. We used our algorithms
in the tasks of unloading items from a dishwasher and of fetching an object in
response to a verbal request from another office.

The ability to pick up novel objects represents a first step towards our larger
goal of enabling robots that can perform a large variety of household tasks, such
as tidying up a living room after a party, and interacting with objects and tools
for preparing simple meals in a kitchen. In future work, we plan to develop further
perception algorithms for robotic manipulation, and thereby hopefully bring
robots into more human environments; for example, we are currently working
on applying variations on the algorithms described in this paper to enable STAIR
to prepare simple meals using a normal home kitchen.
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Abstract. The aim of this research is to develop a direct teaching system for mul-

tifingered robot hand to reproduce in-hand manipulation demonstrated by an human

operator. A recognition method by observing contact state transition on a palm sur-

face is described to detect primitives of in-hand manipulation. Dynamic programming

(DP) matching is applied to recognize the primitives. The direct teaching system is

developed consisting of an object with multiple sensors and a multi-fingered robot

hand “NAIST-hand” developed by our group. By taking a barcode scanning task as

an example, an experiment is conducted to demonstrate the validity of the developed

system.

1 Introduction

Since a multifingered robot hand has many degrees of freedom, a direct teaching
method based on the observation of human manipulation is considered effec-
tive [1][2][3]. However, a simple teaching method that only sends recorded joint
data to the robot hand may not be applicable to realize dextrous manipula-
tions if there exists a structural difference between the operator’s hand and the
robot’s hand. Therefore, a method that recognizes manipulation, obtains ab-
stract information of the manipulation, and plans the motion of the robot hand
compensating for the difference is preferable.

In-hand manipulation[4] is known as one of the humans’ dextrous manip-
ulations, where a human hand changes the grasping states and the posi-
tion/orientation of an object only by finger movements but by whole arm
movements, enabling relatively complex and efficient manipulation. Since the
changes of joint angles during in-hand manipulation are very small, joint an-
gle measurement by widely-used data gloves is insufficience for the recogni-
tion of complex manipulations. Many classifications of manipulation have been
studied both in engineering and biomechanics[5][6][7][8][9], implying that the
contact states between the hand and object provide useful information on
manipulation.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 349–360.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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Recognition result
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Fig. 1. System Configuration

We have proposed to observe contact state transition between the object
and palm surface for representing in-hand manipulation [10]. By applying
continuous DP (Dynamic Programming) matching, this paper presents a method
for recognizing primitives of in-hand manipulation by observing the contact state
transition on a palm surface by using a pressure distribution sensor attached on
the object. A direct teaching system is developed consisting of a multi-fingered
robot hand “NAIST-hand” developed by our group [11]. By taking a barcode
scanning task as an example, an experiment is conducted to the verification of
the proposed method, transferring the recognized motion primitives to the robot
hand.

2 Direct Teaching System for Multifingered Robot Hand
Control

2.1 Overview

Figure 1 shows a configuration of the direct teaching system. This system con-
sists of two sub-systems: a manipulation recognition system [10] and hand control
system [11]. The manipulation recognition process transforms the continuous in-
put data obtained by sensors attached to an object into a sequence of primitives.
The following section describes the configuration of the sensors. These primitives,
which do not include specific information on the hand and the object shape, con-
sist of abstract information on the manipulation. The motion planning process
reconstructs the hand motions based on the sequence of the primitives. As a
result, a robotic multifingered hand reproduces the corresponding manipulation
by interpolating hand postures between the human hand and the multifingered
robot hand. An overview of the system is shown in Fig. 2(a).
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(a) System Overview (b) Object with Sensors

Fig. 2. Direct Teaching System

2.2 Human Manipulation Measurement and Manipulation
Primitives

A measurement system in which a tactile sensor sheet is attached directly onto
a cylindrical object has been developed [10] as shown in Fig. 2(b). The tactile
sensor sheet, Nitta BIG-MAT quarter, is attached to the lateral side of the
cylindrical object. The spatial resolution is 5×5 [mm] and the number of pressure
sensors is 44×48 segments. In this system, the operator wears a CyberGlove
with a Polhemus receiver. The CyberGlove is a data glove that measures 22 joint
angles of the hand, and Polhemus is a magnetic tracker that measures six degrees-
of-freedom position and orientation. Another Polhemus receiver is attached to
the interior of the object to measure the relative displacement between the hand
and object.

The contact regions on the palm surface are detected by combining the data
from the sensors described above [10]. In this paper, we focus on in-hand manip-
ulation performed by a single hand. In order to demonstrate the fundamental
property of the proposed recognition method, we use a simple division of the
palm surface consisting of five contact regions as shown in Fig. 3 for reducing
computations. The regions from a to e shows the distal segment comprising the
four fingers, the middle and proximal segment of four fingers, the upper palm,

Region a

Region b

Region c

Region d

Region e x

y

z

Fig. 3. Simple Division of a Palm Surface
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(a) All contact states (b) Contact state transition diagram

Fig. 4. Representation of In-hand Manipulation

Fig. 5. Contact State Transition during In-hand Manipulation

and the distal segment consisting of the thumb and the lower palm, respectively.
In addition, we further limit the number of contact states by confining the ob-
ject shape and the direction of grasping under the following conditions: (1) The
manipulated object has a cylindrical body, (2) The fingers come contact only
into on the cylinder’s lateral surface, (3) The cylindrical axis is always parallel
to the x axis (Fig. 3) during manipulation. Condition (3) can be rephrased as:
the object motion is confined to the translation along the y and z axis and the
rotation around the x axis.

The total number of the contact states is 32, and all the contact states de-
fined by this division are shown in Fig. 4(a). In this figure, the contact regions
are represented by logical symbols beside the state numbers. For example, “a”
means that the Region a comes into contact with the object, and “ā” means that
the Region a does not come into contact with the object. Figure 4(b) shows a
contact state transition diagram, where several states are grouped into a single
state for convenience. A in-hand manipulation is represented by a transition path
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(a) Primitive A

(b) Primitive B

(c) Primitive C

(d) Primitive D

(e) Primitive E

(f) Primitive F

Fig. 6. Sequential Photographs of the Primitives

Fig. 7. Three Static Grasping

among the states. Figure 5 shows an example of contact state transition during
a regrasping motion by in-hand manipulation.

In this paper, the following 6 primitives are considered for recognition as
showin Fig. 6. The heavy wrap, the prismatic grasp, and the platform shown in
Fig. 7 have been defined [13] as basic grasping states.
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Primitive A: Transition from heavy wrap to prismatic grasp
Primitive B: Transition from prismatic grasp to heavy wrap
Primitive C: Transition from platform to prismatic grasp
Primitive D: Transition from prismatic grasp to platform
Primitive E: Pillar axis rotation (direction of thumb pull)
Primitive F : Pillar axis rotation (direction of thumb push)

2.3 NAIST-Hand

We have developed the NAIST-Hand system [11] to reproduce human manipu-
lation skills by a robot hand. Figure 8 shows an overview of the NAIST-Hand
and its finger mechanism. The NAIST-Hand has four fingers with 12 DOF in
total. Each finger has 3 DOFs: two for the MP joint and one for the PIP joint;
the DIP joint is coupled with the PIP joint. As shown in Fig. 8(b), all joints
are driven by specially designed gears and link mechanisms without using wires,
and all actuators are embedded in the palm, thus enabling good maintainability
and relaxation of the space restrictions for the actuators.

(a) Overview (b) Finger Mechanism

Fig. 8. NAIST-Hand

3 Recognition of Manipulation Using Contact State
Transition

A manipulation is recognized by measuring the similarities between the input
sequence of the contact states performed by an operator and the templates pre-
pared in advance for the primitives [10]. A continuous Dynamic Programming
(DP) matching [12] has been applied to calculate the accumulated distances
between the input sequence and the templates.

We have conducted recognition experiments for the six primitives to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed method. Note that the primitives A and B are
the reverse actions of each other as well as primitives C and D, therefore these
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Table 1. Average Recognition Rates by DP Matching

Average recognition rates[%]

Primitive A B C D E F

Subject I 100 100 100 100 16.7 56.7

Subject II 100 71.4 100 87.5 23.3 93.3

Subject III 100 100 100 75.0 42.9 77.7

Subject IV 100 100 100 100 28.0 85.3

Subject V 100 100 85.7 100 11.8 57.7

Subject VI 83.3 100 80.0 100 53.8 87.5

Subject VII 80.0 80.0 100 80.0 33.3 90.0

Subject VIII 80.0 80.0 100 71.4 20.0 81.8

Subject IX 100 100 100 100 25.0 63.6

All subjects 93.7 92.4 96.2 90.4 28.3 77.1
(9.50) (11.7) (7.70) (12.1) (13.2) (14.1)

two primitives were performed one after the other. The primitives A–D were
performed once per second, and the primitives E and F were repeated twice
per second. The recognition experiment was conducted by 9 subjects I–IX. The
templates were generated by the contact state sequences obtained from all the
subjects in advance.

The results are shown in Table 1. Since the recognition rates for the primitives
A–D and F are high enough, it may be said that the individual variations are
almost negligible. The recognition rate for the primitive E is only 28%. This low
recognition rate is considered due to the varying sequences of the contact states
during the primitive E, i.e., the primitive E is considered difficult to perform
and unnatural as an in-hand manipulation. Therefore, we have excluded this
primitive from the experiments in the following section.

4 Experiments

4.1 Example 1: Recognition of a Sequence of Primitives and
Motion Transifer

In Fig. 9, the results of detecting the contact states (right) and transferred grasps
to the robot (left) are presented for the Prismatic grasp and Heavy Wrap. The

(a)Prismatic grasp (b) Heavy Wrap

Fig. 9. Detection of Contact State
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(a)Primitive A

(b)Primitive F

Fig. 10. Recognition of In-hand Manipulation and Motion Transfer to Robot Hand
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Fig. 11. Sequential Recognition of Manipulation

object manipulated by the NAIST-hand is a cylinder of 23 [cm] in diameter and
40 [cm] in length, considering the size difference between the operator’s hand
and the NAIST-hand.

Figure 10 shows snapshots when the operator manipulated the object and
when the NAIST-Hand reproduced the detected in-hand manipulation for the
primitive A and F . Note that the motions for the robot hand have been deter-
mined by trial and error since the generation of them is not our main focus.
Fig. 11 shows the result of recognition and motion transfer for a sequence of
primitives: C-B-A-D-F . Since the robot hand takes longer time for reproducing
primitives than the time performed by human operator, e.g., Primitive A,B,and
F , the information on a detected primitive is once queued and performed when
the previous queue has been completed.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Fig. 12. Barcode Scanning Task Demonstrated by Operator

4.2 Example 2: Barcode Scanning Task at Register

A barcode scanning task at a register is taken as an example and demonstrated
to show the practicality of the system. Assume that a barcode scanner is not
handheld but counter-mounted, as can be seen in many standard check-out reg-
isters. For scanning a barcode, an item has to be moved right above the scanner
and oriented such that the scanner can scan the barcode. In-hand manipulation
can be applied to change the orientation of the item if the size of the item is
not big.

First, an operator demonstrates a scanning task by using the developed ob-
ject with the sensors as shown in Fig. 12. The recognition system records the
trajectory of the operator’s hand and manipulation primitives detected as shown
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Fig. 13. Trajectory of the Operator’s Hand and Detected Primitives

in Fig. 13. The vertical axis of the graph indicates the position facing the mon-
itor and barcode scanner, and the vertical axis indicates the height taking the
surface of the table as the origin. The barcode scanner is placed on the center
of the table: x = 800[mm]. The scanning task is performed as follows:

1. The operator picks up the item placed on the table (x = 200[mm]) by Pris-
matic Grasp (Fig. 12(1)),

2. regrasps the object so as to be grasped by Heavy wrap (Primitive B, Fig.
12(2)),

3. transfers the item above the scanner, (translation by the arm)
4. rotates the item until the barcode is viewable (Primitive F , Fig. 12(3)),
5. regrasps the item by Prismatic Grasp (Primitive A),
6. turns the item and scans the barcode (rotation by the wrist, Fig. 12(4)),
7. regrasps the item by Heavy wrap (Primitive B, Fig. 12(5)),
8. transfers the item above the goal (x = 1400[mm]) (Fig. 12(6)), and
9. regrasps the item again by Prismatic Grasp (Primitive A), and place the

item on the table (Fig. 12(7)).

The NAIST-Hand is attached to a robot arm (PA-10, Mitsubishi Heavy In-
dustries, LTD), and reproduces the recorded tasks. Fig. 14 shows the snapshots
of the reproduced motion. The item also has a cylindrical shape and a barcode
printed on the lateral side of the item. In order to compensate for the difference
of the working range between the human operator and robot arm, the z-axis
data of the recorded trajectory has been doubled. Also, some information on
the experimental system have been given a priori, such as the initial position,
size, and shape of the item, and the position of the barcode scanner, since the
recognition of the environment is not our main focus. However, we have applied
a camera-based vision system to detect the barcode in order to rotate the item
to the right orientation for Primitive F . As can be seen in the figure, the barcode
scanning task has been successfully performed by the robot hand by reproducing
the in-hand manipulation.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Fig. 14. Barcode Scanning Task Reproduced by NAIST-Hand

5 Conclusion

We have developed a direct teaching system that enables the recognition of in-
hand manipulation and motion transfer to the multifingered robot hand. We
have proposed a manipulation recognition method based on the contact state
transition on a palm surface, using an object with a pressure distribution sen-
sor and six-axes position/orientation sensors. The functionality of the system
has been demonstrated by reproducing a barcode scanning task. Future work
includes (1) automatic partitioning of the palm surface for classification of the
manipulations, and (2) development of a more general motion recognition sys-
tem, including the shape of the instrumented object.
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Abstract. Robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery (RMIS) holds great promise for

improving the accuracy and dexterity of a surgeon while minimizing trauma to the

patient. However, widespread clinical success with RMIS has been marginal and it is

hypothesized by engineers and surgeons alike that the lack of haptic feedback presented

to the surgeon is a limiting factor. The objective of our research is to acquire, display,

and determine the utility of haptic information during RMIS. This overview paper

examines the design, analysis, practicality, and effectiveness of various force estimation

and display methods. In particular, we describe our experience in adding force feedback

to an experimental version of the da Vinci surgical system, a commercially available

teleoperated RMIS system.

1 Robot-Assisted Minimally Invasive Surgery

For centuries, open surgery was the standard for performing an operation on
a patient. In cardiac surgery, for example, a sternotomy is performed in which
a surgeon saws open the patient’s sternum to access the heart and create an
operable space. This technique is traumatic for the patient and results in large
scars and lengthy, expensive recovery time. In the last several decades, minimally
invasive surgery (MIS) has revolutionized the way surgeries are performed and
met patients’ demand for smaller incisions and shorter recovery times. Surgeons
can perform many of the same surgeries as open surgery using an endoscope and
specialized instruments that fit in natural openings in the body or through key-
hole incisions (typically 5-12 mm in diameter) instead of creating large incisions.
The advantages of MIS procedures include decreased pain, shortened recovery
time, and reduced scarring for the patient [3]. While traditional MIS techniques
have numerous benefits for patients over open surgery, they create several draw-
backs for the surgeon. Images are captured from the endoscopic camera and
displayed on a 2D monitor causing surgeons to loose depth perception in the

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 361–372.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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Fig. 1. A teleoperated surgical system and the effects of missing haptic information.
(Left) The da Vinci surgical system [1] in an operating room environment, c©2007
Intuitive Surgical, Inc. (Right) Forces applied to sutures for an attending surgeon. The
instrument tie force levels and standard deviations of the hand tie and instrument tie
are similar, while those of the robot tie are different [2].

operating field. The surgeon also experiences higher fatigue from holding rigid
instruments that are controlled at a distance (known as the fulcrum effect). The
counter-intuitive motion of the instrument pivoting about the incision point re-
quires the use of mirrored motions from that of the operating field. Finally, MIS
feels significantly different from open surgery because the long-shafted instru-
ments needed to operate through the small incisions deprive the surgeon of direct
haptic sensation. (In this paper, we use the word h a p tics to generally describe
touch feedback, which may include both force/kinesthetic and tactile/cutaneous
feedback.) Numerous studies have linked the lack of significant haptic feedback
in MIS to increased intra-operative injury [4].

While many types of robot-assisted surgical systems exist, we focus this paper
on teleoperated RMIS systems, such as the da Vinci Surgical System (Intuitive
Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) shown in Figure 1, due to their commercial and
clinical success. RMIS provides numerous advantages over traditional MIS. First,
the robot system emulates human hand motion without mirrored movement, and
adds additional degrees of freedom in the wrists, thereby increasing dexterity and
improving instrument control. Second, motion scaling and filtering enables more
precise motions within the patient. Third, a magnified, 3D vision system pro-
vides a view of the operating site with greater clarity than open surgery [5].
Despite these benefits, current RMIS systems have drawbacks due to their size,
expense, set up time, and additional training required. In addition, current com-
mercially available RMIS systems provide less force information to the surgeon
than traditional MIS and open surgery.

The lack of effective haptic feedback is often reported by surgeons and robotics
researchers to be a major limitation to current RMIS systems, e.g. [6, 7]. How-
ever, many surgeons find that visual cues such as tissue deformation provide
adequate force information. The usefulness of haptic feedback is likely depen-
dent on the skill of the surgeon and the specific surgery to be performed, since
the fragility of the tissues and sutures involved can vary widely between proce-
dures and patients. The lack of an existing commercially available RMIS systems
with haptic feedback makes it difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of haptics.
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It is only recently that objective experiments have been performed to examine
the need for haptic feedback in RMIS.

While none of the existing RMIS teleoperators with haptic feedback are ready
for clinical application, many research systems have been tested on phantom or
animal models, typically involving simplified surgical tasks. To understand the
forces that are used in traditional surgery, MIS, and RMIS without haptic feed-
back, our research group [2, 8] studied the difference between forces applied to
sutures by attending and resident surgeons during three knot tying exercises:
hand ties, instrument ties (using needle drivers), and robot ties (using the da
Vinci with no haptic feedback). It was found that the robot ties, but not the
instrument ties, differed from hand ties in repeatability of applied force (Figure
1). This implies that, if RMIS can be imbued with the same kind of kinesthetic
feedback provided by hand-held instruments, repeatability would be improved.
MacFarlane, et al. [9] developed a laparoscopic grasper with force feedback ca-
pability to help surgeons differentiate tissue stiffness through a haptic interface,
and found that their device was superior to a standard laparoscopic Babcock
grasper but not as good as the gloved hand for rating sample compliance. Us-
ing a similar system, Tholey, et al. [10] found that providing both vision and
force feedback leads to better tissue characterization than only vision or force
feedback. Deml, et al. and Otmaier, et al. [11, 12] showed that haptic feedback
reduced unintentional injuries during a dissection task, but increased operating
time compared to a manual intervention. Wagner, et al. [13] examined the effects
of various force feedback gains on a teleoperated blunt dissection task to expose
an artery in a synthetic model with video feedback. Absence of force feedback
significantly increased the average and peak force magnitude applied to the tis-
sue, as well as the number of errors that damaged tissue. Work in non-robotic
MIS also indicates the importance of haptic information [14, 15].

Collectively, these results indicate that haptic feedback would improve sur-
geon performance, and possibly patient outcomes, in RMIS. However, it is not
clear how surgeon experience and training relates to the effectiveness of haptic
feedback. (There are conflicting results on this matter in the literature described
above.) None of the systems described above, with the possible exception of [12],
are practical for application in a real operating room.

2 Sensing and Estimation of Force

Bilateral telemanipulation can be accomplished with or without the use of force
sensors [16, 17]. Cavusoglu, et al. [18] examined conventional teleoperator control
architectures and used a measure of teleoperation fidelity to demonstrate theo-
retically that force sensing will improve teleoperator performance. Most groups
developing haptic feedback for teleoperated RMIS have attempted to use force
sensors; a goal of the research in our lab has been to minimize or eliminate the
reliance on force sensing.
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Fig. 2. Approaches to tip force sensing. (Left) An integrated sensing and actuation
system for an RMIS instrument with a gripper allows for 6- or 7-degree-of-freedom of
force/torque sensing with little compromise in dexterity [19]. (Right) Shape deposition
manufacturing was used to embed strain gages in gripper attachments, enabling 3-
degree-of-freedom force sensing on each jaw of the gripper [20], c©2006 IEEE.

Surgery is a cha llenging environment in which to sense forces. To simplify
system design, force sensors would ideally be placed in locations on the robot or
its instruments that are outside the body of the patient. This is problematic for
most surgical robots, however, since force sensors placed outside the patient’s
body will acquire force data not only from the delicate interactions between the
instruments and tissue, sutures, etc., but also from sources that are not directly
relevant to the surgical task. For example, there are significant friction, body
wall forces, and torques applied to the instrument at the insertion point on the
patient. These undesirable forces are large enough to mask the instrument-tissue
interaction forces that should be displayed to the surgeon. Another possible lo-
cation for force sensors is on the shaft of the instruments. For surgical systems
like the da Vinci, which have cable-driven “wrist” degrees of freedom at the tip
of the instruments, the internal shaft forces vary widely during manipulation.
We have shown that these internal forces are an order of magnitude higher than
the instrument-tissue interaction forces [21]. Calibration to remove the inter-
nal forces is not possible due to hysteresis and heavy dependence on uncertain
starting conditions. By creating an extra internal shaft with force sensing ca-
pability, Tavakoli, et al. [22] attempted to circumvent this problem. However,
this limits the degrees of freedom that can be actuated at the wrist/gripper. A
creative solution for enhanced haptic feedback in pseudo-teleoperated RMIS was
developed by Zemiti, et al. [23]: a standard force sensor is attached to a mod-
ified trocar, which allows for undisturbed measurement of manipulation forces.
This approach reduces cost and sterilizability demands, but does not allow for
position scaling or dexterity at the instrument tips.

Force sensors would ideally be placed in at or near the tip of the instru-
ment inside the patient. Sensors used in the patient’s body must be sufficiently
biocompatible, such that they do not excite harmful immunoresponse from the
patient. Sterilization, the process that effectively kills or eliminates transmissible
agents such as bacteria, is most commonly performed for surgical instruments
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. The JHU custom da Vinci surgical system components and experimental re-
sults, demonstrating improved teleoperator transparency through estimation and com-
pensation of nonideal robot dynamics. (a) Master telemanipulator (MTM). (b) Setup
for measuring force responses of contact with a soft object. (c) Patient-side manipula-
tor (PSM). (d) Force-displacement curves of the teleoperator during probing of a soft
object. The force sensor is used only for validation purposes. Figures reproduced from
[24], c©2008 IEEE.

via heat (steam/autoclave) sterilization and/or chemical sterilization. The mate-
rials of the sensor must withstand these harsh sterilization procedures. Because
surgical instruments interact with warm tissues and fluids, force sensors must
be designed to be insensitive to changing temperature. Finally, force/torque sen-
sors can add significant cost to a surgical instrument, especially if measurements
must be made in many degrees of freedom. If the instruments are disposable,
as is the case with da Vinci instruments, such sensing could be prohibitively
expensive. Several groups have examined the approach of force sensing at the
instrument tip, and two of the most promising approaches for multi-degree-of-
freedom force/torque sensing are shown in Figure 2.

As an alternative to direct force sensing, the interaction forces between the
instrument and tissue may be estimated using observers, adaptive controllers,
and detailed robot models. We have developed a controller based on a propor-
tional control law with additional model-based feed-forward terms that cancel
the dynamic properties of the manipulators [24, 25]. We show that the teleop-
erator transmits the impedance of a soft environment to the operator when the
proportional gains of the controller are very high and the dynamic terms of the
manipulators are cancelled. However, the high gains and complete cancellation
of the dynamic terms of the manipulators can make the teleoperator unstable.
Thus, we use Llewellyn’s criteria for absolute stability to limit the controller
parameters to values that keep the teleoperator stable during interactions with
any passive user and environment. Experimental results using a custom version
of the da Vinci Surgical System show that 70% of the inertia of the patient-
side manipulators during low-frequency motion and almost all static friction of
the manipulators during sliding motion can be cancelled (Figure 3). The main
drawback to this approach is that the pre-sliding forces from the trocar have
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not been considered. A final method, which would likely have poorer accuracy
than the approaches described above, could be to use tissue and/or instrument
properties, along with visual measurement of deformations and deflections, to
estimate the applied forces. In general, the same estimation methods used as an
alternative to direct force sensing can also be used to enhance the performance
of non-ideal force sensing methods. Additionally, one can sense forces directly in
certain degrees of freedom and estimate them in others.

3 Methods for Force Feedback

Although there are currently no clinically implemented methods for sensing
forces during teleoperated RMIS, two methods for providing force information
to the surgeon during RMIS have been evaluated: direct force feedback, in which
forces are directly applied to the surgeon’s hands using a haptic enabled master
manipulator, and sensory substitution, in which force information is displayed
through an alternative sensory channel, such as vision or audition.

Many existing haptic devices can be used for force feedback during RMIS, with
minor modifications to allow for measurement of grip position and display of grip
forces. One of the most popular teleoperation master devices is the Phantom
(SensAble Technologies, Inc.). The da Vinci Surgical System has a 6-degree-
of-freedom haptic device (plus a passive spring-loaded gripper) for each hand,
which follows the same backdrivable, low-friction, (relatively) low-inertia, low-
backlash, cable-drive approach of many popular commercially available haptic
devices.

One consideration in direct force feedback is the appropriate gain level for
haptic feedback. Wagner and Howe [13, 26] illustrate that when the level of
force feedback is low, the feedback provides only “information” and does not
affect the system dynamics. Yet, force feedback is most effective at helping a
user control his or her motions when force feedback generates physical constraints
that, for example, could prevent a user from probing too deeply into tissue. Force
feedback gains that are too large, however, could lead to fatigue and decreased
performance.

Another important consideration is the number of degrees of freedom of force
feedback. In some RMIS systems, placing force sensors and accurately estimat-
ing forces are too challenging in certain degrees of freedom, thus only partial
force feedback can be feasibly implemented. Our group performed an experi-
mental study that used a blunt dissection mock surgical task performed with
a 3-degree-of-freedom bilateral telemanipulator to demonstrate that losing feed-
back of forces along the long axis of the surgical instrument does not significantly
degrade performance in terms of the forces applied [27]. 2-degree-of-freedom force
feedback was also better than no force feedback, although all telemanipulation
modes differed from a manual (hand-held instrument) case. We also found that,
in a task using an additional gripping degree of freedom, the loss of grip force
feedback, or conversely all translational force feedback, does significantly affect
performance in terms of applied force [28]. This is likely due to the decoupled
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Fig. 4. Studies of sensor/actuator asymmetry in bilateral telemanipulation. (Left)
During a blunt dissection task, net applied forces were not significantly different be-
tween full force feedback and force feedback with missing axial forces. (Right) During a
soft peg-in-hole task, grip forces were significantly higher when no grip force feedback
was provided, even when translational force feedback was available. Figures adapted
from [27, 28], c©2004, 2007 IEEE.

dynamics of internal and external hand forces. Figure 4 shows the experimen-
tal setup and selected results for these studies. While missing certain degrees
of freedom of force feedback may be acceptable in terms of human perception
and task performance in certain instances, there is a concern that systems with
such sensor/actuator asymmetry can be unstable since these systems are not
passive [29].

Sensory substitutions are not likely to perform as well as most forms of direct
haptic feedback, because they only provide information (they do not affect sys-
tem dynamics as discussed earlier), and human operators must “translate” the
substituted sensory information into force information. In addition, operators
using sensory substitution may require substantial training. Nonetheless, sen-
sory substitution is an attractive alternative to direct haptic feedback because
it eliminates the cost of a haptic master device, can be easily integrated into
existing systems, and, in some cases, may even be able to display more accurate
forces than direct haptic feedback because system stability is not a concern. (If
forces are estimated, the force fed back to the user’s haptic device may need to
be lowered conservatively to maintain stability [24].)

Auditory feedback is a natural method of sensory substitution, since surgical
teleoperation does not inherently involve sound. The changes in sensed or es-
timated force can be displayed to the operator continuously through frequency
and/or amplitude modulation, or through non-continuous signals like beeps. We
have found that continuous sounds are not only uncomfortable to surgeons, but
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Fig. 5. Video sequence of knot tying with sensory substitution. Discrete color changes
provide information about the force applied during the task. Figure adapted from [33].

they also interfere with communication and can mask the auditory signals of
other medical apparatus in the operating room [30]. Thus, we explored a sim-
ple interface in which a beep was played when a maximum force threshold was
passed [31]. While this method improved performance over no force feedback,
it was inferior to continuous feedback provided through a visual display. Vi-
brotactile displays can be similarly applied. Schoonmaker and Cao [32] tested
continuous and non-continuous, as well as audible and non-audible, vibration
displays as substitutes for force feedback in simulated MIS, finding that vibra-
tion feedback improved performance in terms of probing depth error, time, and
maximum force for a tissue stiffness differentiation task. However, vibrotactile
display can be uncomfortable during long-term use.

Currently, visual display of forces is the most promising approach for clinical
adoption. Over the last several years, our laboratory has refined a method for
continuous visual display of force information that is unobtrusively integrated
with the existing display of the surgical scene. We initially created stationary
bar graphs displaying the applied force at each instrument during a suture ty-
ing task, and compared it against no haptic feedback, auditory display, and
manual (hand-tie) performance [31]. The consistency of applied forces during
RMIS suture-tying, aided by visual or combined auditory-visual sensory substi-
tution, was superior to that achieved both with hand ties and RMIS with no
feedback. Improving on this display, we now have the ability to track instru-
ments and overlay force information over the tips using semi-transparent dots
that change color or bars that change length and color with the magnitude of
sensed/estimated force (Figure 5). Visual force feedback (VFF) resulted in re-
duced suture breakage, lower forces, and decreased force inconsistencies among
novice robot-assisted surgeons, although elapsed time and knot quality were un-
affected [33]. In contrast, VFF did not affect these metrics among experienced
da Vinci surgeons. These results suggest that VFF primarily benefits novice
robot-assisted surgeons, with diminishing benefits among experienced surgeons.
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One challenge for sensory substitution is how to convey all the degrees of
freedom of force information that may be available through sensing or estimation.
In the work described above, only the net bending force of the instruments was
sensed and displayed. In preliminary work, we have created an oriented arrow
(cylinder with cone tip) that points in the direction of the net translational
force, with length corresponding to force magnitude and diameter to grip force.
The effectiveness of this more complex display method has yet to be rigorously
tested. Another important area for future work is the comparison of visual (or
other sensory substitution) force display and direct force feedback. This has been
attempted once [34] for a one-degree-of-freedom tissue discrimination task, but
the visual display used in that work was not ideal; it required that the operator
look away from the surgical scene. An experiment with overlaid visual and direct
force display using a custom version of the da Vinci is currently being conducted.

4 Future Work in Haptics for Robot-Assisted Surgery

While great strides have been made toward applying force feedback in RMIS,
there is still no clinically practical system that can both provide useful force
display and a high level of dexterity at the instrument tips. The primary dif-
ficulty is in force sensing and estimation, not display, although stability issues
often couple the two problems. One promising area for future work is the use
of the surgical system’s visual channel for deformation measurement and tissue
property acquisition. For example, camera images can be used to define virtual
fixtures, which are artificial constraints typically designed using the sensed ge-
ometry of the workspace and a priori knowledge of the desired task [35]. While
the impedance of the virtual fixture may not match that of the environment,
it may still provide some benefits in task performance. Visually-sensed defor-
mation, with or without force sensing, may be used in tissue parameter esti-
mation. If interoperative tissue models can be developed quickly, force display
could be based on the model rather than the current estimated force [36]. Such
model-based teleoperation could be particularly useful in the presence of large
time delays. The use of tactile information in surgery, using methods such as
those in [37, 38], should also be further explored. The current drive for natu-
ral orifice surgery (surgery without external scarring) is an exciting opportunity
and challenge for roboticists to develop new small, dexterous devices, as well as
teleoperators and other mechanisms to control them. One imagines that hap-
tic feedback will be important for both navigating a device to the surgical site
and performing the surgery. Realistic force feedback could be compromised if
conventional bilateral telemanipulation techniques are used with systems that
contains nonbackdrivable, slow-moving, or admittance-type slave robots [39, 40].
Finally, training with teleoperated RMIS systems could also benefit from haptic
feedback, even if the feedback in not implemented in actual surgeries.
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Abstract. A framework for force and visual control of robot manipulators in contact
with a partially known environment is proposed. The environment is modelled as a
rigid object of known geometry but of unknown and time-varying pose. An algorithm
for online estimation of the object pose is adopted, based on visual data as well as
on force measurements. This information is used by a force/position controller. The
resulting control scheme has a inner/outer structure where the outer loop performs
pose estimation and the inner loop is devoted to interaction control.

1 Introduction

The autonomy of a robotic system is strictly connected to the availability of
sensing information on the external environment; among the various sensing
capabilities, vision and force play a fundamental role.

In fact, visual perception allows to achieve global information on the surround-
ing environment to be used for task planning and obstacle avoidance. On the
other hand, the perception of the force applied to the end effector of a robot ma-
nipulator allows adjusting the end-effector motion so that the local constraints
imposed by the environment during the interaction are satisfied.

Several approaches to robot manipulators control combining force and vision
feedback have been developed so far, e.g., hybrid visual/force control [1], shared
and traded control [2, 3] or visual impedance control [4, 5]. These algorithms
improve classical interaction control schemes [6], e.g., impedance control, hybrid
force/position control, parallel force/position control, where only force and joint
position measurements are used.

In general, interaction control approaches require knowledge of the geometry
of the environment in the form of constraints imposed to the end-effector motion.
Some of these approaches, like hybrid force/position control [7], make explicit use
of the constraint equations for the design of the control law; other approaches,
like impedance control [8] and parallel force/position control [9], exploit the
available knowledge of the geometry of the environment for the selection of the
control gains and the choice of the reference force and position trajectories.
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In the framework presented in this paper, the geometry of the environment is
assumed to be known, but its position and orientation with respect to the robot
end-effector are unknown. The relative pose is estimated online from all the
available sensor data, i.e., visual, force and joint position measurements, using
the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The estimated pose is then exploited for
computing online the constraint equations used by standard interaction control
laws.

The pose estimation algorithm is an extension of the visual tracking scheme
proposed in [10] to the case that also force and joint position measurements are
used. Remarkably, the same algorithm can be adopted both in free space and
during the interaction, simply modifying the measurements set of the EKF.

2 Modelling

Consider a robot in contact with an object, a wrist force sensor and a camera
mounted on the end-effector (eye-in-hand) or fixed in the workspace (eye-to-
hand). In this Section, some modelling assumptions concerning the object, the
robot and the camera are presented.

2.1 Object

The position and orientation of a frame O o–xoyozo attached to a rigid object
with respect to a base coordinate frame O –xyz can be expressed in terms of the
coordinate vector of the origin o o and of the rotation matrix R o(ϕo), where ϕo

is a (p×1) vector corresponding to a suitable parametrization of the orientation.

Hence, the (m×1) vector xo = [ oT
o ϕT

o ]
T

defines a representation of the object
pose with respect to the base frame in terms of m = 3 + p parameters.

The homogeneous coordinate vector p̃ = [ pT 1 ]
T

of a point P of the object
with respect to the base frame can be computed as p̃ = Ho(xo)

op̃, where õp

is the homogeneous coordinate vector of P with respect to the object frame
and Ho is the homogeneous transformation matrix representing the pose of the
object frame referred to the base frame.

It is assumed that the geometry of the object is known and that the interaction
involves a portion of the external surface which satisfies a twice differentiable
scalar equation ϕ(op) = 0. Hence, the unit vector normal to the surface at the
point op and pointing outwards can be computed as:

on(op) =
(∂ϕ(op)/∂ op)T

‖(∂ϕ(op)/∂ op‖
, (1)

where on is expressed in the object frame.
Notice that the object pose xo is assumed to be unknown and may change

during the task execution. As an example, a compliant contact can be modelled
assuming that xo changes during the interaction according to an elastic law.

A further assumption is that the contact between the robot and the object
is of point type and frictionless. Therefore, when in contact, the tip point Pq
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of the robot instantaneously coincides with a point P of the object, so that the
tip position opq satisfies the surface equation ϕ(opq) = 0. Moreover, the (3 × 1)
contact force oh is aligned to the normal unit vector on.

2.2 Robot

The case of a n-joints robot manipulator is considered, with n ≥ 3. The tip
position pq can be computed via the direct kinematics equation pq = k(q),
where q is the (n × 1) vector of the joint variables. Also, the velocity of the
robot’s tip vPq

can be expressed as vPq
= J(q)q̇ where J = ∂k(q)/∂q is the

robot Jacobian matrix. The vector vPq
can be decomposed as

ovPq
= oṗq + Λ(opq)

oνo, (2)

with Λ(·) = [ I3 −S(·) ], where I3 is the (3×3) identity matrix and S(·) denotes
the (3×3) skew-symmetric matrix operator. In Eq. (2), oṗq is the relative velocity

of the tip point Pq with respect to the object frame while oνo = [ ovT
Oo

oωT
o ]T

is the velocity screw characterizing the motion of the object frame with respect
to the base frame in terms of the translational velocity of the origin vOo

and of
the angular velocity ωo. When the robot is in contact to the object, the normal
component of the relative velocity oṗq is null, i.e., onT (opq)

oṗq = 0.

2.3 Camera

A frame Oc–xcyczc attached to the camera is considered. By using the classical
pin-hole model, a point P of the object with coordinates cp = [ x y z ]T with
respect to the camera frame is projected onto the point of the image plane with
coordinates [X Y ]

T
= λc [ x/z y/z ]

T
where λc is the lens focal length.

The homogeneous coordinate vector of P with respect to the camera frame can
be expressed as cp̃ = cHo(xo, xc)

op̃. Notice that xc is constant for eye-to-hand
cameras; moreover, the matrix cHo does not depend on xc and xo separately
but on the relative pose of the object frame with respect to the camera frame.

The velocity of the camera frame with respect to the base frame can be
characterized in terms of the translational velocity of the origin vOc

and of
angular velocity ωc. These vectors, expressed in camera frame, define the velocity
screw cνc = [ cvT

Oc

cωT
c ]

T
. It can be shown that the velocity screw cνo =

[ cvT
Oo

cωT
o ]

T
corresponding to the absolute motion of the object frame can be

expressed as
cνo = cνo,c + Γ (coo)

cνc (3)

where cνo,c = [ cȯT
o

cωT
o,c ]T is the velocity screw corresponding to the relative

motion of the object frame with respect to camera frame, and the matrix Γ (·) is

Γ (·) =

[

I3 −S(·)
O3 I3

]

,

being O3 the (3 × 3) null matrix.
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The velocity screw rνs of a frame s with respect to a frame r can be expressed
in terms of the time derivative of the vector xs representing the pose of frame s
through the equation

rνs = rL(xs)ẋs (4)

where rL(·) is a Jacobian matrix depending on the particular choice of coordi-
nates for the orientation.

3 Object Pose Estimation

When the robot moves in free space, the unknown object pose can be estimated
online by using vision; when the robot is in contact to the target object, also the
force measurements and the joint position measurements can be used. In this
Section, the equations mapping the measurements to the unknown position and
orientation of the object are derived. Then, the estimation algorithm based on
the EKF is presented.

3.1 Vision

Vision is used to measure the image features, characterized by a set of scalar
parameters f j grouped in a vector f = [ f 1 ···f k]T . The mapping from the
position and orientation of the object to the corresponding image feature vector
can be computed using the projective geometry of the camera and can be written
in the form

f = gf (cHo(xo, xc)), (5)

where only the dependence from the relative pose of the object frame with respect
to camera frame has been explicitly evidenced. For the estimation of the object
pose, it is required the computation of the Jacobian matrix Jf = ∂gf/∂xo. To
this purpose, the time derivative of (5) can be computed in the form

ḟ =
∂gf

∂xo

ẋo +
∂gf

∂xc

ẋc, (6)

where the second term in the right hand side is null for eye-to-hand cameras.
On the other hand, the time derivative of (5) can be expressed also in the form
ḟ = Jo,c

cνo,c where the matrix Jo,c is the Jacobian mapping the relative velocity
screw of the object frame with respect to the camera frame into the variation of
the image feature parameters. The expression of Jo,c depends on the choice of
the image features; examples of computation can be found in [11]. Taking into
account the velocity composition (3), vector ḟ can be rewritten in the form

ḟ = Jo,c
cνo − Jc

cνc (7)

where Jc = Jo,cΓ (coo) is the Jacobian corresponding to the contribution of
the absolute velocity screw of the camera frame, known in the literature as
interaction matrix [11]. Considering Eq. (4), the comparison of (7) with (6)
yields

Jf = Jo,c
cL(xo). (8)
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3.2 Force

In the case of frictionless point contact, the measure of the force h at the robot
tip during the interaction can be used to compute the unit vector normal to the
object surface at the contact point opq, i.e.,

nh = h/ ‖h‖. (9)

On the other hand, vector nh can be expressed as a function of the object pose
xo and of the robot position pq in the form

nh = Ro
on(opq) = gh(xo, pq), (10)

being opq = RT
o (pq − oo). For the estimation of the object pose, it is required

the computation of the Jacobian matrix Jh = ∂gh/∂xo. To this purpose, the
time derivative of (10) can be expressed as

ṅh =
∂gh

∂xo

ẋo +
∂gh

∂pq

ṗq, (11)

but also as
ṅh = Ṙo

on(opq) + Ro
oN(opq)

oṗq, (12)

where oN(opq) = ∂on/∂opq depends on the surface curvature and oṗq can be
computed from (2). Hence, comparing (11) with (12) and taking into account (4)
and the equality Ṙo

on(opq) = −S(nh)ωo, the following expression can be found:

Jh = − [N S(nh)−NS(pq−oo) ] L(xo), (13)

where N = Ro
oN(opq)R

T
o .

3.3 Joint Position

The measurement of the joint position vector q can be used to evaluate the
position of the point P of the object when in contact to the robot’s tip point Pq,
using the direct kinematics equation. In particular, it is significant computing
the scalar

δhq = nT
h pq = ghq(xo, pq), (14)

using also the force measurements via Eq. (9). For the estimation of the object
pose it is required the computation of the Jacobian matrix Jhq = ∂ghq/∂xo.
The time derivative of δhq can be expressed as

δ̇hq =
∂ghq

∂xo

ẋo +
∂ghq

∂pq

ṗq, (15)

but also as δ̇hq = ṅT
h pq + nT

h Ro(
oṗq + Λ(opq)

oνo) where the expression of
the absolute velocity of the point Pq in (2) has been used. Using the identity
onT (opq)

oṗq = 0, this equation can be rewritten as
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δ̇ hq = pT
q ṅh + nT

h Λ(pq − oo)νo. (16)

Hence, comparing (15) with (16) and taking into account (12), (13) and (4), the
following expression can be found

Jhq = pT
q Jh + nT

h Λ(pq − oo)L(xo). (17)

3 .4 Extended Kalman Filter

The pose vector xo of the object with respect to the base frame can be estimated
using an Extended Kalman Filter.

To this purpose, a discrete-time state space dynamic model has to be con-
sidered, describing the object motion. The state vector of the dynamic model
is chosen as w = [xT

o ẋT
o ]T. For simplicity, the object velocity is assumed to

be constant over one sample period T s. This approximation is reasonable in the
hypothesis that T s is sufficiently small. Hence, the discrete-time dynamic model
can be written as wk = Awk−1+γk, where γ is the dynamic modelling error de-
scribed by zero mean Gaussian noise with covariance Q and A is the (2m ×2m )
block matrix

A =

[

Im T sIm

Om Im

]

.

The output of the EKF, in the case that all the available data can be used,
is the vector ζk = [ ζT

f,k ζT
h,k ζ hq,k

T ]T of the measurements at time k T s,
where ζf,k = fk + µf,k, ζh,k = hk + µh,k, and ζ hq,k = δ k + µhq,k, being µ

the measurement noise, which is assumed to be zero mean Gaussian noise with
covariance Π .

Taking into account the Eqs. (5), (10), and (14), the output equation of

the EKF can be written as ζk = g(wk) + µk, with [µT
f,k µT

h,k µT
hq,k ]T and

g(wk) = [ gT
f (wk) gT

h (wk) gT
hq(wk) ]

T
, where only the explicit dependence on

the state vector wk has been evidenced. The EKF requires the computation of
the Jacobian matrix of the output equation

Ck =
∂g(w)

∂w

∣

∣

∣

∣

w=ŵk, k−1

=

[

∂g(w)

∂xo

O

]

w=ŵk, k−1

,

where O is a null matrix of proper dimensions corresponding to the partial
derivative of g with respect to the velocity variables. The Jacobian matrix
∂g(w)/∂xo, in view of (8), (13), and (17) has the expression ∂g(w)/∂xo =

[ JT
f JT

h JT
hq ]

T
. The equations of the recursive form of the EKF are standard

and are omitted here and can be found, e.g., in [10].

4 Interaction Control

The proposed algorithm can be used to estimate online the pose of an object in
the workspace; this allows to compute the surface equation with respect to the
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Fig. 1. Block scheme of the complete hybrid force/position control algorithm

base frame in the form ϕ(RT
o (pq − oo)) = ϕ(q, t) = 0, where the last equality

holds in view of the direct kinematic equation of the robot. In the following, it
is assumed that the object does not move; the general case of moving object
is more complex but can be analyzed in a similar way. Hence, the constraint
equation is ϕ(q) = 0; moreover Jϕ(q)q̇ = 0, where Jϕ = ∂ϕ/∂q is a (1 × n)
vector.

The dynamic model of the manipulator in contact with the environment is

B(q)q̈ + n(q, q̇) = τ − JT
ϕ(q)λ,

where B is the (n×n) symmetric and positive definite inertia matrix, n(q, q̇) is
the (n × 1) vector taking into account Coriolis, centrifugal, friction and gravity
torques, τ is the (n × 1) vector of the joint torques, and λ is the lagrangian
multiplier associated to the constraint.

The online computation of the constraint equations can be suitably exploited
for interaction control. In the following, the case of the hybrid force/position
control and of the impedance control are considered.

4.1 Hybrid Force/Position Control

According to the hybrid force/position control strategy, the knowledge of the
constraint equation allows to apply the change of coordinates

r =

[

rF

rP

]

=

[

ϕ(q)
ψ(q)

]

(18)

where ψ(q) is a suitable ((n − 1) × 1) vector function, assumed to be twice
differentiable and such that ϕ(q) and the n − 1 components of ψ are linearly
independent at least locally in a neighborhood of the operating point. Hence, the
inverse transformation of (18) is well defined; moreover, differentiation of (18)
gives ṙ = Jr(q)q̇, where the matrix Jr(q) is nonsingular.
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A force/position control task can be assigned by specifying the desired force
✞d(t) and the n−1 components of the vector rPd(t). An inverse dynamics control
law can be adopted (see, e.g., [12]), by choosing the control torque τ as

τ = B(q)αr + n(q, q̇) + JT
ϕ(q)hλ,

with αr = J−1
r (q)(ar − J̇r(q)q̇), ar = [ 0 aT

P ]T,

aP = r̈Pd + KDr(ṙPd − ṙP ) + KPr(rPd − rP )

and

hλ = ✞d + kIλ

∫ t

0

(✞d(τ ) − ✞(τ ))dτ,

where KDr, KPr and kIλ are suitable feedback gains. The scalar ✞ can be
computed from the measured contact force in the form ✞ = JT†

ϕ (q)JT(q)h,

where JT†
ϕ is a weighted pseudo-inverse of JT

ϕ and J is the robot Jacobian.
From the block scheme of Fig. 1 it can be observed that the algorithm has a

inner/outer structure, where the inner loop implements hybrid control whereas
the outer loop computes the estimation of the object pose as well as the desired
force and motion trajectories, on the basis of force, joint and visual measure-
ments. Usually, the outer loop runs at a frequency lower than the inner loop,
due to the limitation in the maximum camera frame rate (between 25 Hz and
60 Hz for low-cost cameras used in standard applications).

4.2 Impedance Control

The above scheme can be easily modified by replacing the inner hybrid force/
position control with a different interaction control scheme. For instance, a
position-based impedance control algorithm, based on the concept of compli-
ant frame [6], can be adopted (see Fig. 2).
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In detail, on the basis of the current estimate of the constraint equation,
the Dynamic Trajectory Planner generates a pose trajectory for a desired end-
effector frame specified in terms of the position of the origin pd and orientation
matrix Rd. Moreover, a compliant frame r is introduced, specified in terms of pr

and Rr. Then, a mechanical impedance between the desired and the compliant
frame is considered, so as to contain the values of the interaction force h and
moment m. In other words, the desired position and orientation, together with
the measured contact force and moment, are input to the impedance equation
which, via a suitable integration, generates the position and orientation of the
compliant frame to be used as a reference for the motion controller of the robot
end effector. The details about the impedance equations can be found in [6].

It is interesting noticing that the above scheme is able to manage both contact
and free-space motion phases. In fact, during free space motion, the position-
based impedance control is equivalent to a pose control and the whole scheme
corresponds to a classical position-based visual servoing algorithm [13]. For this
reason, this scheme can be classified as position-based visual impedance control.

5 Conclusion

A framework for force and visual control of robot manipulators was proposed
in this paper. The environment is assumed as a rigid object of known geometry
but unknown and possibly time-varying position and orientation. An estimation
algorithm is adopted, based on visual, force and joint position data, which allows
to compute the actual position and orientation of the object so as to update in
real time the constraint equations for the robot end effector. The resulting control
has a inner/outer structure where the outer loop performs pose estimation and
the inner loop is an interaction control scheme. Simulation and experimental
results presented in previous papers [14, 15] have demonstrated the superior
performance of the proposed approach with respect to algorithms based on force
measurements or visual measurements separately.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the PHRIENDS FP6 Spe-
cific Specific Targeted Research Project, funded by the European Community
under Contract IST-045359. It does not represent the opinion of the European
Community, which is not responsible for any use that might be made of the
information contained therein.
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Summary. Robotic systems that collaborate with humans must respond flexibly to
the beliefs, desires, and intentions of their human teammates. Dynamic environments
require robots to infer and respond intelligently to the intentions of humans holding
potentially false beliefs and invalid plans about the situation at hand. We present a
novel integrated architecture that incorporates simulation-theoretic mechanisms that
enables our robot to infer the task-related beliefs, desires, and intentions of its human
partner(s) based on their observable real-time behavior and visual perspective. Using a
novel task suite tested on human subjects and our robot, we demonstrate the first robot
system that can successfully handle counterfactual situations in the physical world to
appropriately assist its human partners even when their beliefs are false or their plan
is invalid for their desired goal1.

1 Background

Within the field of AI, plan recognition has been recognized as an important
problem for decades (see [2] for a review). The earliest works viewed plans as
“recipes” for performing particular actions in certain circumstances to achieve
specific goal states. Traditionally, plan inference has been viewed as the inverse
of the plan generation problem, both relying on a library of recipes from which
to construct larger recipes-for-action. In the case of plan recognition, the system
may engage in a form of hypothetical reasoning (i.e., abduction) to find some
plan whose execution would entail the performance of the observed actions (e.g.,
explanations). These are top-down, often symbolic approaches that proceed from
high-level task knowledge as represented by the recipe library (e.g., [10, 5]).

Within the field of Robotics, plan recognition is typically approached from
the opposite direction, from the bottom-up. Plans are also viewed as sequences
of actions to achieve goal states. However, robotic systems must deal with the
challenge of recognizing a course of action from real-time perceptual information
rather than solely manipulating symbolic representations. This is often viewed as
a kind of probabilistic reasoning where the conclusions of the recognizer are those

1 This work is supported by an Office of Naval Research YIP grant N000140510623.
Approved IRB human subjects protocol 0601001559 was used.

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 383–394.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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assigned high probability in light of the evidence. Hence, modern approaches
often apply probabilistic frameworks on perceptual data streams to learn and
recognize plans (e.g., [11, 8, 6]).

Pollack (1990) identifies several critical shortcomings of many of these plan
recognition techniques. First, with respect to top-down techniques, it is prob-
lematic to make the common assumption that the library of recipes is mutually
known to the actor and observing agent. Further, with respect to both top-down
and bottom-up techniques, it is too limiting for the recognizing agent to only
consider the actor’s plan as a recipe-for-action while ignoring the actor’s mental
attitudes that resulted in having that plan.

As a result, such systems are incapable of inferring and reasoning about mis-
conceptions or invalid plans of the actor that frequently arise in complex, dy-
namic scenarios where each participant only has partial knowledge of the overall
situation. Pollack addresses this by arguing for an equally important concep-
tualization of plans as “complex mental attitudes” comprised of a principled
organization of mental states such as beliefs and intentions that underly the ac-
tor’s recipe-for-action [9]. This logical framework has been applied to symbolic
domains such as collaborative dialog systems, but is not easily translated to real-
world robotic systems where symbol-grounding remains a significant challenge.

The work presented in this paper bridges these two very different notions
of plans: plans as recipes-for-action, and plans as complex mental attitudes.
We achieve this by adopting both a bottom-up generative approach to mental
state inference driven from real-time perceptual-motor information, as well as
leveraging high-level task knowledge in the form of recipes-for-action to deduce
mental states from the top-down. This enables our robotic system to infer and
reason about a human actor’s beliefs (that may be false) and plans (that may be
invalid) from their real-world behavior in order to decide upon and execute an
appropriate course to action to help the human achieve his or her desired goals.

2 Self-as-Simulator Cognitive Architecture

The foundational human psychological competence that enables people to at-
tribute mental states to ourselves and others, and to understand their causal
role in behavior, is called Theor y of M in d or m i n d r eading. Simulation Theory is
one candidate explanation for how human brains accomplish this — and contin-
ues to gain support from recent evidence in neuroscience and embodied cognition
(e.g., [3]). Simulation Theory posits certain parts of the brain have dual use; they
are used to not only generate our own behavior and mental states, but also to
predict and infer the same in others through a process of simulation.

This paper presents a cognitive architecture and specialized simulation-
theoretic mechanisms that implement mindreading skills on our humanoid robot,
Leonardo. Each system within the architecture is dual-use: it is used to generate
the robot’s behavior as well as used in simulation mode to infer the mental states
of a human partner. For instance, within the Motor System, mirror-neuron in-
spired mechanisms are used to map and represent perceived body positions of
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another into the robot’s own joint space to conduct action recognition [4]. Mech-
anisms within the belief-construction systems can be reused, after adopting the
visual perspective of the human, to predict the beliefs the human is likely to
hold to be true given what he or she can visually observe [1]. Finally, within the
Intention System, where schemas relate preconditions and actions with desired
outcomes (i.e., recipes), motor information is used along with perceptual and
other contextual clues (i.e., task knowledge) to infer the human’s goals and how
he or she might be trying to achieve them (i.e., plan recognition).

This grounds the robot’s information about itself and the human within the
same representational systems. By relating the mental states of self and other,
the robot can infer and reason about the human’s likely beliefs and desires to
better understand their intention as revealed through their observable behavior.
Importantly, the robot performs plan recognition in dynamic scenarios where
human participants have partial knowledge and divergent beliefs that result in
invalid plans to achieve their desires.

Beyond their usefulness to plan recognition, these mindreading skills should
be viewed as a general competence for socially intelligent robots. As such, we
have applied these skills to other cognitive, learning, and emotive domains. For
instance, we have demonstrated the robot’s ability to use its belief inference and
visual perspective taking abilities to learn from ambiguous human demonstra-
tions [1], or use its ability to infer a human’s emotional states to learn via social
referencing [12]. Other robotics researchers have developed robots with assorted
mindreading skills that can distinguish animate from inanimate movement to
imitate only living entities [13], apply visual perspective taking coupled with
spatial reasoning for effective action recognition [7], and used visual perspec-
tive taking to disambiguate among multiple possible referents within a physical
space [14].

3 Belief Inference and Visual Perspective Taking

When collaborating on a shared task, it is important for all parties involved
to have a consistent representation of the task context. However, in complex
and dynamic environments, it is possible for one collaborator’s beliefs about the
context surrounding the activity to diverge from those of other collaborators.
For example, a visual occlusion could block one’s viewpoint of a region of a
shared workspace (but not that of another) and consequently lead to ambiguous
behavior where one collaborator does not realize that the visual information of
the scene differs between the participants.

To address this issue, the robot must establish and maintain mutual beliefs
with its human partners about the shared context surrounding collaboration
(also known as c o mmon g round). The robot keeps track of its own beliefs about
object state using its Belief System, described in detail in [1].

In order to model the beliefs of a human partner as separate and potentially
different from its own, the robot re-uses the mechanism of its own Belief System.
Beliefs that represent the robot’s model of the human’s beliefs are in the same
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Fig. 1. Perspective Transform of Sensor Data for Belief Modeling. ( a) Data from sen-
sors is used to update the robot’s own model of the world (shown in ( b ) ) via the normal
Belief System update. ( b ) The the real world scenario and corresponding model – the
robot (shown as a dark gray hexagon) can see the human (shown as a light gray circle)
and two objects. The human can only see object O1. Coordinate system orientation is
shown next to the human and the robot where the origin is centered on each agent. (c)
The human’s position and orientation from this model is used to transform incoming
sensor data to data that is relative the human’s coordinate system. (d) The result of
the transformed data. (e) Next, objects that are out of sight of the human (estimated
by an “attentional cone”) are filtered out, and the data is transformed to human centric
format. (f) This data is now ready to be presented to the Belief System that models
the human’s beliefs.

format as its own, but are maintained separately so the robot can compare
differences between its beliefs and the human’s beliefs.

As shown in Figure 1, belief maintenance consists of incorporating new sensor
data into existing knowledge of the world. The robot’s sensors are in its own
reference frame, so objects in the world are perceived relative to the robot’s
position and orientation. In order to model the beliefs of the human, the robot re-
uses the same mechanisms used for its own belief modeling, but first transforms
the data into the reference frame of the human. This includes a coordinate
transform, but the robot can also filter out incoming data that it models as
not perceivable to the human, thereby preventing that data from updating the
model of the human’s beliefs. Visibility is estimated using an “attentional cone”
calculated from the human’s position and orientation. Objects on the opposite
side of known occlusions from the human’s viewpoint are filtered out.

The result of this process is a set of sensor data derived from the robot’s own
data, but filtered and modified so it fits the robot’s best guess of what sensor
data it would be receiving were it in the human’s place. This allows the robot
to maintain a model of the world state from the human’s perspective using the
same belief maintenance mechanisms it uses for its own world model, where the
only difference is in the data fed into the model.

Maintaining this parallel set of beliefs is different from simply adding symbolic
metadata to the robot’s original beliefs because it reuses the entire architecture
which has temporal mechanisms for object permanence, history of properties,
etc. This allows for a temporally fine-grained and experience-based model of
the human’s beliefs. This is important for establishing and maintaining mutual
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beliefs in time-varying situations where beliefs of individuals can diverge over
time – e.g., when only some participants are witness to different events.

4 Goal Inference via Perspective Taking

The concept of self-as-simulator is applied to goal inference through dual use of
the robot’s Intention System in order to not only generate the robot’s actions but
to also recognize the goals of others. To accomplish this, we reuse three separate
levels of abstraction: body position, movements through many body positions,
and schemas made of movements, contexts, and goals.

In prior research, we have implemented mirror-neuron inspired processes
within the Motor System by which the robot can use its own motor repertoire
to recognize the actions of humans [4]. Hence, our humanoid has the capacity
to physically imitate people by representing their body configuration (learned
through an imitative interaction) in terms of the robot’s own motor coordinates.
Once the robot can map the human’s body pose into its own motor space, it can
match time sequences of poses of the human against its own motor repertoire,
and represent the human’s activity in this compact format. This is very useful
for action recognition and for goal inference by connecting a human’s observed
behavior to the robot’s goal-directed action schemas.

Within the Intention System of the robot, a schema is the the atomic-level
representation of a goal-directed behavior that associates its necessary percep-
tual preconditions with a specific action (optionally performed on a particular
object, or with other parameters) to achieve an expected outcome (its goal).
To achieve some desired task goal, only the relevant schema need be activated
and all necessary preconditions will be fulfilled through a deliberative process,
if necessary.

Schemas can be organized sequentially and/or hierarchically to create larger
structures to represent tasks and execute them. When chaining sequential
schemas, the goal of one schema becomes the precondition of the subsequent
schema. Compound tasks are specified as a hierarchy of schemas, where the ex-
pected result of multiple schemas are the inputs (i.e., listed in the preconditions)
of the subsequent schema.

Along with the condition elements that act as the pre/post conditions of neigh-
boring schemas, the connection between two schemas also includes a parameter
mapping which has the capacity to map action parameters in either direction.
This is what allows bi-directional activation of the network (see Figure 2). Thus,
this schema representation is flexible enough to be used in reverse to simulate
the behavior of a human partner, determining their goals from their observed
actions. This technique not only allows re-use of schemas for goal inference, but
it also ensures that any observed behavior is in a format immediately useful to
the robot — namely goals that are expressed in its own network of schemas.
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Fig. 2. Example goal inference and helpful behavior. In this example, the
human is trying to gain access to a bag of cookies which he believes is locked in Box A.
The robot saw the cookies moved to Box B without the human seeing this event. The
schema hierarchy shown here describes two possible solutions that the robot knows
to produce a food item: either unlocking and opening the correct box, or dispensing a
matching food item from a dispenser that it can operate. Flow diagrams (a–d) represent
the corresponding schema hierarchy that are evaluated in the context of a particular set
of beliefs (either the human’s or the robot’s) shown at the bottom. (a) The robot detects
a “Reach” motion and the relevant context for the “Unlock” segment (“own-hand-
near-lock” from the human’s perspective). This corresponds to the human reaching for
the lock on Box A. (b) The process traverses up the hierarchy, using a model of the
human’s beliefs as input to the parameter mapping functions to predict targets for the
potential human actions that are likely to follow the current action. In this example,
the robot determines that the human’s desire is to get the cookies. (c) Once a final goal
is calculated, the process switches to the robot’s own belief context. The robot knows
that chips are actually in Box A and cookies are in Box B. (d) Again, the system uses
parameter mapping to determine the targets of relevant actions necessary towards the
goal, but this time starting from the goal and working backwards using knowledge from
the robot’s own beliefs. The robot can then choose an action that helps the human
attain his goal: either unlocking Box B (the robot realizes the human is looking in the
wrong box), or dispensing a bag of chips from the robot’s dispenser. For instance, a
principle of “least effort” can be applied to decide between the two.

When simulating the goal-directed behavior of others, the Intention System
begins by first attempting to determine which of its schemas might match the
person’s current contextual situation and action. Once the robot classifies an
observed motion as matching one that it can perform (via its mirror-neuron in-
spired process), it searches its schemas for any that evoke that same motion. If
multiple schemas involve the same motion, the set of candidate schemas is nar-
rowed by matching the current human’s perceptual context against the necessary
context for that schema. Note that the perceptual context must be based on the
the model the robot is maintaining of the human’s beliefs about the situation,
not on the robot’s.
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5 Benchmark Tasks with Human Subjects

A schematic of four benchmark tasks is shown in Figure 3. In each task, the
Subject (i.e., a human or robot) interacts with a collaborative partner (Actor)
who is an experimental confederate. The Subject has access to a collection of food
objects (cookies in a small package or chips in a larger package) that are identical
to hidden target objects locked away in opaque boxes that their partner (Actor)
may be searching for. It is thus possible for the Subject to assist their partner
(Actor) by giving them the food item that matches the target of their search
without requiring the Actor to figure out how to unlock the appropriate box.

In those tasks that call for boxes to be sealed, color-coded combination locks
are used. Two of the lock’s four numeric dials are covered up and fixed in place by
electrical tape, leaving only two dials free for manipulation. This lock mechanism
served an important timing function in our study, introducing a delay in the
Actor’s process of opening any sealed box. This gives the Subject sufficient time
to consider the Actor’s goal and beliefs and then perform potential helpful actions
before the Actor unlocks the box.

Task 1 is a control task examining simple goal inference. The Subject and
Actor both watch as the experimenter hides a package of cookies in Box A
and a bag of chips in Box B. The experimenter then seals both boxes. The
Actor receives instructions written on a notecard to deliver a bag of chips to the
experimenter. The Actor proceeds to attempt to open Box B, and the Subject’s
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Fig. 3. The four collaborative benchmark tasks using two different target objects, a
small package with cookies and a larger package with chips. See text. Shown are the
actual world state and the Actor’s belief state depicted by a “thought bubble” at the
moment when the Subject’s behavior is classified.
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subsequent behavior is recorded. In order to successfully assist the Actor, the
Subject must infer that because the Actor is attempting to open Box B, the
Actor’s goal is to acquire the chips contained within the box.

Task 2 examines goal inference with false beliefs. The setup proceeds as in
Task 1, with Subject and Actor both observing cookies hidden in Box A and
chips hidden in Box B. After the boxes are sealed, the Actor is asked to leave
the room, at which point the experimenter swaps the contents of the boxes. The
Actor returns, receives instructions to get the cookies, and attempts to open
Box A. In order to successfully assist the Actor, the Subject must infer that the
Actor’s goal is to acquire the cookies, even though Box A currently contains the
chips.

Task 3 examines goal inference with false beliefs and indirect, dislocated
action. The setup proceeds as in Task 2, however, in this case, the experimenter
locks both Box A and Box B with color-coded padlocks. The key to Box A is left
in plain view, but the key to Box B is sealed inside of a third box, Box C. The
Actor is then asked to leave the room, at which point the experimenter, using a
master key, swaps the contents of Box A and Box B, leaving both boxes locked.
The Actor returns, receives instructions to get the chips, and attempts to open
Box C to get the key that unlocks Box B. In order to successfully assist the
Actor, the Subject must infer that the Actor’s goal is to acquire the chips, even
though the immediate target of the Actor’s actions, Box C, contains neither the
chips nor even the key to a box containing chips.

Task 4 examines goal inference with multiple agents and false beliefs. In this
task, the Subject is introduced to two collaborative partners, Actor 1 and Actor
2. All three watch as Actor 2 hides chips in Box A and cookies in Box B, and
then seals both boxes. Actor 1 is then asked to leave the room, at which point
Actor 2 swaps the contents of Box A and Box B in view of the Subject. Actor
2 is then asked to leave, and Actor 1 returns. Actor 1 receives instructions to
get the chips and attempts to open Box A. The Subject’s subsequent behavior
is recorded (Task 4a). Finally, Actor 1 leaves, and Actor 2 returns, receives
instructions to get the cookies, and also attempts to open Box A. The Subject’s
behavior is recorded (Task 4b). In order to successfully assist both actors, the
Subject must keep track of Actor 1’s false beliefs about the object locations as
well as Actor 2’s correct beliefs about these locations.

We tested human performance on these four benchmark tasks in a human
subjects experiment. The behavior of 20 study participants was recorded — see
Table 1. These results indicate that participants were largely successful at infer-
ring the goals of their collaborative partners and engaging in helpful behaviors
even in the presence of false beliefs, multiple agents, and indirect goal cues. It
should also be noted, however, that success was not uniform: many participants
found some of the tasks to be quite challenging, and many reported difficultly
in remembering the locations of the hidden objects and the divergent beliefs of
their collaborative partners.

Thus, these tasks are not a simple as they may seem. We argue it is therefore
interesting for a robot to perform this benchmark suite successfully.
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Table 1. Participants were instructed not to talk to their partner, but were told that
they were otherwise free to perform any action or gesture that might help their partner
achieve the goal. If the participant presented the correct target object to their partner,
they were tallied as “Correct,” and if they presented the wrong object, they were tallied
as “Incorrect.” Participants who did not present either object were classified according
to the gestures that they displayed. “Guidance” gestures included only direct pointing
or manipulation towards the correct target box, lock, or key. “Grounding” gestures
included bi-directional pointing gestures indicating that the box contents had been
swapped, as well as the use of the matching food objects as a “map” to indicate
the correct contents of the various boxes. In the absence of such gestures, behavior
was tallied as “No Action.” Finally, two unexpected cases were tallied as “Other” as
described in the table notes. It should be noted that in the case of Task 3, Guidance
gestures were almost as helpful as producing the correct object, since indicating the
correct padlocked box or its readily-available key resulted in the rapid acquisition of
the contents of the box.

Correct Guidance Grounding Incorrect
Task Object Gesture Gesture Other No Action Object

Task 1 16 0 0 1† 1 2

Task 2 14 1 2 0 0 3

Task 3 13⋆ 5 2 0 0 0

Task 4a 14 2 1 0 3 0

Task 4b 13 0 1 1‡ 1 4

⋆ One participant produced the object after the key was retrieved from box C.
†Participant successfully pried open the locked target box.
‡Participant discovered the combination lock code and revealed it gesturally.

6 Robot Experiments

Our benchmark tasks embed false belief reasoning and goal inference skills within
a live, collaborative setting. Our analysis focuses on the robot’s real-time, im-
plicit, non-linguistic reasoning and observable behavior as it attempts to assist
its human partner(s) in a dynamic activity.

We use a ten-camera Vicon motion capture system to track the trajectories
of reflective markers mounted to people and objects involved in the benchmark
tasks. The robot must track multiple objects (the chips, cookies, box lids, locks,
etc.) and multiple aspects of human behavior (each person’s head pose and hand
trajectory). Thus, we have developed customized tracking software that allows
the robot to uniquely identify each rigid and near-rigid object (via their pattern
of markers) to track their position and orientation. The robot must still ascribe
meaning to these trajectories: e.g., what food items are in which boxes over
time, who is witness to which events, who is performing what actions, etc. The
robot’s perceptual and belief systems are responsible for constructing the robot’s
cognitive understanding of the scenario as it unfolds in real-time. Due to space
restrictions, we refer the interested reader to [1] for details.

The robot interacts face-to-face with one or more human collaborative part-
ners (e.g., see Figure 4). The robot’s goal is to assist the humans who have the
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Fig. 4. Setup of the human-robot study for Task 4a and 4b The scenario proceeds
from upper left image to bottom right. First, Actor 2 places chips in the left box and
cookies in the right box for all to see. While Actor 1 is absent, Actor 2 switches the
food items. Actor 1 returns looking for chips, but going to the wrong box. The robot
realizes the false belief and invalid plan of Actor 1, and gives him the chips he desires.
Actor 2 (with true beliefs and a valid plan) returns looking for cookies, and the robot
opens the small box revealing matching cookies.

goal of obtaining a desired food item – either chips or cookies. The robot’s help-
ful actions include either pointing out to the human where the desired target is,
or directly providing the matching food item by operating a control panel that
can open one of two small metal boxes — cookies are in one and chips are in the
other. The human can then easily retrieve the target object within.

Table 2 displays the behavior generated by our architecture on the various
benchmark tasks in two conditions. In the first condition, the robot can offer the
human a matching target object by operating its remote control box to reveal
the correct item inside the small metal boxes. In second condition, the robot does
not have its remote control box and so it cannot access to any matching items.
In this case, the robot can help the person by pointing to the location where the
desired object really is. Note that this communicative action manipulates the
human’s beliefs (rather than actions), helping to lead them to their goal.

Table 2. In the “Remote Control” condition the robot operates its remote control box
interface to reveal the correct matching item for all tasks. In the “Deictic Gesture”
condition, the robot can only help the Actor by pointing to the correct location of the
needed item.

Task Remote Control Deictic Gesture

Task 1 open chips box (correct) no action

Task 2 open cookie box (correct) points to target location

Task 3 open chips box (correct) points to key

Task 4a open chips box (correct) points to target location

Task 4b open cookies box (correct) no action
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On Tasks 1 and 4b, the Actor attempts to open the correct box, so the robot
does not need to point. On Tasks 2 and 4a, the robot can use its knowledge
of the human’s beliefs to infer which object he is trying to acquire. Using this
inferred goal in conjunction with its own true knowledge of the world state, the
robot directs the human to the correct box via a pointing gesture. The robot
uses the same inferential mechanism on Task 3 to generate a pointing gesture
towards the key lying on the table which opens the correct padlocked box.

7 Conclusion

Mindreading is a foundational skill for socially intelligent robots that collabo-
rate with humans. This work advances the state of the art in socially intelligent
robots by developing a simulation-theoretic cognitive architecture that can infer,
reason, and integrate multiple mental states such as beliefs and goals, and suc-
cessfully apply them in real-time human-robot collaborative tasks with multiple
people. Using a novel task suite tested on human subjects and our robot, we
demonstrate the first robot system that can successfully handle counterfactual
situations in the physical world to appropriately assist its human partners even
when their beliefs are false or their plan is invalid for their desired goal.
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Summary. Physical human-robot interaction and cooperation has become a topic of
increasing importance and of major focus in robotics research. Industrial and domestic
applications unifying the workspace of humans and robots are foreseeable in the close
future and will require safe and dependable robot design and control. In this paper we
will give an overview of our systematic evaluation of safety in human-robot interaction,
covering various aspects of major significance. Based on initial impact tests we carried
out with the DLR-LWRIII, several industrial robots of increasing weight were evaluated
and the influence of robot mass and velocity was investigated. Such non-constrained
impacts are only partially capturing the nature of human-robot safety. A possibly
constrained environment and its effect on resulting injuries have to be discussed and
evaluated.

Apart from these impact tests and simulations we will analyze the major problem
of quasi-static clamping, which poses under certain circumstances a serious threat to
the human even for low-inertia robots. After treating blunt impacts and contacts with
and without the human being clamped, various soft-tissue injuries likely to occur in
robotics and related physical injury tolerances are introduced. Finally, possible injuries
relevant in robotics are summarized and systematically classified.

1 Motivation and Introduction

Bringing robots and humans spatially together as exemplified in Fig. 1 leads
to the fundamental concern of how to ensure safety to the human. As Asimov
already noted very early, safety has priority if robots are close to humans [1].
Intuitively it seems clear that a robot moving at maximal speed (e.g., due to
malfunction) can cause high injury, especially if the impact is unexpected. In
this sense we will present new results, leading to quite surprising conclusions.

During unexpected collisions, various injury sources are present: fast blunt
impacts, dynamic and quasi-static clamping, or cuts by sharp tools. Fundamental
work on human-robot impacts under certain worst-case conditions and resulting
injuries was carried out in [2, 3, 4], evaluating free rigid impacts at a robot speed
up to 2m/s.

From the standardization bodies’ side the ISO-10218 was introduced, defining
new collaborative operation requirements for industrial robots [5]. It states that

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 395–407.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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Fig. 1. Physical cooperation between humans and robots.

one of the following conditions always has to be fulfilled for allowing human-
robot interaction: The TCP/flange velocity needs to be ≤ 0.25m/s, the maximum
dynamic power ≤ 80W, or the maximum static force ≤ 150N. In our opinion
these requirements tend to be quite restrictive, too undifferentiated and therefore
they strongly limit the performance of the robot, as will be supported by our
results.

Further important aspects concerning safety in human-robot interaction were
evaluated in [6, 7, 8]. However, attempts to investigate real-world threats via
impact tests at standardized crash-test facilities and use the outcome to analyze
safety issues during physical human-robot interaction were to our knowledge,
only carried out in [2] up to now. In order to quantify the potential danger
emanating from the DLR lightweight-robot III (LWRIII), impact tests at the
Crash-Test Center of the German Automobile Club (ADAC) were conducted and
evaluated. The outcome of the dummy crash-tests indicated a very low injury
risk with respect to evaluated injury criteria for rigid impacts with the LWRIII.
Furthermore, they show that a robot, even with arbitrary mass moving not much
faster than 2m/s is not able to become dangerous to a non-clamped human head
with respect to typical severity indices1. In this paper we will confirm these
strong statements by crash-tests with several industrial robots. The experiments
will lead us to other injuries which seem more relevant to us in the mentioned case
of free impacts. After evaluating free impacts between humans and robots we will
analyze dynamic clamping, which is a major source of potential injury especially
for massive robots. Apart from such dynamic clamping impacts we identified
certain situations in which low-inertia robots as the LWRIII can become seriously
dangerous as well. They are related to clamping close to singularities where the
robot is able to exert very large external forces.

Soft-tissue injury caused by sharp violence will be discussed and a summary
on such injuries and the physical quantities causing them will be given. In the
end an overview of possible injuries and related severity measures will be outlined

1 Severity indices are injury measures used in the automobile industry. Head injury
assessing criteria mostly focus on the evaluation of head acceleration.
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with the goal of assembling a full image of injury mechanisms in robotics which
is missing completely in the literature up to now.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 3 outlines impact tests with industrial
robots and a clamping analysis for blunt dynamic impacts. In Sec. 4 clamping
in near-singular configurations is treated and analyzed more in detail, leading to
the description of soft-tissue injuries caused by sharp violence in Sec. 5. Finally,
a categorization of injuries in robotics is given in Sec. 6 and a conclusion in Sec. 7
summarizes our main achievements.

2 Initial Impact Tests

During our initial experiments at the ADAC all standard measurements for
automotive crash-tests which can be acquired with a HybridIII-dummy (HIII)
for the head, neck and chest were performed. These measurements are presented
in detail in [2], where also the exact definition of various indices is given. In this
paper we will only present the main conclusions and the lessons learned from
these experiments.

Very surprising to us and other robotic specialists (but not for the ADAC
staff) was that all evaluated severity indices were located in the lowest quarter
of the green area (very low injury) in the EuroNCAP color code (see also HIC plot
for LWRIII in Fig. 2). Apart from these results, one is able to draw some further
conclusions related to the nature of robot impacts with rigid human body parts
such as the head, which to some extend where unexpected, too. They give some
new answers to safety questions posed in the robotics literature. Summarized,
three main conclusions concerning severity reduction of impact characteristics
can be drawn2:

• No physical collision detection mechanism is fast enough to reduce the impact
dynamics of fast and rigid impacts.

• For such impacts further joint stiffness reduction does not lower impact forces
or severity indices since motor and link inertia are already decoupled.

• Soft covering is an adequate countermeasure to reduce the impact effectively.

Concerning the influence of robot mass and velocity two main statements can
be extracted:

• HIC3 saturates with increasing robot mass for each impact velocity.
• Impact velocity is the major factor defining the injury severity.

Especially the first statement, which we gained out of simulation was very sur-
prising to us since it contradicts the intuition of a massive robot being a priori
life threatening.

2 For explanatory details please refer to [2].
3 The Head Injury Criterion (HIC) is a so-called severity index and is the most promi-

nent indicator of head injury in automobile crash-testing. It was already introduced
to the robotics community.
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3 The Effect of Robot Mass and Velocity

In this section the experimental confirmation of the statements given in Sec. 2
regarding saturation of HIC with robot mass and the possibility of facial and
cranial fractures will be evaluated. Furthermore, clamping simulations will be
carried out based on measurements with several industrial robots.

3.1 Evaluated Robots

In order to cover a wide range of robots and be able to verify the saturation
effect explained in Sec. 2, we compared three industrial robots4 with the LWRIII.
The tests with the industrial robots were carried out with a a simplified setup,
mimicking a HIII head5.

A feature of the KR3-SI, which has to be mentioned, is the safeguarding of the
tool by means of an intermediate flange with breakaway function, triggering the
emergency stop in case the contact force at the TCP exceeds a certain threshold6.
In combination with the mounted impactor its weight is 1.4kg7.

3.2 Head Injury Criterion and Impact Forces

In Fig. 2 the resulting HIC values for the different robots are visualized and
classified according to the EuroNCAP. The values for the KR3-SI are even lower
than for the LWRIII because the intermediate flange decouples the impactor at
the moment of impact from the entire robot. Therefore, only the flange-impactor
complex is involved in the impact. Clearly, the saturation effect explained in
Sec. 1 is observed, as the numerical values for the KR6 and KR500 do not
significantly differ. The simulation results presented in [2] should be considered
as conservative, since the actual saturation value is even noticeably lower than
predicted by simulation. This means that even an impact of such a huge robot
as the KR500 cannot pose a significant threat to the human head by means of
typical severity indices from automobile crash-testing. The injury level for these
impact tests are as well located in the green area. Even at 2.9m/s and 3.7m/s
impact velocity the probability of AIS ≥ 3-injuries for the KR500 is only 1.2%,
respectively 3.6% as indicated in Fig. 2.

4 We used the KUKA KR3-SI (54kg), the KUKA KR6 (235kg) and the KUKA KR500
(2350kg). The type designations indicate the nominal payload in [kg] of the robot
and the total weight is given in brackets. Reflected inertias in the direction of impact
were {12, 67, 1870}kg.

5 This was due to the high costs of crash-tests at certified facilities. The validity of
the setup is shown in [9].

6 Category 0, 1 stop according to DIN EN 60204. Category 0 stop means that the
drives are immediately switched off and the brakes engage at the same time. A
Category 1 stop lets the robot halt with a hard stop trajectory without using the
brakes.

7 A video illustrating many of the aspects in this section is shown in [10] or can be
downloaded from www.robotic.dlr.de/Sami.Haddadin.
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Fig. 3. Contact forces for simulated impacts between a robot and the frontal area (left)
and the maxilla (right), showing the dependency on the robot mass and velocity. The
impact velocity steps are 0.5m/s. One has to take into consideration that the applied
human model is not valid anymore after the fracture occurs. This is discussed in [11].

HIC and similar criteria are apparently not appropriate measures of possible
injuries in robotics, necessitating the investigation of other injury mechanisms
like fractions of facial & cranial bones, possibly occurring during human-robot
collisions. This is indicated by recorded contact forces of the impact tests which
were in the order of the fracture tolerance of these bones.

In Fig. 3 the dependency of the impact force with respect to the robot mass
and velocity (the robot is assumed to move with constant velocity) for the frontal
bone and the maxilla are visualized. For all bones8 except the frontal one it seems
that starting from the saturation mass value9, a velocity between 0.5−1.0m/s is

8 Simulations for other facial and cranial bones denoted in [9] were carried out as well.
They show similar behavior.

9 The robot mass from which on a further increase does not result in significantly
higher forces.
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enough to cause fractions10. The frontal bone is the most resistant one, generally
withstanding impacts approximately up to 2m/s. Furthermore, it becomes clear
that especially for robots with less than 5kg reflected inertia at the moment
of impact the velocity can be significantly higher without exceeding the limit
contact force. For weaker bones like the maxilla impact speeds of 2m/s already
pose a major fracture source even for these robots.

3.3 Facial Impact Forces and Chest Criteria with Clamping

After analyzing free impacts in detail, the influence of clamping shall now be
outlined. In Tab. 1 (left) the clamping forces of the maxilla for impacts with
all robots at 2m/s in their particular impact configuration are listed11. Each
robot reacts to the collision by braking with maximum torque and continuing
so until contact with the head is lost. The simulations show the vast influence
of the robot mass and already the KR3 produces almost twice the contact force
the LWRIII generates12. However, all robots, even the low inertia LWRIII poten-
tially break the maxilla at 2m/s. Additionally, one has to take into consideration
that the applied model is not valid anymore after the fracture occurs because
the resistance on the robot is dramatically lowered, possibly causing even more
(under certain circumstances even arbitrary) severe secondary injury. However,
for the LWRIII a safe velocity of at least 1m/s is possible.

Table 1. Impact forces with clamping at 2m/s obtained for the maxilla (left). Simu-
lated values for chest severity indices and corresponding AIS values at 2m/s obtained
for the human chest (right). Cat.0 denotes stopping with brakes and Cat.1 fastest
possible stop without brakes.

ROBOT Contact Force Maxilla Fracture?

LWRIII 0.6kN@1m/s No

LWRIII 1.2kN@2m/s Yes

KR3 2.2kN@2m/s Yes

KR6 (Cat.0&1) 5.1kN@2m/s Yes

KR500 (Cat.0&1) 23.6kN@2m/s Yes

ROBOT CC[mm] VC[m/s] F
x
ext[N]

LWRIII 14. 4(0. 0) 0. 035 741. 6(1. 3)

KR3 (Cat.0) 31. 2(0. 0) 0. 1 851. 9(1. 4)

KR6 (Cat.0) 65. 5(2. 0) 0. 25 2836. 1(2. 7)

KR6 (Cat.1) 66. 6(2. 1) 0. 25 2904. 6(2. 7)

KR500 (Cat.0) 228. 0(6. 0) 0. 84 14282. 0(6. 0)

KR500 (Cat.1) 245. 0(6. 0) 0. 89 15491. 0(6. 0)

In Tab. 1 (right) the resulting Compression Criterion (CC), the Viscous Crite-
rion (VC) and the clamping forces are listed for impacts at 2m/s with a clamped
chest. CC is the deflection of the chest and VC the relative deflection times intru-
sion velocity (see [2] for definition). The corresponding EuroNCAP injury level

10 The presented simulations can be considered as a conservative but nevertheless re-
alistic upper bound [11].

11 For this simulation the KR3-SI is assumed to have no intermediate flange with
breakaway function, i.e. we assume a KR3.

12 The relation between motor torque and inertia scales disadvantageous when increas-
ing dimensions.
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[2] is indicated for the CC and VC by color. For the CC the AIS level is addition-
ally obtained by another available mapping13 and is denoted in brackets. The
injury level of the CC clearly shows how increasing robot mass leads to a higher
probability of injury level. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the contact
force and its correlating injury level, showing that both criteria are sensitive
predictors of injury for the chest in case of clamping. The Viscous Criterion, in
contrast, is due to the low velocities subcritical except for the KR500. This is
because even though the intrusion velocity is low, the deflection dominates the
VC value in this case. Similar to the head we can see that the chest is exposed
to an enormous threat with growing robot mass if the human is clamped. More
detailed simulations showing specifically the correlation between impact speed
and injury criterion for each robot are as well outlined in [12]. After this inves-
tigation of dynamic blunt impacts with and without clamping the problem of
quasi-static loading will be discussed as a case-study on the LWRIII, but the
resulting methodology of investigation can be applied to any robot.

4 Singularity Forces during Clamping

At impact configurations with large levers, robots of similar inertias (and max-
imum joint torques) to the LWRIII do not pose a potential threat by means
of HIC [2], but the almost outstretched arm can be a significant injury threat
which now shall be evaluated more in detail, see Fig. 4 (left).

The maximum nominal torques for a given robot are represented by a hyper-
rectangle. The corners of this hyper-rectangle are then transformed via the
pseudo-inverse of the transposed Jacobian to the corners of a hyper-polygon
of Cartesian forces. In order to get the maximal applicable force in the relevant
worst-case direction, the corresponding hyper-rectangle corner has to be evalu-
ated. Here, we use the collision detection (CD) described in detail in [13, 14].
Its detection threshold τdet for the external joint torque of the robot is defined
percentaged to the maximum nominal joint torque τmax (e.g., 5%) which lets
us easily obtain the detection threshold of the contact force.

τdet = 0.05τmax → Fdet = 0.05Fmax = JT#τdet (1)

JT# is the pseudo-inverse of the transposed manipulator Jacobian14. To theo-
retically analyze the configuration boundaries which can cause fractions of facial
and cranial bones the reconfiguration from “elbow up” to “elbow down” is the
most dangerous case. The robot can be commanded in such a way that it passes
the outstretched position if the clamped head is contacted close to the singular-
ity. In Fig. 4 the maximal force which can be exerted on a human maxilla by
a rigid, slowly moving robot (no dynamic forces) are analyzed. The stiffness of
the maxilla is according to [15, 16, 17] in the order of 105N/m. Thus, the force

13 For details please refer to [2, 9].
14 Note, that since the torque τdet is produced only by a TCP force, any generalized

pseudoinverse will lead to the same value of Fdet.
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Fig. 4. Clamping the human with a rigid manipulator in near-singular (almost out-
stretched) configuration, meaning from “elbow up” to “elbow down” or vice versa (left).
Theoretical analysis of the reconfiguration of the manipulator (right).

will linearly increase with position after contact, as represented in Fig. 4 for sev-
eral collision points along the lines li. The linear forces are displayed only up to
the limit at which the bone will break 2© , denoted by Ffrac = 660N. The curve
Fmax represents the maximal force that can be exerted by the robot, which goes
to infinity when approaching the singularity. If this curve is above Ffrac and if
Ffrac is exceeded before reaching the singularity for a given collision point (this
depends on the slope of li), the bone will break. For the considered case, this
would happen starting with 1© , i.e. more than 27cm before reaching the sin-
gularity. Starting with 3© , there does not exist even a hypothetical equilibrium
point, meaning the considered stiffness cannot stop the robot from reaching the
singularity. Using the collision detection with a threshold of 0.05τmax, the max-
imal forces are lowered, as displayed by the curve Fdet. In this case, the critical
region is substantially reduced to about 2cm before the singularity 4© . Restrict-
ing the workspace of the arm such that this configuration is not reached, poses
no significant limitation to usual applications. The limit safe configuration15 is
denoted by 5© . This analysis can be carried out with all facial and cranial bones
listed in [9] and yields similar observations for each of them.

5 Soft-Tissue Injuries Caused by Sharp Violence

Apart from blunt injury mechanisms several soft-tissue injuries caused by sharp
violence, which were to our knowledge not treated from a biomechanical point of
view in the robotics literature up to now, are very likely to occur during worst-
case scenarios in pHRI. When searching for relevant injury mechanisms during
physical contact with a robot, such an analysis is the next logical step. Since
this topic is still a major part of future research we will give a brief overview on
what injury types are worth to focus on next and what tolerance values exist for
these injuries.

15 With an ideal collision detection and an infinitely fast stopping robot.
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5.1 Soft-Tissue Injury

A major potential injury source in pHRI are the various tools a robot can be
equipped with and sharp elements along the robotics structure. Their evaluation
is still a field with many open issues and definitely worth and fruitful to work on.
As a first step one is able to identify the most important injuries and their mech-
anisms, since investigations were already made in the field of forensic medicine
and biomechanics. Therefore, basic statements concerning relevant quantities for
different soft-tissue injury mechanisms are possible. According to [18], common
and important soft-tissue injuries are

• Abrasion
• Laceration (cuts, gashes, contused wounds)
• Contusion (bruises, crushes)
• Stab wounds

Despite the wide variation among biomechanical analysis and tests, some tol-
erance values were published in the literature16, giving valuable information on
which physical quantities potentially lead to and govern different injury mecha-
nism. Abrasions are mainly caused by tangential motions of corners and sharp
edges along the human skin17 and an affecting energy of E ≈ 100J is already
enough to cause such injury. This criterion can directly be transferred to robotics
and would cover abrasions caused by structural edges and tools.

Contusions, expressed by bruises and crushes, are a matter of impact energy
density. Typical regions are the scalp and kneecaps since they have an osseous ba-
sis. Tissue injury occurs at an energy density of eA > 2.52J/cm2 and haematoma
and suffusion already below this value. Tailored to the needs of robotics one will
have to transfer these tolerance values to establish safe dynamics, i.e. ensure
that these values cannot be exceeded if a collision occurred.

Stab wounds were investigated with different knifes and it was concluded that
strain is not an appropriate measure to define a tolerance value for knifes and
similar tools because the contact area is too small. Instead the evaluation of the
penetration force is proposed. Tolerance forces depend on the layers of clothing
and range from mean values of 76.5N for uncovered skin to 173.2N for three
layers of typical clothing. The last injury introduced here are lacerations (cuts),
which need to be part of this evaluation as well, taking into account the cutting
edge of the tool and therefore completing the analysis of tools.

Of course there do exist other injury mechanisms but we believe the presented
ones already cover a large fraction of the most probable and important ones
which absolutely necessary have to be investigated.

6 Possible Injuries: Synopsis

Up to now only isolated issues and mechanisms of robot safety were discussed
and introduced in the robotics literature. In order to have an overview of the
16 A good summary of soft-tissue injury and its tolerance values is given in [18].
17 The edge is ≈⊥ vRobot, otherwise it would be a cut.
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Fig. 5. Safety Tree showing possible injury (PI), major worst-case factors (WCF) and
the possible worst-case range (WCR). * indicates still ongoing topics of research. Ad-
ditionally, relevant injury criteria are given for the head, chest and soft-tissue injuries.

potential injury threats depending on the current state of the robot and the
human, a classification of these mechanisms, governing factors of the particu-
lar process and possible injuries are proposed in Fig. 5. Physical contact can
be divided into two fundamental subclasses: quasi-static and dynamic loading18.
Fundamental differences in injury severity and mechanisms are as well observed if
a human is (partially) clamped or not, leading to the second subdivision. For the

18 We consider only injuries for typical robot velocities and no hypothetic extreme
cases. As shown in [2, 9] injury potential vastly increases with the impact velocity
of the robot.
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quasi-static case we differentiate between near-singular and non-singular clamp-
ing as was outlined earlier. The last differentiation separates injuries caused by
blunt contact from the ones induced by tools or sharp surface elements.

Each class of injury is characterized by possible injuries (PI), worst-case fac-
tors (WCF) and their worst-case range (WCR). WCF are the main contributors
to the worst-case, such as maximum joint torque, the distance to singularity or
the robot speed. The worst-case range indicates the maximum possible injury
depending on the worst-case factors. In addition to the classification of injury
mechanisms for each such class, suggestions for injury measures (IM) are given
as well. They are specific injury measures which seem appropriate, useful and
applicable to us for the classification and measurement of injury potentially oc-
curring during physical human-robot interaction.

1© e.g. represents blunt clamping in the near-singular configuration. As al-
ready shown, even for low-inertia robots this situation can become very danger-
ous and is therefore a possible serious threat with almost any robot on a fixed
base within a (partially) confined workspace. Possible injuries are fractures and
secondary injuries e.g. caused by penetrating bone structures or an injured neck
if the trunk is clamped but the head is free. This would mean that the robot
pushes the head further while the trunk remains in its position. Another possi-
ble threat is shearing off a locally clamped human along an edge. Appropriate
indices are the contact force and CC. 2© is the clamped blunt impact in non-
singular configuration. The injury potential is defined by the maximum joint
torque τmax and can range from no injury (as was shown for the LWRIII) to
severe injury or even death for high-inertia (and joint torque) robots. The robot
stiffness does not contribute to the worst-case since a robot without collision
detection would simply increase the motor torque to follow the desired trajec-
tory. Therefore, robot stiffness only contributes to the detection mechanism by
enlarging the detection time. Also here, the contact force and the Compression
Criterion are well suited to predict occurring injury.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we gave the first systematic evaluation and classification of possi-
ble injuries during physical human-robot interaction. We showed via experiment
that potential injury of the head, occurring during a free impact, will saturate
with increasing robot mass and from a certain mass on will only depend on
the impact velocity. Generally blunt head or chest impacts without clamping at
typical robot speed are, no matter how massive the robot is, definitely not life-
threatening19. These are surprising and gratifying results and to our knowledge,
they represent the first systematic experimental evaluation of possible injuries
during robot-human impacts. Although e.g. HIC is not an appropriate measure
of injury in robotics, other quite serious injuries of the head, as fractures of
facial and cranial bones, are very likely to occur already at moderate veloci-
ties and seem to be a more relevant injury mechanism. The appropriate injury

19 Parts of the presented evaluation is carried out for average males.
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indicator for this class of injury is however not related to head acceleration but
to impact forces.

Very different observations can be made in case of clamping which was eval-
uated with respect to robot mass and impact velocity. In case of clamping both
the head and chest can be severely injured even leading to death, especially with
increasing robot mass. Nevertheless, the low inertial properties of the LWRIII
allow an impact velocity of up to 1m/s without leading to any of the investigated
injuries.

Apart from the discussed dynamic impacts we showed that even low-inertia
robots can become very dangerous in near-singular configurations in case of
clamping.

Since soft-tissue injuries caused by sharp violence were to our knowledge not
treated in the robotics literature up to now, an overview about relevant ones was
outlined, showing which injury mechanisms still have to be investigated more in
detail and especially what are possible tolerance values valuable for robotics.

Finally, we classified relevant injury mechanisms, important factors governing
each injury process and the worst-case injury level emanating from it. This
classification should be considered as a basis for further contributions, as well as a
roadmap pointing out open issues and the variety of possible injury mechanisms
in physical human-robot interaction.

Comparing the thresholds defined in ISO-10218 with our measurements it be-
comes clear that its definition is not based on biomechanical analysis. Such an
evaluation leads to much higher tolerance values for blunt impacts. The inten-
tion of ISO-10218 is to keep the performance of the robot low in order to enable
active avoidance of unintended contact by a human. If this is not possible very
low exerted forces and power should avoid any kind of risk, i.e. ISO-10218 is a
conservative safety requirement. However, this seems to be a strong restriction of
robot performance while at the same time there is still lack of differentiated anal-
ysis. Especially tools and their corresponding injuries which would require even
lower thresholds are not discussed. We suggest to define a more sophisticated
and differentiated basis to achieve an optimal safety-performance tradeoff.

Videos illustrating and supporting key aspects proposed and explained in
the paper are available for download at www.robotic.dlr.de/Sami.Haddadin.
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Summary. We describe the architecture, algorithms, and experimental testbed for the deploy-

ment of large numbers of cooperating robots, and applications to tasks like manipulation and

transportation. The coordination between robots is completely decentralized to enable scaling up

to large numbers of robots. There is no labeling or identification of robots and all robots (and

their software) are identical allowing robustness to failures, ease of programming, and modu-

larity enabling the addition or deletion of robots from the team. Our approach requires minimal

communication and sensing and the proposed controllers are based only on local information.

Moreover, our architecture facilitates asymmetric communication from one or more supervisory

agents that can broadcast information to all robots and close the loop by acquiring abstract, high

level information related to the supervised robots. We discuss the hardware and software imple-

mentation, the architecture, and present recent experimental results.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in communication, sensing, and networking, as well as increases in

the ratio between performance and price of computers are reflected in the increased

presence of embedded computers and sensors in homes and factories. Further, wireless

ad-hoc networks or plug-and-play wired networks are becoming commonplace. Appli-

cations for networked robots where one can exploit such technology and infrastructures

include environmental monitoring [1], surveillance and reconnaissance for security and

defense [2–4], and support for first responders in a search and rescue operation [5, 6].

The emerging need for large-scale networked multi-robot systems has prompted a

growing response by the research community for architectures and methodologies for

balancing the increased algorithmic requirements of controlling distributed systems

with sufficient centralization to permit human interfacing. In this paper, we describe

our approach to the architectural design of large scale multi-robot algorithms. We mo-

tivated this design with a discussion of the pragmatic considerations required when

applying multi-robot algorithms to larger systems. We discuss a control framework that

abstracts the system complexity to a manageable level by promoting algorithmic in-

variance to the scaling size of the system through an Asymmetric Broadcast Control

(ABC). To elucidate these concepts we discuss the development of an experimental

M. Kaneko and Y. Nakamura (Eds.): Robotics Research, STAR 66, pp. 409–419.
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robotics infrastructure with a focused discussion on the application of such method-

ologies in experimentation. Recent results provide validation of the appropriateness of

the control framework and the use of behaviors as a means to reduce the algorithmic

complexity of large multi-robot systems.

2 Motivating Design Principles

We are interested in the deployment of potentially large numbers of cooperating robots

with applications to tasks such as persistent surveillance, object manipulation, and

transportation. When applying distributed control algorithms to robotic system at-

tributes such as decentralization, anonymity, and uniform modularity aid in implemen-

tation. Decentralization means that the algorithm does not require access to the full

global state. Anonymity suggests that each robot does not require an identifying at-

tribute of other robots in order to continue the computation of the algorithm. Uniform

modularity in algorithmic application extends the idea of anonymity to further pro-

mote the notion that each robot executes an instance of the same uniform algorithmic

module. Modularity permits a higher level of interoperability between differing control

algorithms and often reduces the complexity of the control algorithm simplifying the

implementation. These attributes often improve the efficiency and interoperability of

algorithms by permitting computations to execute in parallel across the robot network.

Additionally, a robot is rendered similar to the other robots in the system. The algorithm

is made robust by ensuring that no robot plays a role of vital importance and each robot

easily replaceable in the case of failure.

While wishing to maintain these distributed properties we acknowledge the need for

the centralization of certain aspects of the control law to permit higher level interaction

with the system by a supervisory agent such as a human operator. It is often impractical

for large numbers of robots to share information and to have every robot access global

state information. While the communication network facilitates the design of distributed

estimators, these estimators may not be robust to intermittent failures of the network.

As such failures can reduce the robustness of the control algorithm, we are also inter-

ested in an approach that alleviates the burden of communication and sensing within the

technological constraints of modern networking protocol with controllers that decouple

the performance of multi-robot controllers from that of decentralized estimators.

3 Control Architecture

A number of multi-robot control architectures have been developed in the last decade [7–

11], many of which were inspired by behavior-based control paradigms [12]. The need

to have decentralized control to enable scalability to large numbers is emphasized

[9, 13]. Many architectures rely on hierarchy to manage the complexity of the task

and the control software [14]. However, to task large groups of robots, we include a

component of centralization to allow a human (or an appropriate supervisory agent) to

interact with and task the team.
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Fig. 1. Asymmetric Broadcast Control (ABC) Architecture. The mathematical state description

(2) of a team of robots (1) reduces the complexity of representing the control of the system in an

abstract space (3; here depicted as a vector, geometric manifold, or stochastic space). The control

synthesis, planning, and command (4) need only consider the abstract space rather than the state

of the full system of robots.

3.1 The Asymmetric Broadcast Control Architecture

When considering teams of robots nearing the scale characteristic of sensor networks,

it is necessary to consider approaches to program, command, control, and monitor the

robot teams. However, it is also desirable in such large teams to not require knowledge

of the specifics of each robot and the number of robots in the team. We advocate a

broadcast paradigm in which all robots have uniform software and receive common

instructions but have the software-enabled intelligence to adopt roles and perform the

required tasks.

Accordingly we propose the Asymmetric Broadcast Control architecture shown in

Fig. 1. Since the configuration space and the state space of the multi-robot system grows

with the number of robots, and the complexity of most centralized algorithms for coor-

dination are at least quadratic or cubic in the number of nodes, it is necessary to allow

the supervisory agent to interact with the system in a reduced dimensional space. We

argue that it is mathematically necessary to define an abstraction, a function that maps

the large state space into an abstract state, whose dimension is small and independent

of the number of robots and has a physical interpretation that is easy to control and

command. Of course there may be multiple abstractions based on the task. Formally,

define the state space of the n robot system as n copies of Xai
, the state space of the

ith robot:

X = Xa1 × Xa2 × . . . × Xan
,

and the abstract space A whose dimension is smaller and independent of the dimension

of X .

Φ : X → A , Φ(x ) = a, (1)

where Φ is a mapping of the higher-dimensional state x ∈ X to the lower-dimensional

abstract state a ∈ A . In Fig. 1, we show three different abstractions. A can be an m-

dimensional vector space and the evolution of the multi-robot system can be viewed as
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the evolution of the abstract state a in this vector space. A may be endowed with the

geometric properties of a manifold as in [15–17]. When scaling to very large numbers,

it may be productive to view the group as a stochastic process and the appropriate

abstraction may be a continuous-time, q-state, Markov chain [18].

Such an abstraction permits the designer or programmer to consider the motion plan-

ning and controller synthesis problem on this lower-dimensional space A. This ap-

proach necessitates a supervisory controller interacting with the group at this higher

level in the abstract space A. Tasks, plans, and trajectories are specified at the abstrac-

tion level permitting supervisory interaction in a reduced-complexity space. Further,

distributed networking protocols such as broadcasting is readily incorporated since the

higher level abstraction provides common information allowing individual robots to

interpret these commands based on their individual states and the state of their local

environment.

The requirement of a supervisory agent may arguably detract from the decentral-

ization of the control algorithms. However, the ABC architecture permits a level of

centralization without requiring the individual robots to lose the desirable properties of

distributed control algorithms. Additionally, this framework accommodates the (often

pragmatic) need to provide global information to the team of robots such as information

regarding the external world (e.g., maps of the environment) and information about the

abstract state of the group. However, the broadcast protocol ensures that the information

is independent of the number of robots in the team and depends only on the complexity

of the tasks that need to be performed. At the local inter-agent level, any interactions

and communications between the robots are transparent to the supervisory agent.

There may also be a need to provide to the supervisory agent some information

about the state of the system. This can be achieved at low data rates by individual

agents. Alternatively it can also be accomplished by equipping supervisory agents with

appropriate sensors allowing them to measure the abstract state of the system at a coarse

level of granularity without worrying about specifics regarding individual states. Such

a framework ensures that the volume of data transfer from the supervisory agent to

the team of robots greatly exceeds the data transfer from the individual robots to the

supervisory agent in an asymmetric manner. This design permits the addition or deletion

of robots with little effect on the total data transfer.

We acknowledge that our emphasis in the discussion of the architectural issues is on

the behavioral architecture and control, rather than estimation, localization, and map-

ping. Clearly, there is an entire set of issues regarding how individual robots exchange

information with other robots [11], how information from different robots and sensors

are seamlessly integrated [3], and how this information can be used for mapping and

exploration [4]. However, in this architecture individual robots can talk to each other in

addition to talking to a supervisory agent. Additionally, the integration of information

and the sharing of this information may be facilitated by a broadcast agent.

3.2 Design and Composition of Local Behaviors

While the motivating principles discussed in Sect. 2 emphasize the abstraction of the

control algorithms to a space that is invariant to system size, local interactions must also

be considered for many practical reasons. Following the same motivation to maintain
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Fig. 2. Navigation function with three obsta-
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decentralized, anonymous, and uniformly modular control algorithms for each robot

we propose the use of local controllers for each of the individual robots that satisfy the

fundamental properties of safety and stability. These properties will guarantee that the

group will be able to carry out the high level orders of the supervisor (stability), while

the supervisor will not have to worry about collisions between the robots (safety).

One class of controllers that provide the fundamental properties of safety and stabil-

ity are the navigation function based controllers which inherit their safety and stability

properties from the underlying navigation functions [19]. Navigation functions are real

valued maps realized through cost functions whose negated gradient fields are attractive

towards the goal configuration and repulsive with respect to obstacles or other robots as

depicted in Fig. 2.

Although navigation functions provide a way to create navigation behaviors for in-

dividuals, this is not adequate when facing complex tasks that require the joint “in-

telligence” of several systems (including human users) or when the system needs to

concurrently satisfy several initiatives. This is true not only for the local robot con-

trollers, but is also often an indispensable capability for the supervisory agent. In [20] a

compositional framework is presented where the controllers inherit the safety and sta-

bility properties from the underlying navigation functions while the interconnections

are handled under the almost Input-to-State Stability (aISS) framework. The resulting

system maintains the fundamental properties of safety and (global asymptotic) stability

of the initial navigation function system. The almost global characterization is another

trait that is inherited from the navigation functions. The case of mixed initiative control,

where humans are interacting with the planners, can be seen as a special case of this

compositionality framework [21].

A compositional control strategy that promotes the use of the ABC architecture at a

high level with the local interaction guarantees of the navigation function based aISS
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. The 20 ×13.5 ×22.2 cm3 SCARAB platform is shown in Fig. 4(a). The KHEPRI robot,

Fig. 4(b), is controlled by six cables and has a full suite of sensing and computational abilities

making it well suited for emulation of an UAV in indoor environments. Fig. 4(c) depicts an LED

target used for localization.

controllers is shown in Fig. 3. At a global level, the supervisory agent assesses ab-

stract properties describing the workspace and environment of the team of robots. This

abstract description defines the local aISS control laws. Since these controllers are nav-

igation function based aISS controllers, mixed initiative control can be implemented,

enabling human users to seamlessly interact with the system at any level of the hierar-

chy while preserving the properties of the distributed ABC architecture and the stability

and safety guarantees of the underlying control laws.

4 Testbed Design for Multi-robot Experimentation

The following discussion briefly describes the design of an experimental testbed with

an emphasis on the influence of the design principles discussed in Sect. 2 on the sys-

tem architecture. We detail the realization of distributed control algorithms in modular

software as well as the physical infrastructure developed to implement the algorithms

in light of these principles.

4.1 Software

We adhere to the well-known object-oriented programming paradigm for writing hard-

ware and algorithmic code modules. We use the Player server [22] of the open-source

Player/Stage/Gazebo (PSG) project to ensure interfacing between the code modules

that run on each of the robots. The development of networked code modules permits

the evaluation of algorithms in a distributed manner.

4.2 Hardware and Infrastructure

We have designed two robots for use in distributed multi-robot experiments. The

SCARAB is a small (20 × 13.5 × 22.2 cm3) differential drive ground platform, shown
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in Fig. 4(a), equipped with an embedded computer, sensors, and motors. The robot was

designed to be easily manufactured, economic, and repairable due to the modularity

in the mechanical design. The on-board computational and sensor capabilities of the

SCARAB permit each robot to perform independent calculations based on their local

environment. Additionally, a local wireless network permits communications between

each of the robots or the global system. With these capabilities, the SCARAB serves as

an ideal platform for testing distributed control algorithms on mobile ground robots.

Further, the small form-factor of the robot permits the size of the group of robots to

scale based on the experiment design.

The second robot is the cable-driven parallel mechanism shown in Fig. 4(b) called

KHEPRI. In the ABC framework, either KHEPRI or a human act as the supervisory

agent. KHEPRI is equipped with an embedded computer, camera, lasers, and an inertial

measurement unit, with cables driven by motors equipped with encoders. Such a sen-

sor suite permits KHEPRI to be used for both control and observation. Further, since

KHEPRI is enabled to communicate on the same wireless network as the SCARABs, in-

teraction between the two types of robots is possible. Given the discussion of Sects. 3.1

– 3.2, it is apparent that KHEPRI and the SCARABs facilitate the testing of distributed

control algorithms for teams of robots with a global observer.

The LED localization target of Fig. 4(c) is used to localize the pose of the team of

ground robots. By equipping each of the SCARABs (and other ground objects) with a

target, we are able to identify and localize each of the robots via overhead cameras.

Each target flashes with a unique pattern that permits real-time tracking based on the

LED position, and identification based on the unique pattern. This technology permits

the verification of the ABC framework without requiring the additional complexity of

pose estimation.

A dedicated wireless network is used to accommodate the networking requirements

of the distributed robotics experiments. The SCARABs, KHEPRI, and external com-

puters are interfaced on this network, which permits inter-robot communication and

external human interaction during experimentation.

4.3 Simulation and Integration

As mentioned in Section 4.1, we use the software developed by the PSG project, which

defines interfaces for our distributed system and provides communication between the

robots. Additionally, Player provides a layer of hardware abstraction that permits algo-

rithms to be tested in simulated three-dimensional Gazebo environments. By adhering

to well-defined interface specifications, each algorithmic implementation (for example,

those discussed in Sects. 5.1 and 5.2) is identical for both simulation and experimenta-

tion on hardware.

5 Experimental Verification

5.1 Formation Control

We are interested in controlling a large team of nonholonomic ground robots in a de-

centralized fashion that is invariant to the number of ground robots. We briefly present

experimental results using the KHEPRI aerial robot and a team of SCARAB robots.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Fig. 5. Formation Control in Simulation and Experimentation. Figures 5(a)–5(e) depict the con-

trol of a team of twenty-five robots (in simulation) by an aerial robot using the control law

discussed in Sect. 5.1. The aerial robot is controlling the team of ground robots by defining a

predefined trajectory in a lower-dimensional abstract space. Figures 5(f)–5(j) show a similar sce-

nario on a team of ground robots and an aerial cable robot using hardware.

In our previous work [17, 23], we developed an abstraction for the team that includes

a gross model of the shape of the formation of the team and information about the posi-

tion and orientation of the team in the plane. Thus in (1), we can define A = S E (2)×S,

where S E (2) is the special Euclidean group in two dimensions and S ⊂ R 2 is the shape

space consisting of the major and minor axes of a ellipsoidal approximation [15]. We

also derived controllers that allow the team of robots to move in formation while avoid-

ing collisions and respecting the abstraction commanded by the aerial platform [23].

Thus KHEPRI, the supervisory agent, is able to control not only the gross position (µ )

and orientation (θ) of the formation, but also the shape (s1, s2) ∈ S by simply broad-

casting the current abstract state a = (µx, µy, θ, s1, s2), and the desired abstract

state to the ground robots.

Thus, commands of the abstract state a are translated into commands of individ-

ual robots. Details on the control laws and derivations are available in [15, 17] and on

the practical implementation including collision avoidance in [23]. The formation con-

troller was implemented on a team of four SCARABS and KHEPRI in simulations and

experiments. A representative control scenario is shown in Fig. 5.

5.2 Cooperative Manipulation

For cooperative manipulation we are interested in a decentralized algorithm that ma-

nipulates an object via caging [24]. The complexity of the control problem is reduced

by abstracting the control to a composition of vector fields [16, 25]. Since these vec-

tor fields are defined with respect to the object’s geometric shape, the resulting control

law is independent of the number of agents and only requires the assumption that the

number of agents is sufficiently large to surround the object for caging purposes. The
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Fig. 6. Figures 6(a)–6(e) present a representative distributed manipulation of an “L-shaped” ob-

ject simulated in Gazebo. The robots approach (Figs. 6(a) – 6(b)), surround (Fig. 6(c)), and ma-

nipulate (Figs. 6(d) – 6(e)) an object. Figures 6(f)–6(j) depict a similar scenario as above with the

approach (Figs. 6(f) – 6(g)), surround (Fig. 6(h)), and manipulate (Figs. 6(i) – 6(j)) behaviors.

control law is anonymous in that the identification of individual agents is unnecessary

and the number of robots can change dynamically.

We refer to this composition of vector fields as the construction of behaviors where

individual components can be described by common semantics such as approach, sur-

round, and manipulate. Further, each of these components have been shown to provide

guarantees on the convergence and stability of the control law [26].

We have been able to demonstrate through simulation and experimentation that a

switching system between these behaviors is robust to both the type of object being

manipulated and the number of robots available for manipulation. In fact, hundreds of

simulations have been conducted with different object types and different numbers of

available agents with success. In experimentation on real hardware we have conducted

tens of trials with four to eight robots manipulating an object along both linear and

sinusoidal trajectories as depicted in Fig. 6.

6 Conclusion

We presented our architecture for controlling large teams of robots. The architecture

emphasizes the use of abstractions to reduce the complexity of control algorithms for

distributed systems. Additionally, we demonstrated how this framework enables the

inclusion of global and local interactions in the form of supervisory agents and local

behaviors, respectively. An experimental testbed was discussed which adheres to the

motivating principles underlying the control framework in software and hardware. The

flexibility of the system was shown in two experiments which serve as more concrete

examples to the meaning of the notion of an abstraction.

We are currently considering the application of the ABC framework to a larger class

of problems. We are broadening the controllers of Sect. 5.1 to capture more diverse ab-

stract descriptions beyond ellipsoidal approximations. Additionally, we extending upon
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the work of Sect. 5.2 to take into account robot failures during manipulation by in-

corporating local sensing into the behavior descriptions. Another area of interest is the

estimation of abstract parameters to supplement or replace requirements on the super-

visory agent.
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Summary. The possibility to jointly deploy aerial and ground robots makes sense
in many application contexts of field robotics. There are indeed several cooperation
schemes in which the complementarity of such heterogeneous robots can be exploited
to enhance the efficiency of autonomous robotic operations.

This paper analyses the problems raised by the cooperation of ground and aerial
robots. Besides the usual issues brought forth by the integration of cooperating het-
erogeneous autonomous systems, such systems raise particularly challenging problems
for environment perception and modelling. On the basis of a review of the state of
the art in the area, the paper focuses on this particular issue. It analyzes the required
developments to tackle it, and sets forth some working directions.

1 Introduction

The robotics community is paying more and more attention to the development
of aerial robots. As opposed to drones that execute pre-programmed mission,
aerial robots exhibit decisional autonomy: they are meant to achieve high level
missions, such as mapping or monitoring a given area, with little human inter-
actions. Aerial robots rise a wide number of robotics research areas, that ranges
from the study of innovative flying concepts and the associated flight control
algorithms (especially for micro drones) to high level mission planning and ex-
ecution control, via real time environment mapping. Such robots are naturally
aimed for exploration and monitoring missions in remote or hostile areas, as
they can easily gather detailed information on the environment, without expos-
ing themselves or the operators to any danger.

But the information gathered by aerial means are not always complete, espe-
cially in cluttered urban areas, and aerial robots can hardly physically intervene
on the environment. Actually, in all the applications contexts where the develop-
ment of exploration and intervention robotics is considered, air/ground robotic
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ensembles bring forth several opportunities from an operational point of view.
Be it for environment monitoring and surveillance, demining or reconnaissance,
a variety of scenarios can be envisaged in which the complementarity of both
kinds of systems can yield more autonomous, efficient and robust operations.
For instance, aircrafts can operate in a preliminary phase, in order to gather in-
formation that will later be used in both mission planning and execution for the
ground vehicles. But one can also foresee cooperative scenarios, where aircrafts
would support ground robots with communication links and global information,
or where both kinds of machines would cooperate to fulfill a given mission.

After a brief review of the related work, the first section synthesizes various co-
operation schemes for air/ground robotics systems, and outlines the associated
main research issues. Besides usual decisional issues for multi-robot heteroge-
neous systems, it appears that one of the most important problem to solve is the
ability to fuse aerial and ground perception data within integrated environment
representations. Section 3 is dedicated to this issue: it sets forth the essential
functions to achieve, and discusses possible solutions.

2 Air/Ground Cooperation

2.1 Related Work

The literature does not abound with contributions on the cooperation be-
tween aerial and terrestrial robots. Nevertheless, there have been these recent
years some significant achievements, that exhibit some particular instances of
cooperation.

The experiments conducted at the GRASP Laboratory [CGK+04] focus on
the localization of a ground robot with the help of images gathered by a blimp.
The blimp positions are estimated by matching ground features, and estimates
of the UGV positions are obtained by detecting it in the blimp images. Further
developments using a Decentralized Data Filter and the construction of radio-
connectivity maps have been presented in [CCG+05]. The Decentralized Data
Filter developed at ACFR [RNSDW02] has been applied in [GBK+04] to locate
static ground targets, in a case where both kinds of vehicles are located by
GPS and perceive the target with vision. Note that in these contributions, the
experiments are set up so as to ease the sensor processing (targets are known
patterns, located on a horizontal plane and easily detected an associated in the
captured images).

Other cooperation schemes in which the UGV exploits data gathered by a
UAV have been demonstrated. In [SKHR02], the UAV acts as a “flying eye”
scouting for the UGV: it gathers traversability information that are fused with
the UGV data for path planning purposes. More impressive results are presented
in [VDH06], in which the UAV builds a 3D map that is also used for UGV lo-
calization purposes, using “spin-images” to register the ground and aerial 3D
maps [Joh00]. Substantial enhancements have been developed upon the spin-
images approach, so as to be able to find feature matches between the maps
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independently built by the UAV and the UGV. 3D information is essential in
these contributions, and is obtained thanks to stereovision of Lidars for both
kinds of vehicles.

Other ambitious scenarios that involve aerial and ground robots in a coherent
system are envisaged in [MTW+06, HBB+05].

2.2 Cooperation Scenarios

The operational functions that can benefit from field robotics systems consists
in exploration, monitoring or intervention tasks. These basic tasks can be de-
clined and assembled in various mission scenarios, depending on the application
context. For instance, ”Search and rescue” missions calls for both an exploration
phase (finding the position of victims) and an intervention phase (reaching the
victims to provide them with assistance).

If these tasks can be achieved by a single robot, be it terrestrial or aerial, they
can obviously be more efficiently achieved by an ensemble of aerial and ground
robots, that exhibits a wider spectrum of complementary capacities, from both a
perception and motion point of view. For short, aerial vehicles can move rapidly
for one place to the other, they can provide both global and precise views on
the environment, and are less prone to communication and GPS signals outages
than ground robots. On the contrary, ground robots can carry larger payloadsf
and endure longer missions. They operate more closely to the environment, and
provide the capacities to intervene on the environment, to deploy sensing and
communicating devices, and to perceive details hidden to the UAVs – e.g. under
the canopy or on building facades.

As in any multi-robot system, a variety of integrating schemes can be foreseen.
But the complementarities of aerial and ground robots drive the definition of
specific cooperation schemes, that one can cast in the following three types:

• Aerial robots assist ground robots. Aerial robots can provide the ground
robots with information related to the environment (traversability maps,
landmark maps). They can also straightforwardly localize the ground robots
by perceiving them, or provide communication links with the remote operator
station and between ground robots.

• Ground robots assist aerial robots. Ground robots can assist the aerial robots
by detecting cleared landing areas, or by providing them energy or the pos-
sibility to transport or recover them (as considered in [SKHR02, pro05] for
instance).

• Ground an aerial robots cooperate to achieve a task. Exploration and surveil-
lance tasks can obviously be jointly achieved by teams of aerial and ground
robots. Similarly, target detection and tracking tasks can benefit by the
enhanced observation capacities brought by such teams – and more gener-
ally any combination of the two assistance schemes mentioned above can be
foreseen.
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2.3 Issues Raised by Air/Ground Cooperating Systems

As for any multi-robot system, the deployment of aerial and ground robots calls
for the resolution of problems related to perception, decision and action. Be-
sides the fact that the robots are heterogeneous, provided their perception and
action capacities are properly modelled, the decision issues do not exhibit any
specificity different from other multi robot systems (task allocation, joint tasks
planning, coordinated execution control... all these functions being embedded in
a decentralized architecture). Action issues might call for specific developments
to ensure particular tasks – such as servoing the UAV motions to the UGV
motions, but do not raise any new or unsolved problem.

There is no doubt that it is in the area of perception that most of the difficul-
ties arise, as the data gathered by aerial and ground means have very different
characteristics. Research in the integration of such data is all the more important
for air/ground robotics systems that the ability to build and share environment
representations is a required basis to establish cooperation schemes, and is thus
required by any of the tasks mentioned in section 2.2 – even for missions whose
objectives are not specified in perception terms.

As an illustration, let’s consider a simple scenario similar to the “flying eye”
approach studied in [SKHR02], in which the aerial robot provides a ground
robot with traversability information, the mission being defined as a distant
goal to reach for the ground robot. A traversability map expresses the cost of
traversing given areas for a UGV, or more simply consists in a binary description
of obstacle/free areas: Fig. 1 shows such a map built from a monocular aerial

Fig. 1. Illustration of a traversability map built from a sequence of aerial monocular
images [BLC06]. Left: some of the images processed, right: traversability map. Green,
red and blue areas respectively correspond to traversable, obstacle and unknown ares.
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Fig. 2. A traversability map built by a ground rover as it navigates in the environment.

image sequence, and Fig. 2 shows a traversability map built by a UGV from a
sequence of stereoscopic images.

In such a scenario, the traversability map built by the UAV must be fu sed
with the one built by the UGV: the UAV can indeed not assess the traversabil-
ity under the tree canopy for instance, or can not detect small obstacles over
which the UGV can not go through. Fusing these maps require that they are
precisely spatially registered: in the absence of any precise localization mean for
both robots, a realistic assumption in most cases, and especially in military ap-
plications where GPS localization can not be taken for granted, the only solution
to register the two maps is to rely on landmarks that are detected and matched
by the two kinds of robots1.

This simple example scenario shows that the ability to integrate aerial and
ground data within various dedicated environment representations is an essential
prerequisite to have both kinds of robots cooperate to achieve a given mission.

3 Perception for Air/Ground Robotics Systems

Integrating data perceived by aerial and ground robots is a multisensor fusion
problem, that also encompasses the integration of the available initial data gath-
ered by spatial or high altitude aerial means (such data being structured in a
Geographic Information System – Fig. 3).

For that purpose, one must define algorithms and representations that support
the following characteristics of the data:

1 Note also that both maps must be spatially consistent beforehand: for that pur-
pose both robots can exploit landmarks they are able to rely upon to maintain
precise position estimates – these landmarks being not necessarily shared between
the robots.
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Fig. 3. A schematic view of the “multi-source” environment information integration
problem among air and ground vehicles.

• Data types: the acquired data can be images, either panchromatic or color,
from which geometric 3D informations can be recovered, or directly 3D, as
provided by a SAR or a Lidar for instance.

• Data resolution: the resolution of the gathered information can significantly
change, depending on whether it has been acquired by a ground or an aerial
sensor.

• Uncertainties: there can be several orders of magnitude of variation on data
uncertainties between ground an aerial data.

• Viewpoints changes: beside the resolution and uncertainties properties of the
sensors that can influence the detection of specific environment features, the
difference of viewpoints between ground and aerial sensors generates occlu-
sions that considerably change the effectively perceived area, and therefore
the detectable features.

Fig. 4 illustrates some of these characteristics for a depth sensor (stereo or Li-
dar imagery). Of course, the difficulties to integrate the data depends on the con-
sidered contexts and sensors. For instance, for aerial sensors, occlusions caused
by overheads are very unlikely to occur in open areas, whereas the presence of
vegetation or buildings in urban areas is more challenging. Also, the UAV alti-
tude strongly influences the properties of the perceived data in terms of precision
and resolution, and can hinder the acquisition of range data. Note that among
the possible sensors that can be embarked on a UAV, cameras have numerous
advantages: images carry a vast amount of information on the environment re-
gardless of the UAV altitude, they can also be used in micro-drones, and there
is a tremendous amount of work available in the literature on environment mod-
eling from aerial imagery.
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Fig. 4. 2D illustration of the viewpoint influence to derive a digital terrain map from
depth imagery. Most of the uncertainty being in the depth estimate, encoding this
uncertainty in a DTM requires different approaches with data perceived by a ground
robot (left), a low altitude UAV (center) or a high altitude UAV (right). One can
also see that the variable resolution of the data will play an important role in the
specification of the processing algorithms.

3.1 Required Models

The autonomous operation of the robots call for the structuring of the perceived
data into a set of models, dedicated for specific purposes (Fig. 5):

• The evaluation of motions requires traversability models2, that are confronted
with the robot motion models in order to define goals and plan trajectories
for the robots,

• In order to select viewpoints, 3D geometric models are required to assess
visibilities (between robots, between robots and targets, or between robots
and specific features in the environment).

• Either for UAVs or UGVs, some motions can be defined with respect to
environment features (e.g. servoing along a track or a straight line in the
environment), detected by one or tho other kind of robot. Such features
(denoted as navigation supports) also constitute an environment model.

And of course, two essential aspects lie behind the construction of such models:

• They must be spatially consistent, so as to faithfully represent the environ-
ment topology. This consistency is ensured thanks to Simultaneous Local-
ization and Mapping (SLAM) approaches, that build and require landmark
maps. Landmarks are sensor and robot dependant, but as pointed out in the
example scenario of section 2.3, there is a need to share landmark represen-
tations to fuse the data acquired by the two kinds of robots.

• All the models must explicitly contain the amount of information they en-
code, be it the precision of geometric information or the confidence of seman-
tic information: this is essential to plan data acquisitions, and therefore to
define cooperating behaviours between the robots. This is the case even for
missions that are not information oriented: for instance, in our simple Flying

2 The word “traversability” is rather used for UGVs, but can be extended for UAVs,
for which obstacles define no-fly volumes in the environment.
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Fig. 5. The various environment models required are organized in a layered structure
akin to a GIS. Some models are built and exploited by a single kind of robot, some are
built by one kind of robot and used by the other one, whereas some result from the
fusion of data gathered by both the UAVs and UGVs.

Eye scenario, it is the confidence on the estimated traversability that drives
the UAV acquisitions – and therefore its motions.

3.2 Fusing Aerial and Ground Data

If the literature provides numerous approaches to model the environment, be it
from aerial of ground data, there are very few contributions that integrate both
kind of data into consistent environment models. The fact is that the problem
challenges the two essential functions required by environment modelling, namely
data registration and data fusion.

Fig. 6 shows three different scenes perceived by a UAV and a UGV: in the
leftmost case, the terrain is open and exhibit no structure. In the center images,
some line segments can be quite easily matched between both images. In the
rightmost images, the boardwalk is the only geometric feature that is perceived
by both robots, whereas the detection of the white wrecked car should help to
associate data (provided the white overexposed region is correctly identified as
a car in the aerial data !). These examples show that there are many possible
strategies achieve the data registration and fusion functions, that depend greatly
on the environment context – and on the sensors used. We discuss some of these
strategies below.

Raw data registration

It can be readily seen from the images of Fig. 6 that not image feature based
matching algorithm will help to register aerial and ground data. Nevertheless,
3D raw data can be registered using minimization processes (e.g. the iterative
closest point algorithm, as in [DMH03, MHM05]), or by defining specific features
that are be detectable in both kinds of data (e.g. the DTM registration approach
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Fig. 6. Three different scenes perceived by an aerial robot (top), and a ground robot
(bottom). The field of view of the ground robot is shown by red lines on the aerial
images: even for a human operator, finding out the ground robot position and viewing
direction in the aerial image is not an easy task.

Fig. 7. Two local DTMs of the rocky area that can be seen in the leftmost images of
Fig. 6: built from a single stereo image pair acquired at an altitude of about 20 meters
(left), and from a stereo bench on board a rover (right). Both DTMs have the same
resolution.

presented in [VDH06] – DTMs are not strictly speaking raw data, but the process
of building a DTM is rather a structuring process that re-samples the data than
a segmentation, classification or identification process). These approaches rely
on the availability of Lidars, which can not be taken for granted in all application
cases, and especially not with micro-drones.

Registering DTMs built from vision is a bit more challenging, mainly because
the large imprecision of the depth data (that grows quadratically with the depth)
yields less precise DTMs. Although in such cases the DTMs can be enriched with
luminance information, one can see in Fig. 7 that hardly no stable features can
be associated between the two maps.
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SLAM with aerial and ground data

When considered in a SLAM context, the two registration and fusion functions
are instantiated by the data association and the estimation functions.

Solutions to the SLAM problem have now reached a mature state, and have
been successfully applied in various field robotics contexts [JFR07], for both
aerial and ground robots. In particular, numerous efficient vision-based SLAM
approaches have been recently proposed. But to our knowledge, no contribution
tackle the air/ground data context: the data association problem is here very
challenging.

As previously noted, there are little chances that image features often used in
SLAM approaches (i.e. Harris or SIFT points) could be used to associate aerial
and ground data. We rather believe that the solution lie in the use of higher
level geometric primitives [LLB07]: 3D facets [MDR04], and more likely lines
segments [ED06, LL07] or even planar patches [SMR07], as such features can be
detected from both aerial and ground robot. Yet, these recent contributions to
vision-based SLAM approaches call for robust data association schemes to be
efficient for air/ground data fusion. For that purpose, geometric features could
be enriched with additional information extracted in the images, as proposed for
the object recognition problem in the vision community [RLSP03, LPS05].

E xploiting initial information

Exploiting initial information available on the environment is appealing. One of
the main advantage is that such information are spatially consistent, and thus
can avoid the use of SLAM approaches. But as in SLAM, the problem to solve
is data association, and as in SLAM, we advocate that the use of high level
geometric primitives, enriched by other qualitative attributes is the solution to
look for.

Note that in the area of 3D GIS augmentation with ground vision data, there
are a number of contributions worth to refer to, such as [FZ03] and [GA04]. But
these approaches require that a fine geometric 3D model is built beforehand. On
the contrary, [YM07] only require a 2D map that roughly describes the shape and
position of buildings to localize a ground robot, using various features extracted
from stereovision data.

4 Conclusion

Convincing demonstrations of aerial and ground robots that cooperate to fulfill
a mission are yet to be achieved: the key problem to solve lie in the ability
to properly register and fuse data obtained by both kinds of robots. It is a
challenging issue, as one must define algorithms that are able to cope with the
very different characteristics of the data, not to mention that they have to run
under stringent real-time constraints.

We advocate that the use of high level geometric primitives is a pre-requisite
to tackle this issue, as shown by recent promising contributions to the SLAM
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problem. The ability to rely on semantic information would definitely be of a
good help too, as labeled objects yield straightforward data associations. Even if
such associations would not provide the necessary precision to register environ-
ment models at the precision of the required models, they can focus geometric
features associations.
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